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Interactions in Political Economy demonstrates that the different heterodox
approaches to economics have much to learn from each other. Economists
working within different paradigms, including post-Keynesianism, Marxism and
neo-Ricardian economics address a wide range of  issues in methodology, the
history of  economics, theory and policy. The result is a wealth of  insight into
how economics ought to be done, how various theoretical approaches dovetail,
and the effectiveness of  various approaches to economic policy.
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FOREWORD

I am still tickled by the fact that I am (just) the only person under 70 on the
academic board of  the Journal of  Post-Keymesian Economics (JPKE). Nevertheless,
I realized how ancient I had become when I looked through the list of
contributors to the volume which commemorates ten years at Malvern. For I
found there all friends, many of  over thirty years’ standing, and some of
whom in addition are former or present colleagues, relatives and students,
both undergraduate and graduate. This, of  course, is one of  the many joys
of  growing old.

I have had the privilege and pleasure of  attending several Malvern
conferences. I agree with the editor of  the present volume that the
atmosphere—in the Harcourt Room, where else?—has been friendly and
constructive and that serious issues have been tackled in a profound manner
and in the best of  humours. That is not to say that the debates have not
been intellectually vigorous; with such outstanding practitioners of  the art as
Phil Mirowski, Ed Nell and Ingrid Rima, for example, how could they be
otherwise? But what is refreshing about all the chapters in the present volume
is that they have one ultimate aim, to wit, to understand and then to improve
the world, or rather, the lot of  its citizens (not, note, agents but real people).
This is so whether the contribution of  their chapters is to put us right on
our methods, or to bring us up to date on the phenomenon of  hysteresis in
uncertain environments, or to rid Keynes’s theory of  investment of  flaws in
its details.

Naturally, reflecting on ten years of  Malvern conferences leaves us sad for
we shall never see again in the flesh Ken Boulding, John Hicks, George
Shackle or Lorie Tarshis. Their spirits, however, are very much alive in this
volume, and for that alone I count it a signal honour and act of  love to be
able to write the foreword to this volume.

Now read on!
G.C.Harcourt
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AT
MALVERN

Steven Pressman

In August 1987, John Pheby organized the first Malvern Political Economy
conference. It was attended by over thirty economists from ten different
countries, and twelve papers were presented on a wide range of  topics. The
individual papers and the ensuing discussion were both highly stimulating and
rather contentious. Many of  the papers presented were subsequently collected
and published as a conference volume (Pheby 1989).

Every August since 1987 another Political Economy conference has been
held at Malvern. Each conference has been different, but each has been
equally stimulating. Thus far more than 200 different economists have attended
the Malvern conferences, and around 100 different economists have presented
papers there. Two Nobel laureates (John Hicks and James Meade) have come
to Malvern, and many other luminary figures in the profession have presented
papers at Malvern.

Over the past decade Malvern has become renowned for the excellent
food (served by the gracious staff  of  the Mount Pleasant Hotel), and for
the camaraderie that has developed among conference participants. As an
added plus, we have had the beautiful Malvern Hills in our backyard. This
provided plenty of  fresh air, pleasant surroundings and enjoyable places to
walk and talk when not listening to the stimulating papers. Even a die-hard
New Yorker like myself  managed to enjoy ‘the idiocy of  rural life’ in our
bucolic haven.

When I think back and reflect on the past Malvern conferences several
themes stand out as being especially prominent. One is a dissatisfaction with
standard economic theorizing. A second theme involves the search for
alternative ways of  understanding how economies actually work and alternative
solutions to the problems faced by real economies. But perhaps the dominant
theme running through Malvern has been a belief  that heterodox economic
paradigms have much to teach one another, and that economists with different
perspectives can learn from one another if  given the right environment.
Malvern has provided that environment. It has been a place where all
approaches to economic analysis have been welcomed and respected, and
where the insights from one tradition have met up with what Latakos has
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called ‘the hard core’ beliefs from other paradigms. The results have been
frequently contentious and sometimes synergistic, but they have always been
illuminating.

The twelve chapters that follow were all written by people who have
attended past Malvern conferences. In many instances, the individual authors
have returned to Malvern again and again. The papers themselves were
selected to reflect the diverse array of  heterodox economics at Malvern and
the cross-fertilization among these perspectives that has made Malvern a very
special place over the past ten years.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Methodological questions have been one major area of  concern and interest
at Malvern. While these debates may appear overly abstract and abstruse to
some, they do have real-world consequences. It is rather certain that mistaken
views on how to do economics will lead to both bad economics and bad
economic policy.

In Chapter 2 Philip Mirowski looks at the Santa Fe Institute, home of
complexity theory. He examines the relationship between the hard scientists
and the economists associated with Santa Fe. This study of  Santa Fe is placed
against the backdrop of  the Cowles Commission, and yields a number of
interesting similarities and differences. Both institutions were funded to engage
in statistical research on stock prices, and both projects were then shifted
onto another track by the major researchers and participants. But here the
similarities end. The Cowles Commission was taken over by economists
interested in formalizing and axiomatizing the structure of  Walrasian general
equilibrium theory. Their vision was to make economics a hard science like
physics. The Santa Fe Institute, in contrast, has been taken over by natural
scientists who are more interested in their own experimental work than in
economics. Moreover, their vision is a historical one. They look to biology,
more than they look to physics, as a model of  science; and their view is
evolutionary and organicist. In another striking contrast to the Cowles
Commission, the physicists at Santa Fe have expressed disdain for the formalist
programme that drives much of  neoclassical economics.

From this comparative analysis Mirowski draws several methodological
lessons. First, and perhaps most important, he sees in Santa Fe support for a
Romantic conception of  science, which is holistic and historical in outlook,
which stresses indeterminacy and diversity, and which is experimental rather
than formal and axiomatic. Second, Santa Fe shows the importance of  cross-
fertilization among disciplines and theories, of  cultural images of  change over
time, and of  the personal computer as a simulation tool. These approaches,
rather than deductive proofs, lie at the forefront of  contemporary science
according to Mirowski; and economists would do well to emulate these
approaches.
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SEMINAL FIGURES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY

At Malvern, history has mattered as well as methodology. With considerable
regularity conference participants have looked to the work of  seminal figures
for ideas about how real economies work and for insights into how to escape
from an ahistorical neoclassical framework. The chapters contained in Part II
reflect this appreciation for the importance of  history.

Peter Earl explores the views of  George Shackle concerning
entrepreneurship and the firm. Shackle is best known for his view that the
world is kaleidoscopic, and that uncertainty plagues any investment decisions
that a firm or entrepreneur makes. This radical uncertainty, for Shackle,
reduces investment and effective demand, thereby creating macroeconomic
problems. Yet, in his work on entrepreneurship and the economics of  the
firm (especially his 1970 textbook on the theory of  the firm), Shackle failed
to make use of  key ideas from Coase and Schumpeter on entrepreneurship
that would have complemented his better-known lines of  thought. Instead,
Shackle focused on the views of  Cantillon, who saw the entrepreneur as an
arbitrageur rather than someone proceeding into unfamiliar territory and beset
with uncertainty. And he failed to see how, by internalizing the market, firms
could reduce transaction costs and thus the uncertainty that they face.

Earl concludes with a discussion of  why Shackle missed the opportunity
to make these connections. Here Earl identifies several possibilities. First,
Shackle was an armchair theorist whereas Coase followed the Marshallian
strategy of  letting empirical matters direct theoretical inquiry. Second, Shackle
saw in Cantillon the idea that entrepreneurs face uncertainty about their future
revenue streams. Conversely, in the Coasian tradition, transaction costs reduce
uncertainty and make the economic system more resilient.

John King, a well-known and prolific historian of  Marxian economics,
tackles the economic thought of  post-Keynesian economist Hyman Minsky in
his chapter. King notes a tension in the early work of  Minsky, which reflects
some acceptance of  post-Keynesian doctrines and some acceptance of
neoclassical theory. On the one hand, Minsky recognized the dangers of
financial instability, and the need for government economic policy and a lender
of  the last resort. He also accepted the multiplier-accelerator model as the
basis for doing macroeconomic analysis. On the other hand, Minsky took a
loanable funds approach to the determination of  interest rates, and held that
savings constrained investment.

King argues that when Minsky discovered Kalecki’s theory of  profits it
helped to liberate him from the anti-Keynesian loanable funds view of  savings
and investment. It also made Minsky a true post-Keynesian monetary theorist.
Kalecki’s theory allowed Minsky to analyse cash flows into firms, and to show
how these cash flows could be used to help to finance investment. Thus
Minsky was able to escape from the neoclassical view that it was savings that
determined and constrained business investment.
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Allin Cornell’s chapter examines Monopoly Capital by Baran and Sweezy,
thirty years after its publication. That work argued that the degree of
monopoly had been rising in developed capitalist economies; and that with
greater monopolistic elements capitalist economies would tend to stagnate, as
the growth of  labour productivity increased profit rates and reduced effective
demand. Baran and Sweezy also expressed scepticism that government
economic policies would be put into effect that increased social spending,
and thus offset the trend towards reduced private spending.

Cottrell, however, notes a number of  ‘awkward facts’ that cast doubt on
this explanation for stagnation and high unemployment. First, the degree of
monopoly in the US economy appears to have fallen rather than grown since
the publication of Monopoly Capital. Second, Cottrell notes that other data seem
to contradict the argument of  Baran and Sweezy. Over the past thirty years
productivity growth has stagnated, as have corporate profits; at the same time,
consumption has exhibited a tendency to rise as a fraction of  income, rather
than fall.

Cottrell concludes his critique by turning the Baran and Sweezy argument
upside-down, thereby returning to Marx and classical economics. Rather than
high profit rates reducing spending and contributing to stagnation, Cottrell
suggests that it may be falling rates of  profit that have reduced investment
and contributed to our current economic problems.

COMPARATIVE APPROACHES TO POLITICAL ECONOMY

As noted earlier, one of  the defining traits at Malvern has been a cross-
fertilization among different economic paradigms and an attempt to integrate
ideas from various contemporary schools of  thought. The chapters in Part III
all attempt to bring the insights from one heterodox paradigm to bear on
another heterodox paradigm.

Claudio Sardoni’s paper examines the investment demand function contained
in Chapter 11 of  The General Theory. Keynes assumed, according to Sardoni,
that as businesses invested more and more, the cost of  capital goods would
increase and the expected returns to investment would fall as capital became
less scarce.

Keynes needed a downward sloping investment demand curve, Sardoni
points out, to explain why business investment did not expand until full
employment was reached. If  investment demand did not slope downward, the
only limit to investment would be the lack of  resources to produce more
plants and equipment, and we would be back in the full employment world
of  classical economics.

Yet, Sardoni argues, the downward sloping investment demand function has
some logical problems. First, Keynes assumed pure or perfect competition,
where no firm can affect the overall market. Thus, greater investment by one
firm should not affect supply prices adversely. Keynes’s views about expected
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profits can be similarly criticized. Since one producer cannot affect aggregate
outcomes, there is no reason that expected returns to investment should fall
wherever investment increases. Moreover, as investment rises, entrepreneurs
may expect greater profits due to the economic expansion and rising prices.

Finally, Sardoni maintains that Sraffa helps to point the way out for
Keynes’s investment demand function. What is needed is the assumption that
imperfectly competitive market forms are the norm. The problem facing a
firm wanting to expand thus becomes how to sell the additional output
produced by the new investment. As such, investment is limited because the
demand for goods is limited; and an unemployment equilibrium becomes
possible because of this limit.

In Chapter 7 Gary Mongiovi poses four problems for post-Keynesian
macroeconomic theory from a Sraffian perspective. These difficulties, according
to Mongiovi, all stem from the failure of  the post-Keynesians to pay due
attention to questions of  value and distribution.

First, Mongiovi argues that the IS-LM model is wrong, but not for the
reasons advanced by post-Keynesians. The problem is not that the IS-LM
model does not accurately represent the views of  Keynes. Rather, the problem
is that the model ignores issues of  distribution. More important, according to
Mongiovi, is the way in which IS-LM ignores distribution. As noted in the
Sardoni chapter, Keynes advanced a downward sloping investment demand
curve. Mongiovi argues that this curve is grounded in the marginal productivity
theory of  distribution, a theory discredited in the Cambridge controversy; and
that furthermore, this curve forms the basis of  the IS curve.

Second, post-Keynesians are wrong about Say’s Law, and the importance
of  overthrowing Say’s Law. Say’s Law is a red herring, according to Mongiovi,
and does not imply a tendency to full employment. Conventional beliefs
among economists that there is a tendency to full employment stem from the
marginalist theory of  distribution. Third, Mongiovi contends that post-
Keynesians are wrong that non-neutral money accounts for unemployment;
non-monetary economies will not necessarily move towards full employment
equilibrium. Finally, Mongiovi argues that post-Keynesians tend to reject
equilibrium analysis. This, however, makes it difficult to do any economic
analysis, since it becomes impossible to pinpoint the consequences of  any
changes that affect the economic system.

In the next chapter, Paul Davidson defends Keynes and post-Keynesian
economics from the criticisms leveled by Mongiovi. Davidson argues that
Keynes does not require a downward sloping investment demand curve.
Moreover, he contends that Keynes’s investment demand curve is not a
traditional, Marshallian demand curve; rather it is a curve showing statistical
frequency distributions. Thus it does not ignore the lessons of  the Cambridge
critique regarding returns to capital.

Davidson agrees with Mongiovi that Say’s Law does not entail full
employment, but he notes that Say’s Law is also not a theory of  output and
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employment. This theory is what Keynes provided, and what makes up the
Keynesian revolution. In response to Mongiovi’s point about non-neutral
money, Davidson argues that uncertainty and the two essential characteristics
of  money identified by Keynes are necessary to explain unemployment in
real-world economies. Finally, Davidson contends that the persistent centers
of  gravity demanded by Mongiovi and the neo-Ricardians cannot exist in the
real economic world where uncertainty is so pervasive.

Mark Setterfield’s chapter addresses the consistency of  the notions of
hysteresis and uncertainty. The former notion, a favourite of  the new
Keynesian school, involves the idea that the present state of  our economy
depends upon its past. In contrast, the uncertainty highlighted by Keynes and
Frank Knight involves the impossibility of  knowing the probabilities of
different potential economic states. The past thus tends to be irrelevant if
radical uncertainty prevails. Setterfield should therefore be seen as addressing
the issue of  whether new Keynesian and post-Keynesian economics are
consistent in at least one respect.

His conclusion is that the notions of  hysteresis and uncertainty are
compatible and tend to complement one another. First, he points out that
both notions are properties or characteristics of  the real economic
environment, rather than qualities of  the individuals who inhabit that world.
Second, Setterfield notes that both concepts are attempts to deal with real-
world historical time. For Keynes, and for the post-Keynesians, historical time
creates uncertainty. Similarly, hysteresis is an evolutionary process that takes
place through historical time and takes place in an uncertain environment.
Finally, Setterfield finds pragmatic compatibilities between models of  hysteresis
and the post-Keynesian research programme. Post-Keynesians seek to develop
useful models that improve our understanding of  real-world economies, and
to set forth economic policies that might help economies to perform better.
Since hysteretic models show how increases in aggregate demand can have
permanent and positive effects on unemployment, post-Keynesians should
accept these models for pragmatic reasons as well as for theoretical reasons.

POLICY ISSUES

Malvern has not been just about methodology and high theory. These
aspects of  economics are important only to the extent that they lead to
improved economic performance. This, after all, is the reason for studying
economic principles—or at least the reason that economic principles should
be studied.

The chapter by Edward Nell addresses the issue of  why developed
economies have stagnated since the early 1970s. He notes several important
factors contributing to poor economic performance over the past twenty-five
years—consumption spending, investment and net exports have grown slowly
and become more volatile. While the appropriate government policy should
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have been to counteract these changes, the USA has failed to employ the
appropriate economic policies.

Nell goes on to explain why all the components of  aggregate expenditure
have grown more slowly and become more volatile since the 1970s. The key
factor is that changing technology has changed the way that markets have
worked. Higher costs for new technology have made investment more
expensive and more risky, thus explaining the changes in investment. Through
the multiplier-accelerator process, the whole economy has become less stable
and less likely to grow; thus consumer spending slows down. Technology has
also increased foreign trade, but it has also allowed capital to pick up and
move to wherever labour is cheapest. This has made countries more
susceptible to balance of  payments problems.

Looking at US economic history since the Second World War, Nell argues
that expansionary government policies have led to successful economic
performance. And he argues that such expansionary policies must be used
again, if  the current economic stagnation is to be ended.

John and Wendy Cornwall analyse the dynamics of  macroeconomic change
over time. They reject as unhelpful neoclassical growth models that assume
full employment, that ignore demand and that ignore path dependence. Only
an evolutionary perspective that incorporates the role of  institutions, the
Cornwalls argue, can help to understand macroeconomic dynamics. A two-
way street runs between institutions and economic performance. Economic
performance induces institutional change; but institutional change also impacts
the economy. The Cornwalls then use this schema to explain the economic
performance of  the major OECD countries after the Second World War.

The experiences of  the Second World War in ending the Depression led
to a commitment to full employment on the part of  national governments,
and a willingness to expand demand and guarantee full employment. It also
led to cooperative industrial relations, so that low unemployment rates would
not spill over into higher inflation. In essence, labour and management agreed
to split the gains of  productivity growth. And generous social welfare benefits
were provided just in case something went wrong.

The good times, though, led to a breakdown of  these institutions and to a
resurgence of  inflation. High employment increased labour power at the same
time that labour became more willing to use that power in order to obtain
higher wages. An inflationary bias was imparted to the world economy. Fearing
inflation, governments began to use contractionary policies, and unemployment
rose in virtually every OECD country.

Given this analysis, the appropriate policy solution follows directly.
Institutional changes that bring back a social bargain between labour and
capital are absolutely imperative. Only within an institutional framework that
limits wage growth to productivity growth can expansionary policies again be
employed to control unemployment without leading to unacceptable levels of
inflation.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN POLITICAL ECONOMY

It is especially fitting to end this volume with the notion of  new directions;
the very first Malvern conference resulted in a volume entitled New Directions
in Post-Keynesian Economics (Pheby 1989). And this theme has continued to be
important at Malvern over the ensuing years. In fact, more than anything
else, Malvern has been associated with an attempt to move economics forward
by developing new approaches and modes of  analysis. Both chapters in Part
V make concerted attempts to push economics along such new lines.

Ingrid Rima argues that traditional economics goes wrong by starting at
the microeconomic level and assuming that macroeconomic outcomes will be
Pareto optimal. Since microeconomic behaviour can lead to undesirable
macroeconomic outcomes, such as Great Depressions, Rima suggests that we
need to reverse the direction of  our analysis. We need to begin with those
macroeconomic outcomes desired by a nation’s citizens, and then determine
the best means, or the least costly policies, that will let us reach these goals.
Rima terms this approach ‘instrumentalism’, and traces its roots to Adam
Smith, John Maynard Keynes, Jan Tinbergen and especially Adolph Lowe.

More important than the historical origins of  instrumentalism are its policy
implications. First, the transitional economies of  central and eastern Europe
should not blindly pursue privatization and marketization in the belief  that
this will lead to the best possible outcome. Rather, a social consensus for
reform must be developed that will set out the desired outcomes and the
feasible means to achieve these ends. Second, developed capitalist economies
must figure out how to move to a more optimal growth path. This will likely
involve, among other things, establishing international organizations like a
European Central Bank and a European currency in order to keep individual
countries from adopting anti-growth policies like ‘beggar-thy-neighbour’ import
restrictions. What it will not involve, however, are the laissez-faire economic
policies typically championed by neoclassical economists.

Finally, Kevin Hoover’s chapter ‘Some Suggestions for Complicating the
Theory of  Money’ is advertised as a prolegomenon to future monetary theory.
Hoover begins by discussing the uneasy relationship between the theory of
money and Walrasian general equilibrium models. Quite simply, in general
equilibrium models it is hard to find any role for money. Since barter determines
relative prices among goods, money is not needed for this purpose. Furthermore,
in a Walrasian economy the auctioneer can set relative prices to eliminate any
imbalances in particular markets. This traditional function of  money is thus
rendered obsolete. Finally, in a Walrasian model it is hard to explain why people
hold money, which pays no interest, rather than interest-bearing assets.

Rather than just blaming general equilibrium theorists for these limitations,
Hoover also finds fault with monetary theorists who insist on seeing money
as a means of  exchange or store of  value. Hoover then argues that a more
appropriate monetary theory must look to the unit of  account function of
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money. Money is important, according to this line, not because it simplifies
exchange or provides utility to its holder, but because it is the way that we
keep score of  who owes how much to whom.

A more appropriate monetary theory, according to Hoover, must begin with
the accounting and settlement functions of  money, neither of  which have a
role in general equilibrium models. In addition, Hoover suggests that rather
than assuming that money is needed to purchase goods, monetary theory
should begin by assuming that goods are purchased with credit, and that
money is needed from time to time in order to settle balances. The puzzle of
why people hold money is thus solved—people do not want to hold money,
rather they want to get rid of  it (and buy assets) as soon as possible.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should be apparent that the fivefold division that I have imposed upon the
chapters in this volume is rather arbitrary. Examining methodological issues
yields important insights into the directions that economics should follow if
it is to be more relevant, as well as insights into the thinking of  seminal
figures. A study of  seminal figures leads to new insights regarding economic
methodology, how various theoretical approaches dovetail, and the efficacy of
different policy proposals. The chapters that bring together strands from
different heterodox paradigms have distinct policy implications, as well as
insights into methodological questions such as the nature and importance of
uncertainty. The policy-oriented chapters emphasize the limitations of  the
neoclassical approach, and attempt to build theories that borrow from different
heterodox approaches and that also add something new. Finally, the chapters
most explicitly addressing new directions build upon the insights from various
schools of  thought, show sensitivity to methodological issues and consciously
seek better policy proposals.

This lack of  a neat and orderly division among the chapters here should not
really surprise anyone. Nor should it be seen as a criticism of  either the chapters
or the division that I have imposed upon them. Rather, it should be seen as a
reflection of  the breadth of  each chapter and the breath of  fresh air that Malvern
has provided to the grand tradition of  political economy over the past decade.1

NOTE
1 The editor gratefully acknowledges financial support from Monmouth University

through a mini-sabbatical to help bring this volume to completion. Many thanks
are also due to Diana Prout for typing numerous chapters, and parts of  chapters,
in this volume. Finally, each author whose paper appears in this volume deserves
special thanks for putting up with such a difficult and demanding editor.
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DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO
SANTA FE?  OR,  POLITICAL

ECONOMY GETS MORE COMPLEX

Philip Mirowski

Economic theorists are more than a little testy these days. Their allegiance to
the Walrasian programme has been a major washout, although the news may
not have filtered down to the average economist in the trenches yet. Many
economists of  the post-war generation placed their bets with game theory as
a viable alternative; and while game theory has provided a quick publication
route, the intellectual climate there has proven equally stormy. The spectacle
of  all those rigorous mathematicians wrangling endlessly over philosophical
issues such as the nature of  rationality, the meaning of  common knowledge,
the possibility of  induction and the like, has begun to seep into the
consciousness of  lesser folk and bring to mind an earlier débâcle. The inability
to agree on a solution concept also signals that something is rotten in the
land of  von Neumann. These disputes broke out into the open at the 1994
American Economic Association meetings, where a few sessions found
advocates of  game theory and the Walrasian approach coming into conflict
with partisans of  a third alternative (sometimes called ‘the complexity
approach’), often associated with the Santa Fe Institute.

This chapter begins an exploration into the conjunctures and conditions that
have led to the impression that there exists this new alternative to orthodox
economic theory. It will not be constructed along the lines of  a review article—
ten years after its conception is too soon to attempt that task—but rather as a
meditation upon a remarkable popular book by Mitchell Waldrop (1992), which
has placed the word ‘complexity’ on the intellectual agenda and the tongue-tips
of  pundits. The book by Waldrop presents a wonderful opportunity not only to
discuss the incipient outlines of  complexity theory, but also to convey
contemporary evidence in a compact form concerning the pragmatic meaning
of  science in fin de siècle economics. In brief, the argument is that as of  1995
‘complexity’ has no well-defined analytic content. But this is part of  its strength,
because in our present climate we do not know what science is, or rather, we
are not very confident that we know. Nevertheless, there are identifiable
structural regularities in how the issue is likely to get resolved. For economists,
the resolution is almost always generously provided by our older cousins, the
natural scientists, and usually takes the form of  unidirectional metaphor transfer.
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The reason that Waldrop’s book is so ideal for our purposes is that he
clearly did not see himself  addressing such weighty questions. As a science
reporter, his aim was to produce a sequel to James Gleick’s bestseller Chaos
(1987). It seems that he believed that the next great breakthrough in science
was happening at the newly founded Santa Fe Institute, and his being present
at the creation justified a sort of  joint biography of  the major players. They
must all have been pining for their Boswell, for he got them to make rather
revealing comments that help to illuminate their more formal writings.1

UPS AND DOWNS IN THE SCIENCE BIZ

People who are looking for a dependable scientific method believe that there
is a unique set of  principles or procedures to be found, whether now or
back in the seventeenth century. Their quest, however, is almost as misguided
as those who believe that they discern virtual modern markets in defunct
feudal land tenure systems. The antidote for this mad twentieth-century
addiction to virtual realities is repeated doses of  contextual history of  specific
practices. For instance, when one learns that the notion of  quantitative error
in precision physical measurement has changed repeatedly over the last two
centuries, and indeed could not be said to have existed prior to that, many
pious platitudes concerning the bracing character of  stringent quantification
lose their patina of  cool Olympian clarity.2 In adopting this more relativist
stance, it becomes incumbent to contextualize our own situation and ask who
or what sets the agenda for what we regard as science.

There now exists a hallowed tradition in the history and sociology of  science
that the physical sciences (insofar as one might regard this as a unified category)
tend to take on the cast and colouration of  their cultural milieux. Such claims
range from linking the rise of  experimentation to the Restoration settlement in
seventeenth-century Britain (Shapin and Schaffer 1985) to shifts from
Enlightenment ‘balance’ to Victorian historicism as influencing the
mathematicization of  physics (Wise 1993) to the disruption of  Weimar Germany
opening up a space for fundamental indeterminism in quantum mechanics
(Forman 1971). Even some physicists were not adverse to correlating broad
cultural epochs with developments in their discipline (Spradley 1989; Prigogine
and Stengers 1984:116; Gleick 1987:116). Yet these observations arise frequently
only in distant retrospect; here we are searching for something to help us
understand our own predicament and context, not to mention Waldrop’s saga
of  the Santa Fe Institute. The answer might be found in a concept close to the
hearts of  macroeconomists—the concept of  cycles.

By raising the issue of  cyclical movements, I do not mean to evoke
something as pretentious as Nietzsche’s doctrine of  eternal return, nor
something quite so mechanical as the erstwhile multiplier-accelerator. Instead,
I mean to suggest that science in the West has tended to swing between two
polar conceptions, with a certain generational periodicity, for at least the last
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two centuries. The distinguished historian of  physics Stephen Brush has already
broached something like this thesis in his underrated book The Temperature of
History (1978). He asserts there that, at least in the history of  thermodynamics,
one can discern swings between classicist and Romanticist temperaments of
science that consciously evoke terms familiar from literary history. A Romantic
view came to predominate around the 1830s, with a classical resurgence
beginning in the 1870s, and a swing back to Romanticism after the turn of
the century. Using Brush and others, Table 2.1 crudely characterizes the poles
of  this cyclical movement.

The reader can get a better idea of  these categories by consulting a
standard survey of  literary history. There one would find that the entire
package does not remain intact in any specific instance; mixing and matching
serves as one of  the premier sources of  novelty as both the sciences and
literatures evolve. Nevertheless, it may prove helpful in our quest for self-
understanding to extend the cyclical narrative up to the twentieth century,
seeing the build-up from the Great Depression to the 1950s as another period
of  classical resurgence, with a Romantic revolt playing itself  out from the
late 1960s up to the present.

There are various landmarks of  the classical attitude in mid-twentieth-
century science. In physics we might point to Einstein’s general theory of
relativity, or the search for the fundamental subatomic particle, or the rise of
astrophysical cosmology. Much of  this was accompanied by a novel sort of
theorist, one who valued formal rigour over intuitive application, itself  a
reflection of  a Bourbakist classicism sweeping mathematics (Weintraub and
Mirowski 1994). It was, of  course, this classical quest for purity that permitted
philosophers of science at that time to claim that they codified the scientific
method once and for all, practically without any reference to the history of
science. Power and efficacy were to be explained by an unwavering correct
application of  a single unified method; order was defined by a rigid
determinism of  cause and effect.

I do not think it will come as news to most people to point out that most of
this programme has now been relinquished in many areas of  physics and the

Table 2.1 Romanticism versus classicism
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other natural sciences. Eminent physicists now openly deride Bourbakist
notions of  rigour:

More recently, abstract mathematics reached out in so many directions
and became so seemingly abstruse that it appeared to have left physics
far behind…. But all that has changed in the last decade or two. It has
turned out that the apparent divergence of  pure mathematics from
science was partly an illusion produced by the obscurantist, ultra-rigorous
language used by mathematicians, especially those of  a Bourbakist
persuasion…. Pure mathematics and science are finally being reunited
and, mercifully, the Bourbaki plague is dying out.

(Gell-Mann 1992:7)

But it goes beyond such simple dichotomies. The effect of  the rapid
improvement of  the computer has been profound upon the physics
community. It has elevated simulation as a research procedure to a level
somewhat privileged relative to that occupied by mathematical proof
procedures. As Mitchell Feigenbaum has commented: ‘The whole tradition of
physics is that you isolate the mechanisms and all the rest flows. That’s
completely falling apart. Here you know the right equations but they’re just
not helpful’ (Gleick 1987:174). It has ushered in a new area of  visual
aesthetics, as anyone will attest who has seen four-colour glossies (or better
yet, animations) of  fractals. Attention has shifted from atomist reductionism
to solid-state physics, from the ineffably tiny to human-scale phenomena like
fluid turbulence, from classical mechanics and relativity to non-linear dynamics
and thermodynamics. Sensitive dependence upon initial conditions is the
watchword, bringing back in a kind of  history. Computation itself  has become
a metaphor for all manner of  physical processes. Indeed, the exemplar of
ideal science itself  is shifting away from physics and towards biology, with its
stress on organicism, evolutionary histories and population thinking.

It is my contention that economics has experienced its own cultural cycles
between classical and Romantic inclinations and, perhaps more contentiously,
these cycles are out of  phase with those in the natural sciences, lagging by
perhaps a decade or so. The Romantic origins of  British and German
historicism are well known; and the genesis of  neoclassicism in the 1870s
maps fairly directly into Brush’s claim of  a classical resurgence in physics
during the same time period. The fact that neoclassicism (an unfortunate name
given our present concerns, but one too widespread to relinquish) was largely
appropriated from energy physics certainly helps to cement the connection
(Mirowski 1989a). It is not often appreciated that the neoclassical programme
ran into severe obstacles at the turn of  the last century, and that much of
this had to do with a cultural revulsion against the severe formalist mechanism
of  the programme, only mitigated in the British context by the thin veneer
of  Marshall’s purported organicism. In America the Romantic reaction was
best represented by the home-grown institutionalist school. Institutionalist
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economics, and Romantic inclinations in general, hit their peak during the
Depression; after that catastrophe the pendulum of  political economy began
to swing back towards a more astringent classic temper.

The 1930s and 1940s saw a revival and strengthening of  the neoclassical
programme (Mirowski 1991). In America, the Cowles Commission was in the
vanguard of  the neoclassical resurgence, stressing mathematical rigour and a
single scientific method, which they claimed to monopolize. This assertion
was dramatized in the ‘measurement without theory’ controversy, striking the
death-knell for the institutionalist movement and the defeat of  its citadel, the
National Bureau of  Economic Research (Mirowski 1989b). Adherence to
Walrasian general equilibrium theory became the litmus test of  economic
orthodoxy; linear regression analysis its empirical hallmark; and Bourbakist
axiomatization its preferred idiom (Weintraub and Mirowski 1994). Ahistorical
atomistic law was pushed to its furthest extreme by Debreu’s assertion that
the model could handle the passage of  time by redefining the commodity to
include a date coordinate as part of  its specification.

This unforgivably impressionistic sketch of  long swings of  the pendulum
in economics sets the stage for our primary concern, the shaky status of  this
orthodoxy fifty years later. Now it seems, the Cowles programme is beset on
all sides with hesitations, doubts, qualifications and outright contradictions. In
many ways, these problems began within Cowles itself. Alfred Cowles offered
to bankroll the Econometrics Society and the Cowles Commission in exchange
for statistical research into the determinants of  stock market prices. Having
himself  escaped the Great Crash purely by accident, he was distressed that
none of  his peers in the investment counselling community had done any
better in foreseeing the calamity. Over time, and with great skill, the early
Cowlesmen weaned him away from these practical concerns and towards the
development of  structural econometric techniques. Due to Charles Roos and
Harold T. Davis, and then in the 1940s, Jacob Marschak and Tjalling
Koopmans, Cowles developed its famous structural estimation methods,
predicated upon the Neyman-Pearson philosophy of  inference. Marschak in
particular displayed a real talent for recruiting members with backgrounds in
the physical sciences to the project.

But few realize the extent to which the Cowles people were disappointed
by the fruits of  their endeavours at a relatively early stage. At the very
threshold of  their triumph over the NBER (circa 1950), without much fanfare
they lost faith in their econometric programme (Epstein 1987:110–13;
Mirowski 1993a). After 1950, none of  the major Cowles members did much
empirical work; nor did they press their econometric techniques further (Christ
1994). Frisch, the first Nobel Prize winner in economics, essentially repudiated
his progeny by the 1960s (Epstein 1987:127). Much of  this disillusion can be
seen, in retrospect, as presaging the contemporary wave of  scepticism about
econometrics—ranging from the Lucas critique to uncovering the ‘con’ in
econometrics to the disbanding of  large-scale econometric research units.
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In the 1950s Cowles opted for pristine Bourbakist mathematical abstraction,
best represented by Debreu’s Theory of  Value and Koopmans’ Three Essays on
the State of  Economic Science (Mirowski 1993a), in place of  structural
econometrics. Curiously, the Cowlesmen declined to work on the other possible
nascent programmes of  mathematical political economy of  which they were
aware, namely John von Neumann’s game theory or Herbert Simon’s
innovations of  bounded rationality and artificial intelligence. Their agenda
seemed to consist primarily of  rendering the logical structure of  the
established Walrasian orthodoxy as transparent and impregnable as possible
through axiomatization and escalated levels of  formalism (Weintraub and
Mirowski 1994). In this distinctly classical endeavour they were at first
eminently successful, although the quest for certainty took a nasty turn. In
effect, the Bourbakist programme of  formalization demonstrated that although
existence of  Walrasian equilibrium could be shown, its uniqueness and stability
could not (Ingrao and Israel 1990). Furthermore, the results now regularly
cited as the Sonnenschein/Mantel/Debreu theorems demonstrated that
conventional assumptions about economic actors placed almost no restrictions
upon excess demand functions, thus rendering the whole project of  explaining
market coordination as the outcome of  an invisible hand process increasingly
forlorn.

In response to the collapse of  the Cowles Commission project, the
neglected rivals of  game theory and artificial intelligence rushed in to fill the
vacuum. And in response to the absence of  a legitimate empiricist identity, a
new discipline of  experimental economics began to sprout.

One might quibble over details, but I think most would agree that the
mid-twentieth-century classical-style programme of  developing a unified science
of  economics has run out of  steam. True, orthodoxy still attempts to portray
a continuity of  content; mainstream economists still write down utility and
preference functions, still stress some species of  optimization, and still assert
the existence of  a law of  demand. But a survey of  neoclassical textbooks
from Marshall through Henderson and Quandt to Varian and Kreps (Mirowski
1993b) reveals much more discontinuity than even such ahistorical
presentations can suppress. When one goes point by point through the Cowles
agenda and examines their doctrines, one is led inexorably to the conclusion
that there is very little left standing. Thus, when a main figure of  the Cowles
project, Kenneth Arrow, asserts that what is happening at the Santa Fe
Institute is reminiscent of  Cowles in the 1950s (Waldrop 1992:327), it may be
time to sit up and take notice.

LOOKING FOR MR RIGHT

The parallels between the Cowles Commission and the Santa Fe Institute are
much closer than anyone has previously noticed. The Econometrics Society,
founded in 1930 by twelve Americans and four Europeans in a climate of
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economic contraction and academic hostility to mathematical formalism, might
not have gone anywhere had it not found a long-term sponsor in Alfred
Cowles. Cowles thought he was buying a better stock market predictor, but
the trained physicists and mathematicians that had been taken on board
reoriented the centre of  research towards their own abstract concerns. Change
the numbers a little, move the calendar to 1983, replace widespread hostility
to mathematical formalism with a disdain for anything but formalism, replace
Alfred Cowles with John Reed, and you have a fair characterization of  the
inception of  the economics programme at the Santa Fe Institute.

Originally, the Santa Fe Institute had nothing to do with economics
(Waldrop 1992:69–89). Founded by a number of  distinguished physicists at
the Los Alamos National Laboratories, it was initially little more than a rump
committee, meeting informally to think up ways to encourage emergent trends
in science which they felt were in the air at the time—non-linear dynamics,
computational science and collective behaviours in solid-state physics like
quantum flow and spin glasses. Of  course, like all ambitious academics, they
made themselves giddy with dreams of  a new Athens; but the practical
problem of  how to group all these diverse enthusiasms under the rubric of
‘complexity’ was not getting them much of  anywhere. ‘The only problem,
unfortunately, was that everybody had something different in mind. “Every
week”, sighs Cowan, “We’d go back to first base, and go round and round
again”’ (Waldrop 1992:72).

George Cowan got two Nobel Prize winners on board—Murray Gell-Mann
and Philip Anderson—who in turn helped to attract enough money to run a
couple of  workshops in late 1984. The workshops did seem to generate
interest, but so far there was nothing more than another temporary eddy in
the endless stream of  conferences and workshops attended by eminent
physicists. There was certainly not enough to convince the larger profession
that what one had here was ‘a new science’. Indeed, after the 1984 workshops
money seemed to dry up and intellectual splits re-emerged among members
of  the board. So in March 1986, the Santa Fe Institute, really no more than
a shell, was again trying to figure out how to get the kind of  money it
wanted. One member, Bob Adams, ran into his friend John Reed, the CEO
of  Citicorp, at a board meeting of  the Russell Sage Foundation.

During one of  the coffee breaks he’d told Reed about the institute, as
best as he could explain it, and Reed had been very interested. But he
was wondering if  the institute might help him understand the world
economy. When it came to world financial markets, Reed had decided
that professional economists were off  with the fairies. Under Reed’s
predecessor, Walter Wriston, Citicorp had just taken a bath in the Third
World debt crisis…. Reed thought a whole new approach to economics
might be necessary…and he had asked Adams to find out if  the Santa
Fe Institute might be willing to take a crack at the problem. Reed had
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even said he would be willing to come out to Santa Fe himself  and talk
about it.

(Waldrop 1992:91)

With their usual hubris, the physicists thought that ‘it was about twenty years
too early to be tackling anything as complex as economics’; but they did need
the money, so Philip Anderson was delegated to chaperone Reed out for a
visit. Reed enjoyed lecturing to the physicists (no economists welcome as yet),
and the physicists enjoyed speculating to Reed about how their pet projects
might be recast as some species of  economics. A good time was had by all
and a deal was cut, although the physicists wanted it made clear they were
not being held to deliver anything in particular (Waldrop 1992:96). So the
Santa Fe Institute got a building (only a lease), the board a new research
mandate, and the dream a new lease on life. There was just one problem—
none of  the physicists (and Anderson in particular) wanted to be responsible
for this immanent new economics. Indeed, by their own admission they knew
very little about the subject, and they were not willing to undergo any formal
training.

Under George Cowan’s principle of  attempting to hire the best and the
brightest, Anderson got on the phone to some Nobel laureates in economics.
First he called James Tobin, who was not interested, but suggested Kenneth
Arrow. Arrow found the project intriguing, but he also had strong opinions
about who should be brought on board. He wanted ‘people who had a very
strong command of  the orthodox view of  economics. He didn’t mind people
criticizing the standard model, but they’d better damn well understand what it
was they were criticizing’ (Waldrop 1992:97). So Arrow drew up a prospective
list of  economists, and Anderson a parallel list of  physical scientists, for a
meeting to be convened at Santa Fe in September 1987 on ‘The Economy as
a Complex Evolving System’. The results are collected in Anderson, Arrow
and Pines (1988).

Waldrop’s book is a fascinating chronicle of  this interdisciplinary interaction,
focusing mainly on five characters—Brian Arthur, John Holland, Stuart
Kauffman, Doyne Farmer and Chris Langton. It needs to be remarked,
however, that for a book so concerned with economics, it is more than a
little odd that no economist besides Arthur is given extended contextual
treatment. Partly this may be due to the fact that Arthur was the only
economist in longterm residence at Santa Fe at that juncture, but one might
also speculate that it has something to do with things not turning out as
Waldrop planned. If  Waldrop was taking Gleick’s Chaos as his template, then
the narrative should take us from one triumph to the next as ideas cascade
upon innovations and back again. However, given the relatively short time
frame of  the book (it ends for all practical purposes in mid-1990), very little
that happened at Santa Fe can be regarded as a breakthrough in the physical
sciences. Anderson and Stein on spin glasses, Holland on classifier systems
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and genetic algorithms, Kauffman on NK models of  evolutionary fitness
landscapes, and the whole exploding area of  chaos and non-linear dynamics
all preceded Santa Fe by a good deal. The only novel enthusiasm which might
reasonably be laid at their desert door was the startling connections drawn by
Langton (described below) between artificial life, cellular automata and regions
of  order and chaos. So how to write a popular book about an institute that
embodied more promise than results? Well, what had much of  the early
Institute’s efforts involved? The answer, thanks to Reed, was economics.

This is why no one should read this book in isolation, without further
contextualization both in the direction of  more formal scientific outlets, and
simultaneously, in tandem with rival popularizing outlets like Discovery and
Scientific American, books like Eudaemonic Pie, and the Santa Fe Institute’s own
Bulletin. Also indispensable is a broad familiarity with the history of  economics,
as indicated above. Without such augmentation, statements reported by
Waldrop such as the one by Arthur on page 325 that orthodox economists
were ‘getting antsy’ around 1985, or more significantly, his repeated insistence
that ‘increasing returns economics’ is the key to Santa Fe, slip by without any
analysis or understanding.

Given that further analysis will lead ultimately to critique, I want to make
it plain at the outset that I do believe that something new is going on, that
economics is undergoing profound upheaval and deformation, and that
Complexity is a valuable documentation of  the first nascent tremors. Moreover,
since I cannot help but be a product of  my own Romantic generation, I am
sympathetic to the numerous hints that this economics will be holist rather
than atomistic, historic rather than atemporal, will stress diversity of  actors
rather than proliferate little identical clones, will find order as just another
aspect of  chaos, and will privilege biology rather than physics. But the
historian in me whispers: isn’t this really another Cowles? Aren’t we just
retracing the same old paths that have been periodically opened up between
the physical and social sciences over the last century or more (Mirowski
1994a)? Are the physicists really lending us a friendly yet disinterested helping
hand, hoisting us up into the late twentieth century, or is there more than a
little chaos implicit in the dynamics of  this intellectual transaction?

THREE BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES IN COMPLEXITY

Complexity is almost a theological concept; many people talk about it,
but nobody knows what ‘it’ really is. There is no universal agreement as
to what constitutes a complex system…. Some use it to signify systems
with chaotic dynamics; others refer to cellular automata, disordered
many-body systems, neural networks, adaptive algorithms, pattern-forming
systems, and so on…. On the surface, many appear to have little in
common, and many originate in different areas of science…. At the
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heart of  many of  the problems discussed herein is some kind of  non-
reducibility.

(Stein 1989a:xiii)

Of  course, it would be impossible to provide a survey of  everything that
gets retailed under the rubric of  ‘complexity’. Waldrop himself  sometimes
despairs of  the task. As one of  the main participants at Santa Fe admits, the
movement is held together by some vague inclinations—opposing reductionist
strategies, stressing intractable unpredictability, a fascination with new
developments in computer and cognitive science, and emergent patterns out
of  evolving structures. But if  one really had to put one’s finger on it, the
overriding mantra would be almost Hegelian: ‘Disorder can flow from order,
and order can flow from disorder’ (Stein 1989a:xiv). Not every participant
attests to each and every component doctrine; but a brief  survey of  three
representative scientists will help to convey the scope of  this movement. It
may also help us to understand what this all portends for economics.

J.Doyne Farmer

Farmer may well end up the most comprehensively covered (in a journalistic
sense) physicist of  our generation. Contrary to Andy Warhol, some people
really do enjoy more than their allotted fifteen minutes of  fame. Farmer’s
early life and exploits were chronicled in the truly entertaining Eudaemonic Pie,
a history of  the long-term attempt to develop a computer system that could
beat the odds at Las Vegas roulette tables. His fame subsequently skyrocketed
with the appearance of  James Gleick’s Chaos, where Farmer appears as one
of  the Santa Cruz ‘Dynamical Systems Collective’. Now he plays a strong
supporting role in Waldrop’s Complexity. And of  late he has been the subject
of  stories in the New York Times and Discovery magazine. These sources seem
to agree that he is a larger-than-life character—a sort of  cross between
Gregory Peck, Abbie Hoffman and Henri Poincaré. He is also an extremely
successful physicist, until recently a theoretical group leader at the Los Alamos
National Laboratories. More to the point, he has some strong convictions
about the economy, and little respect for established disciplines.

Both Farmer and another original member of  the Dynamical Systems
Collective, Norman Packard, seem to have been strongly influenced in their
youth by a charismatic teacher named Tom Ingerson. Among other wisdom,
Ingerson told them that: ‘Money is the key to freedom. There are two ways
to make it, capitalism and theft’ (Bass 1992:29f.). What may appear a homely
observation to others seems to loom somewhat larger for Farmer, whose many
exploits are bent on finding an elusive third option. The Eudaemonic roulette
enterprise may have begun as a lark, but it rapidly became a serious research
project into the limits of  real-time classical mechanics.

Started in 1977, the Santa Cruz Dynamical Systems Collective did not
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discover or invent chaos theory, but they outshone other pioneers in three
respects: making strange attractors palpable and almost commonplace in their
ingenious manifestations; drawing connections between attractors in dynamical
systems and mathematical themes in computational theory; and making brazen
claims for the philosophical significance of  their discovered field. Some
examples from Farmer:

On a philosophical level, it struck me as an operational way to define
free will, in a way that allowed you to reconcile free will with
determinism. The system is deterministic, but you can’t say what it’s
going to do next. At the same time, I’d always felt that the important
problems out there in the world had to do with the creation of
organization, in life or intelligence. But how do you study that? What
biologists were doing seemed so applied and specific; chemists certainly
weren’t doing it; mathematicians weren’t doing it at all, and it was
something that physicists just didn’t do. I always felt that the
spontaneous emergence of  self-organization ought to be part of  physics.

(Gleick l987:251f.)

I’m of  the school of  thought that life and organization are inexorable,
just as inexorable as the increase in entropy. They just seem more fluky
because they proceed in fits and starts, and they build on themselves.
Life is a reflection of  a much more general phenomenon that I’d like
to believe is described by some counterpart of  the second law of
thermodynamics—some law that would describe the tendency of  matter
to organize itself, and that would predict the general properties of
organization we’d expect to see in the universe.

(Waldrop 1992:288)

Farmer, always the organizer, also kept his hand in what might be called
‘pragmatic economics’. Even when the Santa Cruz Collective started getting
attention in 1978, and pressures of  fame started to undermine the policy of
communal publication with communal support, he did not give up on the
roulette project. After completing his thesis (entitled ‘Order Within Chaos’) in
1981 and accepting a job at Los Alamos, there were still reunions of
Eudaemonic Enterprises. Rising quickly through the laboratory ranks, he soon
grew tired of  the burdens of  hustling grants and pleasing the bureaucracy. By
the early 1980s, Waldrop (1992:131) reports, both Packard and Farmer were
getting ‘downright bored with chaos theory’.

Although Farmer was head of  the Complex Systems group at Los Alamos,
he began moving increasingly into biology. He was responsible for bringing
Stuart Kauffman to Los Alamos before the Santa Fe Institute was a gleam in
anyone’s eye, and initiated a research project with Kauffman and Norman
Packard on simulating the evolution of  catalysis of  polymer chemistry
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(Waldrop 1992:131). Farmer was also responsible for recruiting Langton for
Los Alamos in 1985, later becoming his thesis adviser. Indeed, although
Waldrop does not say so in so many words, it is hard not to see Farmer as
personally responsible for gathering together many of  the inspirational actors
(as opposed to the Nobel Prize winners) who later constituted the Santa Fe
mainstays. And he was not averse to milking the chaos cow to nurture his
vision: ‘Farmer had no compunction about channeling most of  the group’s
“general-purpose” money toward Langton and the tiny cadre of  artificial life
researchers, while making his own nonlinear forecasting work and other efforts
pay for themselves’ (Waldrop 1992:285). Providing prediction services for
physicists or roulette players was all pretty much the same thing—it bought
freedom.

Given that many still associate Farmer with strange attractors and nonlinear
dynamics, it is important to get some idea of  where he thought the
programme should be going. The best short statement can be found in his
manifesto ‘A Rosetta Stone for Connectionists’ (in Forrest 1991). It seems
Farmer believes that a truly general theory of  evolution should be cast in the
format of  network theory, at least in part due to the fact that prosecuting
the analogy with computation would imply direct recourse to connectionist
models. Previous chaotic dynamics models, including his own, dealt with a
fixed geometrical object in a fixed-phase space—but that was precisely the
problem, especially when trying to encompass phenomena such as living
organisms. In the newer approach, he insisted,

Dynamics occurs on as many as three levels, that of  the states of  the
network, the values of  the connection strengths, and the architecture of
the connections themselves…. To a first approximation a connectionist
model is a pair of  coupled dynamical systems living on a graph. In
some cases the graph itself  may also have a dynamics…. The fast scale
dynamics, which changes the states of  a system, is usually associated
with short-term information processing. This is the transition rule. The
intermediate scale dynamics changes the parameters, and is usually
associated with learning…. On the longest time scale, the graph itself
may change.

(in Forrest 1991:154–5, 157)

It seems Farmer felt that these connectionist models would allow for the
subsumption of  conventional chaotic dynamics within the framework of
evolutionary processes and emergent hierarchical orders. The enthusiasm of
Farmer for the work of  people such as Holland, Kauffman and Langton
stemmed from his conviction that their models exemplified the connectionist
approach. Moreover, he asserted that both economics and game theory were
‘natural areas of  application’ for such models, in that they also exhibited such
phenomena, but were hampered by a relatively narrow conception of
dynamical models (Waldrop 1992:181).
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So how did Farmer react to that eminently pragmatic funding operation
engineered by his colleagues at Santa Fe—the Reed-inspired initiative into
economics? His response was one of  the sharpest at the workshop:

To someone schooled in nonlinear dynamics, economic time series look
very far from equilibrium, and the emphasis of  economic theories on
equilibrium seems rather bizarre. In fact, the use of  the word equilibrium
in economics appears to be much closer to the notion of  attractor as it
is used in dynamics rather than any notion of  equilibrium used in physics.

(Anderson et al. 1988:101)

But some economists, including Buz Brock and Michele Boldrin, had done
extensive work on discerning fractal dimensions in the phase space of
economic variates. Farmer, nodding towards that work, rejected it out of  hand
(Waldrop 1992:104). He proposed instead using the forecasting techniques that
he had been retailing out of  Los Alamos for the last few years. The
economists, steeped in the efficient markets hypothesis, responded to this
suggestion with disdain. Brian Arthur, the first director of  Santa Fe’s
economics programme, flat-out opposed making chaos theory a substantial
portion of  the research effort (Waldrop 1992:244f.). Something seemed awry;
the figure most representative of  the complexity movement was also the least
enthusiastic about its extension to economics.

Meanwhile, says Farmer, it’s even less clear whether the edge-of-chaos
idea applies to coevolutionary systems. When you get something like an
ecosystem or an economy, he says, it’s not obvious how concepts like
order, chaos and complexity can even be defined very precisely, much
less a phase transition between them.

(Waldrop 1992:294)

Did this imply washing his hands of  economics? Here life becomes even
better than fiction. In the spring of  1991, Farmer joined forces with Packard
and James McGill to form the Prediction Company. The most telling insight
into its motivation is provided by the fact that McGill had to struggle to
prevent it from being organized along the lines of  a collective, just like
Eudaemonic Enterprises and the Santa Cruz Collective (Berreby 1993:82).
Farmer told Waldrop:

Having reached the end of  his limited patience with tight budgets and
bureaucratic pettifoggery up at Los Alamos, [he] had recently decided
that the only sane way to pursue his real research interests was to go
off  for a few years and to use his forecasting algorithms to make so
much money that he would never have to write a grant proposal again.
He felt so strongly about it, in fact, that he’d even trimmed off  his
ponytail to deal with the business types.

(Waldrop 1992:358)
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When the New York Times subsequently did a series of  articles on converting
the military-industrial complex to civilian purposes, it treated Farmer and the
Prediction Company as a major success story (Broad 1992). As is frequently
the case in the science biz, the science popularizers got the wrong take on
the situation. Farmer was not ‘converting’ anything at Los Alamos to civilian
use; he was skilfully selling some clients the trappings of  ‘scientific’ prediction
so that he could pursue his real love—artificial life. (Recall the original
Cowlesmen!) Or perhaps, usurping God.

I almost view it as a religious issue, says Farmer…. As a scientist, my
deep-down motivation has always been to understand the universe
around me. For me as a pantheist, nature is God…. So when we ask
questions like how life emerges, and why living systems are the way
they are—these are the kind of questions that are really fundamental to
understanding what we are and what makes us different from inanimate
matter. The more we know about these things, the closer we’re going to
get to fundamental questions like, ‘What is the purpose of  life?’. Now,
in science we can never attempt to make a frontal assault on questions
like that. But by addressing a different question—like, Why is there an
inexorable growth of  complexity?—we may be able to learn something
about life that suggests its purpose, in the same way that Einstein shed
light on what space and time are by trying to understand gravity.

(Waldrop 1992:319)

The significance of  this remarkable turn of  events is that the embodiment of
complexity theory, the king of  chaos, has declared war on economists. Waldrop
surely misrepresents the state of  affairs when he ends his book by hinting
that ‘complexity’ is slowly and rationally transforming economics with all due
scientific prudence. Many of  the economists associated with Santa Fe have
been willing to deride Farmer’s new Prediction Company, including John
Geanakopolos and Blake LeBaron3 (Berreby 1993:82). James Ramsey is quoted
as saying: ‘A lot of  those chaos guys tend to think economists are dumb and
don’t know anything. But we do have a greater sense of  this amorphous mass
of  economic information.’ The complaint, in a not-so-distant echo of  Cowles’
position in the ‘measurement without theory’ controversy, is that Farmer and
his confreres have no theory, which must be read as insisting that they are
not neoclassicals. But this time, the physicists are arrayed against the
neoclassicals, rather than with them. Who is right? Turning the arguments of
the rational expectations advocates back upon themselves, Farmer retorts: ‘If
the point is to make money, though, the question does not need to be
answered.’
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Stuart Kauffman

Waldrop (1992:102) writes: ‘For Kauffman, order was the answer to the
mystery of  human existence, an explanation for how we could come to exist
as living, thinking creatures in a universe that seems to be governed by
accident, chaos and blind natural law.’ Kauffman, while not nearly so
prominent in biology as Farmer is in physics, does however embody the
pretentions of  Santa Fe better than any other figure interviewed by Waldrop;
and his opinions occupy the vast bulk of  the book. A Marshall Scholar at
Oxford, he was initially a product of  the Philosophy, Psychology and
Physiology programme, majoring in philosophy. Like so many other avatars
of  complexity, he then sharply changed direction in his career, opting for
medical school. However, during his medical studies Kauffman kept getting
distracted by computer simulations of  networks, which he felt were indicative
of  some neglected aspect of  genetics. His search for signs of  order in random
Boolean networks did not endear him to his medical mentors; and were it
not for his work catching the eye of  Warren McCulloch his intellectual
wanderings might never have found their basin of  attraction.

McCulloch was one of  the progenitors of  the McCulloch-Pitts model of  the
neuron, and a man whose impact on computational and social theory in the
mid-twentieth century is just beginning to be understood. Very important to
von Neumann’s work on automata and computer design, he was also one of
the guiding lights of  the cybernetics movement (Heims 1991). Towards the end
of  his life, in the 1980s, McCulloch put Kauffman in touch with the artificial
intelligence community at MIT. Kauffman was then able to land a job in
theoretical biology. But contrary to the situation in economics, this was no safe
haven. ‘The people doing math in biology were the lowest of  the low,’ Kauffman
says. ‘It was exactly the opposite of  the situation in physics or economics,
where the theorists are kings’ (Waldrop 1992:128). So during the 1970s, he
threw himself  into experimental biology, specializing in the Drosophila melanogaster
fruit fly. Only in 1982 did he resume work on networks and catalysis—with the
encouragement of  Farmer. It was at this point, Waldrop tells us, that Farmer
and Packard were ‘getting downright bored with chaos theory’.

It is important for the economist to understand why Kauffman’s work was
not gaining much recognition in biology. Waldrop does not perform this
service for the reader; however, Lewin (1992), another popular book on
complexity, helps here. The major reason for biologists looking askance at his
networks is that Kauffman takes the position that the neo-Darwinian
evolutionary synthesis is flawed. He does not believe that natural selection is
the sole (or even dominant) source of  biological order, resisting the orthodox
notion of  the organism as an ad hoc assemblage cobbled together from a
sequence of  accidents. His insistence upon some principle of  order inherent
in the physical structure of  polymer chemistry or the genetic make-up or
morphology verges upon both teleology and vitalism, the two bugaboos of
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Western population genetics; and his model of  connections between evolving
species smacks of  group selection, another heresy in that same tradition. Cap
this all off  with the fact that instead of  proving mathematical theorems
Kauffman runs simulations of  highly abstract symbolic networks on computers,
only to then assert that the regularities he claims to find there have rough
counterparts in amino acids or cell typologies or ‘species’, and one can
understand why his work is not regarded as mainstream, even among the
harried band of  mathematical biologists. As two philosophers put it, ‘there is
nothing distinctively biological about the properties of  complex systems, or in
the properties of  their components, on which Kauffman draws in delineating
these enabling constraints’ (Burian and Richardson 1991:268). In other words,
Kauffman acts like another one of  those imperious physicists telling biologists
about their own business (Ridley 1994).

But these same ‘weaknesses’ could easily explain the attraction of  his
thought for economists and physicists. Kauffman was deeply inspired by
R.A.Fisher’s artifice of  a fixed potential fitness surface defined over the genetic
possibilities of  the organism. He is also aware of  the analogy with a potential
energy field in physics, and a field of  preferences in orthodox economics.
His dissatisfaction with this portrayal, and his claim to innovation, is to admit
openly that the potential fitness field cannot be defined as a single-valued
function of  the individual gene; instead, fitness values of  one gene are a
function of  the other genes internal to the organism; and more intractably,
the fitness value of  a gene internal to organism A is a function of  genes in
organisms B to Z. Hence any ‘fitness landscape’ is continually being deformed
by pervasive interdependencies. More often than not, fitness landscapes are
rendered rugged and seemingly random by such considerations.

Such pervasive non-linearities and irregularities have defeated previous
attempts at analytical modelling. How can any purchase be gained upon the
problem? Here is where the computer and the preference for simulation enter
in. One might also cite the use of  game theory by John Maynard Smith, one
of  Kauffman’s mentors. But another important idea, spelled out by Kauffman
(1993) is that certain amounts and types of  abstract connectedness, be they
between catalytic polymers, between genes, between morphological structures,
or between organisms, actually turn out to be superior in terms of  maximizing
fitness outcomes. Kauffman asserts that because the connectedness property
is abstracted out of  each individual situation, symbolic networks can actually
capture many of  the relevant characteristics of  order displayed by each
biological level of  structure. He readily draws the parallel to the notion of
basins of  attractors in chaos theory: while we may not be able to trace the
individual trajectory, we may find structures in the phase space of  possibilities
in which we can recognize statistical or aggregate regularities.

The other major idea, superimposed upon the first, involves the trademark
Santa Fe catchphrase ‘the edge of  chaos’. It would behove readers to be wary
here, since semantics is regularly abused by using the term ‘chaos’ to refer to
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something other than the phenomenon noted in the previous paragraph. While
the terminology of  ‘chaos theory’ has not yet stabilized, it is conventionally
used to designate those non-linear deterministic dynamical systems that display
some form of  dissipation—the paradigm is fluid turbulence. When Kauffman
(and Langton who, as we shall shortly see, deserves credit for formalizing the
idea) promote the terminology ‘edge of  chaos’, they are using it in a looser,
colloquial sense of  a region of  phase transition between pure randomness
and pure stasis. A common intuitive image is the region of  phase transition
between ice, which is very structured and rigid, and water, which displays the
relative randomness of  molecular motion. Between the two is a boundary of
melting ice and freezing water, with the identity of  both constantly shifting
and reforming, and the process producing a species of  orderly motion.

How does this translate into abstract networks and fitness landscapes? Very
briefly, Kauffman suggests that there exists a small set of  tuning parameters
wherein one can be transported from a generic set of  fitness landscapes where
very little change (i.e. motion) is going on to a set of  landscapes where so
much motion occurs that the outcome looks like a random churning of  fitness
levels. However, at the boundary between these two sets of  states, there are
regions of  the tuning parameters where movements between stasis and
randomness produce a special kind of  order: there it is more likely that the
system can readily adapt to environmental changes. Kauffman likes to compare
this region to a strange attractor in chaos theory (note well the semantic shift!).
From his perspective, order is inherent in the particularities of  the region of
fitness landscapes, and not due to the process of  selection (although selection
will initiate motion in fitness landscapes).

Kauffman’s ‘NK Boolean network’ models exemplify his theses. Imagine a
string of  symbols with different settings at each symbol. The string is Boolean
if  a=2; say, each entry can only assume the values 0 or 1. Let N be the
number of  symbols in a string, and K be the number of  other symbols in
the same string which cooperate in producing a certain fitness outcome.4
Given that the thrust of  this exercise is to analyse regularities in fitness
landscapes, it should be stressed that the definition of  fitness is the big black
box at the heart of  his theory, and that the issue is finessed in practice by
randomly assigning fitness ‘values’ to each permutation of  symbols (Kauffman
1993:37–42).

Kauffman’s research does not prove theorems about NK Boolean networks.
Rather, it involves running numerous simulations of  maximization searches
over the networks of  such strings, and claims to find that there are certain
robust regularities for the primary parameters N and K. Briefly, K=0 is
supposed to represent a single-peak fitness landscape (the unique optimum of
simple neoclassical models). As K→N–1, a situation of  pervasive
interconnectedness, the fitness landscape grows completely uncorrelated; and
as N→ ∞ the large number of  fitness determinants causes local optima to
fall towards mean fitness. Thus the ‘ruggedness’ of  a fitness landscape occurs
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somewhere between K=0 and Kmax, an artefact that Kauffman believes has
profound implications for search and evolutionary processes. The unconnected
single-peak landscape is written off  as implausible in a world where genes
and organisms interact. However, as the number of  parts and their interactions
increase, ‘the number of  conflicting design constraints among the parts
increases rapidly. These conflicting constraints imply that optimization can only
attain ever poorer compromises’ (Kauffman 1993:53). Hence, maximum fitness
can most often be attained on landscapes of  near-maximum ruggedness
(Kauffman 1993:108). Taking a large leap from these computer simulations
Kauffman speculates about the nature of  biological evolution. He believes
that there is an inherent teleology to the very structure of  fitness, however
defined, which imposes certain regularities upon evolution irrespective of  the
random and non-teleological character of  natural selection.

In other words, fitness landscapes evolve along with the organisms, but
only within certain bounds of  connectivity, which restricts the achievable range
of  optimality.

In coevolution, organisms adapt under natural selection via metadynamics
where each organism myopically alters the structure of  its fitness
landscape and the extent to which that landscape is deformed by the
adaptive moves of  other organisms, such that as if  by an invisible hand,
the entire ecosystem coevolves to a poised state at the edge of  chaos.

(Kauffman 1993:261)

The ‘invisible hand’ language should perk up the economists; but it is now
also possible to see that Kauffman’s work fits rather nicely into Farmer’s
connectionist programme. Kauffman (1993:219) is not afraid to use the
metaphor of  computation for his vision of  evolution, as indeed he has done
little more than write a computer programme and then interpret it as a meta-
model for biological evolution. There are the obvious graph-theoretic aspects,
as well as a dynamics defined on the network; further, the network itself  also
has an implicit induced dynamics. While Kauffman (1993:202) tends to speak
rather loosely of  basins of  attractors, his work transcends conventional chaotic
dynamics—for instance, there is no attempt to write down a Hamiltonian for
the process.

This is just one more instance in which Santa Fe scientists seem incapable
of  being very precise about the meaning of  ‘complexity’. What Kauffman
(1993:232) seems to mean when claiming that ‘Living systems exist in the
solid regime near the edge of  chaos, and natural selection achieves and
sustains such a poised state’ is roughly this: unique maxima of  objective
functions are structurally unlikely, and yet systems with excessively complicated
determinants have objective functions that are so ‘spread out’ that maxima
are few and far between and relatively unprepossessing.5 Hence, only when
the determinants are few (N small) and the connections between determinants
limited (K small but non-zero) do we find a landscape of  multiple optima
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where a few magnificent peaks are scattered about and there is something
valuable for natural selection to locate. This, of  course, violates the central
dogma of  the neo-Darwinian synthesis since Weissman that the environment
does not feed back directly onto the genotype, or vice versa. Kauffman
violates this quarantine because, like so many others at Santa Fe, he wants to
play God and theorize about the origins of  life.

Our interest, however, is not how happily Kauffman gets along with
biologists, but rather his relationship to economists; and here there is a
valuable lesson. Kauffman wants to tell a ‘spontaneous order’ story, one of
Western culture’s favourite bedtime tales, and he is not afraid to cite the
grandaddy of  all economic fables—‘Adam Smith’s “invisible hand”, slightly
reworked’ (Kauffman 1993:263; also Waldrop 1992:317). But the persistent
problem with such bedtime stories is that we heard them so very long ago,
and rarely feel that we must reread them in order to recall the plot. In most
of  Origins of  Order Kauffman uses economic metaphors in much the same
way as did his mentor John Maynard Smith—to lend legitimacy and credibility
to his enterprise. There is, of  course, no maximization, selection, evolution or
Boolean networks in The Wealth of  Nations; but the invocation of  Smith would
have been relatively harmless had Kauffman not ended up at the Santa Fe
Institute. It is here that our earlier narrative of  the place of  economists at
Santa Fe begins to bite.

According to Waldrop, Kauffman hit it off  famously with Brian Arthur.
The similarities of  fitness landscapes to economists’ objective functions should
have been patently obvious, and Arthur wanted to introduce an evolutionary
component into economics. However, Kauffman was not impressed with
economists’ level of  discourse and, in particular, their fascination with
increasing returns. ‘I had a hard time understanding why this was new….
Biologists have been dealing with positive feedbacks for years…. Within
minutes Kauffman was off, explaining to Arthur why the process of
technological change is exactly like the origin of  life’ (Waldrop 1992:118, 120).
Recalling that one main purpose of  the early Santa Fe Institute was to present
John Reed with some novel high-tech economics, Kauffman was convinced to
contribute to the initial September 1987 economics conference.

The transfer of  analogy to economics would involve describing a form of
spontaneous endogenous order arising in an economic web or network; but
what sort of  network should it be? Under the influence of  Arthur, Kauffman
posited a vaguely physicalist web:

an economy is a web of  transformation of  products and services among
economic agents. Over time, technological evolution generates new
products and services which must mesh together ‘coherently’ to jointly
fulfill a set of  ‘needed’ tasks. It is this web of  needed tasks which
affords economic opportunity to agents to sell, hence earn a living….
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The web transforms over time, driven by technological advances and
economic opportunity.

(Anderson et al. 1988:126)

But as we have observed, Kauffman remained satisfied with an extremely loose
coupling between his NK Boolean networks and any palpable biological
phenomenon, so it would only be expected that the relationship to this graph
of  vague ‘needs’ in the economic sphere would be comparable. ‘Think of
each use as radiating need arrows, meaning that the use of  the good requires
the good or service specified at the termination of  the arrow’ (Kauffman
1993:139).

The economists present, needless to say, did not think much of  this species
of  ‘need’. They were all neoclassical and were convinced that their theory of
preferences was a superior mode of  expressing such concepts. Furthermore,
they were content that their production functions captured the economic
essence of  technology. Even worse if  you follow the logic of  the analogy,
Kauffman was heading toward a teleology of  the complexity of  ‘needs’ as
part of  a coevolutionary process with the physical technology. In the
subsequent work group, economists preferred to discuss their overlapping
generations and prisoner’s dilemma models, something that they felt was much
more scientific. Arrow warily admitted that Kauffman’s work was ‘a new
perspective not yet absorbed by economists’ (Kauffman 1993:280), but then
tried to compare it to recent rational expectations models of  learning.

This run-in with economists had the curious consequence of  inducing
Kauffman to include a section on economics in chapter 10 of  Origins of  Order.
Going on the offensive, he attacks general equilibrium models, suggesting that
his own models may indicate that markets must be incomplete, that agents
must logically be boundedly rational, and that markets may not clear. ‘Rather,
boundedly rational agents may achieve the edge of  chaos, where markets come
close to clearing’ (Kauffman 1993:399). Unfortunately, such statements are not
well grounded in the text because the nature of  the economic webs or
networks is left unclear, and worse, there are no explicit prices anywhere to
be seen. After renouncing both rational expectations and Nash equilibria
(Kauffman 1993:402), it is not clear where the fitness landscapes are supposed
to come from, much less what sort of  dynamics might be superimposed upon
them. A historian of  economics (such as those found in Mirowski 1994a)
cannot help but feel a twinge of  embarrassment when Kauffman (1993:402)
writes ‘our study of  the proper marriage of  self-organization and selection
would enlist Charles Darwin and Adam Smith to tell us who and how we are
in the nonequilibrium world we mutually create and transform’. Normally, to
have a draft one needs at a minimum an acquaintance with the draftees and
an operational form of  government.
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Chris Langton

Including Chris Langton in our biographical sketches would seem to entertain
a paradox. Of  our three protagonists he has evinced the least interest
(approaching zero) in economics, but it appears that his construction of
complexity is having the greatest impact upon the work of  economists. This
has occurred because Langton has become the figurehead for the burgeoning
area of  research known as ‘artificial life’ (AL). But it is worthwhile focusing
upon his own innovations in order to gain some perspective on how the
programme is being appropriated by some economists.

Langton will probably be regarded in the future as one of  the primary
heirs to the intellectual legacy of  John von Neumann. It is already the case
that von Neumann occupies a hallowed place in the history of  economic
thought—first as innovator of  the ‘expanding economy’ model with its use
of  fixed-point theorems to prove the existence of  general equilibrium, and
second as the inventor of  game theory (Mirowski 1992; Leonard 1995). But
neither of  these innovations reflect the concerns of  von Neumann in the last
decade of  his life—the elaboration of  the theory of  the computer and his
work on self-reproducing automata. In particular, it is often forgotten that
von Neumann formalized the logic of  a biologically replicating system before
the discovery of  the structure of  DNA (Waldrop 1992:218f.), which validated
his speculations. The reason that Langton is heir apparent is that he is intent
upon distilling out the ‘logic of  evolution’ to complement von Neumann’s
(1966) original insight.

Von Neumann realized that replication could be viewed as a problem of
computation, especially given his appreciation of  the significance of  Turing’s
computability theorems (Epstein and Carnielli 1989). Langton wants to carry
this further, examining the relationship between computation and evolution. Why
should natural selection be able to find genotypes with specific phenotypical
traits, especially when one allows that ‘the fitness function, the set of  criteria
that determines whether an organism is “fit” in its environment, should itself
be an emergent property of  the system’ (Langton 1989:38)? Here Langton
differs profoundly from fellow AL travellers like John Holland or John Koza,
who are concerned with using various evolutionary concepts and techniques to
solve problems of  computation in which the fitness function is externally given.6

Langton has had a very chequered career, a fact amply documented in
Waldrop and Levy. He pursued a doctorate in computer science at the
University of  Michigan with John Holland and von Neumann’s late
collaborator Arthur Burks, and he was brought to the Santa Fe Institute by
(who else?) Doyne Farmer. In this period, he decided that the best way to
attack his rather broad questions was through a relatively narrow area of
computer science—cellular automata (CA). This was an inspired choice because
narrowness of  scope in practice allows greater precision of  generalization.

CA are sometimes defined as a regular lattice of finite automata used to
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formalize the components of  self-reproduction, but most people are more
familiar with CA through John Horton Conway’s ‘Game of  Life’ (Levy 1992:
ch. 3). Imagine a virtual chessboard, where each square is either ‘dead’ or
‘alive’. Each square has eight possible neighbours in its immediate vicinity.
The rules are simple. If  a square is alive it will survive into the ‘next
generation’ if  there are either two or three neighbours also alive. It will die if
there are fewer than two or more than three live neighbours. Once dead, a
square stays dead unless exactly three of  its eight neighbours are alive, in
which case it experiences ‘rebirth’ in the next generation. The Game of  Life
is thus a two-dimensional, eight-state finite cellular automaton.

That’s all there is to it. It is so simple that cheap versions are available for
the PC. Yet Conway had bigger ambitions for this game than something to
fritter away CPU time and make pretty patterns. He wondered whether a
universal Turing machine could be embedded in it; in other words, would the
patterns produced display enough structure to emulate the main components
of  an abstract computer, like logic gates, a counter, a clock and memory. By
the early 1970s, with some effort, the Game of  Life was indeed shown to be
a universal Turing machine. It is this fascinating emergent property—universal
computation out of  such risibly simple and local rules—that caught the
attention of  Langton and others. Nevertheless, few scientists saw the use of
such automata in the early 1980s besides Langton, E.F.Codd, Steven Wolfram
and a few computer enthusiasts.

Prior to Michigan, Langton had attempted some computer simulations of
actual incidents of  natural selection, but ‘was unhappy with the experiment.
The mechanism he had used was ultimately dependent upon the fitness
criterion that he artificially imposed upon the simulation. It was not realistic,
not open ended, like real evolution’ (Levy 1992:97). At Michigan, Langton
came to recast the problem in the idiom of CA:

In living systems, a dynamics of  information has gained control over
the dynamics of  energy, which determines the behavior of  non-living
systems…. Under what conditions can we expect a complex dynamics
of  information to emerge spontaneously and to come to dominate the
behavior of  a C[ellular] A[utomaton]?

(Langton, Taylor, Farmer and Rasmussen 1992:41–3)

Langton’s point of  departure was a taxonomy of  the qualitative dynamic
behaviour of  CAs developed by Stephen Wolfram (Levy 1992:66–74; Langton
et al. 1992:46f.; Waldrop 1992:225–35). Wolfram noted that these classes
roughly corresponded to classes of  motion found in conventional dynamic
systems, as shown in Table 2.2.

In something like the Game of  Life, Class I would correspond to a mass
dieoff, II would be a circle winking off  and on, III would be seemingly stochastic
bedlam, and IV would correspond to the ‘glider guns’, the only class that would
support the existence of  universal computation. Langton’s strategy was to
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parameterize the CAs and then ask if  any simple regularities govern the
transition from one class to another. Using mainly brute force methods
Langton did indeed find such regularities. Define the following parameter 
for any cellular automaton with K states and N neighbours. Privilege one
state as ‘quiescent’ and determine the nq possible modes of  transition to this
state out of  the KN possible neighbouring states. Then let

λ=(KN-nq)/KN.

This, of  course, is just the proportion of  states out of  the total possible that
do not lead to quiescence; as a proportion,  ranges from zero to one.
Langton then claimed to have found that transitions between classes of
dynamic behaviour were a simple function of  . As one altered the ‘rules’ so
that  moved from zero to one, the progression through the spectrum of
dynamic behaviours was I→II→IV→III. Further, this behaviour seemed to
mimic the behaviour of  simple tent maps with a single forcing parameter in
the ‘transition to chaos’ (Ruelle 1991: ch. 11; Bausor in Mirowski 1994a). The
difference, notably, was that there was (as yet) no analogue in conventional
dynamics for state IV, the transitional state, the state that supported universal
computation. Rather than view this as a drawback, Langton drew all sorts of
analogies from the regularities of CAs to other kinds of phenomena. In
rational mechanics he posited a transition from ‘order’ through ‘complexity’
to ‘chaos’; in solid-state physics he regarded the intermediate region as similar
to the phase transition between solid and liquid; in computation theory he
regarded the sequence of  classes as halting→‘undecidable’→non-halting; and
in the most venturesome flight of  imagination, he supposed life (and not just
the Game) was poised somehow between static matter and noisy stochastic
matter. Another way of  thinking about this is to entertain the possibility that
most physical phenomena are non-computable, but that somehow organisms
have found an opportune perch where computation can actually happen, so
that ‘It is quite likely that [natural selection] is the only efficient general
procedure that could find [genotypes] with specific [phenotypical] traits’
(Langton 1989:25). Finally, here is a possible answer to the question of  how
life could come to exist in a basically random world. One can easily imagine
how Doyne Farmer must have regarded this as broad-scale ratification for his
connectionist programme—a dynamics defined on a lattice which itself  might
display an induced emergent dynamics.

One should not claim too much for these findings, a weakness in both the

Table 2.2 CA behaviour and dynamic systems
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Waldrop and Levy volumes. First, they are heavily dependent upon tendentious
analogies between CAs and other phenomena. They are certainly suggestive;
but the hard work of  elaborating the metaphor in various empirical fields has
not yet happened. Second, there is some semantic slippage here: ‘complexity’
now means something altogether different to what it meant in the writings of
the other denizens of  Santa Fe. It is definitely not the standard meaning of
the Kolmogorov definition of  randomness (Chaitin 1987) as Langton and his
colleagues (1992:69) readily admit. Third, and perhaps most troublesome, the
change in regimes of  CAs does not exactly correlate with the  parameter: ‘it
is hard to determine whether or not one is precisely at a critical point when
working with finite systems. But…in most of  the experiments on CAs…the
regime exhibiting the most complex dynamics appears to be just slightly below
(the ordered side) of the critical transition itself (Langton et al. 1992:83). One
might think that problems of  computability even come to haunt research
about computability, in suitably self-referential fashion.

In coming to Santa Fe, Langton did not simply present his results and
wait for the world to notice; he became the prime advocate for AL. He
convened the first AL conference at Santa Fe in 1987, roughly
contemporaneous with the first economics workshop, and has run two
additional AL conferences since. He has become a tireless advocate of  AL,
and explained how life could be thought to reside in a computer.

AL studies natural life by attempting to capture the behavioral essence
of  the constituent components of  living systems, and endowing a
collection of  artificial components with similar behavioral repertoires….
There is no single program that directs the other programs…. There
are no rules in the system that dictate global behavior. Any behavior at
levels higher than the individual program is therefore emergent.

(Langton 1989:3)

The very question of  the definition of  life is being raised once again with a
vengeance, now that there are entities like computer viruses that appear to
have slipped the control of  man (Spafford in Langton et al. 1992). To his
credit, Langton has been at the forefront of raising the political and moral
questions about creating something that will pass for being alive (Levy 1992:
ch. 10). To most people, the idea of  a computer programme being alive
sounds absolutely batty; but like all revolutionary developments, this project
opens up the imprecise ideas of life and computation to unprecedented
scrutiny and reconceptualization.

At a perhaps less lofty level, Langton has also endowed a large number of
participants at Santa Fe with the alluring image of  an entire economy captured
in the CPU of  a computer. This is not the first time that we have had such
images—that dates back to Lawrence Klein’s model of  the US economy
unveiled at the Cowles Commission in the 1940s (Epstein 1987:104–10). But
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Langton’s effect has been more subtle; he and his AL confreres have given
greater credibility to the idea that computer simulation is a legitimate tool for
discussing the evolution of  something so complex as an economy (Lane 1993;
Palmer et al. 1994). While this has become accepted wisdom at Santa Fe, no
one has yet noticed that those engaged there in growing little toy economies
seem to have given wide berth to the lessons that Kauffman and Langton
draw from their own work. In particular, no one seems to have achieved any
analogous results concerning the emergent computational character of  trade,
nor any evolutionary regularities on a meta-level comparable to Langton’s A-
result. Indeed, the historical accident of  Arrow packing the Santa Fe
economics programme with orthodox neoclassicals has resulted in the major
players spending most of  their time responding to perceived drawbacks in the
rational expectations school of  macroeconomics, rather than innovating
computational themes.

SOME LESSONS FOR POLITICAL ECONOMY IN THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

The saga of  Santa Fe has just begun to be written; and one must acknowledge
the possibility that with the wisdom of  hindsight it may all be a flash in the
pan. Yet, however critical the above survey may seem, I do not believe that
this will be the case. Instead, I harbour the conviction that the Romantic
trend, mentioned at the beginning of  this chapter, is alive and well at Santa
Fe, and is destined to have lasting consequences for economics. But the more
immediate question is what are the particular lessons and implications of  the
Santa Fe Institute for those economists less than enamoured with neoclassical
orthodoxy? I shall list some answers to this question in cursory fashion, in
the hope of  generating further reflection on these issues now, rather than
fifty years after the fact.

1 It is a mistake to believe that the origin of  neoclassical economics in
nineteenth-century physics (Mirowski 1989a) is irrelevant for events in the
twentieth century. The transfer of  metaphor and epistemic authority from
physics to economics is unremitting and inexorable. Running the gamut
from those innocent of  the history of  their discipline, like Hal Varian and
Herbert Gintis, to those blessed with appreciable historiographic
sophistication, like Ingrao and Israel, those who disparage the importance
of  physics for economics have not been looking in the right places. Arrow
is right; Santa Fe is the Cowles of  the 1990s.

2 Methodologists looking for a dependable ‘scientific method’ are also barking
up the wrong tree. Cross-fertilization among different disciplines, cultural
images of  change and growth and chaos, and tools such as the personal
computer and computational theory, all jumbled together, define what is
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intellectually exciting for the self-identified scientist in the late twentieth
century.

3 Since ‘complexity’ has no fixed or well-defined meaning, it may seem
presumptuous to berate economists for missing the boat. Nevertheless, a
case can be made that those most closely associated with economics at
Santa Fe so far (Brian Arthur, Thomas Sargent and Blake LeBaron) do not
adequately represent the most innovative or advanced ideas found at Santa
Fe in areas such as AL or emergent computation (Weagle 1995; Mirowski
1995b; Sent 1994). This, in turn, is most likely a function of  their prior
orthodox credentials in combination with the curious history of  the Santa
Fe Institute.

4 The physical scientists at Santa Fe generally regard chaos theory, by which
is usually meant non-linear dynamics in isolation, as uninteresting or a dead
end. They have also demoted the idea of  optimization over a fixed domain
or fitness surface to an elephant’s graveyard of  old-fashioned nineteenth-
century science. Economists, by contrast, still think this kind of
optimization and dynamics is the heart and soul of  good science (Mirowski
1995b).

5 Economists critical of  orthodoxy frequently come to the doctrines they
aim to criticize thirty to fifty years too late. At Santa Fe we can observe a
version of  an apologetics for the twenty first century in its nascent format:
it is no accident that most of  our protagonists make reference to the
‘invisible hand’ and to Hayek. But it is important to realize that no physical
metaphor has a necessary political or economic content: that is negotiated
in tandem with the development of  the doctrine in economics. The place
to intervene early in the process is here and now; not after the novel
formalisms have been ensconced in graduate training as the next Great
White Hope.7

NOTES
1 Another book on the Santa Fe Institute (Lewin 1992) is considerably inferior,

especially when the author adopts the People Magazine style of  pretending he is
good buddies with all the scientists.

2 The lack of  an historically transcendent notion of  quantitative error is discussed
in Mirowski (1994b:1995a).

3 Both later served as directors of  the Sante Fe economics programme.
4 The similarities of  the NK Boolean network to the spin-glass model in solid-state

physics are explicitly acknowledged in Kauffman (1993:43); less explicit is the
contribution that this similarity made to gaining Nobelist Philip Andersen’s support
at Santa Fe. Anderson’s desire to see spin glasses elsewhere (like the economy) is
evident in Anderson et al. (1988).

5 I find this last assertion unpersuasive. There are no mathematics to back it up,
only an idiosyncratic definition of  ‘chaos’. ‘I shall call such attractors, whose [cycle]
length increases exponentially as N increases, chaotic. This does not mean that the
flow on the attractors is divergent’ (Kauffman 1993:194).
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6 Holland and Koza participated more directly in the economics programme at Santa
Fe (see Koza 1992: ch. 10; Palmer, Arthur, Holland, LeBaron and Tayler 1994;
Weagle 1995; Sent 1994).

7 I would like to thank Steven Pressman, Matt Weagle and the participants of
Economics 518 at Notre Dame for giving me the opportunity to clarify some of
these issues.
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SHACKLE,  ENTREPRENEURSHIP
AND THE THEORY OF THE FIRM

Peter E.Earl

George Shackle occupies a special place in the minds of  those economists
associated with Malvern. He presented a paper at the first Malvern conference
(Shackle 1989) and attended several subsequent conferences. Malvern
participants have been influenced by Shackle’s work on Keynes, time,
expectations and uncertainty; and several contributed to the Review of  Political
Economy special issue (5, 2, April 1993) or the volume edited by Boehm,
Frowen and Pheby (1996) in his memory.

This chapter is concerned with one aspect of  Shackle’s work that has
received surprisingly little attention—his views on entrepreneurship and the
economics of  the firm. Shackle’s contribution here turns out to be decidedly
enigmatic, for while he has influenced many modern-day researchers in the
area of  entrepreneurship (particularly those close to the Austrian school), he
missed many opportunities to integrate his ideas with the work of  others.

In the course of  uncovering opportunities that he took up or missed I
aim to contribute to this process of  integration. First I examine Shackle’s
most spectacular failure in this area, his 1970 textbook on the theory of  the
firm. In the second section I explore potential linkages between Shackle and
Coase, while in the third section I contrast the attention that Shackle gave to
Cantillon’s work with his tendency to ignore Schumpeter. The fourth section
examines the similarities between Shackle’s view of  business enterprise and
the ‘resource-based’ view of  the firm. The fifth section pulls together threads
from the preceding sections, and questions the wisdom of  writing about
entrepreneurship without simultaneously focusing on internalization and
management of  activities, issues raised by Coase. The sixth section, which is
followed by a concluding discussion, examines some possible reasons that
Shackle failed to reach similar conclusions.

SHACKLE’S MISSED OPPORTUNITY

Shackle was given the opportunity to present his perspective on firms in the
first Allen & Unwin ‘Studies in Economics’ textbook. This series was edited
by Charles Carter, who had been a sympathetic but critical reviewer of
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Shackle’s contributions to the theory of  choice under uncertainty (see the
papers by Carter in Earl 1988). The resulting book sounds excitingly different
and relevant, even a quarter century later:

Production is a complex system of  inter-necessary activities, such that the
existence of  each activity is necessary to that of  the system as a whole,
which itself  ensures the continuance of  each individual activity composing
it. In such a system resources must be committed to specific technological
purposes long in advance of  the ultimate sale of  goods to the consumer,
or durable equipment to the investing businessman. The problems of  such
a system rest on the durability of  the instruments it uses. These are so
complex, sensitive and powerful that their huge expense can only be
recouped if  they can be used for many years. Yet when the decision is
taken to invest in them, those years of  use are in the future and its
conditioning circumstances are unobservable and unknown.

The firm is the essential institutional means, in Western economies,
of  confronting this problem of  uncertainty. Professor Shackle’s book is
centrally concerned with the nature and mode of  the firm as a means
of  policy formation in the face of  uncertainty. It includes also an
explanation of the classic maximizing problems in the absence of
uncertainty, which form the subject-matter of  the traditional theory of
the firm.

(Shackle 1970: back jacket)

The book is certainly different from standard texts, but it offers only selective
coverage of  pre-1970 contributions to the theory of  the firm that highlighted
problems of  complexity and uncertainty. Interconnectedness is addressed with
reference to Leontief  matrices, and the marginalist optimizing analysis is
precise and lucid, as is Shackle’s introduction to discounted cash-flow analysis.
However, the analysis of  uncertainty is almost exclusively drawn from Shackle’s
own potential surprise theory of  choice, and there is little on interdependent
decision-making.

Given the existing literature at the time, this is an extraordinarily narrow
examination of  the relationship between uncertainty and business decision-
making. Shackle neglected the work of  the Carnegie school (Simon 1957; Cyert
and March 1963) on using rule-based procedures for coping with uncertainty
and complexity. He employed neither the neo-Marshallian analyses of  market
behaviour and firm growth offered by Andrews (1964) and Penrose (1959),
nor Richardson’s (1960) work on the significance of  market imperfections for
helping decision-makers cope with uncertainty and interdependence. These
omissions are indeed odd, although they were by no means part of  the
established wisdom in the economics of  the firm. But Shackle had far less
excuse than other economists for ignoring such works: he knew Andrews well
(both had worked as researchers under Phelps-Brown in Oxford during the
late 1930s) and his review of  Simon (Shackle 1959) appeared in the same
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volume of  the Economic Journal in which Richardson (1959) published his
subversive paper on expectations and interdependent decision-making.

Connections between these works and the work of  Shackle had already
been recognized by Don Lamberton who, with Andrews as a mentor, was
working on his doctorate at Oxford around the time that many of  these new
contributions appeared. Lamberton met Shackle, who was visiting Oxford, over
an evening dinner before a student seminar at Nuffield College in 1959; thus
began an intermittent flow of  correspondence that continued through the rest
of  Shackle’s lifetime. After returning to his native Australia in 1960, Lamberton
developed and taught a course based around evolutionary and information-
based approaches to the firm, and explored some linkages in his (1965)
monograph on profits (which Shackle recommended to Blackwell for
publication). However, the most obvious indication of  linkages that Shackle
could have explored materialized in the now-classic monograph written by
Loasby (1976), himself  a pupil of  Charles Carter. It was many years before
textbooks began to appear that offered what Shackle had merely promised
(Ricketts 1987; Earl 1995).

At the time that Shackle’s textbook appeared, he was not castigated for
failing to link his own work with recent knowledge-related contributions to
the theory of  the firm. Reviewing the book in the Economic Journal,
Devletoglou (1973) criticized Shackle for not exploring the microfoundations
of  macroeconomics. However, he seemed inclined to support Shackle’s view
that a theory of  the firm should focus on the problem of  doing business
calculations in the face of  uncertainty and on the role of  the entrepreneur.

If  uncertainty were entirely absent, and every individual in perfect
knowledge of  the situation, there would clearly be no occasion for
anything in the nature of  responsible management or control of
production activity. Even marketing transactions in any realistic sense
would not be necessary, and the flow of  raw materials and productive
services to the consumer would be entirely automatic.

…the problem of  forecasting becomes a significant part of  the
organisation of  the firm—with responsibility for such forecasting and
organisation centering on a unique class of  producers, i.e., the
entrepreneurs.

(Devletoglou 1973:545–6)

These remarks should be kept in mind when reading the next section, which
relates Shackles vision to the earlier work by Coase (1937) on the nature of
the firm.

SHACKLE, MONEY AND COASE

In his writings on macroeconomics Shackle gave considerable attention to
money as an institution that facilitates coping with an open-ended choice
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environment. A persistent theme in this work is that investment spending can
dry up if  those who make finance available, or those who might undertake
capital spending, lose their nerve and decide to avoid commitment. In the
event that pessimistic expectations turn out to be justified, assets purchased
today may be cheaper tomorrow. When the future can go in several directions,
each of  which carries different implications, decision-makers will wait and see
by holding liquid assets.

Shackle’s view of  liquidity (1988:236–7) brings together uncertainty and, in
the jargon of  modern industrial economics, ‘asset-specificity’. General-purpose
metal-machining equipment is liquid compared with the highly specialized
tooling that Henry Ford’s engineers developed for producing the Model-T car,
but it is vulnerable compared with money, for circumstances may lead
customers away from metal-based products towards ceramics or plastics. By
keeping liquid, decision-makers sacrifice opportunities to achieve higher
earnings streams; but on the other hand they reduce the risks of  capital loss.

Such perspectives on liquidity, which focus on the possibility of  surprising
discontinuities in the unfolding of  economic events causing changes in the
market values of  particular assets (what Shackle 1974 called ‘kaleidic changes’),
are independent of  the other key element in theories of  money—transaction
costs. Shackle never uses transaction cost terminology; but it is clear that his
theory of  liquidity embraces their role, and that he saw costs from using
markets as part of  the problem of  uncertainty. In speaking of  a preference
for liquidity where people have received income, and where discontinuities
and carrying costs are not problematic, he writes of

the trouble of  deciding what to buy, of  finding suitable specimens of
it, and the prospective trouble of  finding for these specimens a buyer
when some consumption goods shall eventually be needed. The key word
in this sentence is ‘finding’. To find has a meaning inseparably connected
with another, that of  not knowing. The clue to the meaning and nature
of  liquidity lies in its avoidance of  the trouble arising from not knowing.

(Shackle 1972:215)

Even without fears of  kaleidic changes in long-term relative values, transaction
costs militate against holding most physical assets as stores of  value. The
difficulty in disposing of  assets may be expected to increase with their
specificity and this is a key reason that an equity shareholding in a company,
which is not attached to ownership of  any particular item legally owned by
that company, will seem relatively liquid in normal times. One can conceive
patterns of  corporate ownership where shareholders actually owned particular
assets and rented them out to firms or received profit dividends in proportion
to the fraction of  the firm’s total assets that they owned, but the transactional
barriers to such arrangements are obvious.

Given Shackle’s analysis of  the role of  money, along with his emphasis on
uncertainty and, implicitly, transaction costs, it would have been appropriate
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for him to discuss Coase on the firm in his famous (1967) examination of
the development of  economic theory from 1926 to 1939 and to develop
Coase’s ideas in his 1970 text.

Coase (1937) portrays firms as institutions in which resource owners
provide services on the basis of  loosely specified contracts, with the nature
of  the services decided by managers as events unfold. Where using markets
seems too costly for dealing with changing circumstances, managers decide
and direct firm operations. There would be no need to hire managers, and
assume the risks that go with contractual ambiguities, if  comprehensive
contingent claims contracts could easily be devised and implemented along
the lines imagined in Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium models. But such
contracts cannot be devised in a complex universe where surprise remains a
possibility, and where novel products and production processes often arise.
Likewise, there would be no need for managers if  activities could be arranged
seamlessly by a series of  short-term contracts without parties having to stop
what they were doing in order to negotiate new deals or to sign extensions
of contracts that had just expired.

Open-endedness is the characteristic that particularly stands out when we
view firms and money as institutional devices for reducing uncertainty.
Liquidity provides a freedom to manoeuvre that highly specific assets do not
have and, as Foss (1994:47) notes, it is the flexibility of  the firm as a
contracting system that forms part of  its rationale. For example, it is the
flexibility of  employment contracts that enables transaction costs to be saved
as business conditions change. Unfortunately, Shackle never drew the
connection, and he made no reference to Coase’s article.

The fact that firms and money would both have no role in the zero
transaction cost, closed-choice world of  general equilibrium theory did not go
unnoticed in Shackle’s lifetime. In the mid-1970s both Goodhart (1975:4) and
Loasby (1976:165–6) commented on this point, while Coase (1991:231)
observed: ‘I know of  only one part of  economics in which transaction costs
have been used to explain a major feature of  the economic system and that
relates to the production and use of  money.’ It is indeed puzzling that Shackle
himself  did not recognize the overlap between the theories of  money and the
firm, and did not give greater attention to Coase. As a postgraduate student
at the LSE in 1937, Shackle would have been reading Economica (he had
published there in 1936) and he had been working on the integration of
macroeconomics and the economics of  the firm in relation to the causes of
trade-cycle downturns (Shackle 1938). He thus should have been ripe for
converting to Coase’s way of  thinking.

SHACKLE, CANTILLON AND SCHUMPETER

When the transaction cost programme took off  in the late 1970s it became,
via the work of  Williamson (1975, 1985), even more focused on the difficulties
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that specific assets pose in a world of  uncertainty. The possibility of
unpleasant surprises looms large in Williamson’s writings via his focus on
opportunism as a barrier to mutually satisfactory dealings. Shackle might have
been expected to appreciate this line of  thinking given that it implicitly
recognized another of  his favourite topics—creativity (interpreting what might
legally be done within the wording of  a contract). But Shackle did not
comment on how transaction cost economics related to his own work. Instead,
he publicized the early writings of  Richard Cantillon (1755) on
entrepreneurship (see Shackle 1988, especially ch. 4).

Cantillon viewed the entrepreneur as someone who makes commitments to
take delivery of  goods at a price known today with a view to selling them in
the future at a higher price, which cannot presently be known. This describes
the activities of  roving merchants in the eighteenth century who bought
cottage industry produce in the hope of  selling it for a profit in the towns.
Cantillon would have had no difficulty in recognizing similar entrepreneurs in
the late twentieth century, such as traders from eastern Europe who buy goods
at duty-free stores in the Persian Gulf  to sell back in their home countries or
used-car dealers in New Zealand who purchase heavily depreciated but low-
mileage vehicles in Japan for resale to relatively impecunious New Zealanders.
Such entrepreneurship is based on alertness to opportunities (the factor most
stressed by Austrian writers such as Kirzner 1973), skill in valuing assets in
different settings, and bargaining over buying and selling prices.

Given his interest in the creative potential of  human imagination and the
role of  surprise as a force for opening and closing opportunities, it is strange
that Shackle should focus on Cantillon, who portrays the entrepreneur as little
more than an arbitrageur or, at best, an intermediary who risks being left
with unsold stocks that must be sold at knock-down prices. This is a very
different vision from that associated with the work of  Schumpeter (1934,
1939) and his theory of  business dynamics in terms of  ‘creative destruction’.
For Cantillon, the entrepreneur is not the residual claimant to the proceeds
of  innovation based on creative thinking and skill in engineering, design or
marketing. By contrast, for Schumpeter the entrepreneur is proceeding into
unfamiliar territory and faces uncertainty on the cost side as well as on the
revenue side, for many false trails and disappointments may be encountered
before a vision can be turned into reality. This presents a far more heroic
image than Cantillon. Schumpeter is talking about enterprise as an activity
involving investment and employment, whereas Cantillon would view the
paper-shufflers of  the 1980s, who bought and sold existing assets, as
entrepreneurs. The failure of  Shackle to acknowledge Schumpeter’s work might
be explained by the fact that it appeared around the same time that Shackle
was writing his thesis on business cycles (published in 1938 and republished,
still without reference to Schumpeter, despite a new introduction, in 1968).
However, even in his later work, Shackle barely mentions Schumpeter despite
the compatibility between his own kaleidic perspective and Schumpeterian
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‘creative destruction’, and despite the fact that for both authors the clustering
of  innovations can initiate macroeconomic cycles (see Ford 1994: ch. 6).

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND THE RESOURCE-BASED
VIEW OF THE FIRM

His enthusiasm for Cantillon not withstanding, Shackle did write about
investment decisions with reference to the opportunity costs faced by
managers, and about firms as established entities rather than newly created
operations. Even in his early work, Shackle (1938) presented decision-makers
as struggling to find a way forward in the face of  uncertainty. Decisions taking
the firm into new territory increase uncertainty and lead to hesitation and
periods of  consolidation, particularly if  the investment is a crucial experiment
involving indivisibilities rather than gradually working up from pilot operations.
Despite lacking a Coasian perspective, Shackle was thinking of  the individuals
or teams who decide which risks to take as the same people who have to
take senior decisions concerning the management of  current projects.

Since any conception of  the future can be informed only by inference
from the immediate and recent past, it is natural that a businessman
should feel his way by desisting for a time, before embarking on further
addition. An important addition to plant constitutes a change in the
basis of his calculation, rendering his inferences as to future conditions
and possibilities for his own business more difficult and insecure for
the time being. Moreover, a considerable increase in the scale or scope
of  his operations will make at first a far more than proportional increase
in the time and nervous energy which he must devote to mere
management, as distinct from the planning of  further progress.

(Shackle 1938:99)

This perspective is at odds with steady-state models of  corporate growth that
were subsequently proposed by scholars such as Marris (1964), but it provides
the basis for Shackle’s ‘investment bunching’ view of  macroeconomic cycles.
It has much in common with Penrose’s (1959) Theory of  the Growth of  the
Firm, for it does not suggest that firms have a long-run problem of
diseconomies of  size even though their growth profiles may exhibit plateaus.
The use of  the word ‘scope’ in this context means diversification, as in the
modern literature.

Penrose explicitly argues that an increase in the pace of  growth, and hence
in the size and/or scope of  a firm, cannot simply be achieved by hiring
more managers, for it will take time for new managers to understand the
problems and resources of  the firms they join and hence to become effective
members of  the management team. More generally, the activities that a firm
can take on at any moment and perform in a competent manner are
constrained by the pool of  experience that it can call upon and what it has
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done in the past. We would not expect IBM to be able to switch quickly into
car production, even if  the relevant physical assets could readily be bought
and sold, for the activities involve very different know-how (also see
Richardson 1972). This theme has become a core notion in the ‘resource-
based’ view of  the firm (for a survey, see Mahoney and Pandian 1992), and
seems to underlie Shackle’s writings about the nature of  the firm.

The firm’s practical problem is not to start with a clean slate and survey
the entire range of  technological and market possibilities, for using its
abstract total value of  resources, that the world presents. At any moment
when policy or plan is being formed, the firm is a going concern
engaged in a particular skein of  activities, equipped with certain plant
and staffed by men with certain skills and experience. The question to
be answered …is how to use these assets.

(Shackle 1970:29–30)

Recent emphasis on the existing stock of  firm resources arises from a
recognition that, contrary to the assumptions of  neoclassical theory, much
knowledge about production functions is not merely expensive but is
something that can only be picked up from the experience of  working with
others who already have know-how but cannot readily articulate it. Firms with
different histories will therefore have different production costs of  a particular
product because their degrees of  competence differ. Perceived relative
competence may play a major role in determining which activities a
management team chooses to internalize. In contrast, the Coase/Williamson
view of  the firm moves away from production costs and leads to a blinkered
focus on the costs of  fixing up deals and ensuring that one is not short-
changed by opportunistic outsiders or employees (see Foss 1992).

How to use assets is a question that will not go away in a Schumpeterian
world where innovation and upgrading of  rival products is continually taking
place, and making counter-attacks is necessary to keep capacities utilized.
Learning by workers and their managers also keeps expanding output potential,
as well as making time available for planning and coping with additions to
the firm’s stock of  assets.

But Shackle did not make these themes explicit in his (1970) text; nor did
he highlight them elsewhere. It was left to Neil Kay (1984) to fill this gap,
integrating Schumpeterian and Shacklean perspectives from a standpoint, which
seems to be of  the transaction cost variety but which on closer examination
turns out to be solidly Penrose-inspired. Kay sees managers as worried by
fears of  sudden product obsolescence, especially when they are operating in
industries where technological change has been a regular feature of  the
competitive environment. Such managers are aware of  their inability to foretell
the future, and expect that they will have to deal with unpleasant surprises.
Their problem is how far to insure their operations against sudden changes in
the rules of  the competitive game by taking on activities that use existing
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resources in conjunction with new assets involving new competencies. In other
words, instead of  seeking to maximize synergies arising from competence in
established markets and technologies, managers may venture into new
technologies and markets where at first they will be somewhat out of  their
depth and vulnerable to competition from those with greater experience in
these activities. The advantages of  ‘sticking to one’s knitting’ are sacrificed
because of  the risks of  ‘having all one’s eggs in the one basket’—unless it is
judged that a synergy-based strategy offers a better way of  weathering the
surprises that might arise.

Shackle’s impact would no doubt have been greater had he sought to bring
the work of  scholars such as Penrose and Richardson into his writing about
the nature of  business activity. This would have led him, like Kay, in the
direction of  studying how strategic choices regarding diversification and vertical
relationships can be used to make uncertainty bearable. However, those who
teach strategic management may benefit from studying what Shackle has to
say about the business of  thinking about the future, which may be summarized
as follows.

Once managers have imagined possible sequels to their decisions, the next
question is how seriously they should take them. In Shackle’s analysis, which
has much in common with scenario planning techniques (see Jefferson 1983),
the proposed thought-strategy is to look for reasons for disbelief, or for other
events that might prevent the imagined outcomes from coming about. This is
a strategy that must eventually founder in a complex chain of  infinite regress,
so uncertainty will remain, and with it the need to judge just how much to
sacrifice by guarding against worrying prospects, however vaguely they have
been imagined—control and flexibility may both be sought-after in a world
of  uncertainty but both come at a price. Feelings of  pessimism or optimism
about the prospects of  particular projects seem likely to depend on the range
of  ideas that managers entertain and their personal systems for assigning
degrees of  disbelief. This range must be finite if  boundaries are placed on
possibilities and an expectational basis for action settled upon. What managers
imagine will depend on mental elements that they have at their disposal
(Shackle 1979:21). Moreover, these elements need to have an emotional
dimension, the ability to arrest attention by virtue of  their attractiveness or
alarming connotations, for otherwise they are likely to end up being shunted
to the back of  the decision-maker’s mind. If  particular elements are missing
from their thought-schemes, managers will be blind to threats and
opportunities that could arise from them.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INTERNALIZATION

Shackles failure to include Coase in his own repertoire of  elements for
constructing economic analysis becomes all the more frustrating if  we examine
how Coase’s work relates to Cantillon and Schumpeter and the resource-based
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view of  the firm. In his article on the nature of  the firm, Coase (1937:5)
defines an entrepreneur as ‘the person or persons who, in a competitive system,
take the place of  the price mechanism in the direction of  resources’. The
Russian market-maker is consistent with Coase’s definition as well as with
Cantillon’s, for otherwise there is no coming together of  supply signals from
duty-free stores in the Persian Gulf  with the latent demand from residents of
Moscow. Coase’s definition is also consistent with viewing members of  a
property development firm that subcontract out operations as an ‘entrepreneurial
team’. The complementary nature of  the stages involved in construction projects
makes it unlikely that grand schemes will take shape in physical terms unless
there is an individual or team to stitch together a diverse collection of  contracts
and orchestrate the delivery of  the services involved (see Sabbagh 1989 for an
excellent case study of  the construction of  Worldwide Plaza in New York).
This is precisely the sort of  example that Shackle might have been expected to
use to illustrate ‘inter-necessary’ activities in his (1970) textbook while showing
how such complementarities can be dealt with in practice.

There are, however, many conceivable institutional devices for dealing with
complementarities of  this kind. A fundamental gap in Shackle’s writing is that,
unlike Coase, he never examined how problems of  knowledge in business affect
the division of  business activities among firms. These problems are particularly
significant in the case of  new products. In many cases, problems of  knowledge
are such that it is impossible to turn an entrepreneurial vision into reality
without managing the many activities that might be contracted in the market.
Coase uses the term ‘entrepreneur’ to describe what we would today call
‘business management’, coordinating activities that have been internalized within
a single legal entity via loosely specified contracts and monitoring the timely
delivery of  services that have been ordered by inter-firm contracts. (In the
Worldwide Plaza case studied by Sabbagh 1989 there is evidence of  both kinds
of  entrepreneurial activity in Coase’s sense, for the property developer farmed
out the construction coordination task to a construction management company.)
Normally the management role is discussed as if  the firm under consideration
has been in existence for some time and the issues are which activities have
been internalized and why managers do not attempt to handle even more.
However, it is easy to see scope for market failure that may lead an entrepreneur
to create a multi-activity firm in order to exploit the opportunity to fill a market
gap or deliver an innovative product.

An entrepreneur may coordinate a variety of  related activities because she
finds it impossible to find anyone who shares her vision. A classic example is
the author who sees a market for her book but continually receives rejection
letters from publishers. Here publishers act as intermediaries who refuse to
take Cantillon-type risks. Possible solutions to such a market failure are self-
publication or paying a vanity publisher some risk premium to handle the
production and marketing of  the book. The self-publication route need not
involve the creation of  a Coasian firm, since typesetting and printing can be
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handled by subcontractors, as can warehousing, order processing and publicity.
For such a venture to succeed, the entrepreneurial writer need not only be
justified in her faith in the product, but must also be competent in choosing
reliable, cost-effective subcontractors and raising finance to pay for services
ahead of  sales. (As a related aside it should be noted that the entrepreneurial
skill of  many publishers includes the ability to judge, based on experience in
the industry, how many copies a book may sell and not just how few. Most
academics who serve as referees for publishers are prone to underestimate
potential sales of  books they regard as publishable, even if  they themselves
are experienced authors. Although each book is to some extent a new product,
knowledge of  how many copies of  somewhat similar books were sold may
be invaluable in sizing up the viability of  a proposal.)

Pressures to ‘do it yourself  will increase if  production necessitates new
investments characterized by asset specificity. Subcontractors might only be
able to complete their contribution to the production and distribution process
if  they invest in specific capital items (dies and moulds, or training workers
in special skills). If  they do not share the vision of  the entrepreneur it may
be difficult for the entrepreneur to realize her vision without paying for such
investments on behalf  of  the subcontractors or paying much higher fees to
the subcontractor to insure against the risk that production will be abandoned
long before the capital items have generated an acceptable rate of  return
(compare the passage quoted earlier from the cover of  Shackle 1970).

Problems with property rights over knowledge may mean that the product
will only reach the market if  the entrepreneur produces and distributes it instead
of  selling to others the right to do so via a licensing or franchise arrangement
or by subcontracting these tasks. The entrepreneur may be reluctant to get
subcontractors involved, fearing that they may steal the concept or produce a
profitable variation on it. The trouble is that before a subcontractor can make
a confident estimate of  the price at which a particular service can be performed
it is necessary to spell out its specification in detail; but once this has been
done, the cat, so to speak, is out of  the bag. This resembles the Arrow (1971:74)
paradox about failure in markets for information: to know whether information
is worth buying, I need to know what information I am going to get, but once
this is explained to me I have no need to buy it. The Arrow paradox promotes
internalization in cases where the gap in the market simply concerns a failure
to supply an existing type of  product in a particular territory: it is unlikely that
an alert person will be able to capture the bulk of  potential profits by selling
the information about the market opportunity to an existing supplier who
presently focuses on other territories. The latter will be unwilling to pay for
information without having a good idea of  what the information is, but once
alerted in general terms may see no need to pay to get specific details. This is
a very acute version of  the problem that Lachmann (1976:59) has noted for
entrepreneurs: it is impossible to exploit a gap in the market without running
the risk of  drawing the attention of  other, less alert businesses to its presence.
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A final example of  how knowledge problems may lead entrepreneurs to
engage in ‘do it yourself ’ production and/or distribution centres on problems
with articulating a novel vision to subcontractors. According to Silver (1984),
pathbreaking projects tend to involve considerable vertical integration. But
once their ideas are tried, tested and spread widely, pioneering entrepreneurs
may find that their competitors rely more on subcontractors (contrast, Henry
Ford’s early operations with Japanese followers such as Toyota; cf. Langlois
and Robertson 1989). The point here is related to the book example, where
the author could not convince conventional publishers that her proposed book
could profitably find a market. It is also an inverse of  the Arrow problem:
the entrepreneur is not worried about opportunistic behaviour by
subcontractors, but by the prospect that they will make a mess of  things
because it is impossible to show them what needs to be done without doing
it. Given that even the entrepreneur may have a somewhat incomplete vision
of  how the new concept is going to work, there may be considerable learning
by doing, such as frequent adjustments to specifications as the product is
debugged and the production process fine-tuned. Such adjustments may be
cheaper to coordinate if  activities are internalized, rather than each change
needing to be the subject of  a fresh contract, which might also entail
payments of  penalties if  existing contracts have to be torn up.

To sum up this section we can say that, given his interest in problems of
knowledge associated with multi-stage production and distribution systems,
there is much that Shackle might have said on the relationship between
entrepreneurship and internalization. These two phenomena go hand in hand—
the greater the value of  resources required to turn an imagined venture into
reality, the more difficult it is to find other parties with whom risks can safely
be shared. In the absence of  easy access to venture capital, the best way for
someone with entrepreneurial capabilities to make things happen is by
achieving a position as an influential visionary within an existing firm that
has already assembled a formidable pool of  resources. Otherwise, one must
begin with a small-scale venture and gradually grow one’s own firm (as Akio
Morita did with Sony) or run the risks associated with trying to sell one’s
ideas to others via licensing, franchising and so on. Although problems
associated with using markets may link the phenomena of  entrepreneurship
and internalization, it should be noted that people who can see unexploited
market opportunities, or who have new visions for products or marketing,
may not have the managerial talents to successfully coordinate the activities
they internalize.

MAKING SENSE OF SHACKLE’S SCHOLARSHIP

It is unfortunate that Shackle failed to draw obvious connections between his
oft-repeated lines of  thinking and the central themes of  others who, like
Shackle, were not prepared to accept the deterministic paradigm. An intriguing
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question remains: how did he end up being so selective in his use of  other
scholars’ works?

Until historians of  economic thought have made a careful study of
Shackle’s personal library, now deposited at Cambridge University Library, we
can only conjecture about his neglect of  other writers. Any academic will
sometimes fail to use relevant ideas owing to bounded rationality, or fail to
cite contributions despite being familiar with them. The risk of  this must
increase in the case of academics who spend a lot of their time writing rather
than reading. Shackle wrote a huge amount but, to judge from Ford (1994:12–
13), he wrote it in a slow methodical manner; and in his reading he returned
to classic sources time and again. His habits were definitely the antithesis of
modern researchers who scan abstracts for the latest relevant contributions,
presuming that anything over five years old is out of  date.

It is possible that Shackle did not recognize potential intellectual synergies
because his style of  academic research was so different from the authors that
he failed to cite. In the 1930s Shackle was operating as an armchair theorist
and writing in a technical manner, whereas Coase (1991:234) was following in
Marshall’s footsteps and anticipating the behaviouralists’ strategy of  using
empirical inquiries to provoke theoretical activity. It is also unclear whether,
much later in his career, Shackle would have been happy with Coase’s work
and its extensions. Much of  Coase’s analysis lies firmly within the closed
neoclassical style of  thinking, even though his argument about the rationale
of  the firm implies a commitment to an open-ended view of  economic
systems. As Foss (1994:46–7) has pointed out, the Coasian manager deals with
a given set of  inputs and outputs in a transaction cost-minimizing manner,
and analysis in the 1937 paper is conducted in comparative static terms. A
similar tension is evident in the work of  Williamson (1975, 1985), perhaps
the most influential of  Coase’s followers (see Foss 1994:52–7).

It is interesting to note that, as the transaction cost analysis of  the firm
has taken off, the static elements in Coase’s analysis have been taken on board,
and neoclassical contributions have had little to say about how loosely specified
contracts may be affected by concerns about the possible emergence of  new
production processes and products. A common area of  interest is vertical
integration (the make-or-buy decision) and managers are typically portrayed as
having a good idea of  the kinds of  games that subcontractors might engage
in, given the extent of  asset specificity involved in the production process.
Possible technological obsolescence is not a prominent theme in such work,
and neither is the possible use of  surprise, in Shackle’s (1972:422–6) sense, to
rewrite the rules of  the game. For Shackle, by contrast, the secret of  success
is the ability to outflank business rivals by surprising them through imagining
and implementing things that they could not conceive. Neoclassical transaction
cost economists contrast sharply with Shackle-inspired contributors such as
Kay (1984, particularly ch. 5) who, as was noted earlier, focus on ways in
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which management teams’ choices of  activities and methods of  organization
may be shaped by worries about their vulnerability to technological change.

When seeking to understand Shackle’s scholarship, it is easy to give
insufficient consideration to strategic aspects of  his approach to his writing.
His extraordinary personal humility and philosophical approach to economics
make him appear unlikely to use rhetoric strategically. However, Ford
(1994:482) notes that Shackle was exceedingly resistant to changing his own
theories. Ford (1994:102–4) also reveals some of  the diversionary tactics that
he used to uphold his position in the face of  critics, and argues (Ford
1994:432) that Shackle ‘surely has exaggerated his all-embracing contention’
that Keynes did not see the central message of  The General Theory until 1937.
Behind the humble exterior lurked a man with a vision of  economics to sell;
and his skills as a writer, so frequently remarked upon, had rhetorical uses as
well as having the properties of  eloquence and lucidity.

To understand his method of  writing, I think it is vital to keep in mind the
frequency with which he quoted (for example, Shackle 1967:135) Isaiah Berlin’s
use of  the Archilochus line ‘The fox knows many things, the hedgehog knows
one big thing’ in distinguishing different approaches to science. Shackle appears
to have operated as a hedgehog rather than a fox: he had a handful of
messages that he wanted to convey about the nature of  economics and the
human predicament and he sought to get his messages across by citing a select
group of  authors whose work seemed especially useful towards that end.

Shackle could lavish praise on Cantillon for his early writings on
entrepreneurship, not because Shackle was setting out to study entrepreneurship
but because he saw employer uncertainty about future revenue streams as central
to Keynes’s theory of  employment in a monetary economy.

The employer is Cantillon’s merchant, who signs contracts to obtain the
means of  production at known prices in order to sell, when it shall
have been produced, a product whose price, when he makes these
contracts, he does not know. How then can he know what an extra
man’s work will be worth to him? He cannot know, or he would have
no claim to be called an enterpriser, and that is the point.

(Shackle 1974:9)

Given his desire to make this point, Shackle could have felt uncomfortable if
he had pursued some of the theoretical complementarities considered in this
chapter.

Consider once gain the links between the theory of  money and the theory
of  the firm. Enthusiastically embracing Coase’s insight about the nature of
the firm would have had unfortunate rhetorical connotations for Shackle given
his desire to push the line that macroeconomic systems are inherently prone
to kaleidic instability. The flexibility provided by money contributes to
instability by enabling holders of  money not to signal what they will ultimately
spend it on and when they will spend it. By contrast, the flexibility that vague
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employment contracts offers to managerial decision-makers may contribute to
the resilience of  the economic system, as Loasby (1976:166) points out. It is
in the long-run interests of  managers and employees to be flexible and to
pull together—rather like a country in a wartime fight for survival, where
planned coordination and issuing directives can be a far more effective system
for getting things done than would a market-based approach of  using new
price incentives to encourage people to fix up new deals. As firms become
larger and less prone to have all their eggs in the one basket, their managers
can think more in terms of  the long haul and be less prone to hair-trigger
reactions to changes in the state of  the news. Where the news is of  a change
in the pattern of  current demand rather than in its total volume, managers
who coordinate the use of  modern flexible production methods increasingly
can be quite insulated to surprises that would be disastrous for enterprises
based around specialization to produce a specific design at least cost.

Here lies a paradox: for all his criticism of  neoclassical equilibrium theory,
Shackle can best convince his readers about the significance of  the kaleidic
perspective if  he sets it out alongside the textbook neoclassical theory of  the
firm in which relational contracting is conspicuous by its absence, as is
strategic diversification, with financial markets ever prodding for short-term
profits via their interest with the latest quarterly results. Economic kaleidics
has less rhetorical appeal if  one’s mental stereotype is the Japanese method
of  corporate organization, with lifetime employment relationships, incestuous
cross-ownership patterns, and close ties with banks. Such institutional devices
facilitate long-term investment planning, and business can be conducted
without perennial worries about take-over raids. If  things turn sour,
restructuring can be achieved without returning corporate resources to the
market and without making workers redundant.

Similar problems would have arisen if  Shackle looked towards the
management literature for precautionary tactics and institutions that business
decision-makers use to make uncertainty less problematic (my words here echo
those of  McQueen 1994:43–4). Much of  the writing in the management area
presents problems for Shackles Cantillon-inspired vision of  the entrepreneur
as an agent who heroically shoulders uncertainty. Many policies and tendencies
of  managers seem decidedly unheroic and are aimed at reducing the riskiness
of  investments. In addition to the hedging diversification strategies discussed
by Kay, consider the following:

1 The use of  short-term payback periods in investment appraisal.
2 The suggestion by Cyert and March (1963) that, rather than facing up to

uncertainty, managers often select strategies based on ‘uncertainty avoidance’
or attempts to achieve a ‘negotiated environment’.

3 The widespread suggestion in the strategic management literature that firms
should only venture into territories if  they believe they have a sustainable
competitive advantage, such as a product, production process, supplier
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system or distribution system that others will find difficult to copy. For
example, John Kay (1993) makes a strong case for the competitive role of
what he calls ‘architecture’, a distinctive collection of  relational contracts
which enables highly flexible responses and effective exchanges of
information. More generally, the overriding theme of  the resource-based
view of  the firm is that firms should keep to areas where they have
distinctive capabilities.

4 The strategic role of  vertical integration as a means of  achieving greater
control of supply or distribution.

These lines of  thought lead to a view of  strategic management as an activity
aimed at bringing uncertainty within narrow bounds in order to reduce the
vulnerability of  a firm’s asset base to losses (Beckett, forthcoming); they are
cases of  cautious risk management rather than courageous, all-or-nothing leaps
in the dark that involve placing the firm in jeopardy.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Shackle wrote about the business predicament without writing much about
entrepreneurship and business institutions along lines that would have been
possible on the basis of  works available during his lifetime. Towards the end
of his career he sought to publicize the writings of Cantillon, but his reasons
seem to be based less on an interest in how firms cope with uncertainty than
on a desire to highlight the speculative nature of  business and scope for
macroeconomic instability. Within his writings, however, are fragments that
suggest that his view of  firms had much in common with some of  the most
up-to-date writing in the area, for he saw firms as ongoing organizations that
comprise pools of  resources more suited to some tasks than others.

For all his interest in Cantillon’s view of  business as a speculative activity,
Shackle did not see enterprise simply as the hiring of  factors of  production
to produce a particular set of  outputs in a specific way. Unfortunately, he
largely left it to others to write an economics of  the firm in which knowledge,
creativity, uncertainty and prospects for surprise are central themes. Scholars
such as Loasby (1976) and Kay (1984) led the way in writing about firms by
interweaving Shacklean themes with ideas from industrial economics and
strategic management, and by seeking to identify ways in which uncertainty
and fears of  unpleasant surprises can be prevented from paralysing choosers
into inaction.

Shackles work on the firm has aroused most interest in relation to the
problem of  choosing between rival investment schemes once conjectures have
been formed concerning their possible gain and loss outcomes. However, one
can also benefit from reading the transaction cost and resource-based
literatures from a Shacklean standpoint. Shackle not only sent a powerful
message ‘beware of  the possibility of  discontinuities and the dangers of
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irreversible commitments’; he also concludes that a firm is limited in what it
may be expected to try to do, not merely by its physical assets and past
knowledge of  using them but also by the particular standpoints from which
its decision-makers gather information and view the world. However, some
of  Shackle’s own messages are somewhat tempered by reading his
contributions in the light of  related literatures. In particular, there is a basic
conflict between his vision of  the entrepreneur as someone who heroically
shoulders risks and his vision of  the entrepreneur as someone who may be
acutely aware that projects will only be worth embarking upon if  the degree
of  contestability of  the market in question can be carefully managed to ensure
that business risks fall within acceptable bounds.
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4

HYMAN MINSKY:  THE MAKING
OF A POST KEYNESIAN

John E.King

The founding father of  Post Keynesian economics in the USA, Sidney
Weintraub (1914–83), was a distinguished practitioner of  orthodox, ‘classical’
or ‘bastard’ Keynesianism, who liberated himself  from mainstream
macroeconomics only after an arduous and protracted intellectual struggle
(King 1995). The next generation of  Post Keynesian theorists had no such
difficulty. Paul Davidson (1930–), for example, was a pupil of  Weintraub’s
and a disciple of  Keynes almost from the start, while Alfred Eichner (1937–
88) seems never to have taken the neoclassical synthesis at all seriously. The
fourth major US Post Keynesian, Hyman Minsky, represents a very interesting
intermediate case. Born in 1919, he is closer in age to Weintraub than to
either Davidson or Eichner. Yet Minsky was a late developer. He published
nothing before the appearance of  two important papers in 1957 opened
literary floodgates which have yet to close. And his Post Keynesian identity
was in doubt up until 1975, when his book John Maynard Keynes finally
established Minsky as a powerful critic of  Keynesian orthodoxy.

Although Minsky has written at some length on his undergraduate years at
Chicago, he has been rather reticent concerning his subsequent intellectual
development (Minsky 1985, 1992). This issue has been the source of  some
disagreement, with Randall Wray (1992) pointing to recognizable Post
Keynesian themes in some of  Minsky’s earliest works, while Marc Lavoie
(1995) has identified a significant neoclassical element in other articles from
the same period.

Just how Minskyian the early Minsky actually was, is the first question I
attempt to answer in this chapter. I argue that there is merit in the
interpretations of  both Wray and Lavoie, and hence some inconsistency in
Minsky’s early thought. The second issue, dealt with more briefly, concerns
the nature and causes of  his change of  mind. I suggest that real-world
developments, practical experience and mature reflection all contributed to the
emergence of  Minsky as a fully fledged Post Keynesian in the 1970s.
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MINSKY’S VISION

Minsky’s original interest in economics was a direct result of  his political and
social commitments. He joined the youth wing of  the American Socialist Party
while still a secondary school student, and later attended a lecture course on
the economics of  socialism put on for the Socialist Party by one of  his
teachers at the University of  Chicago, Oskar Lange. Minsky took a pioneering
math-major/ economics-minor degree at Chicago, where the economics
department was not the conservative monolith that it would soon become. In
addition to Lange, there were centrists like Jacob Viner and ‘wet’ conservatives
like Frank Knight and Henry Simons. At this time Simons took a strong (if
critical) interest in democratic socialism, and his focus on debt deflation and
proposals for 100 per cent money were broadly consistent with the General
Theor y. Lange encouraged Minsky to move to Harvard, where Joseph
Schumpeter was his first PhD supervisor until his death in 1950, at which
time he was succeeded in this role by Wassily Leontief. At Harvard, Minsky
also came under the influence of  Alvin Hansen. ‘The positive influence of
Hyman Minsky may be viewed,’ he wrote recently, ‘as a struggle through the
years to reconcile Lange and Simons and to integrate this reconciliation with
the deep insights of  Schumpeter and the pragmatism of  Hansen’ (Minsky
1992:335; cf. Minsky 1985, Papadimitriou 1992).1

Thus Minsky’s vision of  the capitalist system was formed very early on,
under the influence of  Chicago and then Harvard. It emerges very sharply in
his published work. Capitalism, for Minsky, is all about finance. Flows of
funds are what really matter, and the representative capitalist is first and
foremost a manager of  money. This ‘Wall Street’ view of  the economic
process has always been the most fundamental, and also the most distinctive,
aspect of  Minsky’s thought, and it owes a great deal to Simons (Dymski and
Pollin 1992). His debt to Schumpeter is apparent in the second crucial part
of  his vision. Capitalism is dynamic, creative, innovative, but it is also
inherently unstable. According to Minsky, endogenous cyclical fluctuations
originating in the financial sector are the essence of  capitalist economies. The
most important single year of  the twentieth century is 1929, and the most
pertinent question that an economist can ask is ‘Can “It” Happen Again?’
(Minsky 1982).

It follows that Minsky has never taken much interest in the analysis of
production or the concept of  an economic surplus as the difference between
outputs and inputs. He simply sees no merit in the rival vision of  capitalism
as a system of  commodity flows and the performance of  human labour. He
is a theorist of  the short period, who has no time for the concept of  a
steady state and regards only cyclical growth as deserving of  analytical attention.
Moreover, despite his socialist upbringing and his deep respect for Lange,
Minsky has not been attracted by claims that the class struggle is central to
the economics of  capitalism, or that distributional conflicts determine the
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character and pace of  economic development. It is financial markets, not
labour unions, that are important to the vision of  Minsky.

This underpins the unqualified hostility to Sraffian theory that Minsky
(1990:363) expresses with great forthrightness:

At the arid level of  Sraffa, the Keynesian view that effective demand
reflects financial and monetary variables has no meaning, for there is
no monetary or financial system in Sraffa. At the concrete level of
Keynes, the technical conditions of  production, which are the essential
constructs of  Sraffa, are dominated by profit expectations and financing
conditions.

It also explains his indifference to much of  the Cambridge Post Keynesian
tradition, which has concentrated on issues that leave him unmoved: Minsky
refuses to place income distribution, steady-state growth theory or the capital
controversies at the heart of  his version of  Post Keynesian economics. And
it accounts for his unease with the analysis of  Sidney Weintraub who, Minsky
felt, exaggerated the power of  trade unions, the theoretical significance of
distributional battles, and the practical importance of  a tax-based incomes
policy, all at the expense of  the financial variables and the cyclical instability
which he regarded as fundamental.2

As he wrote to Weintraub, while justifying the critical remarks in his review
of  Davidson’s (1972) Money and the Real World:

I thought I commended Paul highly in the review article and I thought I
was very favorable to his book, commending it to all and arguing that
students must be made aware of  the serious issues it raises. However, I
do have a serious substantive quarrel with his approach, which is the
approach adopted by Joan Robinson and Kregel among others. They insist
upon defining as a base for their argument a steady growth process and
elucidating the circumstances under which this process can be maintained.
They also conclude more or less in passing that the maintenance of  steady
growth is difficult if  not impossible under capitalist processes.

My perspective is that once you define the financial institutions of
capitalism in any precise form then the normal path of  the economy is
intractably cyclical and the problems [sic] of  macroeconomic theory is to
spell out the properties of  the cyclical process. Thus much of  what is
very valid in Paul’s analysis is diminished in significance because of  his
basic approach. It follows from the fact that decisions are made within
the context of  cyclical expectations that these ideas and constructs which
depend upon the marginal physical productivity of  capital assets for either
the determination of  investment or the distribution of  income (capital
share) are irrelevant to the economic processes. Thus the inadequacy of
production function based economics can only be demonstrated by this
shift in vision as to the normal functioning properties of  the economy.
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In addition with a cyclical perspective uncertainty becomes operational in
the sense that myopic hindsight determines the current state of
Keynesian/Robinsonian Animal Spirits: without a cyclical perspective
uncertainty is more or less of  an empty bag.

(Minsky to Weintraub, 19 November 1974: Sidney Weintraub Papers,
Special Collections Department, Duke University Libraries, Durham,

North Carolina, Box 3 Folder 3)

To what extent is this perspective evident in the early work of  Minsky?

EARLY WRITINGS

Minsky was already in his thirty-eighth year when he commenced his career as
a publishing economist with major papers in two leading journals. The first
appeared in the Quarterly Journal of  Economics, with the title ‘Central Banking and
Money Market Changes’. It deals with contemporary financial innovations and
the difficulties that they presented for central bank control of  the monetary
system. Minsky argues that profit-seeking behaviour in a period of  high and
rising interest rates had induced two profound institutional changes—the growth
of  the federal funds market and the increasing importance of  non-financial
corporations in the financing of  government bond houses. The first made a
given volume of  reserves more efficient in supporting deposits and the second,
by freeing bank resources to finance other activities, was equivalent to an
increase in reserves. As a result, the relationship between the rate of  interest
and the velocity of  circulation had shifted outwards. Monetary policy became
less effective and the overall liquidity of  the economy decreased, since the ratio
of  (risky) private debt to (risk-free) government debt was increasing steadily.
This posed the danger of  a financial crisis, in which the insolvency or temporary
illiquidity of  a major non-bank institution might have a chain reaction on others.
Thus a shock from the financial sector could induce a deep depression in the
real economy. Minsky concluded that the central bank cannot realistically aim
to stabilize the economy, since instability is a necessary feature of  a dynamic
capitalism. What the central bank can, and must, do is act as lender of  last
resort to the money market as a whole (not merely to the commercial banks),
and thus protect the financial system from crisis (Minsky 1957a).

In the second paper, published by the American Economic Review with the
title ‘Monetary Systems and Accelerator Models’, Minsky models the relations
between finance and the real economy in much greater detail. His starting-
point is a problem that had exercised the minds of  many orthodox Keynesian
macroeconomists from Samuelson (1939) to Hicks (1950)—how to obtain a
credible theory of  cyclical growth from the canonical multiplier-accelerator
model, which more easily produces explosive growth or bottomless contraction.
Minsky’s solution is to introduce finance into the model, making the
acceleration coefficient dependent upon money market conditions and the
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balance sheets of  firms. Investment must be financed either by running down
firms’ cash balances, or by issuing more equity, or by increasing business debt.

Minsky discusses four possible monetary regimes. In the first, with both
the money supply (M) and the velocity of  circulation (V) held constant, any
excess of  ex ante investment over ex ante saving leads to the rationing of
saving among potential investors through a rise in the rate of  interest.

A second regime allows V to vary, with M remaining constant. If  V is
subject to a maximum value, this imposes a ceiling on money income at ‘that
level at which all of  the available money supply is required for transactions’
(Minsky 1957b:867). This is a monetary ceiling, and is independent of  both
the full employment of  labour and full capacity working in the capital-goods
industries.

For the third regime, Minsky holds V constant, and allows M to vary.
There is a strong flavour of  endogenous money here: ‘we assume that
commercial banks create money by lending to business firms. The maximum
realized increase in the money supply is equal to the difference between ex
ante investment and ex ante saving’ (Minsky 1957b:870). If  the money supply
is infinitely elastic (Minsky the horizontalist!) there is a possibility of  explosive
growth in real output, constrained only by the increase in Kaleckian borrowers’
risk associated with the consequent rise in debt/equity ratios. If, however, the
growth of  M is limited (for example, by a fractional reserve banking system),
investment will be restrained by the money market, though not appreciably so
in the early stages of  a boom when banks still have excess reserves.

In the fourth regime, both M and V are variable. Once again there is no
constraint upon the growth of  output (assuming V>1), except for the increase
in business debt relative to equity.

Minsky concludes by drawing some implications for policy. If  the goal is
steady growth and a constant price level, something very close to a monetarist
‘golden rule’ is called for. Steady growth requires a money supply that
increases at a geometric rate; a too rapidly growing money supply results in
rapid price inflation while a too slowly growing money supply results in a
downturn of  income (Minsky 1957b:882). To offset the inhibiting effect on
investment of  rising debt-equity ratios, the central bank should design its
interest rate policy to keep V>1, while fiscal policy must provide budget
deficits so as to increase private sector assets without thereby raising the level
of  business debt: ‘government deficit financing, even during a period of
sustained growth and similarly rising prices, may be desirable in order to
maintain the conditions for further growth’ (Minsky 1957b:883).

Many characteristically Minskyian themes can be seen in these two articles—
the Wall Street vision of  capitalism, the significance of  financial innovation, the
endogeneity of  the money supply, the dangers of  financial instability, the need
for big government and for a lender of  last resort. All this lends support to
the contention of  Wray (1992) that there is a powerful continuity in Minsky’s
thinking. But there are also strong neoclassical undertones. These are most
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obvious in the loanable funds approach to the theory of  interest rates, which
dominates the American Economic Review paper. As Lavoie (1995) notes, this is a
pre-Keynesian construct which Minsky derives from Bertil Ohlin and the
Stockholm school. It entails (though Minsky apparently did not realize it)
acceptance of  a Wicksellian conception of  a long-period natural rate of  interest
determined by capital productivity and thrift. For Minsky, investment does not
generate the saving required to finance it, as it does for Keynes and the Post
Keynesians. On the contrary, investment is constricted by saving.3 In effect it is
crowded out (although Minsky does not use the term) by increasing interest
rates, even when there is unemployment and there exists excess capacity in the
capital goods sector. There is even worse to come: ‘Symmetrically, if  ex ante
saving is greater than ex ante investment then an increase in investment is forced
so that all of  the available finance is absorbed by real investment’ (Minsky
1957b:866). A clearer statement of  the pre-Keynesian view of  the relationship
between saving and investment would be difficult to imagine.

Thus it is not surprising that Minsky invokes the Pigou effect in his American
Economic Review article (Minsky 1957b:868), and subsequently in an application
of  his model to growth in less developed countries (Minsky 1959a: 155) and
in the ‘Linear Model of  Cyclical Growth’, which he published in the Review of
Economics and Statistics (Minsky 1959b:134). Admittedly Minsky (1959b:144) uses
what he terms the ‘Tobin-Pigou effect’ in a rather unorthodox way, citing the
wartime growth in the ratio of  household real wealth to income as a major
cause of  the post-war boom which also rendered most unlikely a financial
crisis in the foreseeable future. Public confidence in the financial system
formed an important component of  the theory of  cost-push or ‘sellers’
inflation’, that Minsky presented to the Joint Economic Committee of  Congress
in September 1959, together with the increase in trade union power and the
market strength of  large corporations. In these circumstances monetary policy
would be ineffective, he argued, since tight money and high interest rates
would lead only to a sharp increase in velocity, with the consequent danger of
financial instability as firms adjusted their portfolios in order to finance their
expenditures (Minsky 1959c:2215). Significantly, he did not propose an incomes
policy, tax-based or otherwise, as a remedy for inflation. Instead Minsky
(1959c:2207–8) called for measures to make the US economy more competitive,
including a commitment to free trade and the elimination of  entry barriers
established by unions and professional bodies.

Minsky’s monograph, Financial Crisis, Financial Systems, and the Performance of
the Economy, published by the Commission on Money and Credit in 1964, was
in fact written four years earlier (Minsky 1964a:173). In substance a book-
length elaboration of  his 1957 American Economic Review paper, this study
contains a much more comprehensive statement of  the financial instability
hypothesis than he had provided in earlier work, together with a mass of
supporting evidence and a pioneering attempt to simulate the financial
repercussions of  a severe recession in the real economy. If  a boom results
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from increased investment, Minsky argues, in the absence of  inflation in equity
and real estate prices, debt/asset ratios will increase and financial instability
will grow. A ‘normal’ cyclical peak in the real economy, imposed by supply
constraints, may have such powerful financial effects that it generates a deep
depression, as in 1929. In practice there was no serious threat of  a financial
crisis in the early 1960s, Minsky concluded, because the large budget deficits
which were a feature of  even mild recessions pumped large quantities of
riskless government assets into the financial system, and welfare payments
allowed the unemployed to maintain their consumption expenditure. But if
debt/equity ratios continued to rise, and the speculative element in asset prices
grew, the probability of  a financial crisis would also increase. Minsky repeated
his earlier policy prescriptions—a lender of  last resort and regulating role for
the central bank, together with a secular increase in the national debt and in
the level of  government transfer payments (Minsky 1964a:179–84).

The principal themes of  the early Minsky can be briefly summarized. First,
the multiplier-accelerator framework is a good basis for a dynamic
macroeconomic theory, and can yield a plausible model of  cyclical growth so
long as it incorporates financial variables to account for the ceiling (or upper
turning point) of  the cycle. Second, the financial system is innately unstable.
Each upswing contains the financial seeds of  its own destruction, and these
are often compounded by the processes of  financial innovation generated by
profit-seeking agents in the money markets. Third, institutional behaviour is
critical and institutional change must be allowed for in any realistic economic
analysis. Fourth, government intervention is essential if  the instability of  the
capitalist economy is to be contained and another Great Depression—the ‘It’
in the titles of  Minsky (1963c; 1982)—is to be avoided. These arguments are
advanced with great confidence, and with relatively few references to the work
of  others. Minsky gives credit where he thinks that it is due,4 but he shows
little interest in the history of  ideas, or in past or contemporary controversies.
In particular, and in marked contrast to Weintraub and Davidson, he makes
no effort whatsoever in this early work to justify his own ideas by representing
them as a legitimate interpretation of  Keynes. This was to come later. But
one could almost infer from reading the early Minsky that he had never read
the Treatise or the General Theory.

A ‘CLASSICAL KEYNESIAN’?

In my (King 1995) assessment of  Sidney Weintraub’s early career, I specified
six aspects of  Post Keynesian economics—rejection of  the IS-LM
interpretation of  the General Theory; opposition to the Walrasian or general
equilibrium approach to Keynes adopted by Patinkin; repudiation of  the
marginal productivity theory of  distribution on the grounds that its
incoherence had been demonstrated during the capital controversies;
replacement of  marginalist price theory by some version of  mark-up pricing;
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an endogenous view of  money; and a methodological commitment to realism,
and to policy relevance, in theory construction. The young Weintraub took a
‘bastard Keynesian’ position on each and every one of  these issues.

Applying these criteria to Minsky’s early work, the verdict is less clear-cut.
There is no explicitly IS-LM model in Minsky’s writings, nor any reference to
Walrasian theory or to Patinkin. But there does not need to be, given his
endorsement of  the Pigou effect and his (pre-Keynesian) loanable funds theory
of  the rate of  interest. Minsky never writes an aggregate production function,
or refers to marginal productivity in his analysis of  interest, but these
neoclassical concepts are implicit in the American Economic Review article and
elsewhere. Thus it comes as no surprise when he cites Solow’s 1956 growth
model with approval, praises Denison’s growth accounting framework or
expresses total indifference towards Joan Robinson’s critique of  orthodox
capital theory (Minsky 1961a:498; cf. Fazzari 1992:4). Minsky has nothing (and,
a fortiori, nothing critical) to say about marginalist price theory.

On the question of  endogenous money the position is more than a little
unclear. There is no shortage of  references to endogenous money in his early
writings, which are derived from Minsky’s emphasis on financial innovation as
a means of  circumventing tight monetary policies. He can even be interpreted
as a horizontalist: ‘As a result [of  financial innovation] during a strong boom,
interest rates will not rise very much for the supply of  financing is, in fact,
very elastic’ (Minsky 1957a:185). Even an infinitely elastic money supply curve
does not strike Minsky as at all absurd (Minsky 1957b:871–5). There is,
however, no hint of  endogenous money in the I960 monograph. Very much
the reverse:

The amount of  money in existence is not determined by the public; it is
determined within the monetary system. Given the reserves and the reserve
ratio, the amount of  money and also the value of  the earning assets owned
by the monetary system are in principle determined. The reserves and
reserve ratio are both determined within the monetary system. Hence in a
very significant way it is not true that the monetary system adjusts to the
behavior of  the economy; what happens is that within wide limits the
economy adjusts to the behavior of  the monetary system.

(Minsky 1964a:190; cf. Minsky 1961b:139–40)

Here Minsky is, very explicitly, a verticalist: ‘within an economy money is an
indestructible asset; there is nothing that can be done (ignoring the silly case
of  the physical destruction of  currency or coin) by a household or a business
firm to change the quantity of  money’ (Minsky 1964a:190). It is significant,
too, that Minsky’s (1964a:280, 374) objections to Milton Friedman are, at this
early stage, moderate in tone and technical in substance; they do not involve
the endogeneity of  the money supply.

There are hints at endogeneity in Minsky’s later critique of  Friedman and
Schwartz (Minsky 1963a:68–9), but they are not central to his anti-monetarism
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as they were, for example, to Nicholas Kaldor (1970). In an application of
the financial instability hypothesis to the theory of  long waves, he writes that
‘what changes do occur in the money supply may very well be induced by
the behavior of  the economy, witness the (excess reserves) of  commercial
banks in the 1930s’ (Minsky 1964b:326). Then, discussing the problems facing
the financial system in the state of  California, Minsky asserts that the money
supply is exogenously determined for a nation, but endogenous for a region
within a nation: ‘That is, the line of  causation within a region of  a national
economy is more from income to money than from money to income,
whereas many economists argue that the line of  causation for the country is
from money to income’ (Minsky 1965:21; cf. Minsky 1964b:7). By the mid-
1960s, Minsky’s position on the endogeneity of  money can only be described
as unstable.

Only with respect to his method, in fact, would the early Minsky clearly
qualify as a Post Keynesian. His most mathematically demanding papers always
focused on the institutional characteristics of  contemporary capitalism, and
invariably carried a powerful policy message. Theory must incorporate
‘attitudes, expectations, beliefs, ways of  doing things as well as the legal and
organisational structure’, he told the Joint Economic Committee. ‘Each time
the relevant institutions undergo a significant change, it is risky to extrapolate
relations derived from observations of  the past’ (Minsky 1959c:2209).

Methodology apart, it would have been very difficult to recognize in
Minsky, circa 1964, the future Post Keynesian. He made no significant allusion
to Keynes or to conflicting interpretations of  his work, still less to the notion
that ‘classical Keynesianism’ might involve a serious mis-reading of  the General
Theory. He set out his financial instability hypothesis, but in a form that lacks
two vital ingredients: the two-price level model of  investment, and the
Kaleckian theory of  aggregate profits. There are glimpses of  the former in
the I960 monograph (Minsky 1964a:213), and in his critique of  Friedman and
Schwartz (Minsky 1963a:69–70), but it is no sooner advanced than withdrawn
in favour of  the capital-stock adjustment principle (Minsky 1963b:412). As
for the profit theory of  Kalecki, I have been unable to find the slightest
trace of  it in any of  Minsky’s early work. There is no hint that in aggregate,
in a closed economy, capitalists’ receipts are determined by their (investment
and consumption) expenditures, plus the difference between government
expenditure and taxation. This Kaleckian version of  the theory of  effective
demand is important in its own right. Its use also enabled Minsky subsequently
to plug a major gap in his analysis of  the determinants of  corporate debt,
for which incomings are no less important than borrowings and the size of
the budget deficit is crucial.

This, however, lay well in the future. Only two characteristics—both of
them very important, it is true—serve to distinguish Minsky at this stage from
the mainstream proponents of  ‘bastard Keynesian’ with whom he still had
much in common. Money matters; more so for Minsky than even for
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Friedman and Schwartz. And he totally lacks the complacency engendered by
liberal versions of  the neoclassical synthesis, which made a recurrence of  ‘It’
appear totally impossible. If  Minsky was a classical Keynesian in 1964, he
was already something of  a deviant.

HOW MINSKY CHANGED, AND WHY

In a brief  autobiographical article for the Biographical Dictionary of  Dissenting
Economists, Minsky (1992:356) lists his seven principal theoretical achievements.
The first is his interpretation of  Keynes as supplying both an investment
theory of  the trade cycle and a financial theory of  investment, the latter
based on the distinction between the price levels of  assets and of  current
output. Second is the financial instability hypothesis and the associated debt
deflation approach to economic crises. There follow: the importance that
Minsky attached to central banks as lenders of  last resort; the cash flow
analysis of  financial relations, with special emphasis placed on Kalecki’s theory
of  profits; the necessity for big government; the significance of  financial
innovation; and the ‘tiers approach’ to the balance of  payments. As I have
indicated, some of  these themes are evident in Minsky’s early work. All but
the last can be found in his book John Maynard Keynes, which was completed
by 1972 but not published until 1975, although the first reference I can find
to the Kaleckian theory of  profits is in Minsky (1977). In a sense this was
the crucial missing piece in the Minskyian puzzle, since it provided him with
a means for analysing aggregate cash flows into firms that was as convincing
as his earlier modelling of  their liabilities and financial commitments. This, in
turn, enabled him to liberate himself  from the loanable funds theory where,
to paraphrase James Meade (1975:82), the dog called ‘saving’ wags its tail
called ‘investment’. By 1977, Minsky was quite clear that investment was the
dog, and saving the tail.

There is no evidence of  any blinding light on Minsky’s Damascus road. In
1994 he told Randall Wray that his transition to a Minskyian view of  the
world had taken place over a long period, and had not been completed until
the mid-or late 1970s. Although he must have read Kalecki very early on (at
the insistence of  Oskar Lange), Kalecki’s theory of  the trade cycle had not
impressed Minsky at the time, and the relevance of  Kaleckian ideas did not
become apparent to Minsky until the 1970s.5 Minsky had earlier recalled
(Papadimitriou 1992:22) Kaldor’s visit to Berkeley in 1959 as a major influence
on the development of  his ideas, although there was presumably a substantial
time-lag between stimulus and response.

Minsky has always regarded himself  as an economist of  the real world,
ready to modify his formal analysis in the face of  empirical evidence. He
attributes his first article (Minsky 1957a) to observations made during a
summer spent on Wall Street,6 although the ‘near-miss’ of  1966, in which a
Federal Reserve-inspired credit crunch almost led to a major financial crisis,
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probably served more to confirm Minsky in his opinions than significantly to
change them (Minsky 1976). Much more important, on his own account, was
his twenty-three-year spell as a director of  the Mark Twain Banks in St Louis,
which convinced him that the two-price theory of  investment, unlike
conventional interest-rate models, explained how the loan officers of  banks
and corporate treasurers actually behaved.7

To judge by the footnotes in John Maynard Keynes, Minsky was largely
uninfluenced by the work of  other US Post Keynesians, although (as already
noted) a certain paucity of  citations is one of  his trademarks. Reaction against
the late 1960s upsurge of  monetarist ideas may well have been a more
important impulse. During his 1969–70 sabbatical in Cambridge, Minsky came
into personal contact not only with Robinson, Kahn and Kaldor, but also
with the young Jan Kregel, whose influence he has acknowledged
(Papadimitriou 1992:23).

I suspect, however, that to a very large extent Minsky found his own way,
increasingly appreciating the logical gaps in his earlier versions of  the financial
instability hypothesis and turning quite naturally to Keynes, and then to
Kalecki, to fill them. Indeed, Minsky remains very much his own man, deeply
influential but also somewhat remote from the Post Keynesian mainstream.
He was a founding member of  the editorial board of  the Journal of  Post
Keynesian Economics (with many others), but does not publish there and has
never been closely associated with other prominent Post Keynesians. Minsky
is not given to joint authorship. There is no Minsky school, and few obvious
Minsky disciples—Steven Fazzari, Randall Wray, perhaps Charles Kindleberger
(as far as the financial instability hypothesis is concerned), and possibly a few
radical monetary theorists like Gary Dymski and Robert Pollin.

There remains the distinct possibility that Minsky may be reclaimed by
economic orthodoxy in its current, seductive New Keynesian guise, in which
asymmetric information gives rise to credit rationing and prevents interest rates
from playing their traditional role of  equilibrating the supply and demand for
loans. In New Keynesian theory the financial condition of  the firm
significantly affects its ability to proceed with investment projects, and the
neoclassical forces which create and sustain a powerful tendency to full
employment are radically weakened. Minsky is sometimes interpreted as being
much closer to New Keynesian ideas than is, for example, Paul Davidson
(Fazzari 1992; cf. Davidson 1994), although Minsky himself  denies this.8
Alternatively, he may yet honour the intellectual cheque that he signed in 1960
and explore the ‘real system which generates real income and employment’
(Minsky 1964a:176) as the dual to the financial system to whose analysis he
has devoted so much of  his professional life. A Minsky-Sraffa synthesis would
really lay down the gauntlet to those who believe that (neo)classical economics
comes into its own in the long run.9, 10
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NOTES
1 John Henry suggests that the influence on Minsky of  Lange, by far the most

neoclassical of  socialist economists, may well have been greater than I, or Minsky
himself, allow.

2 Mike Howard reminds me that this was a much more contentious position to take
in the strike-prone, inflationary 1970s than it appears to be in the de-unionized,
low-inflation 1990s.

3 Basil Moore’s (1994) monetary criticism of  the multiplier is analogous to this.
Also see Cottrell (1994).

4 To Alexander, Allen, Baumol, Duesenberry, Goodwin, Harrod, Hicks and Samuelson
on cycle theory; to Ellis, Gurley and Shaw, Mints and Simons on monetary
questions; and to Kalecki (one reference only, on the principle of  increasing risk),
Ohlin, Pigou, Solow and Tobin on other macroeconomic issues.

5 Personal communication from Randall Wray, October 1994. For a general appraisal
of  Post Keynesian reactions to Kalecki in the United States, see King (1996).

6 Personal communication from Hyman Minsky, 15 May 1995.
7 Ibid.
8 Minsky claims that his ideas are no closer to neoclassicism than Davidson’s. The

difference is that he is personally closer to leading orthodox economists, some of
whom are among his favourite ex-students (personal communication, 15 May 1995).

9 Although Minsky no longer regards the distinction between real and financial
domains as at all useful (ibid.), his relative neglect of  real variables remains a
significant weakness.

10 I am grateful to John Henry, Mike Howard, Marc Lavoie, Hyman Minsky and
Steve Pressman for comments on an earlier draft. The usual disclaimer applies,
forcibly.
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MONOPOLY CAPITAL  REVISITED

Allin Cottrell

The object of  this chapter is to reassess Baran and Sweezy’s Monopoly Capital
three decades after its original publication.1 For a time in the 1960s Monopoly
Capital enjoyed the status of  an economic Bible for the New Left, and was
more widely read than Marx’s Capital. Today, however, the book is discussed
infrequently. How, I wish to ask, have the arguments of  Baran and Sweezy
fared in the light of  the subsequent empirical record, and how do they stand
up to theoretical scrutiny? I begin with a brief  account of  how this work
came to be written.

The gestation of  Monopoly Capital—for Sweezy at any rate—can be traced
back to Sweezy’s experiences as a graduate student at the LSE in 1932–3.
There he was first exposed, via Harold Laski and, even more so, via the
ferment of  ideas among a highly international group of  graduate students in
the social sciences, to Marxist ideas. Marxism made sense of  the cataclysmic
events of  the early 1930s: ‘What up to then had seemed a senseless chaos of
inexplicable disasters now appeared as the logical, indeed the inevitable,
consequence of  the normal functioning of  capitalism and imperialism’ (Sweezy
1981:13). Like many others in this period, Sweezy (1981:13) concluded that
‘the way out of  the crisis was through revolution and socialism, a course that
the Russian Bolsheviks were pioneering and in which they needed all the
support like-minded people in the rest of  the world could give them’.

On his return to the USA in 1933, Sweezy found that the deepening
Depression had opened the way for a discussion of  Marxism in American
academic circles. It was in this context that Sweezy’s lifelong mission first
emerged. As he tells it, ‘[t]hat mission was to do what I could to make
Marxism an integral and respected part of  the intellectual life of  the country,
or, put in other terms, to take part in establishing a serious and authentic
North American brand of  Marxism’ (Sweezy 1981:13). Sweezy’s personal
contribution to this development can be traced in a long series of  influential
works, beginning with The Theory of  Capitalist Development (1942)—long the
preeminent English-language account of  Marxian economics—and proceeding
through Socialism (1949), The Present as History (1953), Monopoly Capital (Baran
and Sweezy 1968), Introduction to Socialism (1968, with Leo Huberman), as well
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as many other books on the current state of  US capitalism and the
international and historical aspects of  both capitalism and socialism.2

Sweezy’s stature as an expositor and promoter of  Marxist economics is
surely self-evident. In the hostile climate of  the post-war West, prior to the
ideological upheavals of  the later 1960s, only Maurice Dobb played a
comparable role. In what follows, however, I shall be more concerned with
Sweezy’s distinctive contribution to Marxist theory—his modifications of, rather
than his exposition of, classical Marxism. Monopoly Capital represented a
challenge to orthodox Marxism as well as to the society of  which it was a
critique. As Brewer (1980:133) remarks, from The Theory of  Capitalist
Development, to Baran’s (1957) Political Economy of  Growth, to Monopoly Capital,
‘there is a consistent development, starting very close to classical Marxism,
but evolving into something distinctively different’. Our task here is to
consider the merits of  this ‘distinctively different’ Marxism—with the benefit,
of  course, of  thirty years’ hindsight.

Broadly speaking, the critique of  capitalism offered by Marxism is twofold.
First, while capitalism is historically progressive up to a point, beyond that point
it is wasteful and irrational because it fails to exploit fully the capacity of
humanity to better its condition. Second, capitalism is a deeply unjust system,
resting on the exploitation of  labour, and generating poverty and insecurity
alongside vast and obscene concentrations of  private wealth. These themes of
Marx’s Capital are also present in Monopoly Capital, although they are given a
somewhat different inflection. There is less emphasis in the latter book on the
poverty and insecurity of  the working class in leading capitalist economies, the
brunt of  capitalistic inequality being borne, in Baran and Sweezy’s view, by the
working classes in those countries on the receiving end of  imperialism. Also—
and this is the point on which I will focus here—there is a different account
of  capitalism’s tendency to waste resources. Marx stressed waste due to the
‘anarchy of  competition’, and also the waste of  labour due to its undervaluation
via the wages system. In Baran and Sweezy the emphasis is on stagnation due
to a shortage of  effective demand under monopoly capitalism, and on secondary
wastage contained in the ‘sales effort’ by which the system attempts (ultimately,
unsuccessfully) to stave off  such stagnation. The stagnation mechanism posited
by Baran and Sweezy is addressed in the next section.

THE MECHANISM OF STAGNATION IN MONOPOLY
CAPITAL

The basic thesis of  Baran and Sweezy is well known. As capitalism moves
from its competitive phase into its monopoly phase, the ‘laws of  motion’ of
the system are subject to qualitative change. Marx’s ‘tendency for the rate of
profit to fall’—valid, if  at all, only under competitive capitalism—is replaced
by a new ‘law of  rising surplus’. First, oligopolistic firms effectively abolish
price competition and collude to realize a close approximation to the
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theoretical monopoly price. This does not, however, mean the end of  all
competition; indeed competition ‘takes new forms and rages on with ever-
increasing intensity’ (Baran and Sweezy 1968:76). Prominent among the
intensified forms of  competition is cost-cutting via increasing productivity
(Baran and Sweezy 1968:76–80). This accelerated tendency to pursue lower
costs via technical innovation may seem to warrant viewing monopoly
capitalism as a rational and progressive system, but unfortunately cost
reduction increases profits rather than benefiting society as a whole. The
maintenance of monopoly pricing means that ‘under monopoly capitalism,
declining costs imply continuously widening profit margins. And continuously
widening profit margins, in turn, imply aggregate profits which rise not only
absolutely but as a share of  national product. If  we provisionally equate
aggregate profits with society’s economic surplus, we can formulate as a law
of  monopoly capitalism that the surplus tends to rise both absolutely and
relatively as the system develops’ (Baran and Sweezy 1968:80).

The stagnation tendency arises from this law in conjunction with the
dwindling propensities to consume and invest on the part of  the capitalist
class as a whole in the monopoly phase. Following Lintner (1956), Baran and
Sweezy argue that under conditions of  rising profits capitalist consumption
tends to fall as a proportion of  total profit due to a lag of  dividend payments
behind profit growth. This means that ‘the investment-seeding part of  surplus
tends to rise as a proportion of  total income’ (Baran and Sweezy 1968:89).3
‘The whole surplus will therefore be ‘absorbed’ only if  the ratio of  investment
to GDP rises continuously. But this is ‘nonsensical from an economic
standpoint’, since it means that ‘a larger and larger volume of  producer goods
would have to be turned out for the sole purpose of  producing a still larger
and larger volume of  producer goods in the future’ (Baran and Sweezy
1968:89). Not only are monopoly capitalist firms disinclined to participate in
such a ‘snowballing expansion program’; they are in fact less inclined toward
new investment by the development of  new methods and products than are
competitive firms. While cost-cutting innovation is important in monopolistic
competition, the degree to which it gives rise to net investment is limited by
the desire and ability of  monopolists to avoid spoiling their markets by
excessive growth of  capacity and to avoid the devaluation of  their existing
capital stock (Baran and Sweezy 1968:100–3).4

This combination of  factors is seen as generating stagnation via an
argument of  Kaleckian derivation. Keynes’s version of  the argument, more
familiar to most macroeconomists, may be used as a heuristic aid. According
to Keynes individuals are free to choose the proportion of  their incomes that
they wish to save; but total saving is determined at macro level by total
investment expenditure. There must then be a mechanism for reconciling the
aggregate of  individual saving plans with total savings. Reconciliation is
achieved via variation in aggregate income and employment, desired savings
being an increasing function of  aggregate income. One famous consequence
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of  this is the paradox of  thrift. Suppose individuals decide to save a higher
proportion of  income, but there is no parallel increase in the inducement to
invest. With investment constant, total savings must also remain constant. An
excess of  intended savings over intended investment means a shortfall of
intended expenditure in relation to output, and output falls. Therefore income
falls too, and people end up saving the same amount as before, only now it
is a larger fraction of  a smaller income.

In Kalecki’s (1971: ch.7) variant, profit margins (over cost of  production)
are determined at the micro level by the ‘degree of  monopoly’, but total profit
is determined at the macro level by the sum of  capitalists’ expenditures (plus
the budget deficit and the trade surplus, minus worker savings, if  any). Again,
there must be a mechanism for reconciling these two factors, and again it is
variation in total income. If  an increase in the degree of  monopoly raises
profit margins,5 but there is no increase in the total of  capitalists’ expenditures
(consumption and investment), total income falls. As with the paradox of
thrift, the capitalists end up making the same total profit as before, but now
in the form of  a larger fraction of  a smaller total sales revenue. Just as a
rising propensity to save will tend to induce stagnation in Keynes’s system
(absent a corresponding increase in the inducement to invest), so a rising
degree of  monopoly will tend to induce stagnation in the Kaleckian system
(absent a corresponding increase in the capitalists’ propensity to consume, or
to accumulate). This is the basic mechanism envisaged by Baran and Sweezy.

We shall return to examine the details of  this argument, but first we consider
very broadly the degree to which it is supported by the historical record.

A FIRST LOOK AT THE LEDGER

In his own twenty-five-year assessment of  Monopoly Capital, Sweezy (1992:16)
stated that his argument ‘holds up pretty well when judged in the light of  all
the developments and changes that have taken place in this eventful quarter
century’.6 This view has a certain plausibility. Baran and Sweezy’s central
thesis—that advanced capitalist economies have an inherent tendency toward
stagnation as the growth of  labour productivity outstrips the rate of  growth
of  effective demand—looks quite good in light of  the so-called jobless
recovery of  the early 1990s in the US economy, and, even more so, in light
of  the persistent mass unemployment plaguing western Europe for a decade
or more. In contrast, Brewer’s (1980:138) critical comment that Baran and
Sweezy ‘should have realised’ that the post-war boom showed that ‘monopoly
capitalism is not incompatible with growth’ now appears rather dated. And
the tables also seem to have turned on Brewer’s remark that Baran and Sweezy
concentrated too much on the USA, at a time when western Europe and
Japan were expanding faster.

Baran and Sweezy also argued that insofar as state expenditure could offset
the tendency of  monopoly capitalism towards stagnation (albeit partially and
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temporarily), structural features of  US society made military spending uniquely
acceptable (to the ruling class). Chapters 6 and 7 held, against the liberal
Keynesians, that it would be extraordinarily difficult to substitute ‘welfare state’
expenditures for military spending. This claim would appear to be borne out
by the failure of  a substantial ‘peace dividend’ to emerge following the cold
war.

Certain correct predictions, however, do not validate the specific theory
that led Baran and Sweezy to make those predictions. The predictions thus
might have come out right, but for the wrong reasons. To investigate this
possibility, we begin by confronting the mechanism of  stagnation in Monopoly
Capital with some anomalous empirical observations. This will lead us into a
critical assessment of  the theory.

SOME AWKWARD FACTS

First, and most generally, there is the question of  the monopolization of  the
economy. Baran and Sweezy seem committed to the proposition that the
degree of  monopoly should continue to increase under monopoly capitalism
(see also Sweezy 1984:44). It is clear that a reduction in the degree of  monopoly
would be quite inconsistent with their theoretical scheme. Yet this seems to
have occurred. William Shepherd (1982:613), employing a fourfold
categorization of  industries into ‘pure monopolies’, ‘dominant firms’, ‘tight
oligopolies’ and ‘effectively competitive’ markets, argues that over the 1958–
80 period ‘the scope of  competition increased substantially…virtually
throughout the economy’. Summarizing his study, Shepherd (1982:624) states
that ‘tight oligopoly covers nearly one-fifth of  the economy, down by half
from 1958. Pure monopoly and dominant firms have shrunk to about 5 per
cent of  the economy (compared to 8 per cent in 1958 and 11 per cent in
1939), while effectively competitive markets now account for over three-fourths
of national income—up from 56 per cent in 1958 and 52 per cent in 1939’.

Shepherd’s effectively competitive markets are by no means all textbook
examples of  perfect competition, but they are markets where the top four
firms produce less than 40 per cent of  output and entry barriers are low.
Carlton and Perloff  (1990: ch. 7), citing work by Golbe and White, produce
figures consistent with Shepherd’s findings. Between 1970 and 1984 the share
of  non-farm, private sector employment accounted for by the largest 25, 50
and 100 firms fell from 10 to 7 per cent, 19 to 15 per cent, and 25 to 21
per cent, respectively. The share of  total assets of  all non-financial
corporations accounted for by the biggest 25, 50 and 100 firms also fell,
from 17 to 13 per cent, 29 to 27 per cent, and 38 to 34 per cent, respectively.

To explain the trend toward greater competition and reduced
monopolization, Shepherd cites anti-trust laws, increased competition from
imports, and deregulation. More tentatively, he suggests that technological
change may have reduced the minimum viable size of  operations in some
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industries. Insofar as the reduction in the degree of  monopoly in the US
economy is an effect of  policy (anti-trust, deregulation, lowering of  tariff
barriers), one may be tempted to say that this represents an ‘exogenous’
intrusion into the system, which the authors of  Monopoly Capital could not
reasonably have been expected to predict. But this sort of  response is
problematic. It is inconsistent with the general Marxian approach which
typically regards the state as serving the interests of  the ruling class. This is a
point that Baran and Sweezy themselves make in the course of  explaining
why the label ‘State Monopoly Capitalism’ is misleading:

[T]erms like ‘State capitalism’ and ‘State monopoly capitalism’ almost
inevitably carry the connotation that the State is somehow an
independent social force, coordinate with private business, and that the
functioning of  the system is determined not only by the cooperation of
these two forces but also by their antagonisms and conflicts. This seems
to us a seriously misleading view—in reality, what appear to be conflicts
between business and government are reflections of  conflict within the
ruling class—and we think it desirable to avoid terminology which tends
to give it currency.

(Baran and Sweezy 1968:75–6)

From this perspective, if  the state helped to reduce the degree of  monopoly
this would have to be seen as reflecting a changed balance of  forces among
the factions of  the ruling class, such that the defenders of  monopoly are no
longer dominant. Howard and King (1990:86) remind us that Sweezy ‘criticized
Hilferding and Lenin for mistakenly generalizing, in their notion of  “finance
capital”, from a specific, brief  phase of  banker dominance over industry to
characterize twentieth-century capitalism as a whole’. Could it be that Baran
and Sweezy similarly failed to realize that the high-water mark of
monopolization of  the US economy had passed even as they were writing?7

Second, I wish to draw attention to some observations that present
problems for the core of  the Baran and Sweezy argument—the law of  rising
surplus and the thesis of  a diminishing propensity to consume out of  profits.
Table 5.1 and Figures 5.1 to 5.3 are relevant here. Many of  Baran and
Sweezy’s formulations would lead one to expect a progressive increase in the
growth rate of  labour productivity, as competition is progressively displaced
from prices onto cost reduction (Baran and Sweezy 1968: ch. 3). As Figure
5.1 and the first column of  Table 5.1 show, this has not been the case. While
productivity growth has recovered somewhat over recent years, the overall
trend for the post-war period is clearly downward. Figure 5.2 and the second
column of  Table 5.1 show the behaviour of  the share of  after-tax corporate
profits in total income. Again the trend is clearly downward; indeed, the
decade averages in Table 5.1 show a monotonic decline. Finally, Figure 5.3
and the third column of  Table 5.1 show trends in the ratio of  aggregate
consumption to income. Baran and Sweezy claim that the profit share tends
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to rise, and that the propensity to consume out of  profits tends to fall. This
implies a fall in the ratio of  consumption to income. But while this ratio has
fluctuated, there is no downward trend. In fact, since the mid-1960s the
consumption share has shown a trend increase.

Admittedly, one could object to using these measures against the theory of
Monopoly Capital. For one thing, the surplus which Baran and Sweezy claim
tends to rise under monopoly capitalism is not identical with (being much
broader than) corporate profits.8 But their theory would not lead one to expect
a negative correlation between the trend of  the surplus share and the trend
of  the profit share in aggregate income.

Further insight into this issue can be obtained by examining Baran and
Sweezy’s reaction to a comment made by Nicholas Kaldor. Kaldor (1957) had
broadly anticipated the stagnationist argument of Monopoly Capital and
suggested that it would likely be attractive to Marxist economists; but he
claimed that the prediction of  a rising profit share in total income was
counterfactual. Baran and Sweezy (1968:83) remark that while Kaldor
‘apparently does not reject the theory which he attributes to Marxist
economists’, nonetheless ‘he asserts, in effect, that no matter how sound the
theory, it is refuted by the statistical record’. This, they go on to say, ‘is an
unsatisfactory way to leave the matter. There must be something wrong with
either the theory or the statistics.’ From their point of  view, of  course, it is
the statistics that are at fault. Besides distinguishing profits from the surplus,
Baran and Sweezy (1968:84) argue that the process which Kaldor outlines as
an implication of  the Marxist view—the share of  profit ‘rising beyond the
point where it covers investment needs and the consumption of  capitalists’—
is inherently self-limiting and ‘cannot appear in the statistics as an actual
continuing increase of  profits as a share of  total income’.

Why not? Baran and Sweezy (1968:84) make reference to the basic
Keynesian idea that ‘profits which are neither invested nor consumed are no
profits at all’. But, as we saw above, in the Keynesian paradox of  thrift there
is no problem with raising the ratio of  savings (or profits) to income: only
the absolute amount of  savings is limited by investment. So Kaldor’s point is
not so easily dismissed. In order to sustain the case that a Keynesian-Kaleckian

Table 5.1 Decade averages for some relevant data

Sources: Survey of  Current Business for productivity growth and Profits/GDP; NIPA tape for
consumption/GDP.
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Figure 5.1 Change in output per hour (four-quarter span), 1948–92
Source: Department of  Commerce, BCI data files

Figure 5.2 Ratio of  corporate domestic profits (after taxes) to income, 1946–92
Source: Department of  Commerce, BCI data files
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limitation applies not just to the amount of  profit but also to the profit share,
one needs to also argue that the profit share is an increasing function of the
rate of  capacity utilization. If  this is so, then an increase in the ex ante profit
share, by depressing total output and lowering the degree of  capacity
utilization, may prove abortive in raising the measured, ex post profit share.

Baran and Sweezy (1968:91–5) proceed to supply such an argument based
on standard break-even analysis. Their basic idea is that fixed costs constitute
a large part of  the total costs for large-scale capitalist enterprises. An increase
in the volume of  output, associated with an increase in the degree of  capacity
utilization, ‘spreads’ these fixed costs, and hence reduces the average cost per
unit of  output. For a given output price, therefore, greater capacity utilization
will generate a higher profit margin. While this analysis makes sense in its
own terms, its relationship to Marxian theory is entirely unclear. In The Theory
of  Capitalist Development Sweezy (1942: ch. 9) wrote approvingly of  Marx’s
overaccumulation theory of  the business cycle, according to which rapid
accumulation leads to relatively full employment, and thereby tends to raise
wages and depress the rate of  exploitation and the rate of  profit. Since a
high degree of  capacity utilization and relatively full employment surely tend
to go together, this effect cuts in the opposite direction from break-even
analysis (which distinguishes between fixed and variable costs, but takes the
wage rate as a given parameter). This source of  theoretical tension gets
ignored in Monopoly Capital.

A rough and ready empirical assessment of  the hypothesis of  positive
covariation of  capacity utilization and profit share is reported in Table 5.2,

Figure 5.3 Ratio of  consumption to GDP, 1947–92
Source: NIPA tape
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using data from the period 1967–93. Model A offers a straightforward
regression of  the profit share (profshare) on capacity utilization (caputil) and
a time-trend. At first glance this model appears to show a significant positive
association as postulated by Baran and Sweezy on the basis of  break-even
analysis, but the severe first-order autocorrelation indicated by the Durbin—
Watson statistic of  0.084 vitiates hypothesis testing. Model B, which overcomes
the autocorrelation problem by including the lagged value of  the dependent
variable,9 shows no marginal explanatory power for the degree of  capacity
utilization in accounting for the profit share.

My tentative conclusion here is that the presumed relationship between profit
share and capacity utilization does not provide a firm basis for rejecting Kaldor’s
critique, and does not provide a basis for dismissing as irrelevant the data in
Table 5.1. That is, if  there were powerful forces tending to raise the profit share,
as Baran and Sweezy contend, we should expect this to be registered in the
form of  an actual rise in the profit share, something we do not see.

CAPITAL VERSUS MONOPOLY CAPITAL

As Baran and Sweezy say in response to Kaldor, there must be something wrong
with either the theory or the statistics. Perhaps it is the theory after all.

Baran and Sweezy must be given full credit for attempting to come to
grips with the concrete reality of  post-war US capitalism using Marxian
concepts, rather than simply repeating the formulas of  the master as some of
their ‘fundamentalist’ critics have been wont to do. In the course of  their
investigations, Baran and Sweezy reached the conclusion that some Marxian
concepts had to be revised in light of  a century of  capitalist development
since Marx wrote Capital. Naturally, there can be nothing objectionable about

Source: Survey of  Current Business
Note: Dependent variable, profshare=share of  after-tax corporate profits in total income. OLS
estimation using quarterly data, 1967:2 to 1993:3; t-ratios in parentheses.

Table 5.2 Regressions of  the profit share on capacity utilization
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this a priori. But it is not dogmatism to suggest that the revisions proposed
by Baran and Sweezy are open to criticism, and that some of  their departures
from classical Marxism may be retrograde.

In the most general terms, one might say that Baran and Sweezy are
vulnerable to the charge that they over-emphasized the structure of  product
markets (as well as possibly mistaking its trend), to the relative exclusion of
the capital-labour relationship and the Marxian conception of  the economy as
a metabolism of  social labour time. Consider in this light the ‘law of  rising
surplus’ (LRS) as formulated in Monopoly Capital.

The proposition that the mass and rate of  surplus value both have a
tendency to increase over the course of  capitalist development is not
something new with Baran and Sweezy. Marx himself  made such statements;10

but he does not see it as inconsistent with his ‘law of  the tendency for the
rate of  profit to fall’ (TRPF). If  the organic composition of  capital is on the
increase, a rising share of  surplus value in total income is quite compatible
with a fall in the rate of  profit on capital stock. It therefore seems odd that
Baran and Sweezy (1968:80f.) should claim that the LRS has to be substituted
for the TRPF under monopoly capitalism.

If  the LRS is in fact part of  classical Marxism, the ‘spin’ which it is given
by Baran and Sweezy is nonetheless new—for they see it as a specific result
of  combining cost-cutting innovation (this is in Marx, of  course) with monopoly
pricing. One is perilously close here to the notion that profits are made in the
sphere of  circulation, via unequal exchange, a conception that Marx
dismembered very effectively in Volume 1, chapter 5 of  Capital. In Volume
III, where Marx does offer some comments on monopoly, he makes it clear
that monopoly pricing results in a redistribution of  surplus value among
capitalists. Monopolists are able to garner a larger share of  the total surplus
value than would have gone to them under the equalization of  the rate of
profit, at the expense of  smaller and more competitive capitals. On this
analysis, one would expect that the effect of  a generalization of  monopoly
would not be the generalization of  monopoly profit but rather its cancelling out.
(There is clearly a fallacy of  composition in the idea that every capitalist can
be the beneficiary of  a redistribution of  surplus value.) The problem here, it
should be noted, is not unique to Monopoly Capital; Kalecki and Steindl (1952)
also share the assumption that an increase in the degree of  monopoly will
tend to raise the profit share.11

From a classical Marxian standpoint, what really matters is the monopoly
of  the means of  production on the part of  the capitalist class as a whole
(and the consequent compulsion of  property less workers to sell their labour
power for a wage), rather than the degree of  product-market concentration.
According to this view, there are two sources of  increased profits—absolute
surplus value (resulting from lengthening the working day and/or cutting the
consumption standards of  workers) and relative surplus value (resulting from
the cheapening of  the workers’ means of  consumption via technical progress).
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If  an increase in the degree of  product-market monopoly is to have a bearing
on the matter, it must be via the promotion of  either absolute or relative
surplus value. Implicitly, Baran and Sweezy seem to be saying that monopoly
promotes relative surplus value, but exactly how is this supposed to work?

Is it that in the competitive past, the benefits of  cost-cutting innovations
were unproblematically passed on to the consumer in the form of  lower prices,
while under monopoly they are retained in the form of  higher corporate profits?
This idea seems naive. Clearly, Marx did not believe that the benefits of
increased labour productivity were passed on to the working-class consumer
under the competitive capitalism of  his day. The whole point of  his theory of
relative surplus value was that a cheapening of  the workers’ means of
consumption would lead to a corresponding cut in money wages, and hence an
increase in the rate of  surplus value, rather than a rise in the real commodity
wage (although if  the productivity gains are large enough, a rise in the rate of
surplus value is compatible with some degree of  increase in the real wage).
The division of  the spoils will presumably depend on the relative bargaining
strength of  capital and labour, which will be influenced by the level of
unemployment as well as the degree of  organization of  the conflicting parties.
The degree of  seller concentration among the capitalists may have some role to
play in the latter regard, but there is no warrant for the idea that this factor
could be the decisive one. Surely no valid conclusions can be reached by
considering seller concentration in isolation from the labour market and the
wage-determination process. The ability of  workers to appropriate some part
of  the gains resulting from increases in labour productivity has varied from
time to time and place to place; but it would be difficult to maintain that it has
tended to decrease over the post-war (and presumably monopolistic) period.

Baran and Sweezy (1968:84) do offer some brief  remarks on the question
of  wage determination, by way offending off  a possible objection—namely
‘that labor unions are now strong enough to capture for their members
increments in profits resulting from the combination of declining costs and
monopoly pricing’. But this seems out of focus: the real objection is that
workers were not necessarily any more able to capture the gains flowing from
increased productivity in an earlier phase of  capitalist development. Anyway,
Baran and Sweezy’s (1968:85) response is that labour unions cannot
substantially influence the overall distribution of  income between wages and
profits (rather than simply improving the relative position of  the unionized
workers) because ‘under monopoly capitalism employers can and do pass on
higher labor costs in the form of  higher prices’.

Two comments are in order here. First, the fact that capitalist firms are able
to answer higher wages with higher prices (and vice versa, presumably) does
not of  itself  license any general conclusion regarding the overall result of  that
process. The existence of  a wage-price spiral is consistent with a rising, falling
or constant profit share. Baran and Sweezy just assume that the monopolization
of  product markets confers a decisive advantage on the capitalists, while the
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competing monopolization represented by labour unions is powerless to affect
the outcome. Second, if  one seeks a general understanding of  this process, it is
necessary to enquire into the conditions for a wage-price spiral. Seller
concentration in itself  is not sufficient; clearly it also takes an accommodating
monetary policy. But while the absence of  any substantial discussion of  the
capital-labour relation in Monopoly Capital has been remarked upon by many
critics, equally noteworthy is the absence of  any reference to monetary matters.

If  they had examined this point further, presumably Baran and Sweezy
would have come to the conclusion that modern central banks are in collusion
with monopoly capitalists to maintain the profits of  the latter. This conclusion
may not seem remarkable from a Marxian viewpoint, but there is something
else to consider: in a curious inversion of  the standard Keynesian ideas, an
accommodating monetary policy would have to be seen, from the perspective
of  Monopoly Capital, as a factor contributing to stagnation and unemployment.
Monetary accommodation, by permitting capitalists to raise their prices in
response to any increases in money wages—and hence to maintain their
generalized monopoly profits—‘Validates’ the tendency for the growth of
effective demand to fall behind the growth of  productive capacity. (Remember
that in Baran and Sweezy’s analysis stagnation of  effective demand is basically
an effect of  monopoly profit.) Tight monetary policy, conversely, would
presumably limit the ability of  monopolists to maintain their excessive profit
margins, hence boosting aggregate demand. This conclusion seems hard to
accept. If  it does indeed follow from the basic logic of  Monopoly Capital, this
might be taken as additional grounds for questioning that logic.

CONCLUSION

The awkward facts noted earlier pose a more serious problem for the theory
of  Monopoly Capital than they pose for classical Marxism. The trend fall in the
profit share of  income over the post-war period is a problem for both theories,
although not necessarily an insurmountable one. The rise in the ratio of
consumption to total income since the 1960s and the falling growth rate of
labour productivity are specific problems for the Baran and Sweezy approach;
classical Marxism has no strong commitment on these matters. And while the
fall in the degree of  monopoly (indicated by Shepherd’s work) would not have
been expected on the basis of classical Marxism, it is clearly a more serious
anomaly for Baran and Sweezy, whose insistence on a high and increasing degree
of  monopoly was a key feature of  their analysis of  post-war capitalism.

This is certainly not to say that a ‘correct’ alternative to the Baran and
Sweezy analysis can be found in the pages of  Capital. It is only to say that a
more adequate Marxian analysis would have a somewhat different emphasis and
would build on Marx’s insights (and, yes, revise his concepts) in a somewhat
different way. If  stagnation cannot be explained by Monopoly Capital’s combination
of a monopoly-induced rise in profit margins and a diminishing propensity to
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consume out of  profits, perhaps it is worth reconsidering Marx’s tendency for
the rate of  profit to fall. Could it be that the slow pace of  capital accumulation
is a result of  sagging, rather than excessive, profitability? This is not the place
to develop an alternative to Monopoly Capital, but I should point out that some
colleagues and I (Cockshott, Cottrell and Michaelson 1995) have offered some
empirical results tending to support this thesis for the UK.

If  I have seemed critical of  certain aspects of  Sweezy’s economics, I should
emphasize, in closing, his courage and tenacity in maintaining his Marxist
convictions, and his vision of  a rational non-exploitative social order—whether
or not these ideas were fashionable. I have drawn attention to that which is
distinctive in Baran and Sweezy’s theory within the field of  Marxian
economics; but in relation to the dominant political and intellectual culture
of  the USA it is Sweezy’s continued adherence to Marxism that is most
remarkable. What are we to make of  this in the mid-1990s?

The primary force of  the Marxian critique of  capitalism, whatever specific
form it takes, derives from the claim that there is a better alternative—a
system based on social ownership of  the means of  production, where
cooperation replaces market competition, and planning in the public interest
replaces the pursuit of  private profit. Today, one is forced to ask whether the
demise of  Soviet socialism demonstrates that the Marxist alternative is
chimerical. Many Western Marxists (Sweezy included) in the post-war period
held that the Soviet Union was not a socialist society, and that the system
built under Stalin was a travesty. Yet the collapse of  that system, rather than
removing an obstacle (in the form of  a false example) to the propagation of
true socialism, has reduced many erstwhile socialists to silence. Paul Sweezy
has bucked this trend. Intellectual courage, or mere stubborn persistence in
error? Many may say the latter; but there are those of  us who believe it is
the former.

NOTES
1 Although Monopoly Capital was first published in 1966, Sweezy tells us in the preface

that the text was essentially complete at the time of  Baran’s death in 1964.
2 For further biographical details, see Hillard (1985a), Sweezy (1987), Lebowitz

(1990); for bibliographical details, see Hillard (1985b).
3 Sweezy’s mentor Schumpeter comes in for criticism in this context. While

Schumpeter had suggested that the modern businessman is less driven by the
motive of  accumulation, and more prone to consume the surplus, than his
predecessors, Baran and Sweezy (1968:54) argue that ‘the real capitalist today is
not the individual businessman but the corporation’ and that ‘there can be no
doubt that the making and accumulation of  profits hold as dominant a position
today as they ever did’.

4 Lange (1939:111–14) argues that this second point means that a socialist economy
is capable of  generating faster technological improvement than a monopolistic
capitalist economy.

5 We shall find cause to question this assumption below.
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6 Sweezy’s only substantial misgiving is that he and Baran failed to predict the
burgeoning, and increasingly prominent, role of  the financial sector in subsequent
decades, the 1980s in particular.

7 Fine (1988) suggests that Sweezy may have generalized unduly on the basis of  his
early investigation of  monopoly in the British coal industry (Sweezy 1938), thus
supporting the claim of  Weeks (1981) that the authors of  Monopoly Capital may
have ‘projected the monopolies of  the past onto the modern world’.

8 For a discussion of  the concept of  ‘surplus’ employed in Monopoly Capital, see the
essays in Davis (1992).

9 The Ljung-Box Q statistic quoted in Table 5.2 provides a test for autocorrelation
that is valid in the presence of  a lagged dependent variable (as the Durbin-Watson
statistic is not). The p-value of  0.427 for Model B says that we may accept the
null hypothesis of  no autocorrelation in this case.

10 Again, this is not incompatible with a fall in the measured share of  corporate
profits in national income—if  the proportion of  total surplus value appearing as
profit, as opposed to, say, expenditure on unproductive labour, is decreasing at a
sufficient rate. However, as remarked above, there is no obvious theoretical reason
for expecting such a negative correlation.

11 As a distinguished expositor of  Marx, Sweezy is clearly familiar with Marx’s writings
on monopoly profit as a redistribution of  surplus value. Indeed, Sweezy (1981:
appendix B) has written specifically on the relationship between his own views
and those set out in Volume III of  Capital. I do not, however, think that Sweezy
has succeeded in clarifying this relationship.
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PRICES,  EXPECTATION AND
INVESTMENT

A critical assessment of  Keynes’s marginal
efficiency of capital

Claudio Sardoni

Investment plays a crucial role in The General Theory. Given the propensity to
consume, ‘the equilibrium level of  employment…will depend on the amount
of  current investment’ (Keynes 1936:27). But firms as a whole will not
necessarily push their investment to a level associated with the full utilization
of  existing capacity and the full employment of  labour.

Chapter 11 of  The General Theory sets out to demonstrate why investment
does not necessarily increase until full employment is reached. While Keynes’s
treatment of  investment in a market economy is much richer in chapter 12
of  the General Theory, where the notion of  uncertainty takes centre stage, this
paper concentrates on the treatment of  investment in chapter 11 and tries to
point out some problems with this analysis. More precisely, I argue that the
decreasing marginal efficiency of  capital is based on an analytical construct
which cannot demonstrate the possibility of  underemployment equilibria. I
also argue that an alternative explanation for the decreasing expected
profitability of  investment can be found by setting analysis of  firms’ decision
making in a framework which is explicitly different from pure competition.
This more satisfactory analysis of  the investment demand function also
provides more solid foundations for Keynes’s general theory.

The first important criticism of  Keynes’s analysis of  investment was made
by Kalecki in his 1936 review of  The General Theory. This critique, and Kalecki’s
own approach to investment, bears remarkable similarities to the famous article
by Kahn (1931) on home investment. Both Kahn and Kalecki employed a
dynamic sequential approach when analysing investment. Kahn’s 1931 article
greatly influenced Keynes; yet Keynes failed to perceive the importance of
what Kahn suggested concerning the investment process.

Keynes may have been right that the sequential approach was inadequate
for his own analytical purposes. However, a more careful consideration of
Kahn’s arguments could have saved him from some of  the logical flaws,
pointed out by Kalecki, which undercut the notion of  the decreasing marginal
efficiency of  capital. In particular, following Kahn could have helped Keynes
to draw a clearer distinction between ex ante and ex post factors in his analysis
of  the investment process.
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Within this context, the notion of decreasing expected profitability of
investment can be provided with more solid analytical foundations by paying
greater attention to the issue of  market forms than Keynes did in The General
Theory. Keynes, as is well known, argued that his results were general and held
regardless of  the assumed degree of  competition. Had Keynes explicitly assumed
a market form different from pure competition, his idea that the expected
profitability of  investment is a decreasing function of  investment would have
been given a more convincing justification than the one offered in chapter 11.
As Sraffa (1926) pointed out, the ability of  a firm to expand productive capacity
in the long period is limited by demand. Had Keynes followed Sraffa here, he
could have provided a more convincing explanation as to why aggregate
investment is not necessarily pushed to its full employment level.

The next three sections outline the views of  Kahn, Keynes and Kalecki
concerning investment. Then I suggest an alternative explanation for the
decreasing expected profitability of  investment. The last section draws some
conclusions.

KAHN: PRICES, REAL WAGES, PROFITS AND
INDUCEMENT TO INVEST

Kahn exerted an enormous influence on Keynes, both through his work and
through their long-standing friendship. Keynes, on his part, never hesitated to
acknowledge his intellectual indebtedness to Kahn. In 1931, Kahn published his
article on home investment with the objective of  analysing the effect of  an
increase in public investment on the aggregate level of  employment. This article
is most famous for the introduction of  the multiplier, a notion that was then
modified1 by Keynes to become one of  the central innovations in The General
Theory. But the article is also important for the analytical relations that Kahn
established between changes in investment, prices and profits. Some of  these
relations were taken up by Keynes and introduced into The General Theory.

Dealing with the effect of  an increase in public investment on the output
and price of  consumer goods, Kahn (1931:177) followed a ‘common-sense’
approach, arguing that the price level and the output of  consumer goods
were determined by conditions of  supply and demand. Since he assumed
moderately increasing short-period supply curves for consumer goods (Kahn
1931:186), a rise in demand for consumer goods (due to an increase in
employment caused by a larger public investment) brings about an increase in
their price level along with an increase in their output. The assumption of
increasing supply prices was accompanied by the assumption that money wages
were constant (Kahn 1931:175), so greater demand also causes a decrease in
the real wage rate and an increase in profits.

Throughout most of  his article Kahn ignored the effects that a rise in
profits has on private investment; only in the last two pages did he deal with
this problem.
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An increase in output, and of  the margin of  profit that goes with it,
cannot, taken by themselves, fail both to increase the attractiveness and to facilitate
the process of  investment at home…. If  there were no opposing forces in
operation, it might easily happen that, in spite of the rise in the rate of
interest, the ordinary processes of  home investment would be promoted
rather than retarded by a policy of  public works.

(Kahn 1931:197; emphasis added)

This holds on the assumption that government spending leaves the general
state of  confidence unaltered. Changes in the state of  confidence could affect
investment in either direction, but Kahn tended to believe that the state of
confidence would be positively affected: ‘There is strong justification for
concluding on a priori grounds that the inauguration of  an active economic
policy would promote confidence rather than upset it’ (Kahn 1931:197).2

Kahn did not examine the effects of  increased investment on the prices
of  capital goods, but it seems obvious that greater investment should cause
prices to rise also in the capital-goods sector. Since Kahn never argued to the
contrary, it is natural to assume that supply curves of  capital goods are also
upward sloping, so that an increase in public investment brings about a general
price rise. Kahn’s analysis can thus be generalized and expressed in the
following terms. An increase in public investment, or more generally any
increase in aggregate investment, leads to an expansion of  output and a rise
in the general price level; if  money wages do not vary (or they increase less
than prices), there is a decrease in real wages and an increase in profits which
will affect private investment decisions positively.

Kahn here employed a sequential analytical approach: changes in
investment, output, prices, and their interactions are considered by looking at
the economic process over time as the system moves from one stage to
another. Once investment changes, a cumulative process starts whereby past
investment affects current investment decisions through its effect on prices,
profits and, possibly, the state of  confidence. Kahn examined the multiplier
process in this way, analysing the growth of  employment through successive
periods.

This sequential approach differs from that of  Keynes: The General Theory
does not analyse the effects of  investment over time. Kahn himself  noted
that Keynes had no interest in the dynamic process by which the economy
heads towards its equilibrium positions; and he referred, with approval, to
those who criticized Keynes on this point. In his fifth lecture on the making
of  The General Theory, Kahn (1984:119–68) mentions the criticism by Robertson
and Pigou regarding this aspect of  Keynes’s theory. Quoting a passage from
Pigou (1950),3 Kahn observed:

Pigou devoted the final passage of  his partial renunciation of  his bitter
and sarcastic review-article on the General Theory to an account—for the
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most part highly acceptable to Keynesians—of  the same fundamental factors
which I am identifying as determining the position of  the economy.

(Kahn 1984:125; emphasis added)4

Despite this methodological difference, Keynes did use some of  Kahn’s
analytical blocks to build his general theory. The general price level in The
General Theory is determined in essentially the same way that it is determined
in a single industry by Kahn. At the single industry level, price depends on
the supply function and the level of  output and ‘there is no reason to modify
this conclusion when we pass to industry as a whole’ (Keynes 1936:294). As
to the shape of  supply curves, Keynes assumed that short-period decreasing
returns prevailed, so that supply curves were upward sloping. Even in 1939,
Keynes held this position and relied on the authority of  Kahn to defend it.5
Finally, with given money wages, an increase in output for Keynes was also
accompanied by a fall in real wages and an increase in profits. Keynes
developed this point in chapters 2 (pp. 17–18) and 20 (pp. 281–6) of  The
General Theory. In particular, he related changes in income distribution to the
elasticity of  output and to changes in effective demand.6 Let us now look at
how Keynes used the above relations.

KEYNES’S THEORY OF INVESTMENT IN CHAPTER 11 OF
THE GENERAL THEORY

Chapter 11 of  The General Theory sets out to formulate a demand schedule for
investment. This demand schedule had to demonstrate why aggregate investment
is not necessarily pushed to its full-employment level. The determination of  the
equilibrium level of  investment is based on an investment demand schedule
relating the rate of  aggregate investment to the marginal efficiency of  capital,
the latter being defined as ‘the relation between the prospective yield of  a
capital-asset and its supply price or replacement cost’ (Keynes 1936:135). The
rate of  investment will be pushed to the point on this function where the
marginal efficiency of capital ( ) is equal to the rate of interest (i).

If  we ignore the effects of  changes in investment and income on the rate
of  interest, a stable equilibrium level of  investment lower than its full-
employment level can be found only if  the investment demand schedule is
downward sloping; that is, only if  the marginal efficiency of  capital is a decreasing
function of  investment itself. With a given rate of  interest, a constant marginal
efficiency of  capital would imply either that aggregate investment is pushed
to its full-employment level (when  = i) or that firms as a whole do not
invest at all (  < i).

Keynes held that the marginal efficiency of  capital was in fact a decreasing
function of  the level of  investment:

If  there is an increased investment in any given type of  capital during
any period of  time, the marginal efficiency of  that type of  capital will
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diminish as the investment is increased, partly because the prospective
yield will fall as the supply of that type of capital is increased, and
partly because, as a rule, pressure on the facilities for producing that
type of capital will cause its supply price to increase; the second of
these factors being usually the more important in producing equilibrium
in the short run, but the longer the period in view the more does the
first factor take its place.

(Keynes 1936:136)

Individual functions are then aggregated to obtain the aggregate investment
demand schedule. In symbols, if  we denote the supply prices of  investment
goods by p, and the expected yields by E (long-term expectations), we have
 

=f(p,E)

with p and E, in turn, functions of  the level of  investment

The supply price of  investment goods will rise with the level of  investment
and expected yields will decrease as capital becomes less scarce thanks to
investment.

Investment is a function of  the marginal efficiency and the rate of  interest,

I=g( , i)

with

The volume of  investment so determined is associated with a certain level of
aggregate output, which is not necessarily its full-employment level, and with a
certain general price level. An increase in investment leads to an increase in
output, an increase in prices and, with a given money wage rate, greater profits.

The analytical relations employed by Keynes to construct his investment
function clearly derive from those that Kahn used in 1931, but they differ in
one significant respect. Since Keynes was essentially interested in decisions
made at one point in time, rather than in the analysis of  sequential processes,
his analysis is based on the expected values for the variables, rather than on
their current values. Keynes repeatedly stressed that the marginal efficiency
of  capital had to be interpreted as a variable whose value depended on expected
values.7 In any current period entrepreneurs decide to carry out a certain
volume of  investment because they expect that more investment would have a
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lower rate of  return than the current interest rate. In other words,
entrepreneurs decide on a certain level of  investment I because they expect
that a further increase in investment would cause a rise in prices and a fall in
yields such as to push  below i.

Both the prices of  capital goods and yields enter into the function of  the
marginal efficiency of  capital as expected variables. That this is the case for
the prices of  capital goods emerges from the fact that Keynes referred to
their supply prices rather than to their current prices. The supply price of  a
capital good is defined as the price ‘which would just induce a manufacturer
to produce an additional unit’ of  such capital good and not the price at
which it can be currently bought in the market (Keynes 1936:135). As to
yields, it is even more obvious that they are expected values, because they are
returns to capital assets not yet operating.

Although concentrating on expectations, Keynes failed to take into account
the positive effect that an increase in profits, determined by an increase in
investment, will have on entrepreneur expectations and investment decisions,
something that Kahn had previously pointed out.

KALECKI’S CRITIQUE OF THE MARGINAL EFFICIENCY
OF CAPITAL

The decreasing marginal efficiency of  capital can be examined from two
different viewpoints—by looking at the underlying assumptions that capital
goods prices rise as investment increases and that returns to capital decrease
as it becomes less scarce, or by considering how Keynes related the actual
behaviour of  these variables to the formation of  expectations by entrepreneurs.
I focus here on the second issue, and do not raise questions concerning the
actual behaviour of  returns in either the short or the long period.8

In considering this topic, the obvious reference is Kalecki’s criticism of
the investment theory of  Keynes. In a review of  The General Theory, published
in Polish in 1936 (now in Kalecki 1990:223–32), Kalecki criticized the analysis
of  investment in chapter 11 by rejecting the idea that individual entrepreneurs
can form expectations of  the type hypothesized by Keynes.

Accepting the assumption of  short-period decreasing returns.9 Kalecki first
questioned the ability of  single entrepreneurs to foresee the effect of  their
own investment on the supply prices of  capital goods. He argued that a single
entrepreneur makes investment decisions by referring to the current market
prices of  capital goods; these are taken as given because entrepreneurs cannot
foresee the ex post effect on prices that is produced by a change in the aggregate
demand for investment.

In this context, given an expected rate of  return higher than the rate of
interest, every single entrepreneur would invest as much as possible. Therefore,
Keynes’s analysis
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does not say anything about the sphere of  investment decisions of  the
entrepreneur, who makes his calculations in ‘disequilibrium’ on the basis
of  existing market prices of  investment goods. It shows only that, if  the
expected profitability, calculated on the basis of  this price level, is not
equal to the rate of  interest, a change in the level of  investment will occur.

(Kalecki 1990:230)

If  the expected rate of  return on investment is higher than the rate of
interest, any single firm should try to invest as much as possible. However,
this does not mean that the investment process at the aggregate level can
proceed indefinitely, as it is necessary to take into account the ex post effects
of  individual investment decisions. Kalecki then carried out this analysis.
Entrepreneurs, ex post, realize that the prices of  capital goods have increased,
so that the investment process will stop because the marginal efficiency of
capital falls and comes to equal the rate of interest.

This will transform the existing situation into one in which expected
profitability is equal to the rate of  interest. Using the terminology of
Swedish economists, one can say that Keynes’s theory determines only
the ex post level of  investment but it does not say anything about its ex
ante level.

(Kalecki 1990:230)

Having reached this conclusion, Kalecki went on to argue that the ex post
level of  investment so determined cannot be considered a stable equilibrium
level. At this point Kalecki denied the validity of  assuming that expected
yields are a decreasing function of  investment. The general price rise caused
by the increase in investment causes expectations to change. Since the current
situation is likely to affect long-term expectations, increased profits engendered
by the price rise make entrepreneurs more optimistic and

a difference between the marginal efficiency of  investment and the rate
of  interest will rise again. ‘Equilibrium’, then, is not reached, and the
growth of  investment will still persist (we are dealing here, as may easily
be seen, with a cumulative Wicksellian process).

(Kalecki 1990:231)

The point here is similar to the one made by Kahn in 1931—an increase in
aggregate demand brings about an increase in aggregate profits and this, in
turn, affects expectations and investment decisions in a positive way.

Kalecki criticized Keynes for assuming decreasing expected yields to
investment and emphasized that the increase in prices and profits affects
expectations positively, so that they become an increasing function of
investment. But Keynes can also be criticized from another point of  view.
Even if  it is accepted that a decreased scarcity of  capital implies lower returns,
it is not legitimate to argue that single entrepreneurs can anticipate what is an
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ex post aggregate outcome resulting from decisions made by entrepreneurs as
a whole to increase their stocks of  capital. In other words, the effects of
capital becoming less scarce cannot be felt by single entrepreneurs at the time
when as a whole they are making investment decisions that will actually make
capital become less scarce. Single entrepreneurs cannot anticipate future
decreasing yields for the same reasons that they cannot anticipate increasing
prices of  capital goods.

Kalecki’s review of  The General Theory was written in Polish and therefore
Keynes was not aware of  it.10 However, one year later, Kalecki (1936–7:83–4)
made the same criticism in an article published in English, which Keynes
read and commented upon. The correspondence between Keynes and Kalecki
on this article shows that Keynes failed to understand Kalecki, and failed to
pick up on the positive relation between increased profits and investment
outlined by Kahn.

Keynes objected to Kalecki:

you seem to be assuming not merely that the current rise of  prices will
have a disproportionate effect on expectations as to future prices, but
that future prices will be expected to rise in exactly the same proportion.
Surely this is an extravagant over-emphasis of  the effect of  the
immediate situation on long-term expectations? It appears to me that it
is only if  future prices are expected to rise in the same proportion as
present prices that you have established the result that equilibrium is
not reached and investment continues to rise.

(Keynes 1983:793)

And Kalecki replied:

I think that my statement…is independent of  how much expectations
improve under the influence of  the present rise of  prices. I state…only
that the increase of  prices of  investment goods which equates the
marginal efficiency based on the initial state of expectations to the rate
of interest, does not create an ‘equilibrium’, for at the same time
expectations improve to some extent and thus investment increases
further.

(in Keynes 1983:795)11

Even though future prices are expected to rise less than current prices,
longterm expectations are affected and investment changes (it increases); so
the initial equilibrium determined by the increase in current prices of  capital
goods is not stable.

It is easy to see similarities between the observations of  Kahn and the
observations of  Kalecki on the relationship between the price level and
investment decisions. Both pointed out that an increase in prices is likely to
increase investment because higher prices imply higher profits. Both carried
out their reasoning by using a sequential model. In particular, Kalecki
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concluded his criticism of  Keynes by holding that a satisfactory analysis of
the investment process cannot fail to consider the sequential process in time
by which current actual phenomena (produced by past expectations) affect
current expectations of  the future:

Thus it is difficult to consider Keynes’s solution of  the investment
problem to be satisfactory. The reason for this failure lies in an approach
which is basically static to a matter which is by its nature dynamic. Keynes takes
as given the state of  the expectations of  returns, and from this he
derives a certain definite level of  investment, overlooking the effects
that investment will in turn have on expectations. It is here that one
can glimpse the road one must follow in order to build a realistic theory
of  investment.

(Kalecki 1990:231; emphasis added)

Kalecki’s criticism of  Keynes’s theory of  investment, based on the marginal
efficiency of  capital, was accepted and developed by Joan Robinson and by
Asimakopulos. Robinson held that

Kalecki asked the pertinent question: If  there are schemes which
promise a rate of  profit greater than the rate of  interest, would not
each individual enterprise be willing and anxious to carry out an
indefinitely large amount of  investment? It was no use to reply that a
faster rate of  investment would raise the cost of  capital goods and so
reduce the prospective rate of  profit; for the rise in costs would come
about as a result of  actual investment, ex post, while the marginal
efficiency of  capital concerns investment plans ex ante.

(Robinson 1965:96)

Similarly, in summarizing the criticisms of  Keynes’s marginal efficiency of
capital, Asimakopulos has stated:

Not only is the marginal efficiency of capital based on this mixture of ex
ante and ex post factors, it is selective in its inclusion of  the latter in order
to produce a single downward sloping curve. Expected returns depend
largely on the amount of  existing capital equipment, its degree of
utilization, state of  technology, and prices and wages recently experienced.
They are therefore affected by the present level of  investment, but no
indication of  this is given in the standard treatment of  Keynes’s
investment demand schedule. The impact of  a higher rate of  investment
on prices of  capital goods is included, but not its effect on expected
profits. This latter factor must also be introduced to obtain a clearer
picture of  the various elements in Keynes’s model and their interactions.

(Asimakopulos 1971:384; see also Asimakopulos 1991:70–7)

In constructing his investment demand schedule Keynes mixed together ex
ante and ex post factors in an unjustified manner—assuming an ability of
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entrepreneurs to foresee future events which is not justified in the type of
economy to which he referred. The ex ante and ex post factors must be
disentangled. It is not legitimate to assume that single entrepreneurs can
foresee the effect of  collective investment decisions on prices; the effect of
the price rise will manifest itself only after time has elapsed, and only then will
the investment process stop. Moreover, Keynes can be criticized for being
‘selective’: while he took into consideration the negative effect on expected
yields of  a lower degree of  scarcity of  capital, he ignored the positive effect
on expectations produced by higher prices and profits.

AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION FOR DECREASING
EXPECTED PROFITABILITY OF INVESTMENT

The downward sloping investment demand function based on the notion of  a
decreasing marginal efficiency of  capital cannot be regarded as acceptable,
but the problem of  finding a justification for such a function remains. This
issue is important because the existence of  a downward sloping investment
demand function is a necessary condition for the existence of  an
underemployment equilibrium. Moreover, the justification for this function
must be compatible with the fact that the analysis refers to entrepreneurs’ ex
ante decisions. If  this cannot be accomplished, the only viable alternative would
be a sequential approach in which the investment process is halted before the
economy reaches full employment by intervening ex post factors that
entrepreneurs did not expect when they made their decisions.

One alternative explanation for the downward sloping investment demand
function (see Pasinetti 1974:36–7 and Davidson 1994:56-62) is based on the
hypothesis that there exist investment projects with varying expected returns.
Entrepreneurs rank the projects in the descending order with respect to their
expected profitability. In this framework, entrepreneurs adopt only those
projects whose expected profitability is larger than, or equal to, the current
rate of  interest. Therefore, the volume of  investment is an inverse function
of  the rate of  interest. This line of  reasoning is not subject to the type of
criticisms leveled at Keynes by Kalecki, but neither does it offer a completely
satisfactory explanation of  investment decisions.

In particular, the explication above does not explain why an entrepreneur
should adopt less profitable investment projects in order to expand capacity.
It would be more rational for the entrepreneur to adopt only the project with
the highest expected profitability and expand by buying more units of  that
project.12 Firms with projects whose expected profitability is higher than the
given rate of  interest would keep on investing. They would stop investing
only when they realize, ex post, that the rise in the prices of  capital goods has
made the expected return from their projects lower than the rate of  interest.
Thus, this approach also cannot provide a satisfactory justification for
decreasing individual investment demand functions.13
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To understand why individual firms do not expand their capacity indefinitely
we must take a different route; in particular, we need to reconsider the issue
of  the market form in which firms are assumed to operate. Keynes himself
did not pay much attention to this issue, as he thought that his general results
were independent of  the assumed market form.14 However, it is quite evident
that, throughout the book, he implicitly assumed perfect competition15 or,
more correctly, pure competition16—a market form in which there are no
significant monopolistic elements and individual producers cannot affect the
prices at which their goods are sold.

This choice can be explained in ‘tactical’ terms—Keynes wanted to choose
the most favourable terrain for his adversaries and to avoid the objection that
his general results were contingent on the assumption of  market
imperfections.17 But Keynes also had no sympathy for the ‘imperfect
competition revolution’; he regarded the formal intricacies of  the assumption
of  imperfect competition as ‘esoteric abracadabra’ (Keynes 1983:831).

However, in order to find more solid foundations for his theory of
investment, Keynes did not have to take account of  all the implications and
intricacies of  imperfect competition. It would have been sufficient for him to
pay more attention to Sraffa who, in starting the debate on imperfect
competition, observed:

Business men, who regard themselves as being subject to competitive
conditions, would consider absurd the assertion that the limit to their
production is to be found in the internal conditions of  production in
their firm, which do not permit of  the production of  a greater quantity
without an increase in cost. The chief  obstacle against which they have
to contend when they want gradually to increase their production does
not lie in the cost of  production—which, indeed, generally favours them
in that direction—but in the difficulty of  selling the larger quantity of  goods
without reducing the price, or without having to face increased marketing
expenses.

(Sraffa 1926:543; emphasis added)

Sraffa was concerned only with the long period; therefore the limits to the
expansion of  firm production are limits to the expansion of  their size and,
hence, to their investment.

For Sraffa, investment is limited by the fact that demand for goods is
limited. If  firms did not take account of  these limits, they would be subject
to decreasing profitability. Obviously, there are similarities between Sraffa’s
observation that in the long period the expansion of  firms is limited by
demand, and Keynes’s point that in the short period firm production is limited
by demand. For Keynes, aggregate demand is limited because market
economies do not behave as is postulated by neoclassical economics—Say’s
Law does not hold. For Sraffa demand is limited because firms do not operate
in markets that have the characteristics postulated by neoclassical economics.18
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Sraffa rejected the hypothesis of  perfect competition, and he rejected
neoclassical economics, on the grounds that theory should be closer to the
actual behaviour of  markets. Keynes likewise stressed the need for a theory to
explain the ‘world in which we live’. Had Keynes given Sraffa’s article more
serious attention, and had he pointed out that, both in the short and in the
long period, demand is the crucial factor governing firm production and
investment decisions, he would have provided more solid foundations to his
decreasing investment demand schedule. In considering how firms form their
expectations of  future returns to investment, Keynes took account of  the role
of  expected demand (see Keynes 1936:147), but his case would have been much
stronger had he referred to firms operating outside a competitive framework.
While it must be assumed that a purely competitive firm faces a perfectly elastic
demand for its goods, it need not be so when we look at firms operating in
the ‘world in which we live’, which is hardly a world of  perfect or pure
competition. Firms in the actual economy know that the demand for their goods
is limited, and they do not expand their productive capacity indefinitely.

CONCLUSIONS

A major weakness of  the theory of  investment found in chapter 11 of  The
General Theory is its inability to disentangle ex ante and ex post factors. Moreover,
Keynes did not contemplate the possibility that entrepreneurs could incorporate
into their expectations aggregate outcomes which would affect investment
positively. Entrepreneurs are assumed to foresee the negative aggregate outcomes
of  their individual decisions, but they are assumed not to take account of  the
positive effect of  an increase in investment—the rise in profits brought about
by the rise in prices while the money wage rate remains constant.19

For Keynes, the rise in prices does not have positive effects on investment,
whereas for Kahn and Kalecki rising prices induce entrepreneurs to invest.
Only by ignoring the effect of  higher profits on investment could Keynes
obtain the result he desired—a downward sloping investment demand schedule.
If  the positive effects on profits and expectations of  the price rise brought
about by an initial increase in investment were taken into account, the marginal
efficiency of  capital would no longer necessarily be decreasing and it might
be impossible to determine an equilibrium level of  investment below full
employment.20

The sequential, dynamic approach suggested by Kahn and developed by
Kalecki avoids the confusion between ex ante and ex post factors determining
investment. The analysis of  processes from a sequential point of  view is based
on the distinction between expected and realized values of  the relevant
variables. In this context, past actual investment leads to an increase in current
profits which, in turn, causes a positive change in current expectations about the
future and, hence, in current investment decisions. In his analysis of  investment,
Myrdal (one of  the most important representatives of  the Swedish ex ante-ex
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post approach to macroeconomics) introduced the notion ‘yield of  real capital’,
which is quite similar to Keynes’s marginal efficiency of  capital but is
characterized by a rigorous distinction between expected and actual values.21

Keynes, however, was reluctant to follow the ex ante-ex post approach
because he thought it contained serious conceptual difficulties. In a 1937 letter
to Ohlin, Keynes (1973:184–5) wrote:

the ex post and ex ante device cannot be precisely stated without very
cumbrous devices. I used to speak of  the period between expectation
and result as ‘funnels of process’, but the fact that the funnels are all
of  different lengths and overlap one another meant that at any given
time there was no aggregate realized result capable of  being compared
with some aggregate expectation at some earlier date.

(Keynes 1973:185) 22

If  the analytical concern is the determination of  an equilibrium which can be
characterized by the existence of  unemployment, it is necessary to be able to
compare aggregate results with aggregate expectations at a certain time. This
is not possible in a sequential analysis unless strong simplifying assumptions
on the length of  periods are made.23

The sequential dynamic approach to analysing investment cannot be
considered inherently superior to the approach of  Keynes.24 Which method is
best depends upon the objective of  the analysis. It is true, however, that the
sequential approach has the merit of  providing a clearer distinction between
decisions and actual results, which is also important for Keynes’s equilibrium
approach. It is important to show that, given the level of  investment, the
economy can reach an underemployment equilibrium; but it is also important
to provide a satisfactory explanation as to why the investment decisions made
at a point in time might not give rise to full employment.

To some extent, Keynes himself  came to recognize that he should have
paid more attention to the way in which ex ante decisions are made. In a
1937 lecture, he stated:

Ex ante decisions may be decided by trial and error or by judicious
foresight, or (as in fact) by both. I should have distinguished more
sharply between a theory based on ex ante effective demand, however
arrived at, and a psychological chapter indicating how the business world
reaches its ex ante decisions.

(Keynes 1973:183)

Had Keynes drawn this sharper distinction, he would have probably avoided
the flaws in his analysis of  the marginal efficiency of  capital that have been
discussed; a more careful analysis of  how decisions are made would have
allowed Keynes to better explain why the level of  investment at any point in
time tends to be below its full employment level. It is in this sense that
Kahn and Kalecki could have ‘taught’ something to Keynes.
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Furthermore, a more precise and rigorous distinction between investment
decisions and actual investment would have allowed Keynes to put more stress
on the central importance of  investment in the determination of  output and
employment. Pasinetti (1974:43–4), in pointing out methodological similarities
between Keynes and Ricardo and methodological differences between Keynes
and the general equilibrium approach, showed how investment is the logical
prius in the explanation of  the level of  income for Keynes. Once the rate of
interest is determined in the money market, it is investment that ‘rules the
roost’. Given the level of  investment, and the propensity to consume, there
exists a unique equilibrium level of  income. Changes in investment bring about
changes in income, the latter will in turn affect the rate of  interest and, hence,
feedback on investment itself; but this feedback effect can be ignored as it is
of  secondary importance with respect to the effect taken into consideration
in the one-way causal chain from I to Y.

A precise distinction between investment decisions and actual investment
gives greater analytical strength to Keynes’s methodological approach. With
such a distinction, actual investment in any period must be taken as given as
it has been decided in a previous time; the effects that it has on output,
prices and the interest rate will affect investment decisions only in later
periods. The feedback effect of  the interest rate on investment is to be
ignored not only because it is of  secondary importance but because the
concern for it belongs to the analysis of  a different period and, hence, of  a
different equilibrium position. In this way the break between the Keynesian
approach and the general equilibrium approach (which is typical of  IS-LM
presentations of  The General Theory) becomes even clearer.

The problem of  finding an adequate analytical justification for why, at any
point in time, firms do not tend to expand indefinitely—and, hence, why we
have an aggregate level of  investment which is below its full-employment level—
can be solved by taking a further step toward the construction of  an economic
theory for the ‘world in which we live’. If  a market environment different from
perfect or pure competition is explicitly assumed, it is not difficult to explain
why firms do not expand indefinitely—investment is limited by demand.25

NOTES
1 Kahn was concerned with the direct effects of  investment on employment and

introduced the notion of  an employment multiplier, which Keynes (1936:113–31)
transformed into an income multiplier.

2 Kahn considered the possibility that confidence would decline, but he was quite
sceptical that entrepreneurs would react negatively to an expansionary policy (Kahn
1931:197–8). Also see Kahn (1984:91–104), concerning the effects of  government
policy on the state of  confidence.

3 ‘Keynes’ method could then tell us, not merely what employment, investment and
so on tend to be at the two dates, but what they actually will be. But it could not
tell us what happens to employment, investment and so on while the system is in
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course of movement from one of these equilibrium positions to the other; what they
will be on the intervening days or months or years of  this disequilibrium…. These
are very serious limitations—limitations of  which it is specially proper to remind
ourselves when attempts are made to apply Keynes’ apparatus to the solution of
practical problems’ (Pigou 1950:64).

4 On Kahn’s dynamic approach see Goodwin (1994).
5 ‘Even if  one concedes that the course of  the short-period marginal cost curve is

downwards in its early reaches, Mr. Kahn’s assumption that it eventually turns
upwards is, on general commonsense grounds, surely beyond reasonable question;
and that this happens, moreover, on a part of  the curve which is highly relevant
for practical purposes. Certainly it would require more convincing evidence than
yet exists to persuade me to give up this presumption’ (Keynes 1939:47).

6 ‘…[I]f  the output of  the industry is perfectly inelastic, the whole of  the increased
effective demand (in terms of  wage-units) is expected to accrue to the entrepreneur
as profit’, and ‘if  the elasticity of  output is unity, no part of  the increased effective
demand is expected to accrue as profit, the whole of  it being absorbed by the
elements entering into marginal prime cost’ (Keynes 1936:283). For intermediate
values of  the elasticity, the increased effective demand would accrue to profits
only partially.

7 ‘The most important confusion concerning the meaning and significance of  the
marginal efficiency of  capital has ensued on the failure to see that it depends on
the prospective yield of  capital, and not merely on its current yield…. The mistake
of  regarding the marginal efficiency of  capital primarily in terms of  the current
yield of  capital equipment, which would be correct only in the static state where
there is no changing future to influence the present, has had the result of  breaking
the theoretical link between to-day and tomorrow’ (Keynes 1936:141, 145).

8 For Keynes, prices actually increase because he assumed short-period decreasing
returns (increasing short-period supply curves). On the other hand, returns to
capital decrease as the volume of  investment increases because Keynes believed
that the returns to capital depend on its scarcity. For a detailed discussion of
Keynes’s position on returns in the short period, see Sardoni (1994); on Keynes’s
concept of  capital, see Kregel (1976b:47–9).

9 In his review, Kalecki retained the hypothesis of  increasing marginal costs. He
dropped this hypothesis later on (see Kalecki 1938).

10 It was translated into English by Targetti and Kinda-Hass (1982).
11 On the correspondence between Keynes and Kalecki on this topic, see also

Asimakopulos (1990:55–9).
12 It is possible, of  course, to hypothesize special cases in which a single firm cannot

adopt the most profitable project more than once. These special cases, however,
could hardly represent the basis for a general theory of  investment.

13 However, it can offer a justification for an aggregate investment function which, at
any point in time, is a decreasing function of  the rate of  interest. In this respect,
it is sufficient to hypothesize that the most efficient projects that are available to
different firms have a different expected profitability which may depend on
technological factors as well as on differing attitudes to uncertainty among firms.
In this case, for any given rate of  interest, there are a number of  firms in all, or
some, industries that decide to invest while others do not invest at all. The firms
that invest are those whose most efficient available investment project has a higher
expected profitability than the current rate of  interest; all firms whose most
efficient available investment project is expected to yield less than the rate of
interest will refrain from investing. As the rate of  interest varies so does the
number of  firms that decide to realize their investment projects. Therefore the
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aggregate volume of  investment is an inverse function of  the rate of  interest.
Changes in the rate of  interest give rise to changes in the volume of  aggregate
investment as well as to changes in the sectoral composition of  the economy if
projects of  differing profitability are randomly distributed through industries.

14 As is well known, in The General Theory Keynes (1936:245) took the degree of
competition as a given, a choice leading one to think that market form was not
crucial for determining the levels of  employment and national income.

15 Keynes accepted the inverse correlation between real wages and level of
employment (the first postulate of  classical economics), and noted (Keynes 1936:5)
that this inverse correlation holds only when competition is perfect.

16 The notion of  pure competition (Chamberlin 1962:6) is preferable to that of
perfect competition as the latter also implies perfect knowledge, which is hardly
compatible with Keynes’s notion of  uncertainty.

17 On Keynes’s tactics, see Harcourt and Sardoni (1994).
18 The two points ‘in which the theory of  competition differs radically from the actual

state of  things which is most general are: first, the idea that the competing producer
cannot deliberately affect the market prices, and that he may therefore regard it as
constant whatever the quantity of  goods which he individually may throw on the
market; second, the idea that each competing producer necessarily produces normally
in circumstances of  individual increasing costs’ (Sraffa 1926:542–3).

19 In The General Theory, Keynes (1936:301) also contemplated the possibility that
money wages start increasing before full employment is reached, and that this
could offset the increase in profits due to higher prices. However, he (1936:302)
regarded such a possibility as theoretically irrelevant. In fact, cases of  increases in
wages before full employment ‘do not readily lend themselves to theoretical
generalisations’.

20 It could be possible to have an increasing marginal efficiency of  capital function.
In this situation not even a rate of  interest, which is an increasing funtion of  I,
could stop investment before it has reached its full employment level, I*. If, for
any value of  I to the left of  I*, it is di/dI<d /dI no level of  investment less
than I* could be a stable equilibrium level of  investment.

21 ‘Any calculation of  a yield must evidently be related to & point of  time at which the
calculation is made and not to a period of  time for which the yield is reckoned….
It is the latter method of  calculation, based on discounted anticipations, i.e. the
expected profitability of  an undertaking, which, of  course, is decisive for entrepreneurs’
programs, not the profitability actually experienced during a past period. The latter
profitability in principle has importance in the calculations only indirectly as evidence
of  future profitability…. But that does not mean that the two concepts should not
be kept separate in theory…. We must be careful not to mix up a causal relationship
with a logical identity’ (Myrdal 1939:54–5).

22 On Keynes on ex ante and ex post, see Kregel (1976a:223–5).
23 On the conceptual difficulties of  period analysis, see Myrdal (1939:43–5).
24 As Goodwin (1994:73) seems to argue by referring to the multiplier: ‘The Kahn

process was a dynamic path or trajectory towards higher or lower levels, if  nothing
else happened on the way…. Keynes simplified and made more comprehensible
Kahn’s discovery but, at the same time, he impoverished it.’

25 I wish to thank M.Amendola, V.Chick, M.Dardi, G.C.Harcourt, M.Lippi, L.L.
Pasinetti, A.Roncaglia, M.Tonveronachi and R.L.Wray for their helpful comments
on earlier versions of  this chapter. The usual disclaimers apply. This chapter is
part of  the work of  a research group on non-competitive market forms and
economic dynamics funded by the Italian Ministry for Universities and Scientific
Research.
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SOME CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS
ON POST-KEYNESIAN

MACROECONOMICS

Gary Mongiovi

In this chapter I want to draw attention to some problematic aspects of  post-
Keynesian macroeconomic analysis. I do not intend to offer a comprehensive
critique, which would require more space than is available to me here, but
merely to point out in a general way, with a view to provoking discussion,
what I regard as the main deficiencies of  this approach.1 These deficiencies
stem from a single cause, the failure of  the post-Keynesian tradition to pay
adequate attention to the theory of  value and distribution.

The following remarks should perhaps be prefaced by the observation that
post-Keynesian economics is not a unified theoretical framework, but a body
of  methodological views and analytical propositions grounded in a particular
interpretation of  Keynes’s theory of  employment. This interpretation assigns
central roles to the discussion of  uncertainty and expectations in chapter 12
of  The General Theory (1936) and to the remarks of  Keynes (1937a) on the
finance motive for holding money. These elements of  Keynes’s argument,
however, appear to be defensive manoeuvres. They were intended to
compensate for theoretical vulnerabilities that are present because Keynes was
unable fully to detach himself  from his Marshallian roots; in particular, because
Keynes incorporated into his analysis two key features of  the marginalist
theory of  distribution—a downward-sloping investment demand curve, and
the notion that in equilibrium the real wage must coincide with the marginal
product of  labour.

What is innovative and essential in the theory of  effective demand is the
proposition that it is the level of  aggregate income, rather than the interest
rate, that adjusts to bring saving and investment into equality. The soundness
of  this proposition depends not upon the presence of  uncertainty or upon
the properties of  the liquidity preference function, but upon the fact that the
Sraffa-based critique of  orthodox capital theory has demonstrated that the
factor substitution mechanisms that underlie the marginalist theory of
distribution are without foundation (Sraffa 1960; Garegnani 1970). Far from
being a ‘barren controversy’, as Davidson (1994:138) contends, the capital
theory debates are crucial to validating the results of  Keynes. The first order
of  business for Keynesians should be to ground the theory of  effective
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demand in an analysis of  distribution that is compatible with its results; such
an analysis can be found in the writings of the old classical economists and
Marx; that is, in the surplus approach that Sraffa sought to revive and
reconstruct in Production of  Commodities by Means of  Commodities.

Gerald Shove once said that Keynes never spent the twenty minutes necessary
to understand the theory of  value. What Shove may have meant was that if
Keynes had paid more attention to the theory of  value he might have been
better able to see why his contemporaries had difficulty understanding his new
theory. The post-Keynesian literature, following the lead of  Keynes, has not
paid enough attention to the theory of  value and distribution. As a result, there
is no unified body of  post-Keynesian theory; instead there exists only a
fragmented set of  propositions—some insightful, some misleading—that have
done very little to strengthen the scientific foundations of  Keynes’s economics.

Most post-Keynesians would contend that the litmus test of  a theory’s
Keynesian pedigree is its rejection of  the following four concepts:

1 the IS-LM model as an interpretation of  The General Theory;
2 Say’s Law;
3 the neutrality of money; and
4 the ergodicity of  economic processes.

THE IS-LM MODEL

The IS-LM model is indeed wrong, not because it ignores expectations or
distorts Keynes’s message, but because it is grounded in a defective theory of
distribution. All of the elements of the IS-LM model can in fact be found in
The General Theory, especially in chapter 18 where Keynes (1936:245) pauses to
‘gather together the threads of  [his] argument’. It is significant also that
Keynes himself  had ‘next to nothing to say by way of  criticism’ about the
article in which Hicks (1937) introduced the IS-LM device (Keynes 1971–89,
Vol. XIV:79).2 The fact that Hicks (1980–1) recanted the IS-LM interpretation
reflects the evolution of  his own thinking, but has little bearing on whether
the model captures what Keynes wrote in 1936; it certainly does not represent
a vindication of  the post-Keynesian interpretation, which would have to be
grounded in textual evidence.3

The essential defect of  the IS-LM model is that one of  its basic
components, the downward-sloping investment demand function, is grounded
in a demand for capital function that has been discredited by the Cambridge
critique. That same demand function is present in The General Theory and
constitutes its Achilles heel. Not coincidentally, it is precisely this element of
Keynes’s argument that made possible the IS-LM interpretation. The problem
is not that the IS-LM model is a distortion of  Keynes’s argument, but that
this model, which is a reasonably accurate depiction of  what Keynes wrote,
incorporates the same defective elements of  the marginalist theory of
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distribution that are found in The General Theory. What is required to
rehabilitate the theory of  effective demand is to undermine the marginalist
theory of  distribution; this is equivalent to dismantling the basis for the IS
curve. We could then discard those aspects of  Keynes’s argument that are
grounded in marginalist theory. The effective demand mechanism, which is
not anchored to any particular theory of  distribution, would not only remain
intact but would thereby finally be rendered capable of  determining the level
of  employment independently of  the endowment of  labour.

Some writers, such as Pasinetti (1974:42–4) and Chick (1983:118–22), have
noted that Keynes’s derivation of  a downward-sloping investment curve is not
grounded directly in the marginal productivity of  capital. Keynes posited a
ranking of  investment projects in declining order of  their internal rate of
return; as the interest rate falls, more projects become worthwhile, and the
aggregate level of  investment demand increases. But this argument is hardly
persuasive, as it rests on the supposition that relative prices, and hence the
ranking of  projects, will not change with variations in the interest rate (cf. Petri
1993). Nor does it make sense for Keynes to rank investment projects in order
of  profitability if  his purpose is to explain unemployment as an equilibrium
phenomenon, since in equilibrium all invested capital should earn the same rate
of  return—as he acknowledges himself  in chapter 17 of  The General Theory. If
a thing looks like a duck, walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, then, for
all practical purposes, it ought to be considered a duck. Keynes incorporated
into his theory a device that resembles, in all practical respects, the conventional
marginalist investment function; it is this device that undermines his results
and that must be discarded if  his results are to be salvaged.4

SAY’S LAW

Say’s Law is a red herring. It asserts that any level of  aggregate production
will generate a matching level of  aggregate spending. This proposition is found
in the classical literature, beginning with Smith and including James Mill and
Ricardo. The classical writers who accepted it offered no persuasive
justification for it, and in fact appear to have adopted it as an axiom solely
to compensate for their lack of  a theory of  aggregate output and employment.
Say’s Law was never understood to imply a tendency toward the full
employment of  labour. It simply enabled the classicals to evade the problem
of  explaining the level of  aggregate output: if  any level of  output will be
sustained by aggregate spending, the social product could safely be regarded
as parametric when explaining prices and the profit rate. But if  a suitable
theory of  output—such as the theory of  effective demand—had been available
to the classicals, they could easily have dispensed with Say’s Law.5

Nor is Say’s Law an element of  marginalist theory. In marginalism, it is not
the case that any level of  aggregate output is sustainable. Only one level of
output will be supported by aggregate spending—that is the full employment
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level of  output.6 Marginalist theory, moreover, contains a fully articulated
mechanism that claims to establish this outcome; that mechanism is the
adjustment of  the forces of  supply and demand—the marginalist theory of
value and distribution. It is the latter that needs to be discredited in order to
validate Keynes’s idea of  an underemployment equilibrium. Say’s Law, which
has nothing to do either with the presumed tendency toward full employment
or with the marginalist explanation of  aggregate output and employment, is
irrelevant to the theory of  employment; and the attention that some post-
Keynesian writers (e.g. Chick 1983; Davidson 1994) have devoted to it is
therefore misplaced.

THE NEUTRALITY OF MONEY7

In the post-Keynesian literature, two properties which Keynes attributed to
money in chapter 17 of  The General Theory—zero elasticity of  production and
zero elasticity of  substitution—account for unemployment (Chick 1983;
Davidson 1980, 1994; Minsky 1975). But Keynes certainly knew that credit
money is pervasive (cf. Keynes 1930) and that therefore the elasticity of
production of  money is not zero. Davidson (1980), however, interprets the
first of  these properties as referring, not to the parametric treatment of
money, but to the technical aspects of  the process by which money comes
into existence. This interpretation starts from the valid premise that the
production of money does not require the expenditure of labour or the
diversion of  resources from other production processes. Thus when individuals
desire to increase their holdings of  money relative to their demand for
commodities, the resources released from the production of  these commodities
are not absorbed by the process that increases the quantity of  available money.
But this does not rescue Keynes from the exogenous money assumption.
Davidson overlooks the fact that the argument by which Keynes derives the
zero elasticity of  production property rests precisely on the inability of  the
quantity of  money to increase when the own rate of  money exceeds that of
other commodities. He also overlooks the fact that when Keynes discusses
money and the rate of interest, an increase in the demand for money
manifests itself  primarily in the sale of  ‘bonds’ (i.e. other financial assets)
rather than through a diversion of  expenditure from produced commodities.

With respect to the idea that money has a near-zero elasticity of
substitution, there exist a large number of  highly liquid assets that are capable
of  (partially) displacing money in the portfolios of  agents. Keynes’s theory of
interest itself  requires that agents substitute interest-bearing assets for money
(or vice versa) in response to changes in bond prices. Thus, if  the demand
for money function is to have any elasticity at all with respect to the interest
rate, there must be substitutability between money and other assets.

Chapter 17 does not advance Keynes’s argument, and the post-Keynesian
emphasis on these ‘essential properties of  money’ again obscures the
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fundamental issue, which concerns not money but the theory of  distribution.
If  money is what accounts for unemployment, it follows that in a non-
monetary economy the postulates of  marginalist theory hold and such an
economy would tend toward full employment.8 This diagnosis is off  the mark.
The reswitching controversy undermines the marginalist theory of  distribution,
and hence its theory of  employment, regardless of  whether the economy
utilizes money or not; the critique applies equally to a barter economy.

I am not arguing that money is neutral. The question is: how is it non-
neutral? One way in which it might be non-neutral is through the effect of  the
money rate of  interest on distribution. Pivetti (1985; cf. also Panico 1985),
developing a remark made by Sraffa (1960:33), has argued that the rate of
interest fixed by the monetary authorities regulates the rate of  return on
industrial capital. Starting from the idea that interest payments enter into
commodity prices as an element of  cost, and abstracting from barriers to the
movement of  capital, Pivetti suggests that competition operates to make the
overall rate of  profit r* equal to the sum of  the long-term money rate of
interest plus a historically rigid normal net rate of  return rn. Prices then will be
given by the solution to p=pA(1+r*)+wl, where A is an input coefficient matrix,
l is a row vector of  labour input requirements, w is the money wage rate, p is a
row vector of  prices in money terms, and r*=(i+rn). If  rn is presumed to be
constant over long stretches of  time, an increase of  i by the monetary
authorities will entail an increase in money prices, and with a given money wage
a decline in the real wage, and hence an increase in the gross profit rate r*.

Pivetti’s model starts from the familiar stylized fact that central banks are
able to regulate interest rates but cannot generally fix the money supply; the
model is therefore consistent with the endogeneity of  money, an important
post-Keynesian theme. In the model, money is not neutral at all: the monetary
authorities, by setting the interest rate, influence the distribution of  income,
and this of  course has consequences for the composition, level and growth
rate of  aggregate output, and for employment. One might question the
supposition that the underlying normal net rate of  return, rn, is somehow left
untouched by a change in the long-term interest rate; for a change in the
interest rate will trigger reactions not only by capitalists trying to preserve
their former net rate of  return, but also by workers trying to preserve their
real wage. Depending on the circumstances rn (and r*) may end up higher or
lower than before the change in i. Moreover the model is meant to explain
the normal long-period distribution pattern, and therefore requires that the
interest rate fixed by the monetary authorities be permanent or lasting in some
meaningful sense; but it is unclear what meaning can be given to a lasting
change in the interest rate when the monetary authorities typically alter interest
rates at frequent intervals (Nell 1988). And since interest rates are established
through the operation of  the bond market, there are questions also about the
ability of  the monetary authorities to sustain the target rate of  interest at a
level that is not compatible with public assessment of  the appropriate value
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of  bonds (which of  course depends in part upon the profitability, net of
interest, of  private capital). Finally, in the case of  an open economy, the level
of  interest rates in other countries can limit the ability of  the monetary
authorities to set and maintain a particular rate of  interest.

If  the forces that regulate distribution in a market economy are too
complex to be fully captured by Pivetti’s model, his approach nevertheless
helps to clarify some aspects of  the distributional role of  finance. The
question, again, is not whether money is non-neutral, but how it is non-neutral.
What one says about money depends, or should depend, on what one thinks
about the theory of  value and distribution. Much of  the post-Keynesian
literature, in contrast to the model just described, is murky or ungrounded as
regards value and distribution, and so it must fall back on arguments about
the pervasiveness of  uncertainty in money economies. These arguments are
not in themselves wrong; but aside from stating the obvious, they do not
carry us very far. As Pivetti’s analysis indicates, the non-neutrality of  money
does not rest upon these phenomena. There is no apparent incompatibility
between the non-neutrality of  money and the competitive tendency toward a
uniform rate of  return. Non-neutrality is indeed incompatible with the
marginalist theory of  distribution; but it need not be inconsistent with classical
and Marxian approaches to distribution.

ERGODICITY AND EQUILIBRIUM

There is in the post-Keynesian literature a profound antagonism toward
attempts to explain economic phenomena in terms of  equilibrating forces.
This antagonism has led to the emergence of  counterproductive tensions
between proponents of  the classical surplus approach and post-Keynesian
writers. In a recent outbreak of  hostilities, Minsky has gone so far as to
suggest that on fundamental matters there is no real difference between the
classical surplus theories and mainstream economics. Like ‘orthodox
neoclassical economists’, Minsky (1990:370–1) writes, surplus theorists ‘work
within a framework set up to demonstrate that markets achieve and sustain
an equilibrium’, whereas actual economies are characterized by ‘endogenous
instabilities’ that preclude gravitation to a position of  central tendency. Thus,
he concludes, surplus theorists must ‘stand mute when problems of  the path
of  the economy through time are addressed’. There can be no doubt that the
themes emphasized by post-Keynesians—uncertainty, expectations,
disequilibrium, economic dynamics—are of  paramount importance. What is at
issue is how best to incorporate these phenomena into a coherent explanation
of  social processes. Post-Keynesians reject the notion that market activity is
coordinated by persistent and systematic gravitational forces. The difficulty is
that once the existence of a systematic coordinating principle is denied, social
science becomes unable to say anything definite about the consequences of  a
given change in circumstances.
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Post-Keynesians contend that questions about the gravitational properties
of  a market economy are irrelevant because spontaneous changes in
expectations will prevent these properties from manifesting themselves. After
Keynes, Shackle (1968:289–90) remarks:

Problems of  ‘the price of  a cup of  tea’…no longer counted for much
against the problem of  unemployment arising…from the failure of  the
incentive to invest, which failure itself  was due to the sudden oppression
of  business minds by the world’s incalculable uncertainties. There was
no longer equilibrium in fact, and there could no longer be equilibrium
in theory.9

In fact, the problem of  what determines ‘the price of  a cup of  tea’ is hardly
irrelevant. For if  tea happens to be a basic good, in the sense of  Sraffa, then
the forces that regulate its price are intimately connected with the distribution
of  income, and therefore will have important repercussions on output,
employment and accumulation. Expectations cannot explain why the price of
(let us say) a new automobile is £9,000, while that of  a cup of  tea is 50
pence, rather than the other way round. If  the ratio of  the prices of  the two
goods is accidental, or determined by institutions, why then must it strike any
reasonable person as absurd to contemplate the possibility of their prices being
reversed? The answer to this question lies in the fact that prices do have a
generally recognized objective basis: they depend in some systematic way on
cost of  production, which in turn depends on the distribution of  income
between labour and capital. Of  course observed prices are influenced by
expectations, uncertainties and speculation. But transitory fluctuations in price
have traditionally been interpreted as deviations, caused by accidental forces,
of  the commodity’s market price from its long-period centre of  gravitation;
and post-Keynesian theory offers no refutation of  this interpretation.

The world does not need to be ‘tranquil’, as Joan Robinson and the post-
Keynesians insist, for the method of  long-period gravitation to be useful. It
need only be characterized by regularities governed by mechanisms like those
outlined by the classical economists, Marx and Sraffa (and, I might add,
Keynes); and the data that regulate prices and distribution must not change
too abruptly or too rapidly. No one outside the New Classical school claims
that the economy is always, or usually, or ever, in equilibrium. The claim is
that (a) market forces push relative prices toward their long-period values,
and (b) this process tends to equalize profit rates when there are no
impediments to the movement of  capital.

Uncertainty, technical change, coordination failure and similar phenomena
contribute to the complexity of  economic life. Post-Keynesians, to their credit,
have made it difficult for economists to ignore such analytically difficult issues.
But it is the very complexity of  these issues that makes indispensable the
anchor of  a long-period theory of  distribution which clarifies the dominant
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coordinating forces that operate in a market economy. Disequilibrium processes
can be understood only by reference to the gravitational forces they disrupt.

NOTES
1 See Chick (1995) for a sympathetic overview of  the post-Keynesian framework.
2 It is worth noting that although Joan Robinson coined the term ‘bastard

Keynesians’ in a 1962 review of  a book by Harry Johnson, the intense opposition
to the IS-LM model that one finds in the post-Keynesian literature first became
noticeable in the early 1970s, only after monetarists had appropriated the IS-LM
model to undermine the rationale for Keynesian demand management policies. If
the IS-LM model were a blatant misinterpretation of  The General Theory, it is
curious that Robinson and Richard Kahn, Keynes’s closest collaborators, failed for
over thirty years to notice the distortion. Sidney Weintraub’s earlier objections to
IS-LM were mild in tone, and were directed mainly at the liquidity side of  the
model. His suggestions (1958:156) for modification were intended ‘to strengthen
the liquidity approach, and not to supplant it’.

3 This is not to deny that some elements of  Keynes’s thinking are not captured by
the IS-LM model. There can be no doubt that Keynes viewed expectations and
uncertainty as important aspects of  social and economic affairs. But in The General
Theory, Keynes confines his discussion of  these matters largely to chapter 12, and
indeed in chapter 5 he notes (a) that it is usually safe to ignore short-term
expectations, and (b) that in explaining the equilibrium level of  output it will be
convenient to take the state of  long-term expectations as parametric. It is only in
subsequent defensive clarifications of  his theory (1937b, c)—after he began to
encounter mainstream criticism—that he placed expectations and uncertainty at the
centre of his argument.

4 It is unclear why some post-Keynesian authors want to preserve Keynes’s
investment analysis. Not only is it indefensible on theoretical grounds, but it seems
to be incompatible with real-world investment behaviour. In addition, it does not
appear to matter one way or the other for the arguments about uncertainty and
expectations that form the basis of  much of  the post-Keynesian literature on
investment. If  investment depends mainly upon expectations, why should the
interest rate be brought into the picture at all?

5 Marx, whose approach to the theory of  value and distribution is substantially the
same as Ricardo’s, rejected Say’s Law. See Mongiovi (1990) for a more detailed
discussion of  Say’s Law.

6 It is no accident that, in their major works, Marshall and Walras never mention
Say’s Law; not only is the Law of  Markets unnecessary to their theoretical systems,
but within those theoretical systems the Law is false.

7 See Mongiovi and Rühl (1993:88–92) for a more thorough critique of  post-
Keynesian monetary theory.

8 Cf. Davidson (1994:95): ‘It is the existence of  these two elasticity properties [of
money as discussed in chapter 17 of  The General Theory] that creates the possibility
of  underemployment equilibrium…’. Also relevant are Keynes’s notes on ‘The
Distinction between a Co-operative Economy and an Entrepreneur Economy’
(Keynes 1971–89, Vol. XXIX:76–87), which indeed support the post-Keynesian
reading, and precisely on that account, have been the cause of  much
misunderstanding about the nature of  Keynes’s contribution.
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9 The difficulty that arises here is that if  Keynes’s theory can be reduced to a set
of  propositions about the impact of  uncertainty and changing expectations on
investment and liquidity preference, then his explanation of  unemployment amounts
to a variation on the orthodox theory he proposed to discard. Long before
publication of  The General Theory, changes in the state of  business confidence had
been understood to cause unemployment and economic crises by knocking the
system out of  equilibrium. The novelty introduced by Keynes lies in having shown,
albeit imperfectly, that unemployment is a normal feature of  a market economy, in
the sense that the mechanisms which regulate and coordinate the system do not
generate a tendency toward full employment. What is revolutionary about Keynes’s
theory is its assertion that massive persistent unemployment can occur as the
outcome of  the coordination process. Post-Keynesians seem to want to have it both
ways: they want to deny the relevance of  equilibrium analysis while at the same
time they want to characterize Keynes’s theory as determining an underemployment
equilibrium (cf. Davidson 1994).
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8

IN DEFENCE OF POST
KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS

A response to Mongiovi

Paul Davidson

‘In economics you cannot convict your opponent of  error—you can only convince
him of  it. And, even if  you are right, you cannot convince him…if  his head
is already so filled with contrary notions that he cannot catch the clues to
your thought’. These words were part of  an early draft of  The General Theory.
They correctly describe the reaction of  Post Keynesians in responding to the
criticism that Mongiovi has developed from his unquestioning faith in classical
theory. Mongiovi’s head is already so filled with neo-Ricardian, classical notions
that he has failed to grasp any of  the clues embedded in the writings of
Keynes or other Post Keynesian economists.

Mongiovi declares that deficiencies in the Post Keynesian tradition stem
from their ‘failure’ to pay adequate attention to the theory of  value and
distribution. It is not clear from his remarks whether he believes that The
General Theory is deficient or the interpretation of  The General Theory by Post
Keynesians is the problem. Since I believe that Post Keynesian theory is an
accurate representation of  Keynes, I shall interpret Mongiovi as attacking
Keynes by alleging an inadequate attention to the classical (neo-Ricardian)
theory of  value and distribution.

In what follows I set forth Mongiovi’s major accusations against The General
Theory. I shall then demonstrate that Mongiovi is not correct either in his
interpretation of  Keynes or in his argument that Keynes and the Post
Keynesians pay inadequate attention to the value and distribution aspects of
real-world market-oriented monetary economies.

CRITICISMS OF KEYNES

The criticism that Mongiovi levels at Keynes can be divided into two
categories. A first category involves how the (alleged) inadequacies of  Keynes’s
microeconomic theory of  value and distribution lead him to wrong statements.
A second category explains how Keynes’s monetary analysis is not compatible
with the real world. From this Mongiovi concludes that Keynes’s analysis of
the causes of  unemployment is wrong-headed.
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Keynes’s microfoundations in The General Theory

Mongiovi (1996:111) refers to the statement, allegedly made by Gerald Shove,
that ‘Keynes never spent the twenty minutes necessary to understand the
theory of  value’ as proof  that Keynes never ‘paid enough attention to the
theory of  value and distribution’. The failure of  Keynes to genuflect at the
altar of  the classical theory of  value and distribution, Mongiovi claims, leads
Keynes to use an incorrect marginalist theory of  distribution, thereby
invalidating his work and that of  the Post Keynesians who adopt Keynes’s
microfoundations. Reliance on Keynes’s alleged incorrect microeconomic
foundations results in two vital errors, according to Mongiovi:

1 Keynes requires a downward sloping investment demand curve. The
reswitching controversy ‘undermines’ the possibility of  such a curve, as
well as the marginalist theory of  distribution and unemployment. Since
Keynes relied on this marginalist distribution theory, his explanation of
unemployment must be wrong.

2 Keynes misinterprets Say’s Law as requiring that the economy
automatically converges on a full employment equilibrium. In reality, ‘Say’s
Law was never understood to imply a tendency toward the full
employment of  labour’ (Mongiovi 1996:112).

Keynes’s faulty monetary theory

According to Mongiovi, Keynes’s theory of  money involves three additional
errors:

1 Keynes was in error when he stressed that uncertainty was the primary
cause of  a non-neutral money. Neo-Ricardian theory is superior to this
faulty view and can explain the existence of non-neutral money on the
basis of  the distribution of  income, even in the absence of  uncertainty.

2 Keynes was in error for arguing that the elasticity of  production of
money was zero, for where ‘credit money is pervasive…the elasticity of
production of  money is not zero’; and Keynes was in error when claiming
a zero elasticity of  substitution for money, for ‘there must be
substitutability between money and other assets’ (Mongiovi 1996:113).

3 Keynes and Post Keynesians are in error when they emphasize non-
ergodic uncertainties as the cause of  unemployment in a monetary
economy. Emphasis on non-ergodicity precludes an analysis in terms of
long-period positions that the economy gravitates towards.

In any long-run classical theory, Mongiovi claims, there can be no uncertainties
since there must exist observable persistent patterns or regularities, which
Mongiovi characterizes as ‘long-run centres of  gravity’. This gravitational
centre is the ‘indispensable…anchor of  a long-period theory of  distribution
which clarifies the dominant coordinating forces that operate in a market
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economy…. [Keynesian] disequilibrium processes can be understood only by
reference to the gravitational forces they disrupt’ (Mongiovi 1996:116–17). In
other words, Mongiovi is claiming that, at best, Keynes’s theory of
unemployment is just a theory of  short-run deviations from the classical full
employment equilibrium centre of  gravity.

A DEFENCE OF KEYNES’S VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION
THEORY

In correspondence with Robertson, Keynes (1973:513) accepted an aggregate
supply function that is directly derived from the classical theory of  supply
flows of  profit-oriented business enterprises. His disagreement with classical
theory had nothing to do with production analysis. The problem was that
when classical economists accepted Say’s Law they produced a model where
the aggregate demand curve was the same as (coincident with) the classical
aggregate supply curve for all levels of  employment (Keynes 1936:26). If  this
presumed coincidence of  aggregate demand and aggregate supply at all
employment levels ‘is not the true law relating the aggregate demand and
supply functions, there is a vitally important chapter of  economic theory which
remains to be written and without which all discussions concerning the volume
of  aggregate employment are futile’ (Keynes 1936:26).

In a money-using entrepreneurial economy, Keynes insisted, some
determinants of  the aggregate demand function differed from those of  a
classical aggregate supply function. Since this distinction was overlooked by
classical theory, Keynes felt obliged to explain why this difference between the
aggregate demand function and the aggregate supply function would occur—
even if  one accepted the classical supply theory of  profit-oriented enterprises.
The General Theory sought to explain why the classical theory of  demand was
not applicable to a monetary economy. Accordingly, ‘virtually the whole…book
…is directed to discovering what determines D’ (Keynes 1973:513).

This emphasis on determining aggregate demand may be what Mongiovi
means when he complains that Keynes did not pay adequate attention to the
income distribution and value theory embedded in the aggregate supply
function. However, Weintraub’s (1957) pathbreaking article on Keynes’s
aggregate supply function1 (which was later elaborated on in an entire book
which Weintraub (1958) devoted to the theory of  distribution) demonstrated
that The General Theory had a full-blown theory of  distribution and prices.

Drawing from an early draft of  The General Theory (Keynes 1979:73–102),
Keynes (1973:408–11) published an article entitled ‘A Monetary Theory of
Production’. In this paper Keynes indicated that, in an entrepreneur economy,
money was never neutral in either the short run or the long run. In this money-
using entrepreneur economy, workers are hired via money-wage contracts while
nominal contracts are used to organize all production flows sold in the market-
place (see Davidson and Smolensky 1964; Davidson 1972). For Keynes,
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therefore, explaining the existence of  nominal contracts to organize production,
exchange, value and distribution became the essence of  his General Theory. When
Mongiovi complains that Keynes did not pay attention to value and distribution
theory he really laments that Keynes concentrated on a distribution theory for
a money-contracting entrepreneur economy and did not narrowly focus on the
special case taken up by classical theory, which attempts to explain distribution
and relative values for a non-monetary economy. The crux of  Keynes’s
revolution is that the classical analysis is inapplicable to an economy that uses
money and nominal contracts to organize production flows.

If  Mongiovi disagrees with Keynes’s claim that the classical value and
distribution theory is a special case, which is not applicable to the monetary
economy in which we live, then the onus is upon Mongiovi to explain how
and why classical theory applies to a money-using market economy while
Keynes’s theory does not. As we shall see, neo-Ricardians cannot provide such
an explanation.

Does Keynes require a downward sloping investment demand curve?

Mongiovi is simply confused when he argues that Keynes’s Marshallian demand
curve for capital goods must be downward sloping. Chapter 11 of  The General
Theory indicates that the reason for demanding capital goods is ΣQrdr, the
expected series of  discounted perspective yields associated with any piece of
capital where dr is the value of  £1 deferred r years, and Qr is the quasi-rent
from an asset at time r. For Keynes, this ‘ΣQrdr is the demand price of  the
investment’ (1936:137). As a good Marshallian, Keynes noted that the complete
set of  demand prices associated with every unit of  a capital goods makes up
the demand curve for a specific capital good, while the marginal costs of
production make up the schedule of  Marshallian short-period flow supply
prices. Accordingly, Keynes (1936:137) noted that ‘investment will be carried
to the point where ΣQrdr [the demand price] becomes equal to the supply
price of  investment’.

Although I usually draw the chapter 11 demand curve as downward sloping
(e.g. Davidson 1994:57–61), there is nothing that prohibits a horizontal
schedule. In fact, Minsky (1975:111–16) has argued that micro-demand curves
for specific types of  capital goods might be horizontal.

In his chapters on units and on the marginal efficiency of  capital, Keynes
(1936:37–9, 138) argued that it is not possible to aggregate a non-
homogeneous group of  commodities (e.g. capital goods) to obtain an aggregate
physical quantity measure for use in an aggregate demand curve for investment
goods. To aggregate across heterogeneous units, Keynes (1936:41) insisted, one
can use only ‘two fundamental units of  quantity, namely quantities of  money-
values and quantities of  employment. The first of  these is strictly
homogeneous.’ Accordingly, when discussing aggregate investment spending for
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any given interest rate, Keynes adds up the equilibrium sums that would be
spent on each type of  specific capital good at alternative interest rates.

The resulting aggregate investment spending at alternative interest rates is
not a demand curve in the Marshallian sense of  a schedule of  demand prices.
It is a statistical cumulative frequency distribution that statisticians call an ogive
(see Davidson 1994:62–6). This statistical ogive is Keynes’s marginal efficiency
of  capital (MEC) schedule; it shows the cumulative distribution of  all
investment spending that is expected to earn a return equal to or more than
the marginal return on the last (equilibrium) unit purchased at any given
interest rate. Because Keynes, unfortunately, notes that we could also call this
schedule ‘the investment demand schedule’, Mongiovi makes the semantic
confusion between an ogive and a Marshallian demand price curve by
mistaking the former for the latter.

Keynes’s MEC ogive is designed to show the cumulated funds spent on
investment whose expected rates of  return are more than or equal to any
given rate of  return. As long as different units of  any homogeneous capital
good are expected to earn different rates of  return, a downward sloping ogive
can be constructed. Mongiovi (1996:112) admits the ogive basis for Keynes’s
downward sloping MEC schedule when he notes that the curve is ‘not
grounded directly in the marginal productivity of  capital…(instead it depends
on] a ranking of  investment projects in declining order of  the internal rate
of  return’. Nevertheless, Mongiovi argues that the possibility of  reswitching
jeopardizes the existence of  any downward sloping MEC ogive—as if
reswitching per se can prevent a cumulative frequency distribution from being
constructed that ranks investments in declining order of  their expected internal
rate of  return for any given set of  expectations. As long as the analyst
develops an ogive as a ‘more than’ cumulative frequency distribution, the shape
of  the ogive must be (by construction) downward sloping. It does not matter
if  reswitching occurs or not. As long as entrepreneurs can conceive of
additional capital goods projects that are expected to earn a lower, or even a
negative return, then a downward sloping ‘more than’ ogive can be
constructed.

Consequently, Mongiovi’s alternative argument against the downward sloping
MEC schedule, namely that ‘in equilibrium all invested capital should earn the
same rate of  return’, is irrelevant. If  entrepreneurs can conceive of  one or
more investment projects that are expected to earn less than the equilibrium
return, then ranking ‘investment projects in declining order of  their internal
rate of  return’ is possible. And although projects that are expected to earn
less than the equilibrium rate are not undertaken, they still exist in the MEC
schedule sense.

In the limiting case, where all additional units of  each capital good are
expected to earn the same quasi-rents in each period throughout their useful
lives, the MEC ogive will still be downward sloping, for as Keynes (1936:187n.)
explained, if
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an extensive increase in the demand for capital-goods cannot be
immediately met by an increase in the total stock [perhaps because of
diminishing returns or full capacity utilization in the capital-goods
producing industry], it will have to be held in check for the time being
by a rise in the supply price of  capital-goods sufficient to keep the
marginal efficiency of capital in equilibrium with the rate of interest
without there being any material change in the scale of  investment;
meanwhile (as always) the factors of  production adapted for the output
of  capital-goods will be used in producing those capital-goods of  which
the marginal efficiency is greatest in the new conditions.

In other words, as long as the capital-goods producing industry has a finite
capacity, or at least significantly rising costs of  production, there will be some
additional projects whose rate of  return will be lower as the result of  the
higher cost of  trying to bring them on line in the current period.

In sum, the downward sloping MEC ogive takes into account the
heterogeneity of  units of  capital, the possibility of  diminishing returns, and
capacity constraints in various capital-goods producing industries. Keynes does
not require a downward sloping Marshallian demand-price curve for any type
of  capital goods. His analysis supports the construction of  a downward
sloping MEC ogive for any economic system that has either heterogeneous
capital goods, and/or some capital goods producing capacity restrictions.

Mongiovi would sweep all of  these real-world characteristics under the
table. The theory that he advocates assumes that an infinite number of
potentially homogeneous units of  capital goods can be obtained, without any
diminishing returns or capacity constraints, at constant returns to scale.

What Say’s Law says

Mongiovi (1996:112) contends that Keynes did not recognize that Say’s Law
‘asserts that any level of  aggregate production will generate a matching level
of  aggregate spending…. Say’s Law was never understood to imply a tendency
towards the full employment of  labour.’ Unfortunately, this criticism is
misplaced. Keynes’s description of  the use of  Say’s Law by classical theory is
technically identical with Mongiovi’s interpretation of  Say’s Law. Keynes stated
that Say’s Law requires that the aggregate demand curve and the aggregate
supply curve

are equal for all values of  N, i.e., for all values of  output and
employment …the classical theory assumes, in other words, that
aggregate demand price (or proceeds) always accommodates itself  to
aggregate supply price; so that whatever the value of  N may be, the
proceeds D assumes a value equal to the aggregate supply price Z which
corresponds to N. That is to say, effective demand, instead of  having a
unique equilibrium value, is an infinite range of  values all equally admissible;
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and the amount of  employment is indeterminate except in so far as the
marginal disutility of labour sets an upper limit.

(Keynes 1936:26; second and third italics added)

Keynes agrees with Mongiovi that the classical theory lacks a determinate
theory of  output and employment. To fill this void, Keynes developed a
general theory of  output and employment which demonstrated that a money-
using market economy could possess a unique unemployment equilibrium.2

A DEFENCE OF KEYNES’S MONETARY THEORY

Mongiovi (1996:113) recognizes that ‘the two properties which Keynes
attributed to money in chapter 17 of  The General Theory—zero elasticity of
production and zero elasticity of  substitution’ are ‘essential’ to Keynes’s
determinate theory of  employment. But Mongiovi argues that ‘Keynes certainly
knew that credit money is pervasive…and that therefore the elasticity of
production of  money is not zero’. Thus Mongiovi implies that this ‘essential’
elasticity property identified by Keynes is not really essential to a theory of
unemployment. Similarly, Mongiovi argues that the claim of  a zero substitution
elasticity is not correct, since ‘a large number of  highly liquid assets…are
capable of  (partially) displacing money in the portfolio of  agents. …Chapter
17…obscures the fundamental issue, which concerns not money but the theory of
distribution’ (Mongiovi 1996:113–14; emphasis added).

Mongiovi therefore infers that ‘if  money is what accounts for
unemployment, it follows that in a non-monetary economy the postulates of
marginalist theory hold and such an economy would tend to full employment’.
This conclusion, however, is a non sequitur, as Mongiovi would have realized
had he remembered his own argument that the non-monetary classical theory
‘lacks a [determinate] theory of  employment’. Hence, it does not follow that
in a non-monetary economy, there is a tendency to full employment. Nothing
can be said about a determinate full employment equilibrium in a non-
monetary economy. There are, as Keynes (1936:26) noted, an ‘infinite range’
of  employment outcomes, and in a non-monetary classical economy ‘Say’s Law
…is equivalent to the proposition that there is no obstacle to full employment’.
The absence of  an obstacle to full employment in a Say’s Law world with an
infinite range of  neutral equilibrium positions does not justify Mongiovi’s claim
that a non-monetary economy would automatically tend towards a full
employment equilibrium.

This suggests that there may be something wrong with Mongiovi’s attack
on what Keynes deemed the two ‘essential’ zero elasticity properties associated
with interest and money. Keynes (1936:241) insisted that The attribute of
“liquidity” is by no means independent of  the presence of  these two
characteristics’. Before revealing the flaws in Mongiovi’s argument regarding
the two essential zero elasticity properties that Keynes attributes to all liquid
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assets, the reader should remember that Sraffian theory of  value and
distribution is merely a variant of  classical theory. Consequently, it suffers the
same deficiencies as classical theory—it cannot provide either a theory of
money or a determinate theory of  employment. Even when Mongiovi
introduces something that he labels money into his Sraffian analysis, this
Mongiovi money would be indistinguishable from any other producible
commodities; it would simple be a numéraire.

Unfortunately, Mongiovi’s common sense keeps getting in the way of  his
Sraffian logic. His native good judgement makes him recognize the need to
provide an explanation for non-neutral money in a classical system where only
relative prices matter and where money should therefore be neutral. For this
he relies on a model developed by Pivetti (1985) that, in turn, is based on a
remark (rather than a logical deduction) by Sraffa.

The reason for non-neutral money

Sraffa commented that ‘the rate of  interest fixed by the monetary authority
regulates the rate of  return on industrial capital’. In a Sraffian competitive
economy where all commodities are produced by means of  commodities,
however, it would seem illogical to speak of  a single monetary authority that
somehow produces a money commodity that is not like any other commodity
produced by industry.3 If  money is a producible commodity (i.e. if  its elasticity
of  production is not zero as Mongiovi claims), then for the money producer
to ‘regulate’ the rate of  return on money, the producer would require
monopoly power over this money commodity. The resulting economic system
must encompass a monetary authority able to set a return on what it produces
above what could be obtained by producing goods in a perfectly competitive
economy. Accordingly, the claimed equality of  rates of  return on capital in all
lines of  endeavour—the fundamental conclusion of  the neo-Ricardian theory
of  distribution—is undermined. If  all other industries achieved the same rate
of  return as on money (as Pivetti’s argument requires) then the equal rate of
return in each industry would include a monopoly return equal to the mark-
up set by the monetary authority on its own product.

This monopoly mark-up return Mongiovi (1996:114) labels ‘the long-term
money rate of  interest’, which he claims is simply added to ‘a historically
rigid normal [competitive] net rate of  return’. Following Pivetti, he argues
that if  there is an ‘increase of  i by the monetary authorities, [then this] will entail
an increase in money prices, and with a given money wage a decline in the real wage
[without any change in the real productivity of  capital or labour] and hence an
increase in the gross profit rate’.4

In my view it is not useful to talk about nominal money prices (presumably
on all producible commodities) rising relative to money wages in a purely
competitive economy where money is simply a numéraire. Instead, one can only
point out that this Pivetti-Mongiovi argument implies that a monopolist
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monetary authority can affect the distribution of  real income through some
unspecified mechanism, and that this will have ‘consequences for the
composition, level and growth rate of  output, and for employment’ (Mongiovi
1996:114). All the Pivetti model shows is that if  some ad hoc monopoly
entrepreneur produces the money commodity, then the resulting monopoly
rents accruing to the monetary authority get passed through to the return of
all capitalists. Only workers pay for these monopoly rents! A model that relies
on an ad hoc monopoly to generate the assumed ‘competitive’ equalized real
rate of  return in each industry only muddies the waters when one is trying
to explain not only the real determinants of  distribution and values but also
trying to provide a determinate theory of  employment.

One might ask why Mongiovi prefers Pivetti’s muddled analysis to Keynes’s
crystal-clear explanation of  money prices, distribution and employment.
Mongiovi (1996:115) calls the liquidity preference explanation of
unemployment ‘murky’ regarding value and distribution because it requires
‘arguments about the pervasiveness of  uncertainty in money economies…[even
though] these arguments are not in themselves wrong…[and are] stating the
obvious’. He favours the Pivetti model even though he admits that it can not
capture the complex forces of  a market economy. Why this model is superior
to one that is based on the admittedly obvious pervasiveness of  uncertainty
that underlies Keynes’s theory of  the ‘essential properties’ of  a non-neutral
money is never made clear.

The two essential elasticity properties

In using the example of  endogenous credit money to attack Keynes’s invoking
a zero elasticity of  production as an essential property, Mongiovi has confused
the elasticity of the quantity of money supplied function with the elasticity
of  production of  money as a producible commodity. The elasticity of
production involves a production function and is defined by Keynes (1936:230)
as the ratio of  the percentage change in labour input for any given percentage
change in the quantity of  money produced. The elasticity of  the money supply
function, on the other hand, involves the ratio of  the percentage change in
the quantity of  money supplied for any given percentage change in the price
of money (the interest rate).

A zero elasticity of  production means that there is no change in the
number of  workers in the money producing industry required to provide any
given percentage change in the quantity of  money supplied. An endogenous
(credit) money supply system, on the other hand, usually implies an infinitely
elastic quantity of  money supply curve—the horizontalist argument of  Moore
(1988)—even though the credit money’s elasticity of  production is
approximately zero. In essence, there will be little or no change in employment
in the banking (credit supplying) industry to produce any change in the
quantity of credit money supplied.
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Mongiovi incorrectly takes the zero production elasticity argument to
assume a given exogenous quantity of  money—the verticalist argument of
Moore (1988). In The General Theory, however, Keynes (1936:232) warned that
it ‘would be inaccurate’ to interpret this zero production elasticity as meaning
that the money supply ‘is rigidly fixed’. Moreover, in his finance motive
analysis, Keynes (1937) expanded his monetary theory to include an
endogenous overdraft system without retracting his essential zero elasticities
analysis. Finally, Hahn (1977:39) reinforced the zero production elasticity
argument by demonstrating that ‘any non-reproducible asset allows for a choice
between employment-inducing and non-employment inducing demand’. In
other words, Hahn demonstrated that the existence of  an asset whose elasticity
of  production is zero provides a logical explanation of  why unemployment
equilibrium can exist.

Similarly, Mongiovi incorrectly accuses Keynes of  being in error regarding
the essential property of  a zero elasticity of  substitution. Mongiovi (1996:113)
argues that Keynes overlooked ‘a large number of  highly liquid assets that are
capable of  (partially) displacing money in portfolios’; i.e. there is a high
elasticity of  substitution among all liquid assets including money. What
Mongiovi has failed to recognize is that this zero substitution elasticity
property is between all liquid assets (including money) as a group vis-à-vis all
commodities that are produced by means of  commodities (Keynes 1936:241;
Davidson 1972:195–7). Although all liquid assets have a zero production
elasticity, there is a high elasticity of  substitution between the different things
that make up the group of  liquid assets (including money) as a group. In
fact, Keynes’s speculative motive depends on significant substitution elasticities
between each possible pair of  liquid assets and provides the justification that
permits Keynes to indicate that the speculative motive for holding money will
have a rectangular hyperbola shape (1936:201–2).

Many times in the past I have (Davidson 1972:195–7; Davidson 1994:95)
made this point regarding the high elasticity of  substitution among assets
within the liquid asset grouping and the zero elasticity between liquid assets
as a group and producible commodities. While citing my writings in other
contexts, Mongiovi ignores my explicit analysis regarding this ‘essential’
substitution property in his determination to explain why the Post Keynesian
macroeconomics of  Davidson, Minsky, Chick and others that emphasize these
elasticity properties, is wrong.

Non-ergodicity

Why does Mongiovi go so far out of  his way to introduce the Pivetti model
to denigrate Keynes’s liquidity preference-uncertainty analysis? I believe the
answer is obvious. Keynes’s emphasis on uncertainty requires a non-ergodic
system (see Davidson 1994). Sraffian analysis, on the other hand, requires the
existence and persistence of  ‘long run centers of  gravity’ towards which the
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economy has a tendency to converge. This is similar to Newton’s nineteenth-
century celestial mechanics with an immutable gravitational constant. For the
nineteenth-century Newtonian celestial mechanics system to hold, it was
necessary to impose the ergodic hypothesis (see Samuelson 1969).

If  Mongiovi were to admit that uncertainty is an important building-block
for a determinate theory of  employment, value and distribution, he would
have to admit that the economic system is non-ergodic and that persistent centres
of  gravity cannot exist. In other words, the claim that centres of  gravity
determine long-run value and distribution is logically inconsistent with the
acceptance of  a non-ergodic system. Yet Mongiovi concedes that pervasive
uncertainty exists in the real world. Such an admission means that Keynes
was correct in not paying attention to the ergodic classical theory of  value
and distribution that Mongiovi advocates.

Because persistent centres of  gravity cannot be assumed to exist in a non-
ergodic world, unemployment can be an equilibrium phenomenon (as Keynes
claimed), and not just a temporary disequilibrium phenomenon. By insisting
on the existence of  long-run centres of  gravity (without proof) Mongiovi
shares the same faith in the classical axiom of  ergodicity—held with the same
religious tenacity—as the rational expectations theorists (e.g. Lucas and Sargent
1981). Thus Mongiovi’s criticism of  Post Keynesian economics and his defence
of  the neo-Ricardian theory of  value and distribution must be recognized for
what it is—namely a variant of  what correctly should be called New Classical
economics.

Until Mongiovi clears his mind of  the contrary centre of  gravity notion,
and rethinks the problem of  money and the theory of  employment from the
beginning, he will be unable to comprehend the conceptual clues that Keynes
and the Post Keynesians have been throwing at him. Instead, Mongiovi and
other neo-Ricardians will continue to engage in a sterile debate about the
importance of  their classical (non-monetary) value and distribution theory for
explaining the problem of  unemployment in a money-using, market-oriented
economic system. Such a controversy between the neo-Ricardian and Post
Keynesian schools will only waste precious resources and energies, while
encouraging the majority of  our mainstream professional colleagues to take
this squabbling as evidence that it is a waste of  time to read this heterodox
literature. Both the economics profession and the global economy that we live
in will be much poorer for. that.

CONCLUSION

This defence of  Keynes and Post Keynesian theory has shown that Mongiovi
(1996:115) is wrong when he claims that ‘most of  the Post Keynesian
literature…is murky or ungrounded as regards value and distribution’. The
writings of  Keynes and the Post Keynesian are based on a well-articulated
theory of  prices and distribution applicable to a market-oriented, money-using
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production economy. Keynes and the Post Keynesians deliberately avoid
becoming enmeshed in any variant of  the classical theory of  value and
distribution because it has characteristics that ‘happen not to be those of  the
economic society in which we actually live’ (Keynes 1936:3). As a result, it is
not only useless for policy purposes but may have devastating consequences
if  put into practice.

NOTES
1 Weintraub was proud of  a letter he received from Robertson, which stated that

Weintraub’s 1957 Economic Journal article correctly described the microfoundations
of  what Keynes meant by aggregate supply, or at least what Keynes should have
meant. Thus one of  Keynes’s sharpest classical critics accepted the value and
distribution theory used by Keynes and the Post Keynesians.

2 Only after the Second World War did economists attempt to find the sufficient
conditions for a unique full employment equilibrium (see Arrow and Hahn 1971).
As Clower (1965) noted, Walras’s Law had to be added to Say’s Law for marginalist
theory to claim that endogenous market forces assured a unique full employment
equilibrium.

3 After all, the title of  Sraffa’s book is The Production of  Commodities by Means of
Commodities. It does not explain how money is produced by a monetary authority
unless the money is a producible commodity.

4 Note that Pivetti’s high interest rate policy leads to high profit rates, whereas in
the real world high nominal interest rates typically reduce market demand, lower
profit expectations and cause entrepreneurs to reduce labour hiring.
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HYSTERESIS  AND UNCERTAINTY
Complementary or competing visions of  evolving

economic systems?
Mark Setterfield

Economists have been concerned with uncertainty and its effects on economic
behaviour and outcomes for some time. But only recently has the term
‘hysteresis’ become popular in economic theory. Although interest in the
influence of  history in economic models and the idea of  path dependence
are not new (Currie and Steedman 1990; Setterfield 1995), the literature on
hysteresis is more recent, having grown and developed since the mid-1980s.

Both uncertainty and hysteresis purport to deal with the dynamics of
historical systems—i.e. systems whose dated outcomes unfold sequentially, and
which at any point in time have a past and a future. A fitting contrast is the
Arrow-Debreu-MacKenzie model of  general equilibrium, which simultaneously
determines all future outcomes in some initial period. Nevertheless, there is
some consternation as to the extent to which the concepts of  uncertainty
and hysteresis are really compatible. Davidson (1993) is unambiguous in his
conclusion that the resemblance between hysteresis and uncertainty is
unproven,1 a conclusion based upon his identification of  a number of
shortcomings in the concept of  hysteresis. These include: a degree of
determinacy not found in discussions of  uncertainty; questions about whether
hysteretic systems are ‘truly historical’; a failure to specify the meaning of  the
‘long run’ in calendar time; and a reliance on exogenous shocks to generate
economic change. The point of  this chapter is to suggest that while these
criticisms are not entirely without merit, they apply to a particular (special
case) characterization of  hysteresis, and that even the claim that this special
case represents an uncertain world may not be completely indefensible.
Hysteresis is conceptually more general than this single characterization and
is, in general, compatible with the notion of  uncertainty.

The next two sections define the notions of  ‘uncertainty’ and ‘hysteresis’.
We then consider the degree of  complementarity between these concepts.

THE CONCEPT OF UNCERTAINTY

The term ‘uncertainty’ is used in economics in a variety of  different ways and,
as such, can take on a variety of  different meanings (Lawson 1988). It is
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important, therefore, to begin by clarifying the term in its present use. By
uncertainty, we mean fundamental uncertainty of  the Knight/Keynes variety, as
opposed to some form of  probabilistic risk. In an environment of  risk, agents
need appeal only to probability theory in order to evaluate the future (i.e. form
expectations). The presupposition is that for any stochastic process, the set of
all future possibilities and their associated probabilities can be conceptualized
(either objectively or subjectively) in the present. In an environment of
uncertainty, however, probability theory is inadequate as a basis for evaluating
the future. Hence Keynes argues that by using the term uncertainty, he does

not mean merely to distinguish what is known for certain from what is
only probable. The game of  roulette is not subject, in this sense, to
uncertainty…. The sense in which I am using the term is that in which
the prospect of  a European war is uncertain, or the price of  copper
and the rate of  interest twenty years hence, or the obsolescence of  a
new invention, or the position of  private wealth owners in the social
system in 1970. About these matters there is no scientific basis on which to form
any calculable probability whatever. We simply do not know.

(Keynes 1973:113; emphasis added)

In an environment of  uncertainty it is not the case that all future possibilities
and/or their associated (absolute or relative)2 probabilities can be
conceptualized in the present; at least some relevant features of  the future
are unknown to agents in the present. Agents know that they do not know
about these relevant features, and must therefore form their expectations in
an acknowledged state of  partial ignorance. As a result, agents must rely in
part on ‘gut feelings’ or ‘animal spirits’ to guide their current behaviours, which
are oriented towards future outcomes.3

How is it that agents find themselves acting in an environment of
uncertainty? In order to answer this question, we need to model environments
of  both risk and uncertainty. Modeling either risk or uncertainty necessarily
involves a variety of  hypotheses. In particular, we can distinguish between
hypotheses concerning the nature of  the economic environment, and
hypotheses concerning agent perceptions of  this environment. In what follows,
we will characterize the former in terms of  the evolution through time of  a
macroeconomic data generating process (DGP), and the latter in terms of  the
relationship between agents’ information sets and the future form of  this
macroeconomic DGP. This framework allows us to develop a typology of
expectations formed under environments of  risk and uncertainty, depending
on how we characterize the macroeconomic DGP, agent information sets, and
the relationship between the two.4

Suppose that we have two time periods, t=1, 2. Define E(µt+1|Ot) as the
expected value of  µt+1 in period t given current information Ωt, where µt

T=
(x1t,…, xnt), t=1, 2 is a vector of  n macroeconomic variables that agents wish
to forecast.5 Define DGPt, t=1, 2 as the macroeconomic data generating
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process in period t. DGPt should be conceived as the precise configuration
of  the macroeconomic system (comprising all relevant structural equations,
variables, constants and probability distributions) that is responsible for
generating actually observed outcomes in period t. The issues we wish to
examine are the nature of  the relationship between DGPt and DGPt+1 on one
hand, and that between Ωt and DGPt+1 on the other. The first relates to the
evolution of  the economic environment through time, the second to agents’
current perception of  their future environment.6

Suppose that DGPt=DGPt+1=DGP* and that Ωt=DGP*.This captures the
notion that there are stable (i.e. timeless) laws and probability distributions
(denoted as DGP*) governing economic outcomes in any period, and that
agents know them (Ωt=DGP*). This environment—which involves the
formation of  strong form rational expectations of  µt on the basis of  objective
probability distributions—is an environment of  risk.7 Suppose, instead, that
DGPt=DGPt+1=DGP* and Ωt≠DGP, where Ωt is, nevertheless, of  the same
dimensions as DGP*. This latter statement is intended to denote that there is
the same amount of  information in Ωt as in DGP*, even though the
information is quantitatively different. Agents are therefore aware of  the size
of  the set of  future possibilities from which future realized outcomes will be
drawn, but they cannot (as yet) determine the objective value of  each future
possibility and/or its associated probability. Suppose further that if  we were
to consider subsequent periods t=3,…,∞, we would find that

The idea here is that agents form a subjective impression of  the future, but
one that will eventually converge towards the ‘true model’ of  the economy as
they learn from past experience. This is again an environment of  risk, based
initially on subjective probability distributions, but which ultimately converges
over time to an objective probability environment where, once again, strong
form rational expectations are formed on the basis of  the ‘true model’ of
the economy.8

In contrast to the environment of  risk described above is the environment
of  uncertainty, where agents do not know some information about the future
DGP of  the economy. They are thus unable to rely entirely on probability
theory when forming their expectations.9 Suppose, for example, that DGPt=
DGPt+1=DGP*, but Ωt≠DGP*, t=1, 2, and the dimensions of  Ωt are now
strictly smaller than those of  DGP*. Now there is less information in Ωt than
in DGP*—i.e. agents are not able to conceive the size of  the set of  future
possible outcomes and their associated probabilities, much less the objective
values of  these possible outcomes and probabilities. Despite the existence of
a stationary external reality (or ‘true model’) DGP*, agents here exist in a
state of  partial ignorance about the future due to bounded rationality. Without
being aware (not even subjectively) of  all future possibilities and their
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associated probabilities, agents find themselves in an environment of
fundamental uncertainty.

In the bounded rationality environment described above, agents fail to know
about the future because of  some constraint or limitation on their individual
faculties of  computation. This is true despite the fact that there exists an
external reality which is, in principle (individual computational limitations
notwithstanding), knowable by a sufficiently large intelligence. Uncertainty is
therefore characterized as a feature of  agents’ perceptions of  their environment,
not as a feature of  the environment itself. However, this is clearly not how
many post-Keynesians conceptualize the phenomenon of  uncertainty (see
Hoogduin 1987:59f; Davidson 1988, 1991; Lavoie 1992:42–5). Suppose, then,
that DGPt≠DGPt+1 and Ωt≠DGPt+1, where the dimensions of  Ωt are once again
strictly smaller than those of DGPt+1. Note first that no DGP* is postulated.
This captures the notion that the laws and probability distributions governing
economic outcomes are cultural and historical constructs which evolve over
time—no immutable ‘true’ macroeconomic DGP exists. Furthermore, post-
Keynesians conceive this evolution as occurring in a discontinuous and non-
deterministic fashion, so there is no timeless law or ‘meta DGP’ which
describes, mechanically, the transformation of  the economy between periods t
and t+1. Instead, evolution occurs as a result of  historically specific ‘originative
actions’ or innovations in products and production processes (Lavoie 1992:44)
and in behavioural responses, the latter a result of  social interaction among
agents (McKenna and Zannoni 1993; Hamouda and Smithin 1988). On this
conception of  the economic process there is no single, determinate true model
governing economic outcomes that is independent of  the economy’s actors.
Instead, agents are simultaneously creatures of  their environment (i.e. they are
engaged in learning based on past experience) and authors of  their environment
(i.e. they are capable of  actions that do not unfold according to given laws of
nature, but which mould reality of  the present/future).10 Because of  all this,
Ωt≠DGPt+1; indeed, we cannot have Ωt≠DGPt+1 because at least some of  the
information contained in DGPt+1—that stemming from originative actions or
innovations in period t+1—is historically specific to this period and is not
available to agents in period t. Once again, agents ‘don’t know what is going
to happen and know that they do not know just what is going to happen’
(Hicks 1977:vii), and so they exist in a state of  uncertainty. Here, uncertainty
is a product of  the nature of  the economic environment, rather than the nature
of  economic agents (as in the case of  bounded rationality). The sense in which
agents do not know the future is a sense in which the future is unknowable in
principle, and has nothing whatsoever to do with any computational limitations
suffered by economic agents themselves.

In sum, fundamental uncertainty exists when some aspects of  the future
(some possible outcomes and/or their associated probabilities) are not known
to agents in the present. This ignorance is brought about either by bounded
rationality, or by the evolutionary nature of  the economic environment coupled
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with the historical specificity of  information, so that the future is unknowable
in principle. It is the latter view that accords most closely with the post-
Keynesian conception of  uncertainty and which will inform our subsequent
comparison of  hysteresis and uncertainty.

THE CONCEPT OF HYSTERESIS11

A great deal of  attention has focused on the possibility of  hysteresis in natural
rate models of  unemployment (Blanchard and Summers 1986; Jenkinson 1987;
Layard, Nickell and Jackman 1991).12 Indeed, it seems at times that the very
term ‘hysteresis’ is held to be synonymous with changes in the natural rate of
unemployment in response to prior deviations in the actual level of
unemployment from the natural rate.13 Apart from presupposing the existence
of  a natural rate, there is one main problem with this view. Simply put, the
notion of  hysteresis is far broader in meaning and application than its
treatment within the natural rate framework suggests. Hysteresis is a potential
property of  any dynamic system, not just of  the dynamics of  disequilibrium
adjustment in the natural rate hypothesis. It is, therefore, at this level of
generality (i.e. in terms of  the properties of  any dynamic system) that we
should seek to define and discuss the concept of  hysteresis.

The term ‘hysteresis’ was first introduced in physics, where it was used to
describe the propensity of  ferric metals to retain magnetic properties brought
about by the prior application of  magnetizing forces, even after these
magnetizing forces had been removed.14 In general, if  a dynamic system is
hysteretic, earlier states of  the system influence its later states. More specifically,
hysteresis can be said to exist when the long run or final value of  a variable
depends on the value of  the variable in the past, by virtue of  the influence of
this past value on the alleged exogenous variables, coefficients and structural
equations which characterize the system that determines the variable.

To help better understand the concept of  hysteresis, it is instructive to
focus on two important features of  the preceding definition. First, a central
characteristic of  hysteresis is that the long run or final value of  a variable
depends on past values of  this variable. This distinguishes hysteretic systems
from other dynamic systems whose short-run outcomes are path specific, but
which ultimately converge to configurations defined and reached without
reference to the path taken towards them.15 There need be no constraint on
the precise form that a hysteretic long-run outcome takes. In some systems,
the long-run or final outcome is an equilibrium which exhibits no subsequent
(endogenous) tendency to change over time. In other systems, the long-run or
final outcome may be described by some regular periodic motion or limit
cycle. In still others, there may be no final outcome as such, and the long-
run value of  the variable of  interest may only be described as a long-run
value because of  its temporal distance from the present, measured in calendar
time. Any of  these different types of  long-run or final outcomes may, in
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principle, be hysteretic, as long as they are path dependent in the manner
previously defined.

Second, the definition of  hysteresis given above lends itself  to the
ontological point made by Elster (1976) that the past has no being in the
present. What, then, can it mean to regard the past as a determinant of
current (and future) outcomes? Elster suggests that ‘traces of  the past’ must
be left in the present. For example, stocks of  goods (such as fixed capital) or
experience accumulated in the past may carry over into the present. In the
preceding definition, these traces are explicitly recognized in the sensitivity of
the current structural model to past values of  the variable of  interest. This
leads to an obvious point of  contrast between hysteretic systems and orthodox
(deterministic) economic models. In the former, unlike the latter, the structure
of  a system is not regarded as a set of  timeless data. Rather, it is treated as
historically specific, so that any theoretical model of  the system at a particular
point in time is conditional on the current structure of  the system (including
tastes and preferences, technology and institutions), and must respect the
propensity of  this structure to change over time in response to the unfolding
history of  the system’s outcomes.

In sum, hysteresis describes how long-run outcomes in a system may be
influenced by past outcomes of  the system. In orthodox equilibrium models
of  the economy, long-run (equilibrium) outcomes act as centres of  gravity
towards which any sequence of  short-run (disequilibrium) outcomes is
inexorably drawn. Hysteretic systems, however, possess the contrasting property
that any long-run or final outcome to which they give rise is a product of
the precise sequence of  short-run outcomes (the prior adjustment path) that
lead up to it. Orthodox equilibrium models, then, suggest that ‘the future
determines the past,’ whereas with hysteresis ‘the past determines the future’.

ARE HYSTERESIS AND UNCERTAINTY COMPATIBLE?

We are now in a position to evaluate the compatibility of  uncertainty and
hysteresis. As noted earlier, Davidson (1993) has expressed scepticism that
hysteresis corresponds to a situation of  fundamental uncertainty. The argument
advanced here is that post-Keynesians should generally regard hysteresis and
uncertainty as complementary.

We saw above that, at least in post-Keynesian economics, uncertainty is
conventionally conceived as arising from features of  an evolving economic
environment, rather than from features of  the individual agents who populate
this environment. This is important, because were it not true, and were claims
regarding the existence of  uncertainty sustained mainly on the basis of
hypotheses about agents’ perceptions of  their environment, there would exist
a basic tension between the concepts of  hysteresis and uncertainty. The former
is unambiguously concerned with the properties of  an evolving economic
environment and not with the nature of  the agents who inhabit it. The latter,
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however, would be concerned with the nature of  agents rather than the
properties of  their environment. But because this characterization is
inaccurate—because, in fact, uncertainty is conventionally regarded in post-
Keynesian economics as arising from the nature of  the economic environment
and the historical specificity of  information therein—no such tension exists.
Instead, there is a compatibility between hysteresis and uncertainty in so far
as both concepts are chiefly concerned with the properties of  an evolving
economic environment.

Upon closer inspection, this compatibility reveals a more profound
complementarity. The environment that both concepts are ultimately seeking
to characterize is one of  historical time. Historical time comprises a
unidirectional sequence of  events; any present event exists in the context of
a given and immutable series of  prior events. This draws our attention to the
possibility that the past matters in the sense that it may affect current and
future (including long-run or final) outcomes. It is exactly this possibility that
is captured by the definition of  hysteresis given above. Indeed, the principle
of  hysteresis and the concept of  historical time are compatible (Setterfield
1995). However, the notion of  historical time also implies something about
the future. If  history does matter, the future cannot be predestined, since
whatever happened in the past cannot, by definition, impact upon a
predestined future outcome. Serious consideration of  historical time therefore
precludes the possibility that the future will unfold according to timeless and
immutable ‘laws of  history’ and probability distributions which, by definition,
would indicate that history does not matter. Historical time therefore creates
an environment of  uncertainty, because it denies the possibility of  there being
a time-invariant ‘true model’—either static or dynamic—which is knowable in
principle. But if  the concept of  hysteresis is compatible with historical time
and if  historical time, in turn, creates uncertainty, then there is clearly some
degree of  complementarity between hysteresis and uncertainty. In this view,
hysteresis describes precisely the sort of  evolutionary process thought to
characterize the economic environment in a state of  uncertainty. It is not
surprising, in light of  all this, to find that some models of  hysteresis appeal
explicitly to uncertainty as part of  the hysteretic process (Katzner 1993:339–
44),16 while others address the conditions under which their dynamics are
consistent with the existence of  uncertainty (Setterfield 1994b).17 Indeed,
Katzner (1993:343) has gone so far as to claim that ‘[t]he simpler, and more
natural, way to conceive of  hysteresis in economics…is in the context of
historical time and ignorance’.

Having established this, however, it is important to recognize that post-
Keynesian scepticism surrounding the compatibility of  hysteresis and uncertainty
has not been entirely misplaced. What is demonstrated above is that the general
concepts of  hysteresis and uncertainty are complementary. However, it is well
known that certain specific formal characterizations of  hysteresis (in particular,
the so-called ‘unit root’ characterization) severely impair the conceptual breadth
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and meaning of  this process (Setterfield 1992, 1993, 1995; Katzner 1993; Cross
1993a). Post-Keynesian concerns regarding the compatibility of  hysteresis and
uncertainty make more sense if  they are interpreted as concerns over the
compatibility of  unit root characterizations of  hysteresis and uncertainty.18 What
is interesting, however, is that even in the case of  the unit root characterization,
the gulf  between hysteresis and uncertainty may not be as wide as it initially
appears. At the very least, the nature of  unit root processes raises some
important questions for post-Keynesians regarding the nature of  uncertainty
and how it should (or should not) be conceived.

Unit root processes and uncertainty

The unit root characterization of  hysteresis is based on the following system
of equations:

Xt=αWt [1]
Wt=ßXt-1+yZt [2]

Upon substitution, we arrive at:

Xt=ηXt-1+φZt [3]

where η=αß and φ=αy. Conventionally, the long-run value of  X can be
determined by solving equation [3] for the steady state:

[4]

However, if  η=1—i.e. if  the difference equation [3] has a unit root—then
the steady state in [4] cannot be defined. Instead, in order to determine the
value of  X in any period t, we must appeal to equation [3] and its previous
t–1 iterations. The value of  X in any period can now be summarized as:

[5]

The value of  X in any period now depends on its own past values, as
summarized by initial conditions X0 and the history of  all subsequent values
of  the variable Z. Note that the long-run value of  X will also take the form
described in equation [5], the ‘long-run outcome’ being defined here solely in
terms of  its temporal distance, measured in calendar time, from the initial
period 0. With η=1, X displays hysteresis.

Davidson (1993) levels three main criticisms at this characterization of
hysteresis, each of  which calls into question its correspondence with the post-
Keynesian treatment of  uncertainty. First, he criticizes the distinction made
between ‘full’ hysteresis and ‘persistence’. The latter occurs when η≠1, so that
‘short-run’ values of  X display path dependence (as in equation [3]), but the
‘long-run’ value of  X nevertheless converges to the predetermined steady state
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in equation [4]. Davidson (1993:315f.) quite legitimately questions how long is
the long run, and what is the relevance of  the distinction between full
hysteresis and persistence if  we are effectively always in the short run and
‘dead’ in the long run? (Also see Setterfield 1992: ch. 2; Katzner 1993.) Failure
to define the short run and long run in calendar time is a common feature
of  longrun equilibrium models. It is also a shortcoming of  the unit root
characterization in its attempt to distinguish between the permanent and
temporary path dependence of  full hysteresis and persistence respectively.
However, note that when η=1, long-run outcomes in unit root systems can
only be defined as such in terms of  calendar time. No long-run outcome
independent of  history exists to define the value of  X, in marked contrast to
the state of  affairs when η≠1 and the steady state in [4], defined in terms of
ahistorical data, is assumed to constitute the ‘long-run’ outcome of  the system.
This is surely affined with the post-Keynesian notion of  uncertainty, in which
the long run has no meaning independent of  calendar time, since it is no
more than a historically specific sequence of  short runs.

Davidson (1993:312ff.) also criticizes the unit root model of  hysteresis
because it possesses a degree of  ‘concealed determinism’ which makes it
incompatible with an environment of  uncertainty. The concern here is that
unit root models describe a process in which the level of  some variable is
path dependent, but in which rates of  change accord, at some level of
differencing, to a deterministic ‘law of  change’ which is independent of  history
and which can be (at least in principle) known by economic agents. Hence
ahistorical determinism re-enters the picture, albeit at a higher level of
reasoning. To see this, note that equation [5] yields the result:19

Xt-Xt-1≡∆Xt=φZt [6]

If  we suppose that  is an independently and identically distributed
random error term for all values of  t, then equation [6] provides agents with
a law of  change suitable for the formation of  rational expectations. Given the
preceding assumptions, rational expectations of  ∆Xt formed by using equation
[6], given by E(∆Xt)=0, will differ from actual outcomes only by some constant
multiple, φ, of  any contemporaneous error Zt Clearly, the notion of  uncertainty
is reduced here to its meaning within the rational expectations hypothesis—that
of  errors, with strictly temporary effects on the economy,20 which prevent
agents from having perfect foresight. There is no role for animal spirits; agents
can forecast on the basis of  the true model, and knowing that this is the case,
they will re-use the same forecasting model time and again despite any errors
(and hence disappointed expectations) that they encounter over time. This is
quite unlike behaviour under uncertainty, where agents do not know the future
and know that they do not know the future, so that any disappointment of
expectations may lead agents to re-evaluate all facets of  their future-oriented
behaviour, including the worth of  any forecasting model that they are using. It
seems, then, that unit root characterizations of  hysteresis admit the possibility
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of  a degree of  determinism in economic evolution that is antithetical to the
post-Keynesian notion of  uncertainty.

The preceding argument certainly poses a problem for anyone who would
argue that the unit root version of  hysteresis is compatible with the post-
Keynesian conception of  uncertainty. However, there may be a caveat in this
argument. While errors do not matter in equation [6] in the sense that they
have no lasting effect on the value of  ∆Xt, they do matter in equation [5],
where the effect of  random errors on the value of  X persists indefinitely.
Since random errors cannot, by their nature, be foreseen, we may have
something approaching a state of  fundamental uncertainty here, because agents
cannot predict Zt, but they know that we may have Zt≠0 and that this matters
because it affects long-run outcomes.21 Will agents bet their shirts by entering
long-run commitments governed by a process such as [5], the existence of
equation [6] notwithstanding? Does not the answer to this question depend
on their animal spirits—their psychological optimism or pessimism concerning
the value of  Zt over the chosen planning horizon? Perhaps the more
fundamental issue that underlies these questions is whether equations such as
[6] are really important if  it is the outcomes in [5] that matter to agents and
that influence their behaviour.

Davidson’s final criticism concerns the appeal in unit root systems to
exogenous perturbations to explain any non-deterministic evolution of  the
economy. This exogenous shock rhetoric contrasts with the post-Keynesian
conception of  an endogenously evolving monetary production economy which
underlies the existence of  uncertainty. The notion of  originative action or
innovation is rooted in a philosophical belief  in the possibility of  spontaneous
change from within the economy on the part of  economic agents, even in the
absence of  exogenous shocks (see McKenna and Zannoni 1993). The idea here
is that the economy evolves according to endogenous forces, but in a non-
deterministic fashion, thus undergoing endogenously generated transformations
that are not routinely predictable. The economy therefore creates its own future
and, as a result, its own uncertainty, rather than having either of  these imposed
upon it from ‘without’ (whatever, precisely, this means).

However, we might question whether this amounts to anything more than
a purely rhetorical difference between unit root characterizations of  hysteresis
and uncertainty. Is there any substantive difference between the notion of
exogenous shocks and appeals to originative/innovative behaviour which
cannot be predicted a priori? Is the latter simply a long-hand way of  appealing
to exogenous shocks, as when, for example, post-Keynesian economists
describe agents as experiencing a sudden revision in their animal spirits?22

Ultimately, if  we accept that uncertainty exists in an environment where errors
matter, is not the difference we are contemplating more apparent than real?
Alternatively, of  course, it might be objected that rhetoric does matter—that
the language of  ‘exogenous shocks’ brings with it the tacit assumption that
the economy is essentially (i.e. but for shocks) a stable, self-regulating
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environment. Meanwhile, the language of  endogenous (but non-deterministic)
transformation is suggestive of  stability only in Keynes’s sense of  there being
apparent limits to the fluctuations caused by change-inducing features inherent
in the economy (Brown 1981:120). Might the overtones of  language contribute
significantly more to the content of a model than many economic theorists
are wont to admit?

It is important to note that none of  the preceding arguments are intended
to defend the unit root characterization of  hysteresis. The flaws of  this
characterization are well known, especially to the present author (Setterfield
1992, 1993, 1994b, 1995). The unit root approach attempts to reduce hysteresis
to a special case,23 when, in fact, it is itself  a special case of  this process. But
even this limited characterization of  hysteresis may not be entirely inconsistent
with the concept of  fundamental uncertainty. Moreover, as argued above, the
general concepts of  hysteresis and uncertainty are complementary.

Should we seek complete consistency?

One final question remains to be addressed, and this is essentially a question
of  the pros and cons of  ‘philosophical purism’ versus those of  ‘modelling
pragmaticism’. In short, should we judge models of  hysteresis by the criterion
of  complete consistency with fundamental uncertainty? Are we foregoing
something crucial if  we do not, or is this an unnecessarily high-mannered
approach to adopt?

Any model of  hysteresis that generates uncertainty, and which is therefore
consistent with the maxim that there are no laws of  history, will be of
considerable philosophical appeal to post-Keynesians. But should post-
Keynesians be sufficiently flexible to consider two levels of  historical time—a
lower level which is admitted for purposes of  model building and a more
radical high level which defines the philosophical high ground?24 As Setterfield
(1995) argues, there exist a number of  useful organizing concepts (such as
hysteresis, cumulative causation and lock-in) which may not all be entirely
faithful to the notion of  (high-level) historical time, but do at least ‘promise
to take us beyond the extreme stasis of  orthodox equilibrium theory’.

An example may help to illustrate what is at stake here. Cross (1993b:
306ff.) uses a Ewing loop to illustrate hysteresis. His diagram is reproduced,
in a slightly amended form, as Figure 9.1.

In the Ewing loop, a system subject to an exogenous shock moves, in response
to this shock, from its initial configuration A to a new configuration B. However,
when the shock is removed, the system adjusts to a new configuration C—it
does not return to its original position A. Hence the system is hysteretic—its
long-run outcomes depend on its own past history. The configuration A can,
however, be restored by the application of  some appropriate counter-shock, which
would move the system along the trajectory CDA.

This latter feature is criticized by Davidson (1993:318) for being inconsistent
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with historical time. In the Ewing loop, shocks are irreversible in the sense that
their removal will not lead to the restoration of  initial conditions. However,
they are revocable (see Georgescu-Roegen 1971:197), since some subsequent
process (or shock) can be relied upon to restore initial conditions. Worse still,
in the Ewing loop revocability can be brought about in a deterministic fashion.
But any form of  revocability (much less deterministic revocability) can be
thought of  as being antithetical to the notion of  historical time (Setterfleld
1995), since movement through time changes the stocks of  experience that
agents possess. These stocks of  experience, accumulated since the initial
conditions of  a system existed, cannot easily be eradicated if, indeed, they
can be eradicated at all (Hodgson 1992:758). Yet this is precisely what the
restoration of  initial conditions would require. There is, therefore, a
fundamental incompatibility between the Ewing loop and high-level historical
time, where post-Keynesians typically ground the concept of  uncertainty.25

However, there are useful lessons to be learned from the Ewing loop, even
if  it is compatible only with a low-level conceptualization of  historical time. If
the exogenous shock in the Ewing loop is a policy decision regarding aggregate
demand, and if  the configurations A, B and C correspond to unemployment
outcomes, the Ewing loop suggests, contra the orthodox wisdom of  the natural
rate hypothesis, that changes in aggregate demand can have permanent effects
on unemployment because long-run unemployment outcomes are not determined
independently of  the past history of  realized unemployment outcomes and
hence macroeconomic policy. Can post-Keynesians afford to maintain the
philosophical high ground if  it means rejecting models that are at least partially

Figure 9.1 Hysteresis and the Ewing loop
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consistent with post-Keynesian concerns regarding the influence of  historical
time, and which make salient policy points? Is not discussing the philosophical
high ground associated with historical time, but subsequently looking for ways
to ‘lock up’ (without ignoring) its effects in order to engage in practical
modelling exercises the hallmark of  the research methodology practised by
Keynes and the post-Keynesians (see Kregel 1976)?

CONCLUSIONS

It is perhaps useful to end by again quoting Katzner’s (1993:343) suggestion
that ‘[t]he simpler, and more natural, way to conceive of  hysteresis in
economics…is in the context of  historical time and ignorance’. In principle,
it seems, there is no necessary contradiction between the concepts of
hysteresis and uncertainty. Certain specific models of  hysteresis may fall short
of  the philosophical mark set by many post-Keynesians in their treatment of
uncertainty, but even here the differences between hysteresis and uncertainty
are, to some extent, minor. Furthermore, in a modelling context, deviations
from ‘high-level’ historical time may even be desirable and/or necessary. This
conclusion seems consistent with the modelling strategy of  Keynes and the
post-Keynesians. In short, it appears that post-Keynesians should treat
hysteresis and uncertainty as essentially complementary concepts.26

NOTES
1 Davidson (1993:311) does suggest that confluence may yet be demonstrated, which

partly motivates the present paper.
2 The notion of  relative probability refers here to the evaluation of  some event

being more or less likely to occur than some other event with which it can be
compared.

3 Note that uncertainty is not completely demobilizing; agents can and do continue
to form expectations and pursue future-oriented activities in environments of
uncertainty. Moreover, partial ignorance of  the future does not mean that behaviour
is irrational. As will become clear in what follows, partial ignorance is not a feature
of  agent choices (for example, a perverse intent to overlook certain information),
but arises because of  constraints on individual decision-making with respect to the
future that cannot be alleviated. For further discussion of  behaviour under
uncertainty, see Davidson (1988) and Lavoie (1992).

4 This typology differs schematically, but not in principle, from Davidson (1988:330),
which also attempts to define ‘uncertainty’ in ways that can be understood by the
mainstream.

5 We shall not pursue the issue as to how the composition of  the vector µt is
chosen. Note, however, that we make no supposition that agents know all relevant
macroeconomic variables that need to be forecast in period t, or that they can
know this in period t. In characterizing µt, we suppose only that n≠0—i.e. that in
the present period agents are interested in forecasting the future values of  some
set of  macroeconomic variables.

6 By associating the form of  the information set ΩΩΩΩΩt with agents’ perceptions of
their future environment we are implicitly assuming that agents’ perceptions are
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objective, in that they vary only with the available information, Ωt. This assumption
involves no loss of  generality in the current context, and does not rule out the
possibility that agents’ behaviour may ultimately reflect subjective influences—
especially if  it is realized that perceptions of  the future are subject to partial
ignorance.

7 We could write DGPt≠DGPt+1 but in this case the rational expectations hypothesis
would likely suggest that Ωt=DGPt+1 on the basis of  agents’ knowledge of  some
intertemporally stable, deterministic ‘meta DGP’ governing the evolution of  DGPt
over time. Hence the presentation above suffers no real loss of  generality by
writing DGPt=DGPt+1=DGP* and therefore conceiving DGPt as stationary.

8 Note that if Ωt≠DGP* and limt→∞ Ωt≠DGP*, and the dimensions of Ωt and
DGP* are identical, then we have a situation akin to the subjectivist environment
of  risk associated with Friedman and Savage. See Lawson (1988) for further
discussion.

9 Agents may use the rhetoric of  expected value maximization associated with
environments of  probabilistic risk even if, in principle, probability theory does not
provide a complete basis for decision-making with regard to future outcomes
(Palley 1993:17).

10 This is Davidson’s (1988:331f.) non-ergodic environment, whereas the previous
scenarios correspond to his ergodic environment.

11 This section draws heavily on Setterfield (1995).
12 The notion of  a non-accelerating inflation rate of  unemployment (NAIRU) is

sometimes preferred to that of  a natural rate in these models. See Setterfleld
(1994a) for further discussion.

13 For example, Rutherford (1992) defines hysteresis as ‘(t)he hypothesis, applied to
the study of  unemployment, which states that a level of  unemployment does not
have a tendency to return to an equilibrium rate and certainly not the natural rate
of  unemployment’.

14 See Cross and Allen (1988) for further discussion.
15 The case of  damped cycles in the multiplier accelerator model of  the trade cycle

provides an example of  such a system. See Setterfleld (1992: ch.2) for further
discussion.

16 For Katzner, agents in an environment of  uncertainty are learning by doing as
history unfolds period by period. As a result, ‘the steady alterations in the epistemic
statuses and decision opportunities of  individuals as they learn of  and experience
new things…do not permit a return to an earlier state’ (Katzner 1993:343). In
other words, a form of  hysteresis exists; any long-run or final outcome that attains
is the product of  the precise path taken towards it, due to the influence of  this
adjustment path on individuals’ choice sets and stocks of  experience.

17 For Setterfleld, hysteresis is caused by asymmetries in the adjustment of  what are
defined as ‘deeply endogenous’ variables along disequilibrium time paths. If  the
nature and likelihood of  these adjustment asymmetries are time dependent and
historically specific, and cannot, therefore, be known a priori, agents populating
the hysteretic environment will exist in a state of  uncertainty.

18 Davidson’s (1993) criticisms of  hysteresis are very much directed at the unit root
characterization of  this process.

19 Equation [5] implies that:

and:
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It therefore follows that:

Xt–Xt-1=φZt

See also Katzner (1993:325f.).
20 Note that the permanent effect of  errors—and hence the influence of  history—

present in equation [5] gets expunged from equation [6], which is written solely in
terms of  the current value of  Zt.

21 Note that questions regarding the suitability of  treating uncertainty as an
environment where ‘errors matter’—something with which not all post-Keynesians
may feel comfortable—are left begging here. However, this issue is addressed in
detail below.

22 These issues beg the very question of  what we mean by ‘endogenous’ and
‘exogenous’ forces in economics.

23 That it is not altogether successful in this attempt is evident from Setterfield (1992:
ch. 2, 1993) and Katzner (1993).

24 The distinction between levels of  historical time is due to Marc Lavoie and was
communicated to me in a personal correspondence dated 13 July 1994.

25 Notice that the same criticism could also be made of the unit root model
discussed earlier. Hence in equation [5], whilst any shock Zi≠0 will have a
permanent effect on Xt, it can be offset in any subsequent period, in a manner
that restores initial conditions, by the appropriate counter-shock Zj=-Zi, i≠j.

26 I would like to thank Steve Pressman for comments on an earlier version of  this
chapter. Any remaining errors are, however, my own.
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DEFICITS IN OUR
UNDERSTANDING

Transformational growth and the role of
government
Edward J.Nell

Applied economics is inherently historical in nature. The structure and
functioning of  markets and other economic institutions must be studied in
the historical period where they are located. If  markets and institutions change,
guiding principles and policies that work well in one period may be completely
inappropriate or ineffective in another. Using a model from one era to analyse
the market behaviour of  another is thus liable to result in confusion.

We can see historical differences in the working of  markets in the post-
war USA. Policies that were effective in the earlier part of  the period have
not worked well lately. Inflation has proved difficult to control. Unemployment
has risen and productivity growth has fallen. Unemployment and inflation have
also both increased at times. The balance of  payments has deteriorated and
the USA has become a net debtor nation. But there was a time when
economic policies did work.

The Golden Age lasted from the end of  the war to the beginning of  the
1970s; a second age, of  baser metal, runs from that point to the present. In
the first period growth was strong, inflation and unemployment were low, and
policy measures seemed to help the economy. In the second, growth was weak,
inflation and unemployment were high, and policies often failed. Table 10.1
presents this contrast.

In the second period unemployment averaged nearly 50 per cent more than
in the first period. Moreover, both discouraged workers and underemployment
errors (part-time work counted improperly as full-time) were especially

Table 10.1 The golden age versus recent economic performance

Source: Citibank, CITIBASE 1994
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prominent during the latter period. Estimates of  capacity utilization confirm
that there were more idle resources in the second period. Far from pressing
on resources, as advocates of  crowding out would have it, demand in the
second period has been insufficient to employ all the labour and capital
available. As might be expected, with a substantial pool of  idle resources the
average rate of  GNP growth was lower in the second period (about two-
thirds of  its former level). Productivity growth performance was even worse;
it fell in the second period to less than half the rate of the first period.

Despite the absence of  demand pressure, inflation surged. Measured as the
annual percentage change in the GNP price deflator, the inflation rate in the
second period was more than twice that of  the first period. In general, the
picture is one of  sluggish markets and greater inflation beginning in the 1970s.

TRANSFORMATIONAL GROWTH

These changes suggest a major structural shift in the economy. Most
conventional accounts, however, attribute our problems either to random
shocks—like OPEC’s price hikes—or to the ill effects of  intervention itself.
The theory of  transformational growth seeks to explain changes in market
behaviour by examining the interplay between markets and technology. It holds
that what markets do is drive innovation.

A new technological order is now emerging to displace the system of  mass
production. Faster communications, computerized control over production,
electronic funds transfers, robots and automation have all changed the
economic world. One consequence of  this new technology is that the economy
does not operate in the same way. Inflation is more easily triggered; firms are
more skittish about capital spending; expansion draws in imports faster.
Likewise, policies will not have the same effects as before.

Most interpretations of  weak economic performance during the last two
decades have been based on a set of  economic principles that arose in the
era prior to mass production. Conventional microeconomics, as far as it
actually applies to anything at all, describes an economy of  flexible prices
and supply-and-demand adjustments—the Victorian world of  Alfred Marshall.
In that world, employment and output tended to remain comparatively fixed
in the short run, and prices carried the burden of  adjustment. That era, of
course, gave birth to neoclassical theory, the same theory that lives on in
today’s textbooks and policy debates, although the contemporary version is
far more sophisticated.1

Not surprisingly, this theory implies that governments should behave like
Victorian governments—following the ideal of  the night-watchman state rather
than the interventionist, welfare state. In the world of  Victorian economics, a
rise in deficit spending might well drive up interest rates, and crowd out
private investment.

However, the world of  today is strikingly different from the Victorian
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world. In a mass production economy output and employment are flexible,
but prices tend to be fixed, varying with productivity but not with sales. Both
money prices and money wages tend to drift upward; but output and
employment tend to be unstable. Adjustment in a mass production economy
works through the multiplier-accelerator mechanism, and this is decidedly not
stabilizing.

The past two decades mark the displacement of  mass production in favour
of  a new technological order, one whose outlines are only just emerging. We
can expect that this economy will adjust differently, just as the mass
production system worked differently than the craft-based economy that
preceded it. So the Keynesian policies suited to mass production may no
longer be effective; a new approach may be needed. But it does no good to
try to analyse this change with a theory based on economic principles that
describe the markets of  a bygone age.

The theory of  transformational growth takes the view that the working of
markets reflects the character of  the technology; therefore the working of
markets changes over time. Contrary to conventional theory, competitive
markets do not allocate scarce resources optimally; they do not help to resolve
social problems by reaching Pareto optimal positions. Markets, in fact, do not
or need not reach equilibrium. Of  course, they may do any or all of  these
things sometimes; but their chief  function and chief  importance is that they
stimulate innovations and, through competition, spread them throughout the
economy. Markets are the midwives of  new technology.

New technologies, in turn, change the way that markets work. Technology
determines costs; when technology changes, costs change. It is not just that
technology reduces cost; rather, it is the character of  the costs that matters
(for example, which costs are fixed, which are variable, and to what degree).
When costs change, and especially when their character changes, the strategies
of  firms must change. If  cost changes are large enough or important enough,
the way that the market adjusts may change.

An interactive pattern emerges. The process of  market adjustment creates
problems for firms. Some features of  the process can be particularly
troublesome. Some costs will be unpredictable or liable to vary suddenly and
excessively, or will be large and fixed regardless of  the market. Solving these
problems gives rise to new technologies. Competition spreads them, and the
new cost structure permits firms to develop different strategies in the market,
giving rise to a new set of  adjustment problems, which in turn can be
expected to stimulate a new set of  innovations (Nell, forthcoming).

Prior to 1914 (when the foundations of  modern economics were developed)
the price mechanism operated in ways that tended to stabilize the economy—
for small shocks, at any rate. Given craft-based technologies, output and
employment could not be readily adapted to fluctuations in sales; hence prices
were flexible, more flexible than money wages. The result was a system of
adjustment that behaved more or less as described by Marshall, with falling
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demand curves and rising supply curves, the latter based on marginal costs.
Even today residual elements of  this mechanism can be found in some sectors.
But the production system’s rigidity and its dependence on craft methods (and
therefore on skilled craftspeople) led to the development of  the technology
of  mass production, which fundamentally changed the core of  the system.
With mass production, large multi-divisional corporations replaced small family-
run craft firms. Operating with greater flexibility, firms could adjust output
and employment to sales.

But the effect of  adjusting employment and output to variations in demand,
when generalized throughout the economy, was to ensure that any given change
in sales would be magnified. The post-war economy, based on mass production
and the modern corporation, contains an inherently unstable market mechanism.
Small fluctuations in output and employment are transformed into large ones
by some variant of  the multiplier-accelerator process. Prices, for the most part,
are flexible only upwards, and the pressures causing inflation are in general not
stabilizing. The traditional price mechanism, where supply and demand adapt
to one another in a stable process, is not to be found.

In the absence of  a stabilizing price mechanism, the economy is prevented
from swinging out of  control chiefly by a large government sector, whose
expenditures move in a counter-cyclical fashion—the so-called ‘automatic
stabilizers’ instituted after the Second World War. (These, however, may not
be sufficient, and may need to be supplemented by active policy.) Prior to the
First World War, government spending in the advanced economies tended to
lie below 10 per cent of  GNP; after the Second World War it rose to over
20 per cent. Counting transfer payments the increase was even greater.2 And
government spending continued to rise throughout the post-war period,
reaching 36 per cent in the USA, 44 per cent in the UK and even higher
elsewhere. Larger governments provided infrastructure, regulation, and through
the welfare state, support for mass consumption. Together with counter-cyclical
measures, this provided for an era of  strong and stable prosperity.

Mass production, however, posed problems. Very briefly, low costs required
long production runs, which meant that a given product design had to serve
everyone. Customizing was expensive. Effective production was heavily
dependent on union cooperation; quality control was difficult and time-
consuming. Business lacked detailed control over processes. Given the
distribution of  income, markets tended to become saturated; while they still
might grow, they grew more slowly. At a certain point, everyone who could
afford one (and many who could not) had a car and a television.

A new technology—flexible mass production or computerized automation—
has arisen to solve these problems, and this has begun to undermine the post-
war system. With the new technology, some say, there has emerged a ‘new
competition’, and a new leaner, more flexible, corporation (Best 1992). The
new system is still an embryo; it is hard to know exactly how it will look or
how it will work. What is clear is that it will be different. Production processes
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have become intermediated. Components are ‘sourced’ from the cheapest
worldwide producers, and assembly plants are located near cheap labour. One
effect has been to weaken the labour movement and hold down wages. New
forms of  communication, faster transport and computer control have created
an international system, but the new technologies are still in their infancy. That
is enough to create uncertainty among investors, particularly when consumer
markets are growing more slowly and showing greater volatility.

The counsel of  despair: policy will not work

Transformational growth suggests that the troubles that began in the early
1970s have deep roots, and require government to rethink its approach to the
economy. Policies that worked for a quarter century will have to be revised,
but the government will have to remain as a stabilizer.

The old theory of  price adjustment implies that governments are powerless,
except possibly to make things worse. It is a view held strongly by many
professional economists. This approach explains the failure of  demand
management in the 1970s and 1980s by suggesting that markets learned to
anticipate and offset the effects of  government policies. Expanding the money
supply might temporarily lower real wages and increase employment; but once
money wages catch up to prices, unemployment would again rise to its natural
level. The only permanent effect of  policy intervention is thus higher prices.

Others have argued somewhat differently. For example, Peterson (1994)
claims that deficit spending drives up interest rates, reduces investment,
strengthens the dollar and cuts exports. In yet another version, it is held that
government deficits soak up savings, leaving only the residue for private
investment. Or government expansion might lead to inflation, reducing real
wages and consumption, which then reduces private investment. In each case
expansionary policies become self-defeating.

These arguments are based on economic principles that were developed in
the era prior to the First World War, an era when prices were decidedly flexible
in both directions. There was a price mechanism then, and it tended to stabilize
the economy.3 Under such conditions expansionary policy would be
counteracted, while contractions would be automatically reversed. But this model
is simply irrelevant for understanding the world of  the last forty years; there
is no such price mechanism. Deficits bear no systematic relation to interest
rates, real or nominal. Relative prices vary with productivity; money prices only
rise. Real wages vary pro-cyclically. Corporate savings exceed household saving,
and companies grow by investing retained earnings. The Victorian economy of
the family firm has been supplanted by the world of  large transnational
corporations (Nell 1988; Nell and Phillips 1995; Nell, forthcoming).

Despite these fundamental structural changes, the older theory has recently
regained popularity. The weak performance of  the economy has discredited
interventionism, which is blamed for not controlling inflation. One
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consequence of  the resurgence of  the night-watchman theory is that
governments have become less activist. This is unfortunate, for the evidence
suggests that expansionary policies work, although they will have to be
modified to suit the new conditions. Yet this argument cannot get off  the
ground until we overcome the Victorian view that government activity should
be minimal, lest it lead to disaster.

The effectiveness of  expansionary policies

Let us compare policy that tilts towards expansion with policy favouring
austerity. In general, Democratic administrations have favoured expansionary
policies while Republican administrations have favoured policies leaning
towards austerity and control of  inflation. There have been exceptions, of
course. The Carter administration, especially in the last two years, retreated
from expansion, Nixon adopted Keynesian expansionist measures before the
election of  1972, and Reagan expanded military spending while permitting
large deficits. However, both Nixon and Reagan supported deregulation, cut
government social spending and supported high interest rates and tight money.
With few and minor qualifications, Democrats do lean towards expansion while
Republicans lean towards austerity.

Table 10.2 looks at the economic performance of  three Democratic
administrations (Truman, Kennedy-Johnson and Carter) plus the first year of
the Clinton administration, as well as three Republican administrations
(Eisenhower, Nixon-Ford and Reagan-Bush).

This comparison is quite striking in several respects. First, the Democrats
outperform the Republicans in all four categories! The contrast is most marked
in productivity growth and GNP growth. Average productivity growth during
the Democratic years was 3 per cent; average Republican productivity growth
comes out at 1.7 per cent. Even with the dismal record of  the Carter years,
Democratic performance is nearly twice as good as the Republican record.
The GNP growth picture is almost as extreme—Democrats average 4.7 per
cent, Republicans 2.3 per cent. Unemployment averages 5.5 per cent for the
Democrats and 6.1 per cent for the Republicans, closer than we might have
expected. Somewhat surprisingly, even the Republican record on inflation is
worse than the Democrats.

Second, the weakest Democratic performance comes during the Carter
years. Unemployment during the Carter years is close to the Nixon-Ford
record and lower than Reagan-Bush. GNP growth under Carter is better than
either of  these Republican administrations. The disasters are in productivity
growth and inflation.

Third, the strong performance of  the golden age is largely concentrated in
the Truman and Kennedy-Johnson years. The Eisenhower record, while the
best of  the Republicans, still has a lower GNP growth rate than Carter (the
weakest of  the Democrats). In general, it seems that the more expansionary
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party has had the better economic record. Contrary to the conventional
wisdom, administrations can do something about the economy.4 Policy matters!
Other things also matter, of  course, but the unfashionable claim here is that
an expansionary policy tends to lead to higher growth, lower unemployment
and better economic performance. But such a policy today has to be based
on understanding how the economy has changed. We turn now to an
examination of what has happened.

THE ELEMENTS OF AGGREGATE DEMAND

Macroeconomics textbooks explain that aggregate demand consists of  total
consumption, plus investment, plus net exports, topped off  with government
spending. We now consider these elements of  aggregate demand in turn. We
will show that each component grew more slowly, became more volatile and
shifted in composition away from manufacturing towards commercial or
service activities.

Table 10.2 Economic performance in Democratic and Republican administrations

Source: Citibank, CITIBASE 1994
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Consumption

During the post-war era household consumption grew at about the same pace
as GNP. However, the components of  household consumption did not all
behave in the same way. Figure 10.1 expresses the major components of
consumption as a percentage of  US GDP. (Some remarks that follow are
based on statistical analysis and a more detailed disaggregation of  the figures.)

Consumption of  services has come to comprise an increasing percentage
of  GDP, and exhibits the highest growth rate. Durables show little growth,
maintaining a relatively constant share of  GDP. Non-durables show a decline
in both growth and as a percentage of  GDP. Durables fluctuate the most,
except during the 1960s, when they grew strongly and more rapidly than GDP.
They stagnate again during the 1980s, then grow rapidly in the mid-1980s
before flattening out again.

At the beginning of  the post-war period non-durables made up nearly half
of  all personal consumption spending, and more than the services category.
By 1960 services exceeded non-durables as a share of  consumption. Some of
this may be attributable to the rise of  fast-food services, replacing home
consumption. But much of  the decline stems from the fact that non-durables
have a low income elasticity, meaning that the market is easily saturated. Once
a home is heated adequately, households will not spend more on heating when
its income rises. If  markets are to continue to expand, something must rise
to compensate for such slower than average growth. That has been services
(and to a slight extent, durables). But the growth of  services has been slower
since 1974, and virtually flat, though volatile, since 1980.5

Overall, the growth of  consumption has slowed since the early 1970s.
Consumption spending has been more volatile, and has shifted markedly away
from goods and towards services.

Figure 10.1 Personal consumption expenditures as a percentage of  GDP
Source: Citibase Data Bank 1994
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Business investment

Investment behaviour repeats this pattern, which should be no surprise since
investment depends, to a large extent, on consumption. The slower or more
irregularly consumption grows, the lower the level of  investment tends to be,
other things being equal (which, of  course, they seldom are). We can see this
from Table 10.3, which examines business investment relative to GDP. In
general, investment grew faster than the economy during the 1960s, but slower
than the economy thereafter. In addition, after the 1960s, larger fluctuations
in investment are evident.

Table 10.3 Business investment relative to GDP

A look at annual growth rates confirms this. Until 1970, the annual growth
rates are relatively small and are either positive or very slightly negative (aside
from the Eisenhower slump and the great boom of  the mid-1960s). After
1970, however, we see greater volatility and a weaker overall performance.

Other measures confirm both of  these developments. For example, taking
statistics from the IMF Financial Statistics Yearbook, the ratio of  investment to
GNP, defined as gross fixed capital formation plus change in stocks, can be
seen to fluctuate more widely after 1970, and to have trended downward on
average. The same trend appears even more sharply in net private domestic
nonresidential fixed investment in relation to GNP.

Also, just as in consumption, we see evidence that investment has shifted
away from manufacturing to offices and commercial activities. Table 10.4
illustrates this point. We see three different categories of  investment
expenditure relative to gross fixed business investment. The pattern of
business investment has clearly shifted toward service-related equipment
(computing machinery and commercial equipment) and commercial structures.
What has declined is the fraction of  business investment devoted to
manufacturing plants and equipment. This shift has surely contributed to the
slow-down in productivity growth.
 

Source: Citibank, CITIBASE 1994
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Table 10.4 Categories of  business investment (as a percentage of
gross fixed business investment)

Construction

Although private construction is included in private investment, and public
construction under government expenditure, the trends in both public and
private construction are so striking that they deserve special mention. Net
private domestic residential fixed investment (relative to GDP) declined strongly
over the entire post-war period, but the fluctuations become wider after 1970.
New housing starts show a somewhat similar picture, although the downward
trend is not so noticeable. However, the increase in volatility is clear.

Finally the annual growth rates of  public construction show a clear downward
drift, and increased volatility compared to the 1960s.6 Public infrastructure has
not kept pace with the growth of  GDP either. OECD (1993:75) figures show
a decline in the public capital stock relative to GDP from a peak of  52 per
cent in the late 1960s to 42–3 per cent in 1990. Gross public investment has
similarly turned down. Since public investment in infrastructure contributes to
private productivity growth, this slow-down in public construction and public
investment has played a role in the productivity growth slow-down.

Net exports

In principle, foreign trade should be stabilizing. Ideally, at full employment
exports and imports should balance. When aggregate output rises above the
full employment level, the trade balance turns negative, reducing demand
pressure; and when output falls below full employment, a positive trade
balance provides an economic stimulus.

In the golden age this almost seemed to be the case. During the first half
of  the post-war era, net exports provided a small but positive stimulus to the
US economy. Beginning in the early 1970s this stimulus vanished, reappeared
briefly, and then disappeared for good in the mid-1970s. From then on, net
exports have been negative although they fluctuated a great deal (see Figure
10.2).

Looking at a decomposition of  net exports, it is evident that consumer
durables and non-durables followed very similar patterns. Their balances were
generally positive, but declining slightly, during the golden age; then they
became more volatile, slumping sharply in the 1980s. The balance on services

Source: IMF Staff  Papers, March 1989
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Figure 10.2 US net exports (in billions of  1987$)
Source: Citibase Data Bank 1994

developed in a completely different manner. It was slightly negative in the
1960s, turned strongly positive in the 1980s, fell back to zero, and then gained
strongly in the late 1980s (see Figure 10.3).

A detailed examination of  specific goods shows that the loss of  export
markets was wide-ranging, although computers remained strong until the end
of  the 1980s. Automobiles turned negative about 1968 and sank steadily
thereafter, until turning up somewhat at the end of  the 1980s. Industrial
supplies went negative briefly in the mid-1970s, but (although fluctuating)
remained positive thereafter.

Figure 10.3 US net exports, disaggregated (in billions of  1987$)
Source: Citibase Data Bank 1994
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In short, exports went from providing a small stimulus in the early period to
creating a large, but fluctuating, drag on aggregate demand in the second
half of the era.

Government

While developed countries experienced difficulties in the 1970s and 1980s,
some countries and some administrations fared better than others, largely due
to the policies implemented.7 As we have seen, in the USA Democrats
generally compiled a better record of  economic performance, but that
performance was still rather weak.

Ideally, government should be a stabilizing force. At close to full
employment the budget should balance. When aggregate output increases,
government spending will diminish, since unemployment insurance and welfare
spending will fall, but with higher incomes, tax receipts will rise. Things are
just the reverse when output falls—government spending rises and tax
collections fall. Therefore, a rise in output will reduce demand stimulus and a
fall will increase it. This requires that the full employment budget be balanced,
and that automatic stabilizers be in place. In fact, this has not been the case.

According to demand management theory, under these circumstances,
discretionary policy must be applied. It is the job of  fiscal policy to pick up
the slack when there is a long-term slow-down, leaving monetary policy to
deal with short-run fluctuations. If  long-term developments undermine the
ability of  effective demand to grow and maintain the desired level of
employment, taxation and government spending should be adjusted to provide
the required stimulus. This is usually thought of  as deficit spending; but a
stimulus is provided even when the budget is balanced, if  part or all of  the
taxation falls on business or household savings. In fact, this issue is of  great
significance.

Taxation

During the 1940s and 1950s taxes on corporate and household savings
accounted for almost one-quarter of  Federal revenue. In the 1960s this fell
to around 15 per cent, and by the 1980s this fell to between 5 per cent and
10 per cent (Economic Report of  the President, 1992, Table B–78).

In the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s the government budget thus provided a
greater stimulus, even without running a deficit. Federal deficits grew
substantially in the 1980s, but this was partially offset by state and local
surpluses. In 1989, for example, the Federal deficit was 15.5 per cent of
Federal revenue, but the total government deficit was only 6.7 per cent of
total government revenue. Of  this 7.9 per cent was raised by taxes on savings.
Thus a balanced budget in the late 1960s, when 15–16 per cent of  revenue
came from corporate taxes (with state and local surpluses almost the same),
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would have provided as much stimulus. Changes in taxation have progressively
reduced the impact of  deficit spending because of  the smaller proportion of
revenue raised by taxation falling on savings and other withdrawals.

Government expenditure

We have seen that all the other major components of  aggregate demand grew
more slowly, and fluctuated more sharply, in the second half  of  the post-war
era. We now ask whether the government spending tried to counteract these
developments.

Figure 10.4 shows that governments did nothing of  the sort. Federal
spending has not contributed at all to growth and, indeed, has acted as a
drag on growth. State and local government expenditures grew more steadily
than Federal government expenditures. But even state and local spending
slowed down from 1970 to about 1983. Apart from the Korean War and the
1960–8 period, total government spending has grown more slowly than output.

Breaking down Federal spending, Figure 10.5 shows that the flat level in
real terms is made up of  more or less offsetting growth patterns for the
whole economy.

Far from providing an offset to the decline in the growth of  private markets,
government spending has been shrinking as a percentage of  GDP, while staying
relatively flat in real terms. Yet for years there has been an outcry against
excessive government spending, and a widespread belief  that we do not have
the money to increase government spending. Much of  the outcry over
government spending has been generated by the rapid growth of  transfer

Figure 10.4 Government spending: Federal, state and local (as a percentage of  GDP)
Source: Citibase Data Bank 1994
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payments and the rising cost of  the Federal debt. Both of  these have risen at
an exceptional rate, and concern over both is understandable. But overall
government demand for goods and services has failed to grow in real terms
and has actually declined in relation to GDP. This has created a very
significant drag on the economy, rather than the stimulus that was needed.

NEW RELATIONSHIPS IN THE MARKET

Several important insights can be taken from this analysis of  spending patterns.
Most obviously, resources are available for faster growth. Poor economic
performance during the second half  of  the post-war era is due not to lack
of  resources, but to the fact that the labour and productive capacity already
in place have not been put to use, largely as a result of  inappropriate
government policy.

Second, poor performance has become cumulative or self-reinforcing. As
demand grows more slowly, becomes more volatile and shifts towards services,
investment also slows down, becomes more volatile and shifts from plants
and equipment towards commercial activities and offices. It is not implausible
to read this as interacting cause and effect. Multiplier theory suggests that
this could slow down aggregate demand even more. Therefore, the interaction
would exacerbate the initial effect.

The same kind of  cumulative interaction might come about in other ways.
Consider the impact of  a slower growth in demand on productivity. With
weaker demand, and a shift in the composition of  investment, productivity
growth can be expected to slow down. But this means that real wages will
now grow more slowly, and wage disparities are likely to widen. This will

Figure 10.5 Federal government non-defence purchase (in billions of  1987$)
Source: Citibase Data Bank 1994
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create consumer uncertainty, and lead to slower growth in household spending;
that is, it will exacerbate the trends in consumption. But this will react back
on investment, through adjustments in the capital stock, reducing the growth
of  capacity, and further reducing productivity growth in a deepening spiral.
In short, an unstable cumulative interaction could develop between demand
and productivity growth.

This may help to explain changes in the unemployment-inflation tradeoff.
During the golden age unemployment and inflation moved inversely; now they
appear to move together. If  changes in the pattern of  demand growth brought
a slow-down in productivity growth, the effect could well have been to raise
unit labour costs. This could happen if  productivity growth became more
uneven, while wage settlements were obliged to maintain traditional relativities.
Sectors in which productivity was rising would make settlements based on the
productivity gains, but other sectors would insist on maintaining their
customary relationship. This would lead to pressure for price increases, and
undermine US competitiveness, leading to rising imports and a weaker
exchange rate. Thus a slow-down in growth, accompanied by a rise in volatility
and a shift away from manufacturing, could have led to inflationary pressures
through its effects on productivity and unit labour costs.

Other factors also led inflation and unemployment to move together.
Inflation has many causes. The oil shock increased a basic price, one that
entered directly or indirectly into the cost of  almost everything. This set off
a cost-inflation spiral. At the same time the oil shock caused a deterioration
of  the balance of  trade, which reduced aggregate demand and therefore
tended to raise unemployment. Attempts to control inflation through tight
monetary policy will raise interest rates and make them more volatile. When
the restrictions are severe enough unemployment increases; but the additional
uncertainty over credit and the higher charges for interest add to the costs of
business. These costs tend to get passed on to consumers in higher prices, at
least in those sectors where businesses have a degree of  control over prices.
Thus monetarist policies can lead to price increases and rising unemployment.

The slow-down in the growth of  markets, especially in the second half  of
the era, was quite widespread. It shows up in all components of  aggregate
demand, as does the increase in volatility and the shift away from
manufactured products towards services. It is not likely that this is the only
consequence of  policy; rather it is part of  the pattern of  development and
capital accumulation. The emergence of  new technologies increases uncertainty
among firms over whether and when to invest in a new process or product,
and whether and when to abandon old ones. New forms of  communication
have permitted long-distance control over production processes, making it
possible to locate plants in distant and low-wage regions, while at the same
time making it easier to shift capital funds about. One result has been the
emergence of  worldwide competition together with worldwide sourcing. This
has led, in turn, to growth in world trade.
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However, a rise in world trade can have perverse effects. Nations are not
equally competitive. A rise in trade benefits nations unequally, leading to
balance of  payments deficits for some and surpluses for others. Deficit nations
tend to contract while surplus nations tend to expand, and this is supposed
to lead to adjustment. But surplus countries cannot expand above full
employment. Nor will they be willing to permit their exchange rate to rise
without limit. Deficit nations, likewise, will not be willing to permit a free fall
in their currency. Moreover, if  imports are inelastic, devaluation triggers
inflation. Hence contraction in the deficit countries has become the chief
means of  adjustment. Far from providing a stimulus, more trade can mean
more stagnation.

Rather than offsetting these changes, policy measures employed in the 1970s
and 1980s made things worse. Instead of  enlarging government purchases
(especially of  goods), supporting investment at home to diminish its volatility,
spending on infrastructure to promote productivity growth and taking action
to improve the balance of  payments, the reverse was done. Successive
administrations cut back on government, deregulated, encouraged capital flight
and opened markets, thereby allowing the US foreign balance to deteriorate.
This is not to deny that a case could be made for these policies, or some of
them at least, on long-term grounds. But such gains, if  any, must be balanced
against the costs of  the stagnation that they bring.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The preceding analysis suggests that policy should be devoted to offsetting
the pattern of  growth slow-down and volatility increase. The problem is not
that government is growing too fast, as is commonly believed, but that it has
been growing too slowly. Government spending underwent the same changes
that we found in private spending—it stagnated, became more volatile and
shifted from manufacturing toward services. In particular, too little spending
has been devoted to public investment in infrastructure, education, health,
transportation, research and development, and protection of  the environment.
These are areas where government spending would not only help to increase
demand, but also help to promote productivity growth.

Why did government policy fail? This is a complex matter. One reason is
that the Democratic Party came to favour austerity more. Fears of  inflation
and the need to defend the dollar overcame the commitment to high
employment. All advanced countries have faced similar difficulties in the second
period. But a few did succeed with expansionist governments. Austria, Japan,
Norway and Sweden managed to maintain high employment and low inflation,
as did Germany until the austerity-minded Kohl government came to power.

In the USA, however, a political consensus formed in support of  austerity.
An important factor has been the weakening labour movement. There are
many factors underlying this, but the impact of  new technology in reducing
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the importance of  blue-collar labour seems critical. As their base in a working
class has deteriorated, progressive political forces have retreated. Yet without
a strong political push, an expansionist programme cannot overcome business
resistance to government intervention.

The new relationships also make it clear that old-fashioned expansion
through fiscal and monetary policies will not do the job. Even a wisely
managed programme of  increasing demand and promoting productivity could
get into trouble. Any policy sufficient to offset poor US economic
performance would have to provide a strong and persistent stimulus to
demand, one that grows faster than GDP. But this could lead to a substantial
rise in imports and perhaps set off  a run on the dollar. Even with no run, a
lower exchange rate, accompanied by a sharp rise in demand, would increase
the prices of  primary products, triggering inflation. In the present political
climate this is not acceptable. Moreover, if  price inflation outruns wage
increases, real wages will fall, reducing consumption; this may have a negative
effect on investment. Expansion is no longer a simple matter.

However, if  a US expansion were accompanied by expansionary policies
by our major trading partners, US exports would rise. Imports might rise still
faster, but the pressure against the dollar would be much less, and there would
be less chance of  inflation. This would have to be a systematic and
coordinated expansion, jointly managed by all major advanced countries, with
arrangements for financing any trade deficits caused by the expansion. Such
an approach requires a degree of  international cooperation that is not
imaginable at present. Only limited institutional arrangements for international
cooperation currently exist, while the political climate favours austerity.

Helpful though it would be, coordinated international expansion is not
enough. Also needed is long-term management of  the transition to a new
technological framework. Keynesian policies were essentially short term. Long-
term development requires managers trained in policy issues and equipped
with the necessary powers. They must be able to impose price controls if
inflation threatens to get out of  hand, or to halt trading if  speculation
threatens a run on the dollar. But even such short-term measures will be of
little use unless they are exercised in support of  a long-term programme. In
the long run, preventing inflation will require a domestic incomes policy—
either a TIP (tax-based incomes policy) or a ‘social contract’. Income supports
will have to be provided to those not employable in competitive labour
markets. To maintain a strong dollar, there must be a reasonable balance on
foreign accounts, which requires investment and technology policies to
encourage a strong competitive position. This means that investment will have
to be encouraged and subsidized. There will also have to be investment
policies to encourage the right amount and type of  capital expansion, and to
control its volatility. Labour policies will need to be developed to spur
productivity growth, while central banks cooperate to prevent speculative runs
on any currency.
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Policy failures over the last twenty-plus years teach us that long-term policy
must encourage productivity growth and the development of  competitive
positions in new technologies. The theory of  transformational growth tells us
that no intervention is not a correct policy response. The free market, working
through flexible prices, flourished in the last century and gradually gave way
to the multiplier-accelerator system of  mass production. This system may now
be yielding to new patterns of  adjustment. Traces of  flex-price markets can
still be found in the advanced countries, and are widespread in the craft-
based sectors of  the developing world. Otherwise, free markets, where deficits
crowd out productive investment and savings govern growth, exist only in the
imagination of  conservative economists. To fall back on non-intervention is
to accept long-term stagnation. It is also to endanger our competitive position.
The new technologies are so expensive and so risky, that without government
participation, licensing and regulation, companies will not be able to undertake
such investment.8

NOTES
1 Modern neoclassical theory is presented as an abstract theory of  rational choice

under constraints rather than a practical theory of  market adjustments.
2 The interwar years provide a mixed picture of  governments seeking, with varying

degrees of  success, a new role in relation to the economy.
3 The price mechanism worked so long as fluctuations were small. But the financial

system was unstable, resulting in periodic crises with widespread bankruptcies.
Overall, the system showed considerable volatility but within this the markets for
goods tended to act as a stabilizer (see Nell and Phillips 1995; Nell forthcoming).

4 The Korean and Vietnam wars may, in part, account for these differences. Yet it
is not so obvious that wars could explain the contrast. Vietnam contributed little
during the booming years of  1960–65 and lasted through most of  Nixon’s period.
Also, Reagan boosted defence spending, and Bush had the Gulf  War. Furthermore,
the Kennedy-Johnson period had the lowest inflation rate of  the Democrats and
the second lowest overall, not something the war could help.

5 The growth of  services does less than might appear to offset the increasing
sluggishness in non-durables and the growing volatility of  durables. The largest
component in the category of  consumer services is the imputed value of  services
from owner-occupied housing. These imputed services are not on the market, so
the rise of  this category does not represent increased spending. When this item is
removed the growth of  consumer demand after 1970 becomes even weaker (Nell
1988).

6 Recent studies (Aschauer 1989, 1990; Munnell 1990) claim that public
infrastructural spending will promote private productivity growth, and conversely,
that the decline in public investment in infrastructure helps to account for the
sluggish growth of  productivity beginning in the 1970s. Other studies have come
to similar conclusions. A comprehensive survey is presented by Uimonen (1993),
with additional analysis and tests for cointegration and structural stability.

7 Austria, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland managed to maintain low unemployment
and low inflation throughout the entire second period, while still managing
respectable growth rates.
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8 An earlier version of  this chapter was presented at the New School for Social
Research, in honor of  the author’s appointment to the Malcom B.Smith Chair of
Economics. The author thanks Stephanie Clark for an exceptional job of  data
preparation and also for assistance in editing.
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A KEYNESIAN FRAMEWORK FOR
STUDYING INSTITUTIONAL

CHANGE AND EVOLUTIONARY
PROCESSES

John Cornwall and Wendy Cornwall

This chapter deals with institutional and evolutionary change at the
macroeconomic level. As the title suggests, our analysis focuses on institutional
change that is related to economic causes rather than to unexplained
exogenous factors. In addition, the chapter deals with the impact of  such
institutional changes on macroeconomic performance. This joint interaction
of  economic performance and institutions provides a framework for studying
the evolutionary processes that transform economies.

As in traditional Keynesian analysis, the level and growth rate of  aggregate
demand are singled out as the driving forces behind movements of  aggregate
economic activity; but equally important, these forces influence the shape,
speed and direction of  institutional change and evolutionary processes. While
Keynesian forces also affect tastes and technologies, here we confine our
enquiry to their effects on institutions.

Institutions—i.e. norms, rules, laws and customs—bring orderliness to social
and economic life by governing behaviour. They thus act simultaneously as
cognitive devices, providing information about expected behaviour, and as
constraints on that behaviour. Our interest lies in the relationship between
economic performance and institutional change. It is undoubtedly true that
exogenous events, for example military conquest, may bring about institutional
change (see Olson 1982). However, the focus of  this chapter is endogenously
generated institutional change, specifically change brought about as part of
the normal functioning of  the capitalist economy.

The next section offers a brief  description and criticism of  the mainstream
neoclassical framework for modelling macroeconomic dynamic processes. It
also gives some details about our method of  modelling economic development,
and discusses the differences and similarities between our approach and those
adopted by others for dealing with similar issues.

Subsequent sections take up the main task, which is to illustrate the
explanatory power of  our approach. To this end, the paper explains
macroeconomic developments in eighteen developed capitalist economies—
roughly the OECD economies—from the 1930s until the present.1 Although
there were variations in the economic performances of  the OECD
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economies—some experienced higher unemployment than others—their
development paths were similar in many respects. These include trends in
inflation and unemployment rates, unionization, the distribution of  economic
and political power and sectoral patterns of  output and employment. This is
the result of  such influences as similar macroeconomic policies, increasing
economic interdependence through trade and capital market integration, and
similar tastes and technologies. These common features allow us to compare
the economic records of  these economies and ‘test’ the generality of  our
explanation of  evolutionary developments.

APPROACHES TO MACROECONOMICS

The mainstream neoclassical paradigm models dynamic macroeconomic
processes within an equilibrium framework. In neoclassical growth theory,
the long-run equilibrium path of  the economy is determined entirely by a
few exogenous variables (tastes, technologies and endowments) which act as
structural constraints on the interaction of  the endogenous variables. In
‘well-behaved’ models, temporary disturbances cause only temporary
deviations from the equilibrium path; the system always returns to its original
equilibrium path in the absence of  permanent change in the exogenous
variables. Clearly, the long-run growth path of  the economy is independent
of  the history of  its performance—the system is ahysteretic, or path or
history independent. Of  particular significance, aggregate demand plays no
role in determining this equilibrium; it merely adjusts passively to aggregate
supply forces.

Evolutionary economics

The evolutionary approach that we use contrasts sharply with the mainstream
approach. Evolutionary economics regards neoclassical equilibrium analysis as
inappropriate for studying dynamic processes. The neoclassical model, with its
assumptions of  full employment and balanced growth, cannot explain
economic change over time. We also reject the view that the behaviour of  an
economy is usefully modelled as being independent of  prevailing institutions
and their transformation over time. Finally, the assumption that the long-run
performance of  the economy is unaffected by influences on the demand side,
and therefore by its history, is unacceptable.

Evolutionary economists point out that to model dynamic processes,
neoclassical economists must arbitrarily break up the ‘historical flow of  events’.
Only then can they distinguish between the short-run impact of  endogenous
forces when the system is out of  equilibrium and the determination of  long-
run movements of  the system that depend only upon exogenous forces. In
contrast, the key idea underlying the evolutionary approach is that
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macroeconomic development must be modelled as the transformation of  a
system over time, resulting from endogenously generated change (Witt 1991).

From our evolutionary perspective the long-run economic performance of
an economy often induces significant changes, not only in the alleged
exogenous variables of  neoclassical analysis, but also in institutions, the chief
concern of  this chapter. Furthermore, because current performance affects
the institutional framework, it also affects future performance. In other words,
this framework interprets movements of  macroeconomic variables over the
long run as responses to endogenous changes in the past, not exclusively as
responses to exogenous forces. As a result, the long-run position of  the system
depends upon the historical path that it has actually experienced; the system
is hysteretic. Moreover, within an evolutionary framework, shocks do not
simply generate temporary deviations from some exogenously determined
equilibrium path; they may divert the system to a radically different path of
development.

The political economy tradition

Clearly history matters, but it is not only historians who have stressed the
central place of  change in the development of  capitalism. Such a concern has
a long pedigree within our own discipline. For many early economists, change
was capitalism’s overwhelming characteristic, making capitalist development
incomprehensible except in its historical context. As Heilbroner (1985:143)
notes, all the great political economists describe ‘dramas of  social as well as
material evolution’ brought about by capitalism. A common theme in these
works is that periods of  economic malfunction are inherent in capitalist
development. This is fundamentally different from neoclassical analysis, which
attributes malfunction to imperfections or to exogenous shocks. Arguably the
most influential among these early writers was Marx, who envisaged a process
driven by the central need of  capitalism to amass capital. Marx recognized
within capitalism the inseparability of  economic from institutional change,
influenced by endogenously generated periods of  serious malfunction.

These insights have inspired other theories of  long-run economic
development stressing recurrent malfunction. Most envisage an evolving
capitalist system dominated and transformed by radical changes in technologies
over the long run. We distinguish two strands here—theories that rely
exclusively upon economic mechanisms, and those that include institutional
change as an integral part of  the process.

The long cycle school

The first group includes various versions of  long cycle theory. While the very
existence of  long cycles is controversial, the methodology used by its
proponents is of  interest. Their objective is to explain regular long-run swings
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in economic activity. The driving force of  these swings is the pattern of
investment initiated by technological change, which is treated as an exogenous
variable. This work stems from the ideas of  Kondratiev (1935), who originally
proposed cycles of  some fifty or sixty years, generated by investment in long-
lived capital, primarily infrastructure. Van Gelderen (1913) also proposed cycles
of  similar periodicity, driven by new technologies such as the introduction of
electricity or by the opening up of  new territories. Schumpeter (1939)
developed these ideas, and attributed long fluctuations to the clustering of
innovations based on the introduction of  one or more new technologies.

In these theories, the eventual overexpansion of  capacity and market
saturation reduced profitability, causing the downturn. There is no convincing
explanation of, and no agreement about, how the upturn originates. Demand
is assigned at most a passive role, and institutions none at all.2 This ‘supply-
side’ character, and implied inevitability, of  cycles denies any role to aggregate
demand.

The regulation school

These omissions are to some extent remedied in the proposals of  the
regulation school (Aglietta 1982; Boyer 1987; Lipietz 1986). Regulationists
combine Marxian with Kaleckian (or Keynesian) macroeconomics to form the
basis for an institutionalist analysis of  capitalist transformation in this century.
As a result, demand is important, particularly as it affects the balance between
consumption and investment spending. A central theme, reminiscent of  Veblen
(1899, 1919) and American institutionalists (Commons 1961; Ayres 1962), is
that the ‘wrong’ political and social institutions impede economic progress
and that periods of  severe malfunction are caused by a mismatch between
institutions and the economy. Like the long cycle theorists (including
Schumpeter), regulationists emphasize technological change; but true to their
Marxian roots, their main concern is with how it alters the way that production
and investment are carried out. They view capitalism as a series of  episodes,
each with a different technological base, which determines the internal
organization of  firms, including work itself. To realize the potential of  this
technical base, there must be a compatible institutional superstructure. If  the
technology changes, a new institutional superstructure is needed. Whenever
there is a mismatch between the technology and the institutional superstructure
economic crisis follows, and persists until appropriate institutions are
established. For example, assembly-line mass production needs institutions that
enable mass consumption. These were not developed in the early part of  this
century, thus leading to the Great Depression. By the end of  the Second
World War they were established, allowing for rapid growth and increased
prosperity.

While the regulationists stress the importance of  institutions, and trace out
an endogenous process of  decay within each episode, they do not explain
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how the new institutional superstructure arises; hence there is no clear link
between different episodes, and no endogenous theory of  institutional change.

A Keynesian evolutionary process

Unlike neoclassical growth theory, the theories just discussed envisage the
dynamics of  capitalism as something other than merely economic growth; they
are concerned with radical structural change or economic development. These
structural changes are primarily unexplained changes in technology. Even for the
regulation school, developments in technology are the initiating and dominant
forces leading to institutional change and altered economic performance. This
contrasts with the evolutionary approach, where the economic performance of
an economy is itself  a factor inducing institutional change. And because
institutions affect economic performance, the way is open to formulate an
evolutionary (i.e. endogenous) explanation of  economic development.3

Thus in the short run, a given institutional framework will constrain
economic performance, but over a longer period performance will lead to
changes in institutions which, because of  their very nature as constraints, will
act to alter future economic performance. This causal chain can in principle
repeat itself, generating an endogenous theory of  change in which institutional
change plays a central role. The remainder of  the chapter uses this
institutional-evolutionary framework to explain macroeconomic developments
in the post-Second World War period.4

Fluctuations in aggregate demand, aggregate output and unemployment are
singled out as direct sources of  institutional change. Also emphasized are their
indirect effects on institutions via their impact on per capita incomes and
productivity. For example, expected and actual profits, and the strength and
type of  business investment outlays, will vary with the general level of
economic activity. This will affect the rate of  growth of  productivity and per
capita incomes and significantly influence the institutional framework.

THE IMPACT OF THE 1930S AND THE SECOND WORLD
WAR ON INSTITUTIONS

Following the Great Depression, preparations for war rapidly reduced
unemployment everywhere to historically low levels. One important result of
this was a loss of  the belief  that high unemployment was simply an act of
God. Increasingly the view developed that appropriately used aggregate
demand policies could reduce unemployment. Moreover, the personal hardships
experienced during the 1930s and the war years generated a widespread belief
that the benefits of capitalism should be more equally shared. Prominent
among these benefits was a guaranteed job for any who wanted one. Once
the reconversion from war was complete, the commitment to full employment
reinforced the growing power of  organized labour. It also spurred the
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development of  political parties that included full employment policies as an
essential part of  their political programme. In short, the prolonged high
unemployment of  the 1930s and its reduction during the conduct of  a war
helped to initiate institutional changes that were self-reinforcing and persisted
for almost a quarter of  a century. These centred on new attitudes, laws and
policies, accepted both by the public and their political and economic leaders,
for dealing with problems of  unemployment, deprivation and inequality.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE IN THE GOLDEN AGE

These changes marked a turning point in economic policy. Most OECD
governments made quite clear their intention to implement aggregate demand
policies should private sector demand fail to provide full employment. This
guarantee of  economic stability encouraged private sector investment, reducing
or even eliminating the need to actually use the policies. In addition,
governments promoted export growth, further increasing aggregate demand.5
The resulting strong and persistent booms in investment and exports, with
occasional use of  aggregate demand management, reduced unemployment rates
throughout the OECD to unprecedented low peacetime levels. They remained
there for over two decades. For the entire 1960–73 period, the average rate
of  unemployment in the eighteen OECD economies was 2.3 per cent. If  the
high unemployment economies (Canada, Ireland, Italy, the United Kingdom
and the USA) are excluded from the sample, the remaining thirteen economies
experienced an average unemployment rate of  1.5 per cent (Cornwall 1994:
table II.1).

During this period of  high and growing levels of  aggregate demand, rates
of  growth of  labour productivity and per capita incomes achieved historical
highs everywhere except in the USA. Rapid growth of  incomes accelerated
the transformation of  all these economies. Agriculture declined in importance,
as both the industrial and service sectors grew. Eventually the service sector
rose to dominance in terms of  employment, if  not output. Associated with
these movements were shifts in the organization of  production and in the
institutions of  the industrial relations systems. The prolonged period of  rising
incomes also provided a growing financial base for the extension of  the
welfare state, further reinforcing the rising economic and political power of
labour brought by full employment, affluence and greater unionization.

The inflation record of  the period requires special consideration since it is
reasonable to assume that authorities would have restricted aggregate demand
if  tight labour markets had generated politically unacceptable rates of  inflation.
During the golden age, inflation rates remained at acceptable levels everywhere,
and did not depend on whether countries experienced high or low
unemployment. To understand this, it is first necessary to note that during the
period there was no positive correlation between rates of  inflation, on the one
hand, and union strength and political party control on the other. This, in turn,
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requires a distinction between the power that events conferred on labour during
the full employment conditions of  the period and labours use of  this power
to achieve its goals. Powerful unions and pro-labour governments do provide
labour with the muscle needed to obtain large money wage increases and the
political strength to gain government support for full employment policies.
Serious inflation problems can result if  labour exerts this increased economic
and political strength to the full. In most OECD economies, the adoption of
social bargains averted this danger during the golden age.

Among the OECD economies two types of  labour market strategies were
adopted to protect and increase real wages. They will be referred to as a
social bargain strategy and a market power strategy. The latter was adopted in
the five high unemployment economies. Here, labour attempted to achieve a
fair real wage by maximizing the rate of  money wage increase possible under
prevailing labour market conditions. Since their market power increased when
unemployment fell, this labour strategy produced the familiar negative
relationship between rates of  unemployment and inflation, the Phillips curve.
Moreover, even at unemployment rates that included large numbers of
involuntarily unemployed workers, inflation rose to politically unacceptable
rates. Such economies faced what will be referred to as an inflationary bias.
Policy-induced high unemployment was the only means available for containing
inflation and, as a result, employment goals were relaxed in these economies
even before 1974.

Most of  the OECD economies, however, adopted a social bargain strategy.
In cooperation with capital and government, labour accepted the need for and
desirability of  money wage restraint in the interest of  achieving national goals
such as wage and price stability and international competitiveness. In return
labour was promised full employment and, depending upon the country, other
rewards such as generous welfare benefits, rising real wages, improved industrial
relations, and a role in developing, implementing and monitoring the bargain.
For those countries that concluded a social bargain, it proved to be a successful
instrument for restraining inflation even at full employment. As a result, high
unemployment was not necessary for restraining inflation in most of  the OECD
economies, allowing them to attain both low unemployment and low inflation.
All things considered, during this period most economies were free to pursue
a relatively independent aggregate demand policy because they were relieved of
unacceptable inflation problems at full employment.6

The determinants of  labour market strategy

The strategy that a particular country adopted (and whether it experienced
acceptable rates of  inflation at low rates of  unemployment) depended largely
on the historical development of  its economic and political institutions. Consider
some of the institutional features of those countries that implemented a
successful social bargain. First, in all these economies the notion that somehow
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‘market forces’ or ‘invisible hands’ on their own would generate a favourable
macroeconomic performance was never a widely accepted doctrine. Rather, the
general belief  was that a well-functioning economy, one that could
simultaneously achieve low inflation and unemployment, required a deliberate,
cooperative effort at moulding institutions to provide these results.

Second, by the post-war period these social bargain economies had evolved
cooperative industrial relations systems. The essential feature of  such an
industrial relations framework is the conscious effort by both labour and
management to find cooperative solutions to potentially harmful industrial
relations problems. Unresolved, these could result in serious adverse
macroeconomic outcomes, especially high inflation. Third, in these economies
there existed a tradition of  government leadership to reconcile potentially
conflicting interests that might lead to inflation rates in excess of  government
targets. Fourth, early in the post-war period the low unemployment economies
altered their tax structures in order to remove large inequalities in the post-
tax, post-transfer distribution of  income.

In contrast, a belief  in invisible hands, the presence of  an adversarial
industrial relations system, a denial that government had a conciliatory role to
play in industrial relations, and a relatively unequal distribution of  incomes
were ingrained institutional elements in those economies where labour adopted
a market power strategy.7

First summary

The causal chain connecting the historical events considered so far can be
summarized as follows. Macroeconomic developments from the 1930s until
the end of  the golden age can be characterized largely as an evolutionary
process with negative feedback. Put simply, the early period of  poor economic
performance contributed to superior performance later. The low unemployment
(and high growth) of  the golden age was a phase in an endogenous
evolutionary development dating back to the economic breakdown of  the
1930s. Linking the 1930s and the Second World War with the golden age
period were the institutional changes induced by the poor economic conditions
in the earlier part of  the period. These changes paved the way for post-war
prosperity by altering the institutional constraints that in the past had
prevented the acceptance of  full employment conditions. Mass unemployment
was now seen as avoidable, employment for all was considered an economic
right and political parties were both willing and able to implement the
necessary programmes.

THE END OF THE GOLDEN AGE

In retrospect, by the late 1960s the accelerating inflation in many countries
signalled the end of  the golden age. By the early 1970s inflation rates reached
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unacceptable levels, inducing governments to respond with restrictive aggregate
demand and high unemployment policies. Numerous causes of  the Great
Inflation of  the late 1960s and early 1970s have been cited and their alleged
relative importance is still a matter of  great controversy. Without too much
simplification it is useful to divide opinion into two general camps, which will
be referred to as the human error explanation and the institutional change
explanation. Underlying these different explanations of  the Great Inflation lies
an even more fundamental difference in beliefs about the ability of  capitalism
to regulate itself.

The human error explanation starts from the premise that in the absence
of  shocks, the private sector is inherently stable with strong full employment
tendencies. Based on the quantity theory of  money, this view asserts that,
provided the monetary authority follows a money supply growth rule, the
economy will experience full employment growth, with a constant rate of
inflation. Deviations from this growth path will be due to shocks, especially
those resulting from intervention by the monetary and fiscal authorities. Based
on these premises, it follows that any acceleration or deceleration of  inflation
rates will be due to acceleration or deceleration in the rate of  growth of  the
money supply as inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon.

One of  the most influential examples of  this theme is the OECD-
sponsored McCracken Report. While recognizing that several factors were
involved in the acceleration of  inflation during the late 1960s and early 1970s,
the report concludes that ‘the most important feature was an unusual bunching
of  unfortunate events unlikely to be repeated on the same scale, the impact
of  which was compounded by some avoidable errors in economic policy’
(OECD 1977:103). While institutional changes in the form of  rising aspirations
and expectations by the public, especially by labour, played a role in the
acceleration of  inflation rates, the report treats these changes as reversible.
To return to a state of  low rates of  inflation and unemployment, they advise
a policy of  slow recovery in demand. This is to give time enough for
inflationary aspirations and expectations to be permanently reversed.

In contrast, the institutional change explanation of  inflation starts from
the basic premise that the private sector of  a capitalist system is inherently
unstable, subject to periodic episodes of  poor macroeconomic performance,
one of  which is a high rate of  inflation. The expression that inflation is a
monetary symptom of  distributive conflict helps to convey the essence of
this school’s explanation of  inflation. And while perhaps agreeing with the
human error school (and the monetarists) that inflation is always and
everywhere a monetary phenomenon, the institutional change school finds such
a remark little more than a cliché.

Thus they might agree that restrictive monetary polices can halt inflation,
but only at great unemployment cost. After all, there is a limit to the velocity
of  circulation of  money. But to determine the underlying causes of  inflation
and its cure, it is necessary to proceed differently. The first step is to ascertain
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the nature and amount of  unemployment at the level of  aggregate demand
consistent with a reasonably stable rate of  inflation.8 If  this level of  aggregate
demand eliminates most of  what would be considered involuntary
unemployment, we can infer that periods of  accelerating inflation (in the
absence of  shocks) are monetary phenomena, i.e. too rapid increases in the
rate of  growth of  the money supply and aggregate demand. Here the policy
implications for reducing inflation are straightforward.

On the other hand, if  the level of  aggregate demand consistent with non-
accelerating inflation is associated with a high unemployment rate that includes
a large proportion of  involuntary unemployment, the institutional change view
would conclude that it is misleading to call inflation a monetary phenomenon.
Rather it is rooted in conflict over the distribution of  income and its cure
requires a resolution of  this conflict through policy-induced institutional
change. To use the earlier terminology, in this case the economy is subject to
an inflationary bias.

The institutional change explanation of  the Great Inflation centres on
adverse changes in the institutions surrounding the labour market that
intensified the conflict and thereby increased the inflationary bias. Under these
circumstances, inflation rates were higher at every rate of  unemployment,
including the full employment rate. Any rate of  inflation could now be
contained only at a higher rate of  involuntary unemployment.

OPEC and other shocks: a digression

Our explanation of  the Great Inflation as the outcome of  an endogenous
process of  interaction between economic performance and institutional change
stands in sharp contrast to the reliance on exogenous shocks found throughout
the literature dealing with the end of  the golden age. Referred to in the
McCracken Report (OECD 1977) as an ‘unusual bunching of  unfortunate
events’, these shocks include the OPEC price hikes, as well as the rapid run-
up of  other commodity prices in the early 1970s. One can argue that this
bunching was not really unusual, but the straightforward result of  rapid demand
growth. As long as the OECD accounts for the lion’s share of  world output,
and experiences a prolonged growth boom, there will be demand pressure
causing upward movement in raw materials prices. In short, such price
movements could have been predicted, given some supply information. And
because of  the size of  the OECD, they might well be regarded as endogenous.

What of  the OPEC price rise in 1973–4? For the entire 1960s and the
early 1970s the American oil companies controlled the price of  oil, keeping it
at $2.50 per barrel. Thus, the price of  oil declined relative to other raw
materials throughout this period. It was declining in real terms as well
throughout the period, and more rapidly as inflation accelerated in the late
1960s.9 It was the golden age boom, with its strong demand for oil, that
eventually gave OPEC the power to impose the price hikes.
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The cause of  the price shocks is at root the same prolonged growth boom
that caused the institutional changes leading to the end of  the golden age.
There can be very little question that these shocks had an effect. The question
is, did they simply expose the developing weakness of  the institutional
framework, amplifying and accelerating a process already under way? Or did
they cause the process, with only the superficial institutional effects implied
in the McCracken Report? We argue for the former. The shocks during the
period temporarily amplified the rise in inflation rates and kept high rates of
inflation in the system longer; but even in their absence inflation had become
a more serious and long-run problem. The shocks thus reinforced an
established endogenous process.

The increasing inflationary bias

The position adopted here is that institutional change was the key factor in
the Great Inflation. It had lasting effects on these economies, increasing the
inflationary bias and transforming potential inflationary forces into actual ones.
While admitting that this is highly speculative, although no more so than
competing hypotheses, we maintain that both empirical and theoretical
considerations support our view.

The empirical support is based on the unemployment and inflation records
of  the OECD economies over the post-Second World War period. Beginning
in 1979–80, highly restrictive aggregate demand policies were applied throughout
the OECD to combat the accelerating inflation. Concentrating on the seven
largest OECD economies, restrictive aggregate demand policies successfully
reduced inflation by the mid-1980s to rates experienced in the 1950s, but at a
great cost in unemployment. Over the 1980–6 period, unemployment rates
averaged 7.3 per cent in the G7 countries. More significantly, only in 1987 did
unemployment fall noticeably below this average (to 6.7 per cent); although this
was high by post-war standards, inflation rates accelerated. Furthermore,
inflation rates continued to rise (until the recession beginning in 1990) although
unemployment fell by a little over 1 percentage point.

The worsening inflation problem can be rephrased in terms of  the worsening
inflationary bias. Inflation rates in the G7 averaged 2.9 per cent in the 1960–
8 period, the same as the 1987 rate. However, the average unemployment rate
in the earlier period was only 2.8 per cent compared to 6.7 per cent in 1987.
A similar worsening of  the inflationary bias occurred in most of  the other
OECD economies during this period (Cornwall 1994: table 9–1)

This suggests that the OECD economies have developed an increased
inflationary bias, despite efforts from the mid-1970s to rid capitalism
permanently of  the inflation problem.10 Rates of  inflation that in the early
post-war period were associated with relatively low rates of  involuntary
unemployment are now associated with much higher involuntary unemployment
rates. A corollary of  this worsening inflation-unemployment tradeoff  is that
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full employment now leads to higher, and to politically less acceptable, rates
of  inflation.

Theoretical support for the institutional change explanation of  the Great
Inflation comes in both right-wing and left-wing versions. Both versions reflect
the view that the prolonged period of  full employment following the Second
World War undermined the golden age (Brittan 1975; Flanagan, Soskice and
Ulman 1983; Phelps Brown 1968; Goldthorpe 1978; Korpi 1991; Perry 1975;
Soskice 1978). Each considers inflation to be symptomatic of  a conflict
between capital and labour over the distribution of  national income. A
necessary condition for this conflict is a relatively equal distribution of  power
in industrial relations. No such equality existed in the pre-First World War
period. One result of  this was that wage settlements were largely the outcome
of  take-it-or-leave-it offers to labour by a powerful business class. From the
end of  the Second World War until the mid-1970s, there was a dramatic shift
in the distribution of  power toward labour for three reasons: full employment,
an expanded welfare state and expanded unionization. Prolonged periods of
full employment, and the additional safety nets provided by an enlarged
welfare state increased the ability of  workers to withhold labour by quitting
and eventually taking up other jobs. Increased unionization further increased
labour’s ability to exert its market power by disrupting production through
strikes.

During the golden age the power of  labour was at a historical high in
developed capitalist economies. As explained earlier, this power coexisted with
money wage restraint at the time as labour adopted a social bargain strategy
in most economies. This strategy implied labours general acceptance of  the
fairness of  distributional outcomes. Consequently, this reduced attempts to
alter the distribution of  incomes by means of  accelerated money wage
demands and increased strike activity. The centre of  distributional conflict
shifted from the market to the government.

To a large extent the rising inflationary bias in the late 1960s and the
1970s can be traced to the end of  social bargains beginning in the second
half  of  the 1960s in the European economies, thus leading to a rapid
acceleration in the rate of  wage inflation (Soskice 1978; Perry 1975; Flanagan
et al. 1983). The main factor behind the shift to market power strategies was
a perceived unfairness in market-determined distributional outcomes. In
explaining this institutional change in the labour market, and indeed the
increase in the inflationary bias in economies such as the USA and Canada, it
is essential to consider the forces undermining the once widely held belief  in
the fairness of  the system.

The spread of  unfairness perceptions

To explain the sources of  the wage explosion in the second half  of  the 1960s,
economists usually cite a sequence of  temporary disturbances. However, social
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scientists outside economics saw these events as symptomatic of  a developing
trend in public attitudes, especially on the part of  labour. This involved greater
questioning of  the fairness of  market-determined distributional outcomes.

The argument can be put best in terms used more commonly by sociologists
(Goldthorpe 1978). In a modern market economy the distribution of  national
income requires ethical, as well as political and legal, legitimacy if  distributional
conflict is to be minimized. This is particularly true when after-tax and after-
transfer incomes are distributed unequally. To put it otherwise, economic
advantages conferred by the market require status or ‘prestige entitlements’ if
they are to be generally acceptable and devoid of  divisive implications. In the
early stages of  capitalist development, religion, geographical stability, differences
in education and inherited privilege provided this legitimation. However, as
capitalism developed, rising geographic mobility, the decline of  organized
religion, the spread of  education and the suffrage and the increasing
commercialization of  life in general undermined this legitimation of  economic
inequalities, calling into question the fairness of  market capitalism.

To some extent the growth of  the welfare system temporarily blunted this
unease, but the trend was one of  freeing the less economically advantaged
from the constraints imposed by their own sense of  inferiority. Feelings of
deference and loyalty in society, in industrial relations and at the factory
declined. Two important and related effects were the Great Inflation of  the
late 1960s and early 1970s, and a more serious inflationary bias facing most
OECD economies ever since.

CONCLUSION

Just as the 1930s were important in initiating institutional changes that
favourably affected macroeconomic performance in the golden age, successful
performance in the latter period eventually induced institutional changes that
would also have a negative feedback on performance. Unfortunately in this
case the effect was to bring the golden age to an end. Since then the
unemployment records of  the OECD economies have remained noticeably
inferior to those of  the golden age. It is true that inflation is of  little
consequence today, but that is to be expected, given the prolonged period of
severely depressed conditions leading up to the present. Almost all developed
capitalist economies are now trapped in a condition of  mass unemployment
with rates of  growth of  productivity and per capita incomes that are only a
fraction of  their golden age values.

Restrictive aggregate demand policies to curb the Great Inflation were
initiated throughout the OECD in 1973 or 1974. A period of  prolonged
stagnation following the imposition of  the restrictive policies was not
anticipated by most government leaders and economists. The McCracken
Report was published after the restrictive aggregate demand policies had been
in effect long enough to reduce inflation rates below their 1973–4 peaks.
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Indeed they had fallen enough to allow the authors of  the report to conclude
optimistically that the economies would soon be restored to health. As stated
in their policy recommendations:

In the short-run the aim should be to follow a recovery track explicitly
to let the memory of  unfavourable initial conditions erode and
expectations improve. The longer-run framework, however should
provide a constant reminder to government, business and labour that
high rates of  inflation lead inevitably in time to loss of  sales and loss
of  jobs.

(OECD 1977:181)

Events have not justified the optimism of  this statement. After two decades
of  stagnation, monetary authorities still find it necessary to remind
governments, business and labour that restrictive aggregate demand policies
will remain in force until they behave themselves. The basic problem, still not
well understood, is that the difficulties leading to the Great Inflation were
more profound than those recognized by the report’s authors or by the
economics profession at large. Realization of  the full employment goal before
the early 1970s was a major factor altering the institutions of  the labour
market in the OECD economies. The shift to a market power strategy in so
many economies signalled the end of  social bargains as a policy instrument
to contain inflation. The failure to develop instruments that would restrain
inflation in a way that would permit a return to full employment has been
the main cause of  two decades of  mass unemployment.

Accordingly, a necessary condition for a return to full employment first
involves developing a good institutional-policy fit, in this case developing
policies that will induce institutional change. Of  central importance, recovery
requires policies that lead labour to return to social bargain strategies in their
wage bargaining or, as in the case of  the two North American economies, to
implement such a strategy. Without this, stimulative aggregate demand policies
to reduce unemployment cannot be used; they would lead to politically
unacceptable rates of  inflation. The inability to induce the required
institutional changes through policy is sufficient to prevent a return to anything
like the golden age of  the 1950s and 1960s.

To find solutions to the current economic problems, we must first understand
how they arose. This cannot be done within the mainstream equilibrium
framework. Malfunction is not a self-reversing interlude caused by exogenous
shocks. It is inherent in capitalism, part of  the process of  capitalist development.
Modelling capitalism as an evolutionary process, in which economic performance
and institutions interact, provides the means to understand and explain both
good and poor performance. In our analysis, superior macroeconomic
performance is dependent upon successful policy intervention. The historical
episode of  malfunction discussed is an example of  the inability to develop the
policy instruments needed for success. Only by focusing on the evolution of
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the institutional framework can this need for new instruments be seen, as
changing institutions can and do cause a poor institutional-policy fit.11

NOTES
1 The small and less developed OECD economies (Greece, Iceland, Luxembourg,

Mexico, Portugal, Spain and Turkey) are not considered here.
2 While this is true of  Schumpeter’s business cycle theory, he (Schumpeter 1942)

recognized the importance of  institutions elsewhere.
3 Economic performance can also induce changes in technology and tastes, which

then affect economic performance. However, as already indicated, the focus of
this paper is institutional change.

4 An earlier study by Cornwall (1994:xxi) used the term ‘institutional-analytical’ to
describe this approach; however, ‘institutional-evolutionary’ better conveys the
endogenous causes of  change emphasized in this chapter.

5 The Bretton Woods Agreement provided exchange rate stability and tariff
reductions stimulated exports. Export demand interacted with investment to
maintain high growth rates of  aggregate demand and output.

6 For reasons not covered in this chapter, these economies were also relieved of
serious balance of  payments constraints on their aggregate demand policies.

7 For a fuller treatment see Cornwall (1994: ch.5).
8 The text statement is not meant to convey support for the concepts of  the

NAIRU or natural rate of  unemployment.
9 From the period 1960–8 to 1968–73 inflation tripled in the European OECD

countries, from 1.6 per cent to 4.8 per cent. This was a severe problem for the
oil-producing states, for not only was the price of  oil set in US dollars, but they
held large balances of  so-called petrodollars.

10 This average increase in the inflationary bias was reflected in movements in
unemployment and inflation rates in every OECD economy studied, although the
size of  the increase varied from country to country.

11 Financial support for this research by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of  Canada is gratefully acknowledged.
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BEYOND POLITICAL ECONOMY
Ingrid H.Rima

The term ‘political economy’ has become outmoded and has largely been
dropped from the lexicon of  mainstream economists. Its decline dates, in large
part, to Alfred Marshall’s choice of  the title Principles of  Economics for his
1890 treatise. For Marshall, this choice was intended to ensure the scientific
status of  the ‘engine of  analysis’, which he created to focus on the problems
of  value, price and income distribution. His choice also reflected the view,
principally associated with John Neville Keynes’s Scope and Method of  Political
Economy (1891), that the hard scientific core of  economic theory should be
insulated from particular ideologies and moral principles. This would make
the discipline ‘value free’; however, one further consequence was that
economics became separate from practical advice on matters of  policy.

The works of  Marshall and J.N.Keynes also paved the way for the
subsequent conceptualization of  economics as the science of  allocating scarce
resources among competing uses (Robbins 1932). The vision of  Robbins, in
turn, laid the groundwork for the static models of  maximization and
equilibration employed by contemporary economic positivists who, in their
purest articulations, insist that the market-clearing mechanism renders economic
policy unnecessary and, perhaps, even pernicious.

The contrary view—that policy formulation is among the chief  tasks of
the economist, and that the principal role of  economic theory is to provide
its proper foundation—is a substantive departure from views now held by the
mainstream. Although John Maynard Keynes was schooled in the Cambridge
tradition, he aligned himself  with this contrary view in a pair of  lectures
given in 1924 and 1926 that were subsequently published as ‘The End of
Laissez-Faire’ (Keynes 1971–89:IX). His disassociation from the so-called
‘Treasury view’ of  the efficacy of  the gold standard called into question the
viability and suitability of  nineteenth-century laissez-faire, which Keynes (1971–
89:IX, 286) viewed as chiefly expressing ‘the needs and wishes of  the business
world of  the day’. Keynes’s (1936) subsequent articulation of  a theory of
aggregate effective demand then laid the theoretical foundation for what is
now termed the ‘Keynesian revolution’. It provided a substantially new model
for the functioning of  the macroeconomy, and a theoretical foundation for
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establishing appropriate mechanisms within government to move the economy
in the direction of  achieving national policy goals.

A parallel intellectual revolution, which was similarly a response to the
economic (and political) tumult of  the inter-war period, was taking place in
Germany during the 1920s and 1930s. While Keynes was railing against the
Treasury’s commitment to balanced budget, and its support of  free trade and
the gold standard, Adolph Lowe (1893–1995) was laying the intellectual
foundation for what he termed ‘political economics’.1 Lowe held a politically
sensitive post in the Weimar republic. His position involved the practical
planning and management of  the currency reforms that brought the great
hyperinflation under control. In 1921 he became Director of  Research at the
Institute of  World Economics at the University of  Kiel, where he established
a research centre for the study and control of  business cycles through
regulation and planning. His work on cycles, and the prospect for their control
via planning, provided the basis for his development of  ‘instrumental analysis’
as a technique for directing a politically free economy along the path of
economic growth.

The ideas of  Lowe remain known only to relatively few, despite his long
and active professional life at the New School in New York City. Lowe
emigrated to New York from England in 1941 after being fired by Hitler
from his prestigious academic post at the University of  Frankfurt. Yet, like
Keynes, his work as a political economist challenges the conventional wisdom
that economic outcomes can safely be left to the operation of  the market
mechanism. ‘Political economics’, as Lowe explained in On Economic Knowledge
(1965), undertakes to relate the processes of  the economic core to the
sociopolitical environment. Its conceptual roots can be traced to Adam Smith’s
system of  equilibrium growth and to Keynes’s principle of  aggregate demand.
From these models of  analysis Lowe derives a logic of  causality that centres
on the macroeconomic goals towards which the system is to be directed.

The object of  instrumental analysis, as Lowe (1965:11–12) envisioned it, is
to ‘search for the economic means suitable for the attainment of  any
stipulated end’. The technique of  instrumentalism takes the macroeconomic
outcomes, which the majority of  a country’s citizens have identified as a
desirable starting point, and then seeks to develop a strategy for achieving
these desired outcomes.

Despite its commitment to personal freedom, this instrumentalism is certain
to require a level and degree of  public management that is likely to make it
politically unacceptable to an electorate like the USA or Britain, except under
emergency economic conditions that are as devastating as the German
hyperinflation of  the inter-war years or the US depression of  the 1930s.

The situation may, however, be different for those economies in eastern
and central Europe that are making the transition toward private property
and a market system. These countries, and the economists engaged in studying
economies undergoing transition, are more likely to view their problems as a
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unique opportunity for rethinking economics, and for reshaping the method
of  arriving at economic knowledge and formulating economic policy. The
transition to capitalism from socialism is a transformation for which there is
no historical precedent, and for which classical political economy may offer
more informed guidance than that offered by traditional mainstream
economics. If  Lowe’s instrumental political economics is to find practical
application in this century, or in the early decades of  the twenty-first century,
it is most likely to occur in relation to the problems of  these newly developing
capitalist economies.

The present chapter seeks to examine this broad terrain. The first section
makes the historical case for instrumentalism that was articulated by Smith in
his argument for the provision of  public goods, and then carried forward by
Thomas Malthus, David Ricardo, and James and John Stuart Mill. The
enthusiastic participation of  these thinkers in the policy debates of  the
nineteenth century is in marked contrast with the reluctance that Alfred
Marshall felt, in the century that followed, to contribute directly to public
policy in the interest of  social betterment.

The second section of  this paper focuses on The General Theory and the
New Deal, drawing on some recently articulated interpretations about the
professionalization of economics in America and Britain. It attempts to
interpret these events as a bridge to the development of  an instrumentalist
approach in economics.

The third section focuses on the challenge presented by events in eastern
and central Europe, where countries previously aligned with the former Soviet
Union are making the transition to capitalism. The needs of  these countries,
and their unwillingness to give up entirely the social services on which their
populations have come to rely, offer a unique opportunity for rethinking, and
so reshaping, the task of  economic science and the method for arriving at
economic knowledge and policy.

The fourth section of  the chapter offers some comments regarding the
possibilities for instrumentalism in developed economies undergoing global
restructuring. The last section offers some reflections on the future possibilities
for an instrumentalist approach taking hold in economics.

PRECURSORS OF INSTRUMENTALISM

The conventional wisdom has it that the laissez-faire tradition in economics
began with the publication of  the Wealth of  Nations by Adam Smith (1776).
According to this view the role of  government should be limited to defence
against external and internal enemies. Yet this interpretation is a gross
oversimplification. Smith identified the goals of  political economy as ‘first to
provide a plentiful revenue or subsistence for the people’, and second ‘to
supply the state or commonwealth with a revenue sufficient for public services’
(1776:397). Smith was concerned to develop a bill of  particulars to guide the
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allocation of  some inputs and outputs from the private to the public sector
in order to correct the failings of  mercantilism and the agricultural system,
both of  which he regarded as ‘subversive of  the great purpose which [they]
mean to promote’ (1776:650–1).

Although Smith’s system is predicated on the vision of  a self-regulating
economy in which policy intervention is either unnecessary or harmful, he
also believed that the ideal of  self-regulation via market processes becomes
realizable only subsequent to institutional changes that eliminate mercantilist
controls from the system. It is thus clear that, notwithstanding the determinism
of  the invisible hand, there is an implicit instrumental premise in Smith’s
system of  natural liberty. Smith envisioned a science that would enable the
statesman or legislator to propel the society towards a plentiful sustenance for
its inhabitants, and also to ‘supply the commonwealth with a revenue sufficient
for the (requisite) public services’ (1776:398).

Smith conceived of  an economic order that was in the process of
‘becoming’, as mercantilist restrictions were driven out or fell into disuse. His
focus was on policy measures that would contribute toward realizing ‘the
natural order’ in which the invisible hand would function to move the system
towards the macroeconomic objective of  ‘opulence’. This conception of
political economy is thus fully compatible with the development of  a science
that studies politically related questions such as the distribution of  income,
and examines instruments of  social control that encourage behaviours
compatible with socially desirable actions.

In nineteenth-century England there was no national objective that had
higher priority than the pursuit of  economic growth. Growth is closely
associated with the question of  the way in which capitalist production
generates a social surplus, and the effect that the division of  the surplus
between capital accumulation and consumption has on the capacity of  the
economy to reproduce and continue to grow. Two critical points emerge from
this early phase of  capitalist development. First, accumulation of  capital
becomes the driving force both for nations and for the capitalist class. Second,
capitalism has a political aspect; for the state is both a defender and a promoter
of  business interests. The state operates, in effect, as a visible hand. The reform
of  the Poor Laws and the Corn Laws, which were so central to the writings
of  Malthus and Ricardo, focused on removing latent mercantilist restrictions
in order to improve labour mobility while at the same time providing a
cheaper food supply for the growing population of  England. The focus of
Malthus, Ricardo and other classical political economists on the cost of  the
food supply reflects their concern with the problem of  the sharing of  the
nation’s product among the three great social classes in the form of  wages,
profit and rent; that is, with the issue of  income distribution.

Smith was the first English thinker (he was anticipated by Turgot’s (1767)
Reflections on the Formation and Distribution of  Wealth) to integrate the problem
of  income sharing into his analysis. But it was the later classical economists,
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specifically Ricardo and John Stuart Mill, who gave special focus to the
questions of  income shares and policy. Ricardo, who served in Parliament,
and his contemporaries, Thomas Malthus, James Mill and John Stuart Mill, all
addressed these practical problems in their economic writings. They were
political economists, rather than pure theorists; their policy perspective is apparent
in the extent of  their concern with such questions as the Corn Laws and
Poor Laws, and the relationship between these policy matters and income
distribution.

BRIDGES TO INSTRUMENTALISM

Despite prominence of Smith and other classical political economists in
Britain, the scientific study of  political economy was held in relatively low
repute in Britain. This is especially noteworthy when contrasted with the
German university system, and its French and American counterparts. Political
economy was not even part of  the qualifying examinations that civil servants
were required to pass (Winch 1990:50–2). From the 1890s onwards, the British
university system was more committed to serving the interests of  the business
community than it was to training future civil servants. This perception of
the proper role of  the university in teaching economics as a discipline is very
much in evidence in the preface to Marshall’s Industry and Trade (1919), as
well as in his earlier paper The Social Possibilities of  Economic Chivalry’
(Marshall 1907). Political economy was incorporated into the programme of
study for prospective civil servants, principally for service in India. Yet the
men who held chairs of  Political Economy at Cambridge, London’s University
College and Oxford had no prescribed duties for engaging in scholarly research
relating to the interests of  the state.

The evolution of  political economy as the science of  using economic
knowledge to shape social outcomes found a considerably more congenial
environment in the USA than it did in England. The American belief  was
that universities, in addition to emphasizing intellectual values, had a
responsibility to directly serve the needs of  society. Accordingly, political
economy was more widely incorporated into American universities. It was more
likely to be added to the final year’s course in moral philosophy (as part of
the liberal arts curriculum) in American universities and colleges than in
Britain, the country where political economy originated (Coats 1985:349). In
England, on the other hand, emergence of  a broader conception of  the state
as having a purposive role in guiding economic life was considerably delayed,
despite early beginnings there of  political economy.

When founding the London School of  Economics, Sidney and Beatrice
Webb envisioned expanded research roles for governmental departments, and
also a separate official body devoted to economic intelligence. John Maynard
Keynes went a bit further in envisioning a public service organized along the
lines of  the civil service to run the business side of  government. His idea
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bore some fruit when the Labour government implemented the Economic
Advisory Council, which provided Keynes with a platform to promote the
role of  the economist in government to provide ‘deliberate and purposeful
guidance’. He was optimistic that the employment of  economists in
government ‘would provide guidance for the evolution of  our economic life’
(Howson and Winch 1977:21). More specifically, Keynes called for ‘deliberate
control’ of  currency and credit by a central institution, and for ‘intelligent
judgment’ about savings and investment (Keynes 1971–89:VIII, 287). Far from
trusting Marshall’s enlightened and chivalrous business leader, Keynes looked
to the possibilities of  ‘build[ing]up in this country a great public service
running the business side of  public concerns recruited from the whole
population with the same ability and the same great traditions as our
administrative civil service’ (Keynes 1971–89:XIX, 646).

It is ironic that despite his high expectations about the future role of
professional economists in shaping public policy, the views of  Keynes were
largely rebuffed by authorities at the Treasury and the Bank of  England. Nor
were they readily embraced in the USA. There was no reply from the oval
office when Keynes wrote to President Roosevelt on 31 December 1932:

You have made yourself  the trustee for those in every country who
seek to mend the evils of  our condition by reasoned experiment within
the framework of  the existing social system…if  you succeed, new and
bolder methods will be tried everywhere, and we may date the first
chapter of  a new economic era from your accession to office.

(Keynes 1971–89:XXI, 289)

The relevance of  Keynes’s analysis to diagnosing the US Depression did not
become apparent until the 1937 economic decline was linked to the
accumulation of  payroll taxes in the Social Security Trust Fund without any
spending offset such as the veterans’ bonus, whose final payment had been
made in 1936. It was not until 1938 that President Roosevelt approved the
proposal to support purchasing power by means of  government spending.
However, professional economists had little to do with this proposal or with
the dissemination of  Keynes’s ideas in the USA.

It was not until Harvard Professor Alvin Hansen prepared a White Paper
on employment policy for inclusion in the 1944 Democratic platform that the
message of  Keynes had an impact in the USA. Congress utilized this position
paper as a basis for enacting the Employment Act of  1946, which mandated
the goal of  reducing unemployment to not more than 4 per cent. The 1946
Employment Act also established the Council of  Economic Advisors as a
body of professional economists to advise the President about economic
matters. In effect, establishment of  the Council of  Economic Advisors
indicates that a broader conception of  the state’s role in guiding economic
life had emerged in the USA, and that professional economists were to
become a critical resource for its success.
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The policy role of  government was reaffirmed again towards the end of
the 1950s when the deteriorating condition of  the US economy prompted
demand management to promote full employment, real output growth and
price stability by harnessing both fiscal and monetary tools. Analogous views
were also gaining acceptance in the UK, where A.W.Phillips (subsequently of
Phillips curve fame) used his background in engineering to conceptualize the
economy as operating much like a hydraulic system. His model implied that
fiscal and monetary measures can be used to maintain national income at an
equilibrium level with low unemployment and high levels of  output (Phillips
1950).

Jan Tinbergen’s (1959:37–84) macroeconomic model of  the Dutch economy,
which grew out of  his business cycles work at the League of  Nations, his
(1939) 48-equation model of  the US economy and his (1951) macroeconomic
model of  the UK economy, also date from this era. Dutch policy made it the
responsibility of  government to develop policies that encapsulate a full range
of  social welfare objectives, including a fair distribution of  income and wealth,
full employment and economic growth. Tinbergen developed a social
democracy policy model, which joined the free market with investment and
planning. It had much in common with the kinds of  proposals favoured by
policy advocates in the USA and the UK, among them Alvin Hansen (1947,
1949), William Beveridge (1944) and Abba Lerner (1944).

Conceptually speaking, Lowe’s instrumentalism is rooted in the same
intellectual soil that sparked the great wave of  interventionism growing out
of  widespread acceptance of  full employment as a priority policy objective.
This objective ultimately became encapsulated in the large macro-econometric
models of  the sort pioneered by Lawrence Klein (1947a, 1947b). Incomes
policy (which was implicit in the General Theory) to contain inflation without
sacrificing employment also came to the fore at this time (Weintraub 1940,
1946).

On a theoretical level, the less than full employment equilibrium model
developed by Keynes (1936) became engulfed by the so-called ‘neoclassical
synthesis’ soon after publication of  Hicks’s ‘Mr. Keynes and the Classics’
(1937). Later, mistrust of  interventionism was given expression in monetarist
and supply-side theory and policy. These became the prelude for the ‘new
classical’ macroeconomics put forward by Lucas, Rapping, Sargent and Wallace.
These North American academics presented a powerful and concerted front
against policy intervention (Lucas 1980:200). These most recent developments
in macroeconomics have taken place within an intellectual milieu that has
become transformed by mathematical formalism and econometrics (Rima
1994). They have diverted attention, not only from social and political reality,
but also from the more basic question of  the relevance of  political economy
in the sense in which it was conceived by Robbins (1981). In its predilection
for a laissez-faire policy perspective the profession thus appears to have come
full circle since Marshall. For the time being at least, the majority of  the
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American electorate shares the perspective of  a very limited role for
government.

Neither mainstream theory nor political conservatism, however, is likely to
ameliorate the problems of  the formerly collectivized economies previously
aligned with the Soviet Union. The transition requirements of  these economies
raise the question of whether there is a theoretical prototype that can be
drawn upon for guidance. The only case study that history offers of  an
emerging market economy (if, indeed, any exists) is the primary stage of
capitalism that developed in England between the mid-eighteenth and mid-
nineteenth centuries in tandem with the Industrial Revolution.2 This period is,
of  course, also the era of  classical economics that was ushered in by Adam
Smith’s Wealth of  Nations (1776), whose chief  concern was to explain the
‘progress of  opulence among the various nations’. The section that follows
explores the similarities between emerging market economies in eastern and
central Europe and early capitalism.

THE CHALLENGES OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE

Classical political economy is best conceived as offering a model that represents
linkages among the processes of  production, income distribution, accumulation
(investment) and growth in an economic system characterized by classes of
persons whose claims to income derive either from their status as wage earners
or earners of  property income. When classical political economy is conceived
in this way, it is seen to have relevance to economies that are in different stages
of  development. Thus one can envision, at one end of  the spectrum, the newly
emerging market economics, several of  which are predominantly agrarian and
most akin to England at the time that Adam Smith was writing. At the other
end of  the spectrum are the highly industrialized economies of  western Europe
and North America. In between are the governmentally subsidized capitalist
economies of  the Pacific region and the Third World economies of  Asia, South
America and Africa which still languish far behind. Each can be explained in
terms of  a suitably modified model. The common point of  departure for all
is their vision of  a market economy as having the potential for moving them
forward towards greater opulence. With the constraints of  scarcity loosened by
technical progress, the potential for growth in the newly privatized economies
of  central and eastern Europe is no less dramatic than that envisioned by Smith
when mercantilist restrictions were driven out or fell into disuse. According to
Smith, policy measures were a prerequisite for realizing ‘the natural order’ in
which the invisible hand could function to move the system towards the
macroeconomic objective of  ‘opulence’.

There is an important analogy between Adam Smith’s argument that the
natural order requires measures to bring about changes to make it compatible
with the functioning of  the ‘invisible hand’ and the requisites for successful
take-off  from a pre-industrial state that Adolph Lowe recognized. Lowe
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(1965:309) noted that historical experience ‘coincides with the main conclusion
of  theoretical analysis: as a rule, no pre-industrial region…is capable of  lifting
itself  by its own efforts out of  its pseudo-equilibrium of  stagnation’. This
observation relates equally to newly privatized economies. Their challenge is
to transform their formerly collectivist economies, which made so little
progress towards growth that their lack of  success called forth an overthrow
of  the system, even though they provided for basic consumption needs in the
form of  public goods (but at the expense of  political freedom and economic
efficiency).

It is relevant to note that the political restructuring initiated by the 1989
revolutions in eastern and central Europe is not ushering in laissez-faire systems
of  uncontrolled capitalism. The goal of  these countries is to avoid the worst
of  the social dangers inherent in economic laissez-faire, while at the same time
achieving a state of  economic opulence. Each of  the former Soviet bloc
countries presents a unique problem, so that the challenge is to devise a
package of  ‘road maps’ by which one country at a time can effect a transition
that is designed to address its own set of  specific problems. In addressing
this challenge, the modern state is not simply a consumer of  useful knowledge
about the functioning of  the economy; it is also a producer of  economic
knowledge when it employs civil servants who are trained in economics, and
when it seeks out the assistance of  professional economists to ‘determine
organizational rules that are appropriate to the realization of  a specific macro-
goal’ (Lowe 1965:252). This is the instrumental aspect of  generating economic
knowledge which is based on ‘regressive inference from an end to the means,
from a given effect to a suitable cause or causes’ (Lowe 1965:252).

Lowe conceives of  political economics as a theoretical science whose major
task is to devise an analytical technique that will move the economy onto a
desired growth path. This calls for the derivation of  public controls that are
suitable for transforming motivational and behavioural patterns into patterns
that are goal-adequate. It is also clear that the reforms of  the eastern and
central European economies are likely to entail a level of  supervision and
guidance that may well rival the production planning system that preceded it.
Establishing a market economy will require a comprehensive new infrastructure
along with new laws; in particular, laws to govern the ownership of  property
and contractual relationships.

The definition of  property rights is basic to privatization, and is pivotal to
the way in which new market economies are likely to function. It is also
necessary that there be a social consensus in favour of  reform, along with
the political authority to proceed, if  reconstruction is to occur. Given these
prerequisites, there are at least three tasks for economists to perform. The
first is to identify what societal dangers are likely to accompany reprivatization
and deregulation. The second is to enlighten the public about the alternative
economic states that are feasible, given the available resource base and the
level of  technological knowledge. The third is to identify the set of  alternative
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measures suitable for attaining a terminal state, which reflects society’s desire
for the efficiency aspects of  a market system, without giving up social
provision of  what they consider essential goods and services.

Political economics thus has the potential for becoming an instrument for
reshaping the outcome of  uncontrolled market processes in the former
command economies of  central and eastern Europe. Conceivably, these
formerly planned economies can achieve their microeconomic goals for more
efficient resource use and also achieve higher growth rates with less uncertainty
by availing themselves of  a Lowe type of  instrumentalism.

Lowe (1965:262) has described his methodology as being analogous to
activity analysis and to linear programming, input-output analysis and
operations research, which are its major branches. He also makes reference to
economic projections, such as those developed by the National Planning
Association in Washington, D.C. What these techniques have in common with
instrumental analysis is their concern with identifying the means for achieving
stipulated ends. In terms of  welfare economics, this procedure would be
expressed as identifying the ‘optimum method for producing a given
“commodity bundle”’. In the language of  linear programming, the process
would be described as the maximization or minimization of  some ‘objective
function’ subject to certain ‘constraints’. Again, expressed in the language of
Leontieff ’s output analysis, the procedure is concerned with determining the
input-output levels for all industries contributing to the production of  a
particular set of  goods.

The common thread in all these procedures is that when the technical
requirements compatible with the production of  specified outputs are known,
the problem of  identifying what is the appropriate behaviour of  the underlying
micro-units is implicitly solved. These techniques are consistent with what
Lowe envisions instrumental analysis is capable of  achieving, especially when
combined with Jan Tinbergen’s (1952) theory of  economic policy, which has
the further capability of  evaluating the compatibility of  goals and facilitating
dynamic equilibrium.3 The problem to be addressed by instrumental analysis
is to identify what configuration of  sectoral organization and resource
distribution will assure steady economic growth over time. Thus the role of
instrumental analysis is to design ‘goal-adequate’ public controls; i.e. controls
that are consistent with democratically established macroeconomic goals. From
a conceptual perspective, the problem of  enabling an economy to proceed
from a centrally planned economy to a market economy is appropriately
viewed as identifying the traverse from one growth path to another.

SOME GLOBAL CHALLENGES FOR MATURE CAPITALIST
ECONOMIES

The emergence of  the European Economic Community and the North
American Free Trade Association (and its likely Pacific rim counterpart), and
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the expressed willingness of  the G–7 countries to provide financial support
and assistance as the Community of  Independent States (the former Soviet
Union) moves towards a free market, may portend increased support for the
production of  what Kindleberger (1986) has termed ‘international public
goods’. If  so, a fertile new area for research in political economy may emerge,
one that has much to learn from classical political economy. When judged by
modern standards, the scope for public sector activity was extremely
circumscribed in Book V of  The Wealth of  Nations (Smith 1776); yet
international economic support to provide public goods like the International
Monetary Fund, a World Bank and the European Central Bank (if  and when
it becomes a reality) is a reasonable extension of  Smith’s vision of  the scope
of  political economy.

The European Community has already taken steps to eliminate impediments
to trade among its member states. The seemingly natural tendency that nations
have towards mercantilistic restrictions on imports can be curbed only to the
extent that nations work together towards their joint removal. A consensus
also appears to have emerged among members of  the European Community
that a monetary and political union is an essential complement to their trading
community. Twelve nations of  the European Community signed the Maastricht
Treaty in February 1992 which commits all members except Britain to
introduce a common currency and establish a European central bank before
1999. This development would transfer monetary policy, which is traditionally
a crucial tool of  governmental economic control, to a transnational board.
There thus appears to be agreement among nations that ‘international linkage’
problems require cooperative efforts to prevent crises like the 1929 crash.

Thorny problems nevertheless remain on the horizon. In particular, the
French are fearful about surrendering authority over domestic monetary affairs
to a European central bank, while the Germans are equally reluctant to give
up the Deutschmark. The site of  the new central bank, whether it is to be in
London, Frankfurt, Barcelona, Amsterdam or elsewhere, is also a matter of
contention. On the other hand, there appear to be greater prospects for
international financial cooperation, because of  the levels of  opulence realized
in Germany, Japan and the USA. The rich countries of  the world increasingly
appear to be willing to ‘tax’ themselves in order to support the
internationalization of  certain controls.

The world-view of  the nineteenth century was predicated on a finite land
supply and diminishing returns, whereas contemporary political economists are
thinking in terms of  models that analyse an economy while it expands in
historical time. As technological progress frees humankind from the constraints
of  nature that dominated the dismal perspective of  classical economics, the
less relevant the Malthus-Ricardo vision of  a zero-sum game becomes. As the
twenty-first century approaches, the struggle by humankind will be seen less
in terms of  an intractable nature, and more in terms of  an enlarged surplus
and a greater prospect for accumulation and growth. Thus, the pessimistic
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prognosis of  classical political economy may not be as near to hand as might
have been thought when the stagnation theses of  the 1930s gained serious
attention. The economic reasons for ‘beggar thy neighbour’ policies may
become less compelling so that nations may become more favourably disposed
toward free trade and the provision of  international public goods, especially
if  their increasing opulence improves the affordability of  the ‘price tag’
(Kindleberger 1986). Nevertheless, the quest among nations to improve their
relative positions, though it be at the expense of  their neighbours, is a
historical reality and remains a source of  international conflict.

The happy prospect of  easing resource constraints through science and
technology will, of  course, help. Yet these gains are likely to be offset by
limits to growth that come from another direction—a massive population
explosion. The finite capacity of  spaceship earth (to use Kenneth Boulding’s
descriptive metaphor) to absorb additional waste, the gradual exhaustion of
essential natural resources and the progressive deterioration of  the environment
pose problems whose complexities are almost beyond comprehension.

It is also all too clear that private enterprise economies are, in fact, not
endowed with self-regulating mechanisms that can reliably be counted on to
ameliorate negative outcomes. It is for this reason that instrumental analysts as a
means for achieving society’s economic goals has particular relevance in the
context of  the approaching twenty-first century. The critical need is not only
for value judgements as argued for by Robbins (1981). Also necessary is an
approach identifying the optimal adjustment path from among a set of
possible paths in order to design public controls and institutions to encourage
business, household and government behaviours at the national level that are
consistent with desired global outcomes. Instrumentalism provides such an
approach.

SOME CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The complexities of  instrumentalism at the global level clearly preclude
specifics about institutional changes and policies. Nevertheless, there is a
fundamental specific which is relevant to the current disinterest in political
economy. Since Marshall, economists have chiefly been concerned with
tendencies toward equilibrium. For a generation of  economists trained in
probability theory and econometric techniques, reliance on equilibrium
modelling techniques has produced a mathematically explicit theory of  general
equilibrium in which households and firms are envisioned as jointly solving
static maximizing problems. Statistical verification by means of  the method
of  least squares and regression analysis has supported the perception of
economics as a predictive science. When joined with the notion of  ‘rational
expectations’, the inference is that economic models are useless for policy
formulation, because economic actors are envisioned as having the capability
of  correctly anticipating the likely effect of  policy changes (Rima 1994). Much
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of  the economics profession thus became indifferent to political economy as
a discipline that envisions a positive role for the state in maintaining
satisfactory levels of  employment, and for encouraging economic growth.

Nevertheless, there is a segment of  the profession that does have an
interest in economic policy. They derive their building blocks from a wide
range of  intellectual sources, including the Cambridge traditions of  Marshall,
John Maynard Keynes and Piero Sraffa; American institutionalism; Fabian
socialism; and even Marx and the ‘New Left’. The concern of  these modern
political economists is with economics as both a moral science and a social
science in the service of  human betterment. They consider mainstream theory
to be irrelevant precisely because of  its conclusion that optimal outcomes will
automatically come into existence if  only artificial impediments to the
operation of  the price mechanism are either avoided or eliminated. Thus a
rethinking of  neoclassical theory would appear to be an essential first step in
the rehabilitation of  political economy.

The prevailing disinterest in political economy is closely linked to the
underlying assumptions of  mainstream theory; the most critical of  these is
the assumption that in the absence of  impediments that derive from various
restraints of  trade, the price mechanism is capable of  bringing about a result
that is Pareto optimal. They thus have no basis for trying to further a tradition
that is properly thought of  as ‘instrumentalist’. Indeed, a substantial number
of  economists believe that members of  the profession should return to their
traditional concern with pure theory (Arndt 1991). This view brings to mind
Keynes’s (1971–89:XXI, 496–7) disillusion about the ‘rule of  the Treasury
School’. Keynes clearly confronted the source of  resistance to his theoretical
insights and their implications for public policy, when he concluded that ‘it is
my fellow economists, not the general public, I must convince’ (Keynes 1971–
89:VII, vi). Sixty years after Keynes’s lament about his fellow economists, the
profession remains indifferent, if  not hostile, to political economy. The
prospect for a substantial change in perspective among economists seems dim,
unless they are driven to recognize the necessity for international coordination
of  the domestic policies among the world’s leading economic powers.

NOTES
1 Lowe preferred the term ‘political economics’. However, it is relevant to distinguish

Lowe’s political economics from the political economy of  Lionel Robbins (1981),
who draws the distinction between economic science as relating to the technical
apparatus of  the discipline, and political economy as covering that part of  our
sphere of  interest which involves judgements of  value. Political economy, thus
conceived, is unashamedly concerned with the assumptions of  policy and the results
flowing from them.

2 The reform experiences of  China and some Latin American economies also offer
some insight into the transition from a predominantly agricultural economy to a
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more industrialized economy. However, the analogies break down because these
reforms did not involve an attempt to shift toward a market-directed economy.

3 Economists familiar with such modern techniques as activity analysis, input-output
analysis and Tinbergen’s ‘theory of  economic policy and operations research’ are
conversant with methodologies that are concerned with achieving multiple
postulated goals and evaluating their compatibility. The focal point of  these
procedures is to identify how to achieve the desired ends in the least costly way.
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR
COMPLICATING THE THEORY OF

MONEY
Kevin D.Hoover

It is very funny about money. The thing that differentiates man from the animals
is money. All animals have the same emotions and the same ways as men.
Anybody who has lots of  animals around knows that. But the thing no animal
can do is count, and the thing no animal can know is money.

Men can count, and they do, and that is what makes them have money.
Gertrude Stein, ‘All About Money’

HICKS’S PROGRAMME

The title of  this chapter intentionally echoes the title of  John Hicks’s (1935)
famous paper ‘A Suggestion for Simplifying the Theory of  Money’. Like that
paper it is intended to be a prolegomenon to an as yet unwritten monetary
theory. However, the monetary theory it foreshadows is to be constructed
differently.

For centuries the central problems of  monetary theory have been to
articulate the relationship between money and prices and between money and
real quantities. The oldest monetary theory, the quantity theory of  money,
starts from the well-established empirical generalization that (for some
definitions of  money at least) there is a rough proportionality between changes
in the quantity of  money and changes in the price level. The quantity theory
attributes that correlation to the causal efficacy of  money over prices. If
changes in the stock of  money cause proportional changes in all prices, then
money is ‘a veil’ without real effects. One irony of  the modern quantity theory
is that its adherents usually believe that control of  the money supply is
essential, even though money is a veil. This is usually justified by distinguishing
between long-run neutrality and short-run non-neutrality, but inevitably some
hand-waving is involved.

Going back at least to Hume (1742a, 1742b), quantity theorists recognized
that prices cannot adjust instantaneously to increases in the stock of  money.
To the degree that they do not, real quantities must be affected. But the
argument that money affects prices and output is more elliptical than is usually
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appreciated. Indeed, in the hands of  Milton Friedman, the most prominent
modern advocate of  the quantity theory, it presents a genuine puzzle.
According to Friedman (1956), the essence of  the quantity theory is the
stability of  the demand function for money. At first blush, this seems an odd
formulation, because the demand function is usually written to indicate the
amount of  money that economic agents would choose to hold conditional on
prices, interest rates and income. The implicit causal direction is thus from
these various factors to money. Yet the quantity theory asserts just the
opposite causality—money determines prices and income. Friedman presumes
that the supply of  money is exogenously determined and that agents consult
their demand functions; if  they find excess supply, they try to rebalance their
portfolios by purchasing goods or financial or real assets, putting pressure on
prices and rates of  return.

This seems plausible, but is in fact puzzling. A 1 per cent increase in the
stock of, say, M1 is a very tiny percentage increase in total social wealth.
Friedman’s (1957) own permanent-income hypothesis holds that only the yield
from additions to wealth should go toward consumption, so the pressure on
prices would appear to be infinitesimally small. Friedman (Friedman and
Schwartz 1982:29–31) would concede that the first-round effect is indeed
small, but that the process continues as money flows from agent to agent,
each trying to rebalance his portfolio. That the 1 per cent increase in M1
must ultimately increase prices by 1 per cent is then not a conclusion drawn
from any detailed description of  the mechanism through which prices rise.
Instead, it comes from the assumption that changes in the stock of  money
do not increase real output in the long run, and that money supply must
ultimately equal money demand. Not only does this appear to be question-
begging, but it places an almost metaphysical faith in the tendency of  an
economy to converge to market-by-market static equilibrium.

This account of  the transmission mechanism explains why the question of
how to define money has loomed so large and proved so slippery. For
Friedman’s account to be plausible money must be the transactions medium,
the asset that agents typically acquire as a byproduct of  spending on real
goods and services.1 Historically, however, the assets that play this role keep
changing—from coins, to banknotes, to cheques against bank accounts, to
cheques against money-market mutual funds—so the quantity theory must be
constantly reoriented to new primary causal agents. In Hume’s day the claim
was that changes in the amount of  precious metals caused changes in prices
and income. In Friedman’s youth, changes in notes, coins and cheque deposits
were claimed to be the causal agents. With every financial innovation there is
a proposal to reorient the quantity theory. The definition of  money also affects
the very facts that the quantity theory is meant to explain: the proportionality
of  money and prices depends on the judicious definition of  money. Indeed,
Friedman (Friedman and Schwartz 1963:649–50, passim; 1970) explicitly
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advocates defining money as the financial asset most closely correlated with
nominal GNP. Once again, questions are begged.

Hicks wrote his essay on money twenty years before Friedman’s restatement
of  the quantity theory. The main points of  this essay are easily summarized.

First, Hicks castigates monetary theory for not analysing money using the
same microeconomic tools (value theory) that economists use for other
problems. Instead, quantity equations are tacked on to models of  barter. But
Hicks notes that since people choose to hold money, money must have
marginal utility, and should be subject to the same theoretical analysis as the
holding of  real assets or the consumption of  real goods.

Second, Hicks notes that the central puzzle of  monetary theory is that
people hold money despite the fact that other assets have higher rates of
return. He writes (1935:66):

This, as I see it, is really the central issue in the theory of  money.
Either we have to give an explanation of  the fact that people do hold
money when rates of  interest are positive, or we have to evade the
difficulty somehow. It is the great traditional evasions, which have led
to Velocities of  Circulation, Natural Rates of  Interest, et id genus omm.

Third, to explain the puzzle of  rate-of-return dominance Hicks appeals to
frictions that money helps to overcome, such as risk and transactions costs.

Hicks’s programme for monetary theory follows immediately from his
critical position. A successful monetary theory had to be based on the analysis
of  individual choice; in more recent language, he advocates establishing
microfoundations for monetary theory. A successful monetary theory also
needs to be a general equilibrium theory—one that accounts for why
individuals hold money and how their choices help to determine prices and/
or real allocations for the whole economy. Furthermore, a successful monetary
theory will recognize that asset choice is about the future and therefore will
take expectations seriously. Finally, a successful monetary theory must
recognize that money is a stock, which both influences and is influenced by
real flows; it will therefore treat the stock/flow distinction carefully. This
programme for monetary theory is remarkably fresh. We recognize the central
concerns of  contemporary monetary theorists in the issues that he outlines.

GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MICROFOUNDATIONS

Despite this freshness, I want to argue that the programme that Hicks advocated
for monetary theory has been a failure—a heroic failure, but a failure none the
less. To heterodox economists, declaring the general equilibrium programme
for monetary theory a failure may seem uncontroversial; declaring the attempt
heroic might appear to concede too much.

The general equilibrium approach requires some justification and defence.
Mark Blaug (1990:228) observes that general equilibrium theory changed from
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the 1930s, when models were viewed as potential analytical tools for empirical
economies, to the 1980s, when they were regarded as ideal, non-empirical
models used to demonstrate principles. Frank Hahn (1984:45–6, 135–7) argues
that general equilibrium models are useful not because they model Adam
Smith’s invisible hand, but because they show just how stringent the conditions
are under which Smith’s results can be proven; they thereby adumbrate the
features of  the actual economy that prevent it from operating like a general
equilibrium model.

While Blaug is deeply suspicious of  this argument, I think there is good
reason to accept the general point with respect to monetary theory. Monetary
theory would advance enormously if  we could provide an idealized model of
the behaviour of  money in an economy-wide context. The failure of  money
to find a suitable place in general equilibrium models is a clear indication of
the wide lacuna in our understanding of  the operation of  money. If  we
cannot capture its operation in an idealized context, what hope have we of
capturing it in more realistic contexts?

The difficulty of  embedding money in a general equilibrium model
concerns how to connect holding money to the real choices of  individual
agents. Patinkin (1956) attempts to connect the monetary and the real by
assuming that real money balances (M/p) give consumers utility because they
provide services by permitting uncoordinated fluctuations in expenditure and
receipt flows. Once money enters into consumer decision-making in this way,
Patinkin argues, the ordinary mechanisms of  the Walrasian model establish of
the price of  money (1/p) along with all other prices.

It turns out that Patinkin’s model works only in highly restricted
circumstances. If  utility functions are restricted in such a way that there are no
distribution effects, then relative prices are fixed by the conditions of  barter
equilibrium and any arbitrary price can stand in for the general price level p,
since every price is a scalar multiple of  every other. Hahn (1965) showed that,
absent such restrictions, if  there is an equilibrium in which money has a well-
defined value, then there is necessarily another equilibrium in which its value
is zero (i.e. there is a barter equilibrium), and also that a monetary equilibrium
may not exist at all. That for every monetary equilibrium there is a barter
equilibrium is a consequence of  Patinkin’s failure to assign any essential role to
money: no economic possibilities are foreclosed in the absence of  money. That
monetary equilibrium may not exist at all is a consequence of  the peculiar
feature that the real value of  money (i.e. its characteristic that is analogous to
the quantity of  any other good) depends on the prices of  other goods. As
prices are adjusted to find the market-clearing price vector, the quantity of
money, unlike the quantities of  any other goods, changes and may change in
ways that drive the system further into disequilibrium.

In response to these difficulties Hahn (1973) argues that the mechanism
of  monetary exchange must be more fully specified so that it becomes evident
how money expands the opportunity set of  the economy. Hahn is surely right
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here, but there are other lessons to be learned from Patinkin. The Walrasian
model solves two economic problems—it establishes relative prices, and it
assures that the economic system is consistent and feasible at those prices.
Expositions of  the Walrasian model typically focus on the first problem. They
sometimes even glory in demonstrating that a decentralized economy is feasible
and that each agent need only consult prices (and not the actions of  other
agents) in order to give the ‘correct’ quantity response. This ‘invisible hand’
result is, however, parasitic on the highly centralized information processing
of  the Walrasian auctioneer (or the mathematical equivalent, the mapping rule
of  prices into prices to which a fixed-point theorem is applied to prove the
existence of  equilibrium). The Walrasian model works only because there is,
implicitly at least, somebody in the model whose business it is to know
everyone else’s business.

Money is redundant in a true Walrasian economy. The most important
function of  money in reality is as a means of  accounting for relative values
and settling imbalances that arise in trading at those relative values. Such
functions are unnecessary in a Walrasian world because the auctioneer knows
enough to set relative prices in such a way that imbalances never arise. A
programme to create a successful monetary theory is, therefore, unlikely to
find the Walrasian model a happy starting point.

THE MAIN ALTERNATIVE MONETARY MECHANISMS

As a result, monetary theorists have, by and large, attempted to explain
frictions and describe the mechanisms through which money overcomes them.
But they have attempted to maintain the Walrasian framework, and this has
created problems for these alternative approaches. Let us now look at four of
the principal mechanisms in the current literature.

The overlapping-generations model

While most monetary theories concentrate on the role of  money as a means
of  conducting transactions, the overlapping-generations model stresses the fact
that money is a store of  value, a means of  moving wealth from one period
to another.2 The central idea of  the overlapping-generations model is that
individuals want to shift resources from earlier parts of  their lives to later
parts, but they cannot do so directly since resources do not store well (e.g.
strawberries spoil). A solution is to trade for real resources in the future with
people who want real resources today. Unfortunately, if  the young want to
give up resources in their youth and the old want to consume more than
they have, such trades would be infeasible—for the old will die before the
young can be repaid. Money overcomes this friction. The young sell to the
old, carry the money into their own old age, and buy from a new generation
of  young people.
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The overlapping-generations model, however, fails to solve the central
problems of  monetary modelling. Its principal difficulty is that it does not
explain the fact, noted by Hicks, that money is held despite its low rate of
return. Simple versions of  the model rely on there being no means of  shifting
resources forward in time except money. If  there were time-using productive
processes (the analogy would be wheat growing rather than strawberries
spoiling), they would provide a better means of  shifting resources through
time. Since money is held only for its ability to store value, no one would
choose to hold money when better stores of  value were available.

Many attempts have been made to explain rate-of-return dominance in an
overlapping-generations framework. None has been successful. If  real returns
are stochastic, risk-averse agents will sometimes hold money as a way of  reducing
risk even though real returns on assets are positive on average (Wallace 1981).
While this is true, the range of  stochastic yields is far too narrow to explain
commonly observed differences of  five or ten percentage points between the
yields of  money and other assets. Intermediation costs could explain a premium
(interest foregone) on money (Bryant and Wallace 1979). But actual
intermediation costs in the real world (think of  the service fees on money-
market mutual funds) are simply too small to account for observed differential
yields. If  certain people (the relatively poor) cannot hold assets because of  legal
restrictions on intermediation (e.g. banks are forbidden to issue one-dollar bearer
bonds at interest) then money might be dominated in rate of  return but still
held by the poor (Wallace 1983). Again, this is true in principle, but does
violence to the facts. A wide range of  interest-bearing assets can be purchased
by the poor in small denominations. Furthermore, the rich as well as the poor
hold money. The puzzle about why people hold money remains.

The cash-in-advance model

Cash-in-advance models focus on the role of  money as a means of  exchange.3
As Clower (1967:5) puts it: ‘money buys goods, and goods buy money, but
goods do not buy goods’. In the cash-in-advance model, people may have
real resources, but they cannot barter them for other goods. Instead they
must sell them for money. Only with money can people purchase goods.

Clearly, a comprehensive cash-in-advance requirement is too strict; some
goods are in fact bartered directly. Lucas (1984) and others have investigated
models in which there are both cash goods, which are subject to the
constraint, and credit goods which are not.

But the principal difficulty with the cash-in-advance model is that it is not
a good description of  the economy. While it is true that one must have coins
in hand to use vending machines, the largest transactions by value are made
on credit, with settlement coming some time later. As credit-card use advances,
this point becomes more obvious. What is less obvious is that the cash-in-
advance constraint has never been pervasive. For hundreds of  years many,
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and perhaps most, transactions have been carried out on credit—personal
accounts with grocers or tailors, trade credit and wages paid in arrears. Money
seems central to the economic system, yet it does not seem essential to possess
money in advance of  purchase.

Liquidity-cost models

Another way to model money is to assume that the possession of  money
reduces the real cost of  obtaining consumption or production goods. Holding
money is consumption foregone, but failing to hold money raises the costs
of  obtaining consumption goods. The demand for money is determined by
balancing these opposing costs.

The principal objection to this approach is that it is question-begging. The
nature and size of  the liquidity costs, and the exact mechanism through which
money is supposed to reduce them, are never clearly specified.

Liquidity-cost models have been used to justify the model of  money in
the utility function, in spite of  Hahn’s criticisms of  Patinkin for using this
technique. Feenstra (1986) demonstrates that for any particular specification
of liquidity costs there is a model with money in the utility function that
delivers the same equilibrium. Suppose that agents optimize a utility function
U(Ct, Ct+1, Ct+2,…), where C is real consumption and the subscripts indicate
current and future periods, subject to a budget constraint in which money
enters as a liquidity cost measured in terms of  reduced consumption. Feenstra
demonstrates that the problem can be recast as one in which agents optimize
a different utility function U*(Mt, Xt, Xt+1, Xt+2…), where M is real money
balances and X is consumption plus liquidity costs. The solution to each
optimization problem generates exactly the same paths for consumption and
money holdings. This result follows from the duality relationship between
direct and indirect utility functions. It would appear, then, that if  the liquidity-
cost model could be justified, so could the money-in-the-utility-function model.
Feenstra’s result, however, is only valid, as he himself  observes, for an
economy with a single commodity. In such an economy there are no relative
prices to induce the distribution effects that threaten the existence of
equilibrium.

Beyond that, even in the restricted range of  its validity, Feenstra’s result
says that for a particular utility function, U, and a particular specification of
liquidity costs, there exists a particular isomorphic utility function, U*. This
function, U*, however, is unlikely to belong to the class of  utility functions
commonly used in monetary models. Indeed, the form of  U* is dictated by
the form of  U and of  the liquidity-cost function, and is likely in practice to
be quite peculiar. Thus, Feenstra’s result is highly limited: even if  we were
happy to model only a single-good economy, and even if  we were happy with
the specification of  liquidity costs—assumptions unlikely to be fulfilled—there
is no general support in Feenstra’s analysis for choosing some particularly
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tractable utility function that includes money and using it as the basis for
monetary analysis.

Search models

Search models are perhaps the most radical attempt to view money as a
response to particular frictions.4 Their central notion is that people have goods
to trade and limited preferences over which goods to consume, so the process
of  finding suitable trading partners can be arduous. With direct barter, agents
must find another agent who both has a good they want and who wants the
good they have (Jevons’s famed ‘double coincidence of  wants’). If  agents believe
that some undesired goods may be used to purchase desired goods, indirect
barter is possible: I trade oranges for cigarettes, even though I do not smoke,
because I believe that I can trade cigarettes for coffee at a later stage. If  any
commodity comes to be universally regarded as the preferred intermediary in
trades, then that good is essentially money. Most work in search models has
concentrated on detailing the conditions under which particular goods take on
the role of  money and on the efficiency improvements from monetization.

Search models may give some insights into how particular objects
historically became money, but they do not help to understand a developed
monetary system. The problem here stems from the fact that the friction that
money overcomes is ignorance of  where to find the goods that we wish to
purchase. Money is valuable because the average time involved in locating
preferred consumption goods is lower in a monetary economy than in a barter
economy. But is this really a problem? I do not need to search randomly for
groceries; I go to the same grocer each week. If  I want a bolt I go to the
hardware store; if  I want aspirin I go to the pharmacy. Even when I do not
know immediately where to find a good, my search is directed through
informational resources such as the Yellow Pages or the advice of  my neighbour.
Holding intermediate goods is not a relevant part of  finding my preferred
consumption good, although there is undoubtedly a monetary aspect to the
transactions involved in securing it.

In search models people can trade only when they find someone to trade
with. Money improves consumption possibilities because it increases the
probability of  finding a willing trader. The average time to find two trades
(what I have got for money and money for what I want) is lower (and
therefore the consumption loss is lower) than the time to find one trade
without money. The search metaphor is one of  undirected trade and random
mixing. The point about knowing where to find the grocer is that in any
developed economy trade is directed, not random, and the fundamental friction
is not search (finding the appropriate trade), but the difficulty of  arranging
the trade in a suitable way: valuing it appropriately (one function of  a unit of
account), and keeping it fair and honest. The issue is not just that I know
where the grocer is, but that I know where the university (my employer) is,
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and that the grocer knows where the university (that his child attends) is.
Search is not the issue; coordination is.

A NEW PROGRAMME FOR MONETARY THEORY

Search models are on the right track in that they reject the Walrasian model
as a basis for monetary theory. They go wrong because they are mesmerized
by the task of  isolating why some particular good (gold, silver, fiat paper)
becomes the preferred intermediary in transactions, and because they wrongly
characterize the informational constraint that we face. Like some attempts to
understand money in a Walrasian framework, search models overemphasize the
role of  money in transactions as an intermediary good. Money is in part a
response to information failures; however, the principal failure is not ignorance
of  where to find goods but the ignorance of  what goods we will in fact buy
or sell. This latter information failure is the one stressed by Patinkin. And this
friction can be overcome by any number of  credit arrangements, not just
through holding a specialized money good. In any developed economy, the
credit system is essential. Money is an essential part of  the credit system. But
the important thing about money in a credit system is neither its quantity nor
the number or value of  the transactions in which it mediates.

Rather, the principal modern function of  money is the one traditionally
regarded as the weak sister of  the famous triad (means of  exchange, store of
value, unit of  account). Money is most importantly a unit of  account, and
the efficiencies of  a monetary economy arise not from the services of  the
particular asset called ‘money’, but instead from the whole complex of
transactions and financial services that use the monetary unit as their principal
means of  keeping score: ‘Men can count, and they do, and that is what makes
them have money.’

I have argued in detail elsewhere (Hoover 1988a, 1988b) that a financial
system involving nominal paper assets can function only if  these are
convertible through direct or indirect chains to a real asset. For these purposes,
fiat currency or central bank reserves can be thought of  as real assets in the
sense that they provide no entitlements to further conversion (unlike, say, a
cheque which is an entitlement to receive cash or central bank reserves) and
that they are the stipulated means of  meeting certain obligations (e.g. payment
of  taxes or settlement of  reserve positions). In practice, most financial assets
are ultimately convertible into a narrow class of  real assets. This class could
be thought of  as defining ‘money’, although that is a narrower definition than
common usage. In practice such narrow money is the typical unit of  account,
although accounts could be specified in units other than the natural units of
this class provided that they were related to goods in the class in well-defined
ways (e.g. in gold guineas, coins that no longer exist but whose value is
defined to be £1.05, or SDRs, which are defined as weighted averages of  the
values of  national moneys).
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Stressing the centrality of an accounting system using a unit that is the
ultimate good of  conversion (or settlement) diminishes the importance of
money as a store of  value or a means of  payment. Narrowly defined money
is a very small player in the whole system of  credit and finance. When I
obtain goods without surrendering a real equivalent, accounts must be kept
of  what I owe. Some manner of  discharging my debt must be, implicitly at
least, agreed upon. Narrow money is not important because it is intermediary
in most of  my transactions: indeed it does not even settle most of  my debts,
since I mostly pay my bills by cheque, reducing my own demand deposits
and raising my creditors’ demand deposits with banks transferring but a small
proportion of  their total clearings of  all such exchanges in the form of  central
bank reserves. Rather, narrow money is important because it defines the unit
in which my debts are recorded, and because it provides the ultimate anchor
for the convertibility of  assets with which I typically discharge my debt.

It is this pervasive engagement with the financial system at every level that
explains the peculiar robustness of  money. Who has not heard stories of
Germans in 1923 paying for bread with wheelbarrows full of  money? The
story is usually told to illustrate how depreciated the Reichsmark had become
during the hyperinflation. I think that it illustrates a much more astonishing
point: despite its vast depreciation, despite its high negative real rate of  return,
despite the vastly increased shoe-leather costs (after all, a wheelbarrow load
of  paper is heavy) and despite the substitution possibilities into foreign
currency or physical assets, the Reichsmark continued to be used.

My first proposal for an alternative monetary theory then is to place the
emphasis on the accounting and settlement functions of  money. Since these
functions have no role in a Walrasian system, it follows immediately that we
must seek a non-Walrasian model. We obviously have to give up the auctioneer
as a guarantor of  the feasibility of  trading. Without an auctioneer, the model
lacks a price-setting mechanism. The alternative model must therefore supply
the gap. The natural alternative is a model of  price-setting agents.

My second proposal is to extrapolate from current trends in transactions
technology (e.g. credit cards, electronic fund transfers or debit cards), and
make the extreme idealizing assumption that no narrow money is needed in
advance of  purchase. All purchase is on credit, but from time to time
uncleared balances have to be settled either at the level of  the individual, or
at the level of  banks or other financial intermediaries, with narrow money.
This is to replace the cash-in-advance constraint with a cash-in-arrears constraint.

My third proposal is to take the fact that money is dominated in rate of
return as a primitive fact about the economy. Monetary theory after Hicks
has attempted to explain why that could be an equilibrium result—either by
finding some service that makes up the rate-of-return deficit or by introducing
some constraint that forces money to be held as the corner solution to an
optimization problem. Either way, the goal is to explain why money is held
voluntarily. In keeping with the idealized assumption of  the cash-in-arrears
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constraint, I suggest a further idealization. Let us suppose that money is not
held voluntarily. Money holdings arise in the process of  settlement, and people
dispose of  their money by purchasing better-yielding financial assets as fast as
possible. Clearly all the money in existence must be held by someone, but
they need not hold it as part of  an optimal portfolio.5 In taking this view we
give up the ideal of  static equilibrium. There may, none the less, be something
akin to equilibrium in our model, what von Mises (1963:224–50) has called
the ‘evenly rotating economy’—an economy in motion, not at rest, but whose
rotation is recurring and routine.

One great appeal of  the Walrasian model is that it yields nice analytic
results. My suggestions force us to give up these results. One might
nevertheless answer the main questions of  monetary theory in a computer
simulation that is founded on the three proposals that I have sketched. Such
a model would involve a large number of  heterogeneous agents—producers
and consumers or producer-consumers. These agents would set prices for the
goods that they produce and choose goods for purchase on the basis of  the
prices advertised in the market. Their behaviour could be forward-looking and
consistent with a sort of  practical rational expectations. This means that, while
we do not endow agents with omniscience about the price-setting structure,
we could nevertheless make them efficient learners who do not persist in
remediable mistakes.

Demands, supplies or both would be stochastic. This would introduce
randomness into purchases and sales. Agents would formulate plans at the
beginning of  a period for consumption or production in a way not
inconsistent with dynamic optimization (e.g. the life-cycle model of
consumption), but would find at the end of  the period that some expected
sales had failed to materialize or that some consumption plans had been
frustrated. Agents would then find themselves willy-nilly to be creditors or
debtors to other particular agents. (It might be useful to model a separate
banking sector, so that the settlement of  net imbalances became the specialized
task of  the banks.)

Transactions are conducted with a higher frequency than settlements: we
spend money every day, but pay our bills monthly. Therefore, after a certain
number of  periods, agents must settle net outstanding balances. Money is
needed for this. Agents without money would have to borrow it. Agents who
carried money over unwillingly (because it is dominated in rate of  return)
from earlier settlement periods would use it to settle their own debts and
would purchase financial assets with any extra money.

Two different financial markets are presupposed in this story. One, which
corresponds to our bond market, is the market for savings. Agents should
not be assumed to attempt the impractical Walrasian feat of  generating a
good-by-good consumption plan for all future periods. Instead, they would
choose real savings (and purchase the counterpart financial assets) as part of
their general period-by-period consumption decision. This is more Keynesian
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in spirit: the decision to save is the decision to abstain from current
consumption, not the decision to consume some definite thing in the future.
The second market is the market for the settlement asset itself. This
corresponds to the US Federal funds market, where one bank lends another
central bank reserves in order to meet reserve requirements or settlement
needs. To obtain sufficient realism it may be necessary to introduce a third
financial market—a stock market, where returns are linked to the real yields
of  productive physical assets.

While such a simulation model would be highly stylized, it is a reasonable
portrayal of  the future exchange system in developed countries. Moreover, in
the context of  such a model one could address the classic questions of
monetary economics. Does expansion of  the narrow-money asset generate
proportional inflation? Do changes in the money stock have real effects in
the short or long run? Are supply shocks inflationary? Are monetary policies
that aim to fix nominal interest rates unstable? Would this model provide
different answers than those that try to remain with the Walrasian framework?
We cannot know the answer to these questions without actually constructing
the model. But as I noted at the beginning of  this chapter, this is a
prolegomenon to a monetary theory, not a monetary theory itself.6

NOTES
1 That Friedman and Schwartz (1963:649–50, passim) characterize money as ‘a

temporary abode of  purchasing power’ rather than as a means of  exchange does
not affect the point here at all.

2 The classic paper on the overlapping-generations model is Samuelson (1958).
Wallace (1980) has been the most persistent advocate of  using overlapping-
generations models to provide a foundation for monetary theory.

3 The locus classicus of  the cash-in-advance constraint is Clower (1967). Also, see
Kohn (1981).

4 The prototypical search model of  money is Diamond (1984). Kiyotaki and Wright
(1989, 1991, 1993) have been major proponents of  this approach.

5 This is the basis of  the ‘buffer-stock’ approach to aggregate money demand; see
Laidler (1982).

6 The author thanks Clinton Greene and Steven Pressman for comments on an
earlier draft of  this chapter.
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